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THE NEW PRIMATES' HOUSE.

T(
)\\ARr) the nianiiiials of all Orders save
one. human interest is variable and er-

ratic. The various groups have their sc])arate

admirers, and from the elephant to the Spinv
.-\nteater of Australia, there is no mannnalian
fannly without its circle of patrons and cham-
pions.

I!ut there is one Order which attracts the
entire human race, and compels universal at-

tention. The savant and the savagfc, the prince
and the pauper, are moved by a common im-
pulse to meet on common ground before the
cages of the Primates. The spectacle of human
likeness as displayed by apes, baboons, and

RUFFED Lli.MLK, LLML'i: I ARIA.

The Zoological Society has recently received six specimens from Mada^.tscar.
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This building is i nearly

PRUMATES' HOUSE,

npleted and will be ready for occupancy within the next month.

monkeys fairly fascinates humanity, and will

continue to do so, even after the great problem
of human relationship has been solved.

The new Monkey House now nearing com-
pletion in the New York Zoological Park is the

first of the series of large buildings for tropical

and sub-tropical mammals. Officially, and for

the sake of scientific accuracy, it is called the

Primates' House, because "Primates" is the

name of the zoological order which includes

the apes, baboons, monkeys, and lemurs. Pos-
sibly until the new word becomes well-known
and established, the building will be popularh-

known as the Monkey House. Meanwhile, the

inscription in cut stone over each doorway will

serve as a perpetual reminder that the great

apes, the gibbons, and the baboons are not mon-
keys, any more than horses are burros. The
comprehensive accuracy of " primates " is

worth to the public all it will cost to bring the

word into general use.

The Primates' House will be fully completed,
fully stocked with animals, and ready for the

public about December i, 1901. So far as can
be judged at present, this structure when com-
pleted will be all that its sponsors have hoped
and intended it should be—an ideal home for

the primates of the world. It is generous in

proportions, artistic in design, rich in materials

and ornamentation, admirably served with
light, heat, and air, and as perfectly finished

in all its details as the works of a watch.

TAOMKEY H0U.5E.

MyvrnrLOOpPLA^i

Showing ;

GROUND PLAN OF PRIMATES' HOUSE,

angemenl uf the various groups of apes, monkeys, baboons ;
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As a thoroughly scientific plant for the suc-

cossful care and satisfactory public exhibition

of 250 apes, baboons, monkeys, and lemurs, the

Zoological Society believes that it will bear

comparison with the best buildings of the kind

that have been produced thus far. Moreover,
its ground plan, cage designs, and service ar-

rangements are, in nearly every detail, entirely

new. These features are the hard-earned re-

sults of our own studies of living primates,

both in their native jungles and in many pliases

of captivity.

GEN'ER.-\L CHARACTER.

Like our other large buildings, the Primates'

House is only one story high. Like them also

its architectural style is classic, and its ma-
terials are buff brick, gray granite, Indiana
limestone, gray terra cotta, red slate, and
copper. It is 162 feet in length by 74 feet in

greatest width, including the outside cages,

which have a maximum width of 23 feet. The
main building consists of two lofty and spa-

cious halls, joined by a long central gallery.

At each end there is a wide entrance pavilion,

consisting of a central vestibule, flanked on
each side by rooms necessary to the service of

the building. All along the eastern front of

the building extends a series of lofty outdoor
cages.

Although the interior of the main building is

divided into three halls, when the wide, interior

doors are open, the divisions detract but

slightly from the .general effect of one grand
gallery, 122 feet long, and 43 feet wide. Thi>
subdivision of the s])ace is a new idea in ani-

mal-house construction, and it gave the key-

note for the entire plan. The reasons for it are

as follows

:

1. More perfect control of interior tempera-
ture.

2. The ability to maintain more than one
temperature.

3. The scientific subdivision of the primates.

4. The acquisition of a maximum of floor

space for animals.

THE HAH,S.

The South Hall is to be occupied exclusively

by the monkeys of the New World—the capu-
chins, spider monkeys, sakis, howlers (if they
will live), marmosets and owl monkeys. The
Main Hall is to be devoted to the baboons, mon-
keys, and lemurs of the Old World. The
North Hall is for the anthropoid apes—orang-
utans, chimpanzees, and gibbons, and also

gorillas, as often as good fortune renders it

possible to secure a specimen of that rare and
wonderful creature.

THE INTERIOR CAGES.

The interior of the building is provided with

cages of four different types. There are two

triple wall cages, extra large and light, and

four double wall cages, for the great apes, and

for large generic groups of South .\merican

monkeys. There are nine single wall cages, for

baboons and large monkeys. One cage is quite

spectacular, being very large, open on four

sides, and backed by a jungle of growing

plants. This is called the Jungle Cage, and

will contain a collection of lemurs and particu-

larly beautiful members of the Genus Scmno-
[fitlicciis.

The fourth type consists of 22 fli)or cages,

which, though much smaller than any of the

preceding, are yet abundantly large for the shy

and delicate species which they will contain.

Strange as it may seem, there are many species

of mammals which are so timid and so delicate

every way, that they are happier, thrive better,

and live longer in comparatively small quar-

ters than when given a great amount of space.

To a very timid animal, the sense of being \no-

tected at all points is as necessary to its health,

as good air and sufficient warmth.
The dimensions of the interior cages, not

counting their tables, are as follows

:

feet long, 10 feet deep, and 12 feet high

icIliI lor, about Jjo specimens.

1 Jungle Cage,
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MODELLED CKESTLNG KUK PRIMATES' HOUSE.
Designed by A. P. Proctor.

The wall cages extend along the eastern wall

of the building, in an unbroken series, their

floors raised three feet high from the floor of

the building. Overhead they extend up to the

roof, and each cage is provided with a spacious

skylight, which makes its interior a bright and
cheerful place of abode. A high window, be-

tween the sleeping-boxes, communicates di-

rectly with a corresponding outdoor cage, to

be used by the animals in hot weather.

The interior of each wall cage will be a small

gymnasium, provided with ladders, swings,
flying-rings, and horizontal bars so tempting
that no sane and healthy primate can resist the

temptation to exercise frequently, and thereby
keep in good health.

THE OUTDOOR CAGES.

In recognition of the fact that outdoor air

is the best thing in the world for a wild animal,

provided it be not unendurably cold, the series

of outdoor cages form one of the most impor-
tant features of the Primates' House. They
face toward the southeast, extend the entire

length of the main building, and on the north,

east, and south are sheltered by leafy walls of

forest. At each end of the building is a huge,
semicircular cage, 23 feet in diameter, and 15

feet high above the floor, each covering the

entire end of the corresponding interior hall.

The conical roof, of corrugated iron and glass

on light steel girders, rests lightly but gen-
erously upon the interior, like a Malay hat, and
projects two feet beyond the outer wall of

wire, giving it a decidedly graceful appearance.

Between these two great end cages extend,

like the links of a chain, the series of smaller

cages, ranged along the outer wall of the build-

ing, and divided to match the cage divisions

within. The partitions dividing these cages

are half solid wood, for protection against cold

north and south draughts, and half wire-net-

ting, for coolness in hot weather, and sociabil-

ity at all times. All these cage fronts are of

wire-netting, e.xcept that for the great apes,

which is provided with light steel bars.

THE MONKEY GROVE.

An interesting and important outdoor feat-

ure, but not to be developed until ne.xt year,

will be the Monkey Grove. Near the south-

eastern corner of the building stands a small

grove, containing about a dozen trees from
thirty to fifty feet in height. By lopping off

a few branches, this grove will be isolated from
the adjacent forest. A wire fence, with an un-
climbable overhang of smooth metal will be
erected around this grove, after which a mid-
air tunnel of wire-netting will be run from
the large outdoor cage into the tree-tops. It

is intended that the larger monkeys of the

South Hall shall have, in the seasons of mild
weather, free access to and from this grove,

and afford visitors an opportunity to observe
monkeys actually in a state of nature.

The doors between all the interior and ex-

terior cages are so constructed that the pri-

mates can open them at will, and in mild
weather go out and come in at pleasure. Each
door is hung on sash-weights, so carefully

adjusted that a lift of three pounds will raise

it, and it drops by its own weight.

WIRE-NETTING INSTEAD OF BARS.

An important innovation in the construction

of the cages of this building is the general use

of open chain-netting set in channel-iron

frames, instead of the heavy upright bars that

have been used almost universally hitherto.

The only variation from chain-netting is found
in the apes' room, where, on account of the

strength of the animals, and their cunning and
perseverance in destroying wire-netting, bars

are considered necessary. While it would be

possible to make a wire cage-front that would
withstand the attacks of an adult orang or

chimpanzee, the size of the wire, and the

amount of it necessary, would be so great as

to nullify the ordinary advantages of netting.

One advantage of chain-netting which is not

to be ignored, is its value as a means of exer-

cise for the monkeys. As an aid in climbing

it is unsurpassed, and the joy which monkeys
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MOUKI.I.Kl) CRESTlNt; KiK I'lUMAlK;

Designed by A. P. i'roctor.

manifest in swiiiii^'ing over large sections of

2-iiich mesh No. 13 wire-netting is ocular proof

of its value. Quite aside from this, however,
its highest value lies in the emancipation of

both monkey and visitor from the objection-

able prison bars, that for a century have stood

between them.

CAGE SERVICE.

The cleaning of mammal cages from the

front is not. and never can be, satisfactory.

The principle is bad, and its application is

worse. The chief obstacle in the way of cage

service wholly from the rear lies in the neces-

sity for direct communication, for the animals,

between the interior and exterior cages.

Just how this difficulty has been met in the

planning of the Lion House will appear in a

future number of the Bulletin. In the Alonkey
House, a Keepers' Passage, 3 feet wide and

7 feet high from the floor of the building,

has been constructed between the interior

and exterior cages, with doors opening into

every cage of both series. Its flat top serves

partly as a floor for the interior sleeping-

boxes, and partly as a convenient and comfort-

able shelf for the inmates of the cages, upon
which they will show off to excellent advan-
tage. An open space between the sleeping-

boxes leads to the window, by which the mon-
key habitant passes at will from his interior

apartments to that in the open air.

The Keepers' Passage is reached from both
ends, and also by two cross passages, which
lead directly from the floor of the main hall.

The latter afford quick and easy access from
the interior of the building to every cage, with-

out as well as within. Each service door of

the cages is provided with a peep-hole, in order

that the keeper may know the whereabouts of

his animals before entering.

HE.VTING, LIGHTING, AND VENTILATION.

Like the Reptile and Bird Houses, the Pri-

mates' House is heated by hot water, partly by
direct radiation, and partly by registers. The

temijcrature is regulated automatically by
means of a system of thermostats, antl will be
maintained at 75 degrees l-"ahrenheit.

The lighting of the building and cages has
been very successfully devcloiied, and it is be-

lieved will i)r()ve admirably a(lai)ted both to

the wants of the animals and the ])ublic. The
total area of roof-glass is really very great, anil

this, with the grand windows in the western

front of the building, makes the whole interior

as light as could possibly be desired.

The ventilating system for the building and
cages has been thought out with special care.

A feature of prime importance is the arrange-

ment by which warm air issues from under-

neath the interior wall cages, is drawn into the

cages, and after warming them and becoming
vitiated, passes out at the top instead of being
thrown into the auditorium. This has been

devised for the express jnirpose of carrying

off all wild animal odors without their passage
through any portion of the space occupied by
visitors.

PLANS .\ND ARCHITECTURE.

The ground plan and cage arrangements of

the Primates' House were designed in i8g6 by
the Director of the Zoological Park. The
architectural Vvork is by Messrs. Hcins & La
Farge, and the engineering by Mr. H. de B.

Parsons. The decorative animal sculptures

are from models executed by A. P. Proctor.

The terra cotta which forms so prominent a

feature of the building's adornment was manu-
factured by the Atlantic Terra Cotta Company.
The contract for the building was let by Hon.
.\ugust Moebus. Park Commissioner for the

Borough of the Bronx, and the work has pro-

ceeded under the joint supervision of the

Architects and Mr. Martin .Schenck, Chief En-
gineer of the Park Department for Bronx
Thorough. It is being erected by Thomas
Cockerill & Son, who are prosecuting the work
in a manner highly satisfactory to the Zoo-

logical Society and the Park Department.

Work began on February 10, 1901, and has

progressed with rapidity and precision. On
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npartment for large apes in Primates' House.

the part of the builders, every effort has been

made to meet the numerous special wants in-

separable from large permanent buildings for

animals.

The total cost of the building is $64,160, and

New York. Its live animals will be provided

by the Zoological Society. No portion of the

cost of the Zoological Park has been met by the

State of New York, or otherwise than by pri-

vate citizens throusrh the Zoolosrical Societv.

it is paid from funds provided bv the City of and the municipality of New York.

Red and Gray Squiirels have multiplied surprisingly

well in the Park, and numerous are the battles fought, lor

they are mortal enemies. Frequently when some indus-

trious member of the SritiroidM is busily engaged m gar-

nering the winter's store of nuts, his work is likely to be

rudely disturbed by a tiny redskin torment. Away they go,

a flash of gray and red, the gray to seek shelter in the top

of some lofty shagbark or sweet gum, while little spitfire

returns, to confiscate the result of his hard labor.

The editorial on page twenty-fiv- of this is-

sue, reprinted from Bulletin No. V., is worthy
of your serious attention. A membership of

3,000 would indeed be a tower of strength,

and there must be at least io.odo good citizens

in this great city who could become Annual
Members.

THE PARK LIBRARY.

Books for the correct identification of mam-
mals, birds, and reptiles are as necessary as

food with which to keep them alive. At this

moment the Zoological Park office urgently

needs, for daily use, $5,000 worth of zoological

books and periodicals. Now that the Service

Building is complete and occupied by the Park
officers, it is time for the formation of a library

to begin in real earnest. Thus far, the So-
ciety's expenditures for books have been lim-

ited to about $1,500; and, in reality, a special

Library Fund is one of the needs of the hour.

Incidentally, it may be mentioned that any
member of the Societv, or friend thereof, who
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owns a copy of Aiuluboii's " Birds of North
America," which is not in constant use, and
which lie miglit see fit to present to the So-

ciety, it would constitute a iiighly acceptable

and permanently useful gift.

All members who have in their libraries any
works on mammals, birds, and reptiles which
are not in frequent use, are invited to remem-
ber that gifts of such books will be highly

acceptable to the Society.

THE LION HOUSE.

On July nth a contract for the erection of

the Lion House of the Zoological Park was
let by the Park Department to Thomas Cock-
erill & Son, at $134,500, and work on the

excavation began on July 20th. The contract

time is 150 working days. The rubble ma-
sonry foundations were completed October
15th, and it is a safe prediction that the build-

ing will be enclosed by Thanksgiving. This
means that by May i. 1902, the structure will

be fully complete and ready for occupancy.

In view of the satisfactory manner in which
Mr. Cockerill is proceeding with the Primates'

?Iouse, the Zoological Society is well pleased

to have the building of the Lion House aUo
in his hands.

The contract for the four sentinel lions, in

marble, and all other animal sculptures on the

Lion House, has been awarded to Mr. l-'li

Harvev, and his models arc well advanced.

THE BE.WERS.

Ever since August ist the Beavers have
been busily preparing for winter. They have
cut down about ten small trees, barked three

large ones for felling in the near future, raised

and strengthened their dam, and added much
material to their house. The Beaver Pond
begins to look like a WTeck. Thus far nearly

every tree that has been felled has been cut

up and fully utilized. Peeled poles, sixteen

feet in length, have been placed on the ends
of the dam to anchor it firmly to the bank.

The dam as a whole has been developed into

the form of one side of an ellipse, with the

curve up-stream. The water of the pond has

been raised about a foot since July ist. All

this is the work of thess remarkable animals.

Frequently, late in the afternoon, beavers

have been seen carrying mud and placing it

on the ends of the dam. During the month

of July, two of the animals came out almost

daily, and lay for several hours on an islet in

the centre of the pond. Just how well the

three Texas beavers will endure the .Northern

winter remains to be seen. Inasmuch as they

are strangers in a strange land, a warm house
will be constructed for their use, if they care

to take advantage of its hospitality.

On the whole the Beaver Pond appears to

deserve a place in the list of successful in-

stallations of the Zoological Park, and there

is to-day apparently no reason why the habi-

tants should not live in good health and breed
freel v.

Our most recent purchase, seven Newfoundliind Caribou,

arrived at the I'ark, October 8th. direct (mm Hay of

Islands. They are fine, plump, healthy little fellows
about as large as a full-grown Newfoundland dog.
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of mail)' newspapers published in other cities

in whose cokimns the progress of the New
York Zoological Park has been followed.

Regarding our name and place, the world

outside of New York will take its cue from

this city. If we arc to be dubbed Bronx Park

Zoo the world will hold us cheaply, at a

Bronx-Zoo estimate, to the end of time; and

to this fact the attention of all members of

the Zoological Society is specially invited.

NEW MEMBERS.

It requires a great membership as well as a

great many animals to make a fine Zoological

Park. Even the finest of raw materials require

workmen and the sinews of war for the pro-

duction of the finished product.

In creating a Zoological Park the first and
most important requisite is public support in

the form of membership.
Thus far the Xcw York Zoological Society

has carried out its programme without a single

long delay. Regarding the Society's member-
ship, there is but one thing to be done—name-
ly, to raise it to 3,000. Of .\nnual Members
there are 852, and the other sustaining mem-
bers of all classes bring the total active list up
to 1,061 persons.

P>ut for one thing this could be considered

a high figure. If the Zoological Park and the

general work of the Society is to be developed
on the broad and liberal lines laid down five

years ago—and faithfully followed up to this

date—a membership of 3.000 sustaining mem-
bers is an absolute necessity.

The Society is pledged to provide all the

animal collections of the Zoological Park, and
ere long this will mean an annual expenditure
of not less than $20,000. An Administration
Building, with a fine library, picture gallery,

and reception rooms 0])en to members must
be provided by the Society for the prosecution
of its scientific work in the Park. The Societv

desires to issue, from time to time, im]iortant

natural history publications for the special

benefit of its members. It also wishes to pro-
mote research in certain lines, and enter more
actively into the business of affording better

legal protection to our native animals.

Two thousand new annual members, con-
tributing $10 jier year, are needed. As a source
of strength, the importance of the Annual
Member can hardly be overestimated. W'ith

3,000 men and women, contributing regularly

$30,000 per year, every object that the Society
is now planning can be accomplished. The

greater the number of members, the greater

will be the advantages of membership to each.

Because of all this, the friends of the Society

are again invited to interest their friends to

become .Annual Members without delay. Ap-
plications may be sent direct to the Secretary,

Madison Grant, 1 1 Wall Street, or handed in

at the Director's Office in the Service Build-

ing of the Zoological Park.

AN OBJECT LESSON.

In response to our appeal in the previous

Bui.r.KTi.v in behalf of a Library Fund, Miss
Caroline Phelps Stokes kindly forwarded her

check for $300, with the request that its ex-

penditure should be chiefly for books whicli

might be of practical use to the Department
of Birds. Acting on the principle that the

most important gaps should be first filled, the

following works were jnirchased with this gift

and added to our library nucleus

:

Parrots in Captivity (Cjreene).

Birds of British India.

Birds of the Japanese Empire (Seebohm).
Plovers and Sandpipers (Seebohm).
Birds of Celebes.

Book of Canaries and Cage-birds.

History of Birds of New Zealand, 2 vols. (HuUer).
Birds of India, 3 vols. (Jerdon).

Illustrated Manual of British Birds (Saunders).

Handbook of ISirds of Australia, 2 vols. (Gould).

.Argentine Ornithology, 2 vols. f.Sclaler).

H-indbook of Birds of British Burmah, 2 vols. (Oates).

Review of Recent -Xttenipts to Classify Birds (Sharpe).

Birds of the West Indies (Cory).

Cambridge Natural llistorv, "Birds."
Manual of the Birds of New Zealand (Buller).

L'ntersuchungen zur Morphologic und Systematik d.

\ ogel ( Kiirbringer).

Birds of Siberia (.Seebohm).

British Cage-birds (Wallace).

Veterinary Pathology (Kricdbergcr and Frbhner).

Die Krankheiten des Hausgeflurgels (Zurn).

It takes a mountain of books to cover the

vertebrate fauna of the world. Who will be
next to help along the library ? There are

many costly mammal books that are sorely

needed at this time.

RKPORT ON IIIK DKSTRL'CTION OK BIRDS
AND .M.\MM.\I.S.

The numerous reijuesls from teachers and game pro-
tectors for copies of Mr. Ilornaday's Report on the De-
struction of our Hirds and Mammals, as reprinted from the
Second .Annual Report of the Zoological Society, has m.ide
necessary the printing of a new edition of three thousand
copies. The det.ailed statements of the various observers
have been omitted. Copies will be furnished to teachers
and to all other persons desiring to make use of this docu-
ment in promoting the better protection of our birds and
mammals, upon receipt of a 2-cent stamp for each copy de-
sired. Address the Director of the Zoological Park.
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CHIMPANZEE "ZONGO."

Male, three years of age.

THE PRIMATE COLLECTION.

The new Primates' House will open with a

collection for which there will be no occasion

to apologize. Already it contains a total of

34 species, represented by 103 specimens, and

between this date and the opening day im-

portant additions will be made.

The great apes have already been mentioned.

The baboons are represented by a very good

male Hamadryas, three Black Apes (two spe-

cies), a pair of big olive and black East African

Baboons, representing a species but recently

discovered (Papio), a pair of long-armed

Golden Baboons, and two Chacmas. Of all

these, the Hamadryas is the most imposing,

chiefly by reason of the mantle of long gray

hair which covers the shoulders, and the long

side-whiskers which thrust out horizontally

from the cheeks.

The Asiatic Monkeys are represented by the

common Macaque, the Rhesus Monkey, Bon-

net Macaque, two female Lion-Tailed ]\'Ionkeys

(rare), the Japanese Red-Faced Monkey

—

able to live outdoors in winter—Pig-Tailed

Macaque, and other species.

Of the African long-tailed monkeys, the

following important s]jecics are represented

by from one to four specimens each: Mous-
tache Monkey, Hocheur or White-Nosed Mon-
key, Green Monkey, Patas, Vervet, Collared

Mangabey, Sooty Mangabey, and Mona.
Of American Monkeys the Sapajou group

is well represented, five species being shown.

The Howlers and Sakis are at present entirely

wanting and greatly desired, although thus

far we believe it has been a practical impos-

sibility to induce Howlers to survive in a

zoological garden or park. The Ateles group
is represented by a particularly fine Black

Spider Monkey; and a cageful of Squirrel

Monkeys or Common Marmosets completes

the series of true monkeys.
In Lemurs the collection is particularly rich.

There are twenty-two specimens altogether,

six of which are of the beautiful black and
white species known as Lemur varia. Except-

ing the Indri. this is the most showy of all the

lemurs, and their active habits and inoft'ensive

tempers render them very desirable animals

to have in a collection. There are 2 Ring-

Tailed Lemurs, 2 Gray, 2 Mungoose, i Muste-
line, 2 Yellow-Headed, i White-Faced, and

I Galago.

In addition to the species already in hand,

the number necessary to represent the most
important of the remaining groups of Primates

is not exceedingly large. Thus far, and even

with the handicap of temporary quarters, the

mortality among our primates has been sur-

prisingly low. There have been but two cases

of tuberculosis. With the advantages that will

be afl^orded by the new building it is hoped
that the longevity of our four-handed folk

will justify the Zoological Society in the ex-

penditure of considerable sums of money in

acquiring a large number of rare and valuable

forms.

A short time ago, the water m the Beaver Pond suddenly

lowered, thereby alarming the occupants most decidedly.

Evidently not discovering any error in the engineering of

the dam, they adjourned to the outlet of the stream, in the

iron and concrete enclosure, about twenty feet below.

Here they fell at work thrusting sticks between the bars

and plastering the openings with mud in the endeavor to

stop the leakage. At this time they have made consider-

able progress and the end is not yet.

THE ALASKAN EXPEDITION.

The subject of an interesting article in the next issue of

the " Bulletin," will be the Society's Alaskan E.\pedition.

It will be treated as a narrative of events, richly illustr.'ited

with views of the beautiful mountain scenery and the wliite

sheep in their native haunts.

The sheep inst.illation already comprises five fine speci-

mens, two Sardinian Moufflon, two Aoudad and one Hinif.-

lavan Tahr.
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ORANG -RAJAH.'

OUR GREAT APES.

The Zoological Park has been quite fortu-

nate in the acquisition of anthropoid apes, and
the Apes' Hall in the new Primates' House
will be opened with five specimens.

The latest arrival, who was literally received

with open arms, is an uncommonly fine, lusty,

and handsome male chimpanzee, three years

old, brought over by Carl 1 higonbeck himself

on the Pciinsyh'a)iia on Se])tenibcr 12th. It

is probably as fine a specimen of its age as

ever came into captivity, and shows all the

points of a thoroughbred—round face, full

chest, broad shoulders, clear white skin, and
black hair. In comparison with other chim-
panzees that have been seen in America, it

most nearly resembles Chico, who for about
a year was exhibited at the Central Park
Menagerie.
The new arrival has been christened Zongo,

which is the name of a native tribe inhabiting

his country in the Congo Basin, West Africa.

At present he is 28 inches in height, weighs

23 pounds, and the extent of his arms be-

tween finger-tips is 36 inches. He is strong

and boisterous in manner, yet very affectionate

toward his keepers. Just at present he has

no use for any of the " Orangs," but undoulit-

edly will consent to become acquainted with

Rajah within a reasonable time. He arrived

at the Park with a cold in his head, but it

soon disappeared.

Zongo's food is the same as that of the
" Orangs "—boiled rice, tapioca, and oatmeal,

served with warm milk ; boiled sweet potatoes,

bananas, a moderate amount of stale bread,

and occasionally an egg.

The four Orang-Utans arc in fine health,

anil were greatly benefited by their outdoor

life during the past summer. Instead of being

coddled, they are treated to plenty of fresh

air and given every opportunity to exercise.

After several severe illnesses, due to troubles

with her digestive organs, little long-haired

Sall>-," the only female of the Orang family,

has finally become quite well and vigorous,

and is growing as a healthy child should. She

has now been two years in the Park. On
account of her illnesses, she has been a little

spoiled bv attention, and is inclined to be con-

trary under training.

Rajah is the largest and finest of the Orangs,

and a more perfect simian it would be diffi-

cult to find. Judged by the standards for his

species, he is a handsome and finely developed

animal. His temper and disposition could

hardly be improved upon. He is kind anfl

affectionate, utterly devoid of fear and sus-

picion, and a Mark Tapley in cheerfulness.

Under the training of Mr. Ditmars and Keep-

ers Munzie and Miles, he has been quick

to leam, ready to do his part, and patient be-

yond all expectation. In fact. Rajah is a

dignified gentleman (for, be it remembered,
" orang " is Malay for " man "), and already

has a reputation to sustain.

During the warm months he was dressed

dailv at 5 p.m. in citizen's clothes, and given

his meal at a table on a high platform over

the outdoor cages of the orangs, where all vis-

itors to the Park might see him. Daily he

donned his trousers, shirt, belt, necktie, and

coat, with never a protest, climbed up to his

chair and seated himself. His rice and milk

he ate with a spoon, for his sliced bananas he

used a fork, then drank milk from a cup, and
beef-tea from a bottle. Not once did he spoil

the exhibition, and the benign manner in which

he would occasionally look down upon the ad-

miring and laughing crowd was exceedingly

droll.'

Brunei, Rajah's special partner, is a trifle

smaller than his mate, but equally strong and
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A YOUNG PIG-TAILED MACAQUE.

vigorous. His countenance is not so hand-

some as that of his rival, and his hair, which
became much worn during his captivity in the

Far East, is still short and scanty. He is quite

wilful in disposition, even to contrariness, and
takes his training rather grudgingly. When
prevented by force from following out his in-

clinations he frequently threatens to bite.

The fourth member of the Orang family,

little Sultan, is, in the terms of the track, " a

dark horse." At present, with his big, round
head, small mouth, protruding stomach, and
no hair to speak of, to look at him is to smile.

But Sultan is a thoroughbred, and Rajah's
understudy. He is very intelligent, very tract-

able, learns quickly, and goes through his

table performance with the steadiness of a

clock. When a flashlight sends Sally in a wild

leap across the table into Rajah's arms, little

Sultan sits in his place, spoon in mouth, all

unmoved. If he lives he will become famous.
In all probability the next anthropoid ape

species to be added to the collection will be
the gibbon; and, next year the Society hopes
to secure a gorilla.

BLACK SPIDER MONKEY.

Fully 500 garter snakes have been born in the Reptile

House, the past summer. Most of them have been libera-

ted in the vicinity of the small ponds to maintain the

species.

RECENT ARRIVALS.

Mammals.

Gifts.— I Squirrel Monkey, R. H. Titherington ; I

White-throated Capuchin, Mrs. J. Sterling; i Puma,
Joseph P. Grace ; i Coyote, I Gray Fox, i Ring-tailed

Cat, I Ferret and I Badger, Chas. Sheldon ; 3 Red Foxes.
William V. Russ ; 2 Raccoons, S. F. Howes; i Gray
Fox, H. J. Meyers; 3 Raccoons, George H. Hamlin; 2

Sardinian Mouflon, Maurice Egerton (London) ; 2 Fox
.Squirrels, Ivan H. Rowe ; I Brazilian Porcupine, II. .S.

Williams
; i Albino Woodchuck, Richard Norton.

Fiirc/iases.— I Chimpanzee; 2 Orang-Utans ; i Hama-
dryas Baboon ; 2 Long-armed Baboons ; 2 Abyssinian
Baboons ; 2 Black Apes ; i Red-headed Mangabey ; 6
Sooty Mangabeys ; i Collared JMangabey; 2 Lion-tailed

Monkeys; 2 Gray .Spider Monkeys; i Mona Monk>!y; 6

Green Monkeys ; 2 White-nosed Monkeys; i Moustache
Monkey ; 2 Patas Monkeys ; i Vervet Monkey ; I Rhesus
Monkey ; 2 Brown Capuchins ; i Bonneted Macaque

; 3
Japanese Macaques

; 4 Pig-tailed Macaques ; i Common
Macaque ; 22 Lemurs, comprising the RufTed, Ri:ig-

tailed. Gray, Mongoose, and Vellow-headed lemurs; i

Galago ; I Leopard ; 2 Lynx ; I Alaskan CJrizzly cub
;

I Alaskan Brown Bear cub ; I Japanese Bear ; 2 Corean
Bears ; 2 .Sun Bears ; i Himalayan Tahr ; I p.air .Voudad,
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or Harbary Wild Sheep; 2 Sambar 1 )eer ; i I'ekin SIka

Deer ; I Chinese Water Deer ; I Anoa ; I Elk Fawn ; 2

Collared Peccaries; 3 Prevost's Squirrels; 2 Agouti; 4
Hutia.

HiRUS.

Gifts.—40 young native birds, comprising Tanagcrs,

Kingfishers, hluc Jays, Hlackbirds, Thrushes, etc., col-

lected by the iiird Department ; I Crossbill, i Horned
Owl, C. W. Adams; I White-fronted Amazon I'arrot,

Mrs. L. K. Palmer; 2 Tovi I'arrakeets, Mrs. I.. 1 1. Ilurd;

1 Orange-winged Amazon I'arrot, Miss M. Schrader ; 4
Western Red-tailed Hawks, Charles Sheldon ; 2 Ked-
shouldered Hawks, E. MeyenVierg; 2 Handed Eruit

Pigeons, Mason Mitchell ; I Crested Curassow, i Cuan,
Homer Davenport; 2 young Herring Gulls, Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Longfellow.

/'wrrAn.fc'j. —15 African Weaver Birds, comprising Cut-

throats, Zebras and Waxbills ; 2 Paradise Widow liirds
;

4 Bobolinks ; i Troupial
; 5 young Ravens ; i Lemon-

crested Cockatoo ; I pair of .Mongolian Pheasants ; 2

Chinese Painted Quail ; 2 Cierman Quail ; i W"hooping
Crane ; 4 Demoiselle Cr.ines ; 3 Great Blue Herons ; 10

Louisiana Herons; 2 Vellow-crowned Night Herons; 3
White Ibises ; 4 Roseate Spoonbills.

Ri- rrii.Ks.

Gifts.— 2 Cuban Crocodiles, Capt. .\. G. Hammond; i

Alligator, Dr. J. V. Lauderdale, Jr. ; I Musk and 2 Snap-

ping Turtles, Masters Tony and Otto Dem])ewolf; i l.nrge

West Indian Iguana, .\. Van Winkle; 21 spec. Skinks,

Newts and Swifts, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tunison; 2

Banded Rattlesnakes, 2 Copperheads, Buffalo Park Com-
missioners ; I Texas Rattlesnake, i .Marcy's Garter .Snake,

I Texas Hog-nosed Snake and 10 Horned Toads, Phil.t-

delphia Zoological Garden ; i Gila Monster, I Banded
Rattlesnake, Dr. G. Langmann ; 5 Texas Rattlesnakes

with 13 young, and 8 other specimens of various kinds, E.

Meyenberg ; i Cane-brake Rattlesnake, Emmet G. Charl-

ton ; 183 specimens, comprising 10 species of our common
snakes; 3g Newts, Miss Eugenie A. Kruesi; collection of

Salamanders and Terrarium, August Hitzel.

Purchases.— 5 Galapagos Tortoises, comprising 3
species; I .-Mligator Terrapin, weighing too lbs. ; I large

Abyssinian Tortoise ; 2 Nubian Tortoises ; 10 Texas
Swifts; 10 Horned Toads ; 1 large Monitor; 27 speci-

mens from North Carolina, comprising W.iter Snakes,

Corn Snakes, etc. ; I Giant Salamander.

THE R.^CCOON TREE.

A permanent installation for Raccoons has

been established near the southern end of the

Rear Dens, where its inmates will be near

their plantigrade relatives. At the foot of the

steps leading down from the Rocking Stone,

a thrifty cedar-tree, forty feet in height, has

been enclosed by an ellijitical iron fence pro-

vided with a sheet-metal overhang which is

not negotiable by any Procyon. Inside the

fence is a dry yard, a pool of water for all

purposes, and the tnuik of the tree is sur-

rounded by a rustic shelter house, divided into

ten warm and dry compartments. Underneath
the house is a clean and smooth wooden floor,

on which the food is served.

The smooth, horizontal limbs of a cedar-

tree are grateful and comforting to a dozing

raccoon, and the tree is not so high that the

animals can climb beyond the visual power of

the visitor. By a wise provision of Nature,

three- fourths of the green branches of this

particular tree arc on the western side, where
they form a welcome wind-break in winter

and sun-shade in summer.

I 111. K.\l_l 11

icnlly enclosed i

,> IRKE.

r the Bear I >cns.

GENERAL INFORMATION.

Admission.—On all holidays and on Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, admission to the Zoo-

logical Park is free.

On every Monday and Thursday, save when either of

those days falls on a holiday, only members of the Society,

and persons holding tickets from the Society, are admitted

free. -Ml others pay twenty-five cents for each adult, and

fifteen cents for each child under twelve years of age.

Tickets are sold only at the entrances.

Oi>ENi.\G AM) Closing.—From May ist to November
1st, the entrance-gates will be opened at 9 a.m. and closed

h.ilf .an hour before sunset. F'rom November Ist to May
I St the gates will open at 10 A. M.

Hlcvci.KS must be checked at the entrances (five cents).

.Ml wheels not called for half an hour before sunset will be
locked up until the following day.

Rl'.STAl'RAN I.— .Vt the Rocking Stone Restaurant meals

.are .served a la carte every d.ay from 10 a.m. to the closing

hour.

In the North Pavilion of this building is a spacious lunch

counter, where .all kinds of luncheon food are served at

popular prices.

The Reptile House Lunch Room has been closed.
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AN ANIMAL SCULPTOR AND HIS MODEL.

A. P. Proctor modelling the " Orang Utan " Rajah, as or

the figures for a pediment group on the Primates' House.

The "Service Building" is at last completed, and all

departments are safely housed and settled down for the

winter's work. After so long in cramped quarters, it takes

a deal of stretching for the officers of the Park to get

accustomed to such a spacious, airy abode.

An Alligator Snapping Turtle, purchased in Plaquemine,

Louisiana, is a formidable rival to the smallest Giant Tor-

toise. He weighs qo pounds and his head measures fully

25 inches in circumference.

The largest alligator, " Mose," was successfully treated

for a tumor-like growth on the front feet. He was with

some difficulty strapped to a board, or stretcher, and the

tumors removed by cutting. Injections of cocaine were

administered frequently, to reduce the pain as much as

possible, and it is reasonable to suppose that he suffered

but little.

A beautiful Leopard, which was one of the steamer

Afridi shipment, had on its arrival a severe skin disease

about the head and ears. Unusually docile, it took so

kindly to treatment that the infection has entirely disap-

peared and a beautiful co.at of hair now covers the once

bare spots. It gives promise of being one of our finest

cats.

In some mysterious manner, a Brown Capuchin Mon-
key broke its arm, above the elbow. The fracture was
successfully reduced and placed in a plaster-of-Paris Ixand-

age. To prevent him from removing the bandage, which

he did at first, a collar of wood, ten inches in diameter, was
placed about his neck. This accomplished the desired re-

sult and he has entirely recovered the use of the arm.

The aggregate weight of the five Galapagos Tortoises,

which were acquired by the Society July 1 6th, is about 800

pounds, and the largest specimen of the group weighs

nearly one-half of that amount. There are three species

represented in this installation.

A fine macadam walk has been completed along the foot

of Mountain Sheep Hill, and all the posts are set, ready

for the wire enclosure. The rock-workers have completed
the first of the series of shelter houses, which is now oc-

cupied by a fine pair of Aoudad, or African Wild Sheep,

from Morocco. It has been so constructed as to form

part of the hill itself, and constitutes a landscape feature

which is very imposing.

The "beaver" have worked most vigorously for the

past two months. The dam has been increased in height

and strengthened until the water has submerged most of

the small islands and deepened at least one foot. Trees

eight inches in diameter have been laid low and the

branches lopped off and used in the " dam" and "house."
Along the southeast bank, the birch and maple saplings

have been almost completely wiped out.

To one of a number of Rattlesnakes which were pur-

chased in Pecos City, Texas, were born thirteen young,

while en route. The brood came to the Park safely and
was received with much pleasure.

In addition to the above, fourteen young Diamond Backs

were born in the Reptile House. Each snake at birth was
encased in a membranous sack, which it broke through of

its own volition and commenced moving about, in the live-

liest manner. As the Rattlesnake collections are very

difficult to maintain, the two additions are most welcome.

The two little European Brown Bears, Czar and Czarina,

which came to us on May 25, 1901, have quite won the

hearts of all visitors, with their aflfectionate dispositions

and funny little bear ways.
Bears of this species, C'rstis arctos, are noted for their

tractability, and the readiness with which they learn and

perform amusing tricks. The unfortunate creatures which

are dragged about the world by gypsies, and made to

dance, are of this species.

Czar and Czarina are now being trained by Keeper Hoey
to wear harness, and draw a sulky, and they take to the

bridle and bit quite as patiently as the average colt. When
first "hitched up" and driven. Czar complained loudly at

being compelled to labor, but he has now become resigned

to the inevitable.

In July, iqoo, Herr Carl Hagenbeck, of Hamburg, fore-

most of ail collectors of living wild animals for exhibition,

sent to Mongolia an expedition for the capture of specimens

of comparatively rare species of wild horse, known as

Eqnus prqcvahkii. The latest news from the expedition

announces the capture of 46 colts, 24 being males and 22

females. Mr. Hagenbeck states that in capturing these shy

and swift animals, his people engaged the assistance of seven

big troops of Kirghiz horsemen, numbering nearly 2,000

men, mounted on swift horses. In addition to this for-

midable army of rough riders it was necessary to take along

a great number of brood mares, to be used as foster

mothers, one for each of the young wild horses.

In emerging from Mongolia, the expedition will be ob-

liged to make a journey of more than two months, through

very rough country, before reaching the nearest station of

the Central-Siberian Railway, after which it will require a

journey by rail of 2,795 miles to bring the expedition to

Hamburg. The entire catch is for sale, and already orders

have been taken for 10 stallions and 12 mares, at the rate

of $2,500 per pair.
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The black spider-monkey whose picture is reproduced
in this number, while not calling for special comment, de-

serves at least passing notice. No other ape or monkey in

the Park, nut excepting even Kajah, can boast of such a
mild and sunny disposition. l'V)r this reason she has be-

come the guardian spirit of all the forlorn and homesick
monkeys which occasionally come to the I'ark. Upon
arrival, if they do not seem to find congenial companion-
ship with others of their kind, they are immediately trans-

ferred to a separate cage and put under .Mary's protecting

care, where they may bask in the sunshine of her amial)le

nature. Just at this time she is nursing a small lion-tail,

who has lost his mate and he is rapidly recovering his

cheerful disposition, due, no doubt, to this singular charac-

teristic which Nature has given her. She has already

proven herself invaluable in this way.

A SPIDER MONKEY IX THE XORTll.

CJuite recently it came to mv knowlcil^r

that Mr. A. E. McCall, of Datli, X. Y., editor

and proprietor of the Rath Phiiiidealcr, had in

his possession a black Sjiider Monkey (Atclcs

atcr) whicii he had kept in captivity for eleven

years. The astonishing; longevity of this ani

mal in a northern cHniate prompted me to

communicate with Mr. McCall, and request a

detailed statement of history and habits of the

animal. L'sually, Spider Monkeys are diffi-

cult to keep in confinement for any length of

time, even in the best zoological gardens. In

response to my inquiry, ^Ir. McCall verv
kindly furnished the Society a statement whicJi

is of decided interest and value to all persons
who keep monkeys in captivity, and it is pub-
lished herewith, entire.

—

Editor.

'

' The first winter we had Jess, he seemed very sus-

ceptible to colds, so I pKiced a lung pad on his chest, or

had him wear a knitted shirt. I also gave him lilicral

portions of milk-punch, and sometimes the whiskey clear.

An important task was to induce him to eat the foods of

civilization, especially meats,—even raw beef and fats,

—

and hot soups, tea, coffee, and chocolate.
" He soon became willing to e.-it anything that I would,

with one exception^' Limburger cheese.' It was quite

laughable to w.itch his actions when I first offered him that

delicacy. He smelled it doubtfully, threw it down, and
then with a very funny expression smelled of the hand that

had held the cheese.
*' He became very fond of raw oysters, clams, and sar-

dines. I have always given him a variety. I le will eat

the largest amount when allowed to sit at our table and be
ted, or when some one is eating near him. He takes his

largest meal at night, and if he st.ays up l.ite usually wishes
a lunch before retiring. His menu just now is, for break-
fast, a cup of coffee and sometimes one or two buckwheat
cakes, and at noon a luncheon of bread and butter, celery,

lettuce, or something green, with pie, or some other des-
sert. Invari.ably he eats the dessert first. .\t night his

meal consists of meat and potatoes or other vegetables, and
a cup of tea. It varies, however, as usuallv I bring his

food from the table. Several times each week I give him
bananas, of which I think he is more fond than any other
one thing. He will eat olives, and just as this is being
written he sits by me eating a Codfish ball.

'•Jess is now between twelve and thirteen years old.

Possibly the most important factor in the longevity of Jess
has been the exercise and diversions he has been allowed
to have. I believe that the close confinement of wild ani

"JESS."

mals in hot, stuffy cages, is enough to kill all save the
strongest in a short time. I think there is more danger
from hot, impure air than from cold air.

" Before Jess reached m.tturity I used to .allow him to

run outdoors like a dog. He would go out from the office

or house and make calls, quite independently. .Sometimes

he would return of his own accord, and again 1 would be
obliged to go after him. .Many times I have caught him
roaming and told him to go home, and he has gone without

my going with him. Frequently he makes the trip from
the house to my office, a distance of several blocks. (>ncc

lie made the trip from the office to the house when the

thermometer was down to zero, but the result was that he
froze all of his toes 1 I doctored him diligently, however,
and fin.illy brought him round, so that he has had no seri-

ous trouble from this chilly experience.

".Since he developed, and his canine teeth came in, I

have not allowed him to run at large. In the winter I take

him to my office, and when I am in allow him to have
the run of the place. .\t night, and also when I am out, I

put him in the cellar, and if he feels cold he will get on
top of the furnace or on the pipes.

"In spring, as the we.ither becomes moderately warm, I

take him to my house and chain him outdoors. Usually
once or twice a day I let him loose, to run .about or climb
on the trees. During several seasons I h.ave taken him to

a little lake situated a mile or so from the village, which is

quite a resort, and I have a kennel for him and fasten him
with a long rope, so th.at he can climb a tree. I also let

him have a run quite often. .Xs a result of keeping him
out so, he has a long heavy coat of fur. During the sum-
mer I frequently give him a good bath, and occasionally

also in winter.
" I have often t.aken him camping out, to ride on cars

and steamboats, and he has visited all circuses that have
showed here since I have had him. .\t the shows he pays
no attention to the other monkeys, but takes considerable

interest in the elephants, lions, and other large animals. Cf
these he manifests not a particle of fear, furiously enough,
he seems to have no fear of animate creatures, but easily

becomes frightened at little toy representations of animals.

He has had various pets to play with, such as kittens.
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THE SERVICE BUILDING.
Contains all the eTfeecutive departments of the

foxes, an opossum, dogs, etc., and at present he has a rac-

coon and a rabbit. All these, however, admit his suprem-

acy, and he is always the master.

"Jess has had several e.\periences, aside from freezing

his toes. Once a man struck him with a club, breaking his

arm. I splintered it up the best I knew how, put it in a

sling, and the fracture healed successfully. (Dn another

occasion, Jess grabbed a bottle of ammonia and swallowed

a quantity. It nearly turned him inside out, but in a few

days he came around all right. Once or twice he acted as

if he had taken a dose of poison, but by applying the usual

remedies, we brought him round. Once he had a stoppage

of the bowels, and his condition became very serious. I

tried injections and other remedies, without avail, and had
about given him up, when I induced him to eat some ripe

bananas. This resulted in his recovery. He will readily

take homoeopathic pills. For ordinary ailments I give them
to him, and they seem to produce good results."

THE PUMA.
The Society is now the fortunate possessor of a beautiful

young Puma, nearly two-thirds grown. For docility and
playfulness of disposition it could scarcely be excelled by
.any domestic cat in the world. His pelage is a most beau-

tiful fawn-gray, in absolutely perfect condition ; the muzzle
is marked in the usual manner, by two snow-white spots,

which are made singularly striking by two velvety-black

ones, immediately behind them ; and his eyes, a deep

brown or black, as yet do not show that fire and restless-

ness which are usually apparent in most captive cats

Toward his keeper he exhibits the utmost friendli-

ness, and to see him raise his back to a stroke of the hand
and express his pleasure by a very loud purr, reminds one
forcibly of the hearth-side pet. For a long time the col-

lared peccaries which were quartered near, caused him a

great deal of anxiety, and it was apparent that a toothsome
bit of wild- pig would not go amiss. However, a tarpaulin

suspended between the two enclosures easily remedied
the difficulty. His favorite position, which he takes regu-

larly, just before sundown, is reclining in the limbs of an

old tree, lying on its side in the cage. Silhouetted against

the back-ground of his sleeping den he makes a decidedly

striking and picturesque appearance.

He is the first of his kind to be included in the Zoologi-

cal Park's collections, and has been installed in the Mount-
ain Lions' Cage.

Great numbers of the smaller tortoises indigenous to the

soil, have been transferred to the low ground about the

Mammals' Pond, and visitors occasionally come upon a sol-

itary member, ponderously travelling.

A VALUABLE GIFT.

Three fine beavers arrived the third week of October,

from Maine, the gift of Mr. Hugh J. Chisholm of this city.

Altogether this is five from the same source. The value of

the gift can scarcely be too highly estimated and their ad-

vent will give material assistance to the little colony now-

preparing for winter in the Beaver Pond.
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THE MUSK-OX.

FoRTrXA'I'ia.^' U,v all those wlio aiv

interested in wild animal life, it nnw

seems fairly established that Oz'ibos moscliatiis

can live and be comfortable in the temperate

ziine. ( )iir specimen is now two years and six

innnths old, and tliere is not an animal in tlu'

I'ark more comfortal)Ie or more contented than

she. Tlie present cool summer, however, is

very mnch in her favor.

Although well known for much more than

a century, the ]\Iusk-Ox has been one of the

vcrv last of the world's larsje land mammals

III he brought into captivity. This has been

due to two causes—the difficulty of transport-

ing the animals from the far North to civiliza-

tion, and tlie universal doubt regarding their

ability to sur\i\c in the temperate zone.

I'ven tinder the most favorable conditions,

the eosL of crijilnring (jue of these animals,

and bringing it aHve to civilization, is really

.great, and no arctic explorer or whaler cares

to experiment with a live Musk-Ox for his

own amusement. On the other hand, no zoo-

logical garden desires to p-Av S^i/mn fur :i live
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animal, unless there is a fair chance that it

can live a reasonable length of time. For half

a century, zoological gardens have been de-

sirous of settling, without too great expense,

the mucli-debated question—can the Musk-Ox

survive in the temperate zone?

At Lady Franklin Bay, General Greely's

party captured the first calves ever taken alive

and kept in captivity ; but conditions rendered

it impossible to keep them alive for more than

a very brief period. In March, 1898, Mr. C.

J. Jones made a trip to the Barren Grounds

for the sole purpose of collecting and bring-

ing out a number of calves. Five head were

actually caught, and driven two days' journey

southward. During that time, Mr. Jones and

his solitary white companion, George Rea,

fought the hordes of fierce wolves which beset

them, until utterly exhausted. At last, when

the wolves had been left behind, and the two

hunters finally slept for a few brief hours, a

party of Indians stole up, and with their

knives murdered all five of the calves—in

order that all the other Musk-Ox of the Bar-

ren Grounds should not follow them out of

the country

!

On August i6th, 1899, the Swedish arctic

expedition on the east coast of Greenland

captured two male Musk-Ox calves, on Claver-

ing Island (Lat. 74° N.). Both those animals

survived. One is now in the park of the Duke

of Bedford, at Woburn Abbey, England, the

other is in the Berlin Zoological Garden, and

both are doing well. These specimens were

the first to reach civilization alive.

In March, 1901, Captain H. H. Bodfish

sent out from the Whaling Steamer Beluga,

then wintering in the Arctic Ocean, north of

Great Bear Lake, a party of whalers and

Eskimo hunters, for the purpose of capturing

live Musk-Ox. About 30 miles from the coast

the party encountered a herd containing four

calves, all four of which were finally captured.

Unfortunately, however, two of the calves

were soon killed by the savage sled-dogs.

The two remaining animals were harnessed to

sleds, and driven back to the ship.

In a short time, a third calf was killed by

the dogs, leaving only one specimen, a female

about one year old. This was successfully

preserved, fed on willow twigs and coarse

grass from the Barren Grounds, and finally

brought to San Francisco. As soon as civ-

ilized hay became procurable, she began to

eat it with relish, and her former diet of wil-

low twigs was forever discontinued.

On reaching San Francisco, the little Musk-
Ox was offered for sale at $3,000, and if the

Western Union Telegraph Company did not

declare an extra dividend because of the

Musk-Ox telegrams that went hurtling to and

fro across continents and under seas, it was

not the fault of the senders. Eventually it

came to pass that the animal was brought to

New York, and offered to the Society for

$1,600. The opportunity was reported to

Hon. William C. Whitney, who immediately

purchased the specimen, and presented it to

the Society.

This animal is the greatest prize which

thus far has entered the Zoological Park. At

the time of her arrival, March 12, 1902, she

was 22 months old, and her measurements

were as follows

:

Length of head and body.. . . 4 feet 10 inches

Height at shoulders 3 " 2 "

Height at middle of bade. . . 2 " 11 "

Height at hips 3 " i

Length of horns on curve. . . 10 "

Her horns were six inches apart at the

base, and this space was filled by a mass of

woolly gray hair, like the frontal band which

characterizes Ovibos zvanii. Eventually, how-

ever, the horns will grow together at the base

until they meet in the center of the forehead.
' Olive " is very comfortably—even luxuri-

ously—cjuartered in the most northern en-

closure of Mountain Sheep Hill, where she

has level, grassy earth, a rocky hill, abundant

shade, and a subterranean den that is cool in

summer. On very hot days, its atmosphere is

still further reduced in temperature by big

blocks of ice. She is very comfortable, and

in perfect health. Her food consists of clover

hay, crushed oats, green vegetables, and fresh

grass from which green clover is carefully

excluded. She has browsed down nearly all

the bushes that originally grew in her en-

closure.

In temper she is docile, but stubborn, and
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wlieii ail atU'inpt is made to drive her, she

resolutely faces the source of the trouble, low-

ers her head, and stands still. Ilcr cry is a

very ox-like, deep-bass bawl, and externally

there is not one feature about her which sug-

gests a relatiiinshi]) to the genus Oz'is.

W. T. IT.

Ml:XU AN lAIURU.

RARE BIRDS 1\ THE ZOOLOGICAL
PARK.

BY C. WI'.I.IAM BIFRE.

THE word rare as a])i)licd to birds has a

very elastic significance. A naturalist

understands by this term, any species of which
comparatively few individuals exist, or one
which has wandered beyond the usual territory

which it inhabits. In Zoological Park jihrase-

nlogy it might be ajiplicd to a bird whose
habitat is difficult of access, or which is espe-
cially hard to provide with proper food or to

keep alive in captivity; while to the public, any

bird is
" rare " which is odd-looking and from

some distant part of the world.
There are several birds in the Zoological

Park collections which merit the title from all

three points of view.

One claims first place on the list, for lie

makes himself so i)rominent in his large range
in J'.ird \'alley that no one can overlook him.
lie is the American Jabiru, a species of stork,

ami a very unusual birtl in collections. This
is probably the most comical looking bird in

(he Park, even going ahead of the wood ibis,

which until the Jabiru's arrival, held undis-
|)uted sway as the greatest idiot of the collec-

tion. An immense, u])turned bill protrudes
from a head bare of feathers, liut with a tuft

nf hair-like down on top, which, standing uj)-

right, gives the bird a continually sur])rise<l

expression.

His long neck is naked, i)artly black and
i)artly flesh-colored. His body feathers are a

tlirty white, although giving jiromise of be-

coming immaculate at some future time, and
he walks, or rather totters, on a pair of verv
long legs, the management of which is a great

iierplexity to him. He is at his best—or worst
—at meal times, when he seizes whole fisli,

a foot in length, gulps them entire, smacks his

bill and squeals with delight. He has a wav
t)f shaking them down his throat by jerking
his head and beak sideways, but it looks ex-
actly like a person who is saying, " Mv, that

w as good !

" Jabiru is playful, but as grace-
ful in his play as a seal on dry land. A fa-

vorite mode of resting is on his entire foot,

heel and all, and when seated on a little ele-

vation in this position, one sees him silhouetted

.''gainst the sun, with the light shining through
the loose, crimson skin of his neck, the sight
is likely to remain in the mind of the observer
fur a long time. The bird has the power of
distending this skin, which then becomes a

brilliant scarlet, and this gives the neck an
immense diameter, and the bird a most bizarre

appearance. It is from this habit that the bird

q;ets its name, the Indian word Vahirti. mean-
ing " blown out with wind." It inhabits

South and Central .America and even comes
across the Texan border, so it is rightfully in-

cluded among the birds of the C^nited States.

^^ery little seems to be known of its habits

except that it nests in high trees and lays
" blue-green " egrgs.

The crested Curassow is a large, striking

bird with a ver\' beautiful recurved crest.

The feathers forming this arc crisp and shin-

ing black, and look like dyed shavings as

much as anything. The rest of the bird is

black with the exception of the under parts

which are white, and a bright yellow fleshy
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cere at the base of the beak is very conspicu-

ous. A more gentle bird could not be imag-

ined, but when excited for any reason, it has

a most curious habit of drawing back its head
and raising its tail over its back until head
and tail touch, and in this position it struts

around, uttering little squeals and grunts.

Ordinarily it can be picked up and carried

around with as little fear being shown or no-

tice taken, as if it were a wooden bird without

feelings of any kind. This is a native of Cen-
tral America and lives in thick forests, where
it congregates in flocks. It is as much prized

for the table as quail or grouse.

Having considered a " rare " stork and a
" rare " gallinaceous bird, we may select an

example from the pigeon family which well

merits a place on this list. The Great Crowned
Pigeon, a native of New Guinea, is one of

the most beautiful birds in the Park. A giant

of its kind, it is as large as a good-sized fowl,

and its delicate crest of compressed feathers

gives it a martial and imposing appearance.

It is of a general lavender color, with a broad

band of brown on its back and wings, and
the latter are ornamented with a large patch

of white. The striking efi^ect of its crest is

enhanced by the bright scarlet of the eyes.

It utters at times a curious low murmuring
or booming, very penetrating, and which has
such a ventriloquial f|uality, that it was some
time before this sound was traced to its source.

Like most of the pigeons and doves—notwith-

standing their reputation for gentleness—this

great pigeon is quarrelsome, and when an-

noyed by another bird or preparing to attack

it, both W'ings are lifted to a vertical position

over the back and brought down with telling

effect. But it has some redeeming qualities,

for one of these birds not long ago adopted
a young ringdove whose parents were negli-

gent, and cared for it, defending it and at

night sleeping close beside it, the two birds

presenting a disparagement in size which was
hidicrous — the tiny nestling dove and the

greatest of all pigeons.

Turning to one of the several unusual
species of perching birds in the collection, the

Himalayan Laughing-Thrushes are well worth
mention. Another name is Jav-Thrush, but
this signifies little, for they are neither jays

nor thrushes, but belong to a peculiar family
of birds having their home in India, with the

habits of thrushes, the appearance of javs,

and anatomical characters of several other

divisions of birds. They are sprightly, active

birds and keep their cage-mates, the grackles,

starlings and troupials, in healthy activity all

day. These so-called thrushes are brownish
on the body and tail, with an immaculate white

throat and breast, and a tall crest, white,

tinged with the most delicate pearl-gray. A
conspicuous jet-black line extending back-
ward through the eye, completes the appear-
ance of these handsome birds. Every morning
and at intervals during the day, they give ut-

terance to most remarkable duets, to a certain

character of which they owe one of their

common names. It is a true duet, each l)ird

DUCK. HAWK.

holding its particular part. One gives voice

to a rapid series of yelping sounds, which by
a stretch of the imagination, might be said to

resemble a wild, frantic laugh. The other bird

has a double note which marks the time and
sounds very much like " bob-white, bob-

white." They sit side by side when giving

this duo, and lean toward each other, holding
the l.iills i:>ointing upward.
The giant condor of the Park has estab-

lished a reputation for playfulness among
birds of prey, which never was suspected here-

tofore, but a pair of recent arrivals—Cara-
cara Eagles (or rather hawks, for they are

first cousins of the little sparrow-hawks)—
have overthrown all precedent. These birds

have been adopted by the Mexicans as their

national emlilem, and it must be said that in

some particulars they are more worthy of the

honor than that which is accorded to our bald

eagle. Both, however, have their weaknesses
—the Caracara does not disdain carrion, while

our emblematic bird is very often a thief, rob-

bing the osprey of his hard-earned fish.
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The Caracai'as run ami cliasc each nthiT,

jiim]) into the air and chuckle, in a most kit-

tenish way, and a dancflinq- strinsj tied to the

top of their ca^v with a racf at the lower end,

affords an op])ortunity for amusement, which
ends onlv with the destruction of the rair.

\RAI.AKA KAl.l.l,.

'I'hese birds are ver_\- tame. Impping- up (in

line's knees and taking pollywogs from the

hand. As soon as they were installed in their

cage, watcli was kept to sec if they would live

up to a curious habit related of them. This

they did to jjerfect satisfaction. When ex-

cited, as when both have hold of the same
mouse, one will occasionally utter a noise like

a griuit with a rolling r-r-r-r-r at the end, at

each note raising the head farther and far-

ther back, until sometimes it is almost in an

inverted ])osition, the Ijill resting on the back.

They can skin a mouse with wonderful cx-

))crtncss, leaving the skin of the body inside

out and almost entire, looking all ready for

the arsenic of the taxidermist. The liead of

the animal is, however, generally first torn off.

Within the confines of \ew York City.

most birds have yielded to the omnipresent
luiglish sparrow, but even a short distance

beyond its limits, Nature—wild and untamed
—asserts herself. Two new arrivals at the

Zoological Park give evidence of this—a pair

of Duck Hawks about four weeks old, which

were captured near the Hudson River. They
have not yet lost all their nestling down, but

fiercer little creatures could not be imagined.

They fly at the hand which holds out a mouse
to them, as though they woidd tear one's fin-

gers to pieces and their fierce " eagle-eyes
"

snap with anger. Right well do they support

the reputation which tradition has given them,
for they are the " noble peregrines " of Fal-

conry, the fiercest of birds for their size.

They roam over the whole world with hardly

any variation in plumage and none in dispo-

sition. For years a pair have laid their beau-

tiful eggs—creamy white blotched with rich

ch(x:olate—on a little ledge of rocks overlook-

ing the Hudson River, finding in neighboring
])oultry-yards, covies of quail and passing

ducks, an abundant larder. Volumes have
lieen written, treating of their training and
exploits, and this very species is the one w'hich

was reserved for the use of nobility—earls

alone could hawk with them, and they ranked
second onlv to the regal g\rfalct)n, the king's

bird.

These birds seldom desert a spot which they

have once chosen as a nesting site, and the

parent hawks will now probably choose a more
maccessible crag on our ])alisades, and rear

their young in safety. Let us not begrudge a
few chickens as payment for the sight of these

liirds. so different from our lethargic "hen
"

hawks (which seldom feed on hens). We can
little afford to lose another noteworthy feature

from our all too deforested and " debirdcd
"

cnuntry.

When we have an unusually severe winter,

when the snow lies deep, and weeks of clear

ci>ld weather make the season worthv of its

name, we sometimes find that otiier inhabitants

of the .\rctic realm, besides snow-birds and
cross-bills, are among us. Seven great Snowy
( )wls in the Zoological Park testify to this.

These came .southward with the more severe
storms of last winter, floating lightly at night
in the track of the storm, searching for places

where a lesser cold encouraged small birds
to be abroad, or where the snow crust allowed
field-mice to run their tmmels thniugh it.

These great creatures easily hide from our
eyes, almost indistinguishable in their snowy
plumage, but crows and jays find them out,

and make such a noise that everything and
everybody within a half mile soon know of

their disc(3very. On attempting to snatch the

bait from a mink-trap, the steel jaws close

(n-er the feathered talons of the owl, and hold
him fast.

These are beautiful birds, the older ones
Ix'ing almost immaculate, and their great, yel-

low eyes staring out of the depths of their
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fluffy plumage, render them noteworthy ob-

jects. It is safe to say that seven Snowy Owls
living together in perfect health, is a sight

which is seldom seen, even in the best zoologi-

cal gardens.

The fine Whooping Crane in the collection

should not be omitted from the list of rare

birds, as there are only three others in the
United States living in confinement. This
bird is an inhabitant of the Western Plains
and the Mississippi Valley, but is now very
rare. He well deserves his name, although
his loud ringing cry is more like a trumpet
call than a whoop. The means by which it

is produced is quite remarkable. The bird's

windpipe, which altogether is nearly five feet

in length, forms several complicated coils

within the hollowed breast-bone, very like the
convolutions of a French horn. This crane
is a beautiful and even majestic creature,
standing over five feet in height, and its entire

plumage is pure white. The tail feathers are
long and arched, and when the bird spreads
his wings, stretches out his neck, and runs
with great strides down his range, his value
as " a show bird " is very evident.

Rare and I)itcrcstiug Maiumals.
At this date the Society has on exhibition the

follozving rave animals:
A Aliisk-Ox, from the Barren Grounds north

of Great Bear Lake.
A Sumatran Rhinoceros, from Perak, Malay

Peninsula.

Two young Grizzly Bears, from Alaska.
A pair of Talir, from the Himalayas.
A pair of Woodland Caribou, fully adult, from

Maine.
A large male Orang-Utan, and a Bab v. nine

months old.

Two baby Chimpanzees.
A very large and fine Jaguar, from Paraguay.
A baby Sea-Lion, born on the dock at Santa

Barbara, and mother.
An adult male Anoa (Pigmy Buffalo), from

Celebes.

Eight Japanese Red-Faced Monkevs.
Young specimens (1902) oi Mouflon, Aoitdad,

Buffalo, Elk, Red Deer, White-Tailed Deer,
Sika Deer and Mexican Deer.

Almost all visitors dislike reptiles except when
tlicy are Ijeliind the plate-glass of the Reptile House,
and wage a continuous warfare against the harmless
little garter-snakes, which the Society so carefully
fosters about the grounds. Twice the writer has had
occasion to remonstrate with men engaged in
slaughter; and on various walks the crushed re-
mains of the little creatures have been noted.

SNOWY EGRET.

"Czar," the little Kurupeaii bear cub, recently devel-

oped two large abscesses on the Ijack, about the loins.

With the assistance of four keepers, the sweUings were
lanced, and the pus drawn. Bites or scratches received in

play are thought to be the cause.

A furious thrust through the fence caught tlie Mouflon
ram on the sharp horn of the .\noa (Pigmy Hutfalo), whose
temper, by-the-way, is akin to that of the Sandhill Crane.

The horn penetrated the skin, at the base of the skull,

ijuite to the bone, but not however inflicting a serious in-

jury. The wound was successfully dressed with antisep-

tics and made a slow but good recovery.

-X- -X- -x-

Of all the water-fowl in the Park, the Mallard is the

most prolific and persistent breeder. At one time seven

ducks had stolen nests in the long swamp grass near the

Small Mammals' Pond, and laid at the least calculation

150 eggs. Soon after these had hatched, the surface of

the pond seemed to be infested with a new species of

water-bug. The young mallards reared this season will

number nearly 200.
* * *

It is worthy of note that Creat Blue Herons, numer-
ous Night Herons and .Screech Owls frequently visit the

Park. The herons are attracted by the birds in the Flying

Cage, and one Night Heron has remained all summer
perching upon that structure. Often about sunset a gray

Screech Owl has been seen on the top of the Screech Owls'

cage, endeavoring to break in. Mr. Beebe believes that

if it were not for the blasting, a great many more would
make their homes lii-re.
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From beinj; one of the most peaceful ami kindly disi>ose(l

of l)irds, one uf the Sandhill Cranes has developed a tem-

[ler bordcrinji on the fiendish. A stranger enterinjj the

corral would he surprised to see the bird stride boldly to-

ward him, (lalteii himself on the j^round, stretch out his

winj^s, at the same lime making a curious booming sound.

If not keenly on the alert, the next moment would see the

birtl rise suddenly in the air, and make a headlong di\'e

straight at his face. .\t any sign of timidity, the attack

would be furious, and considerable damage, perhaps the

loss of an eye, might result from the lightning thrust of

the strong beak. If, however, the caller is aw.are of the

attack, a quick grasp about the neck renders the bird prac-

tically helpless.
* * *

Kecenlly upon atlinipting to enter the Rhinoceros' cage,

the keeper was met liy a vigorous charge from this unusu-
ally amiable animal. Several attempts at reconciliation

failed to reduce the local irrit.ation, and Conrad was at last

compelled temporarily to withdraw. .\ close examination
of the anitnal showed the eyelids of one eye greatly swollen,

with opacity of the cornea, and small hemorrhages in the

a(|ueous humor. The Dii'iiihniiui niclilaiis completely cov-

ered the eyeliall. The animal was immedi.ately put upon a

light (lict of green food and a laxative administered, to re-

duce blood-pressure. The eyelids were kept continuously
wet with boracicacid solutions, applied by syringing
through the bars. Four or five days' treatment sufficed to

put Ranee well on the road to recovery, and four weeks ef-

fected a complete cure.

The largest Japanese Red-faced Monkey has ilevcloped

a very bad temper. Having bitten his keeper quite badly,

like .\lex.ander he looked about for other worlds to con-

([uer. The Mangabeys being available, he managed to

draw a long tail through a double partition of wire netting,

and bite oti three vertebin. Then, in order to draw the skin

over the end, the doclcjr took off a fourth. This slight

loss in no way interfered with Mangabey's social responsi-

bilities, as he took his place with the rest, at once. With
a dozen other monkeys in sight, old Red-face again at-

tacked his first victim, and repeated the injury by taking
off two more vertebra, lie was thereupon sentenced to the
solit.ary confinement vvliich his conduct had earned for him.
The bravery of the Red-faced Monkey is noteworthy,

.and once a s.ally is made at him, he accepts the challenge,

and attacks without hesitation. .\ tussle with such an
animal would be anytliing but a pleasing diversion.

.\n iimovalion, which is bound to attract as much atten-

tion as the " i)icture-label," and also interest the visitor in

an equal manner, is the " Map of Cieogr.aphical Distribu-
tion." These maps have been placed at the various ranges
and the bear dens, and, as fast as completed, will he put
up in the buildings and other installations. Kor oul-of-

doors the map-case is cimstructcd upon water-proof princi-

ples—a frame of zinc with front of glass, 14 x 17'.^ inches
—making it impervious to all climatic changes and the
humiil atmosphere. The m.ap itself is printed upon heavy
paper in the best style of the " printer's art," and the geo-
graphical distribution .and type locality of each species

carefully marked. Upon the m.ap is printed the data nec-
essary to explain its meaning. For the interior, where the
space is limited, the map will be smaller.

Cub; 2l'umas: i Civet Cat : I < )celot ; 3 I.ynx ; 3 Otters;

4 Japanese Hears, re[>resenling 1 s|>ecies ; 3 Sloth Hears;

2 Siberian Hadgers; 1 Chinese San<l Hadger; I Japanese
Kox ; I Raccoon Dog; I Hinlurong; I llairy-eared Rlii-

noceros ; I Musk-Ox; 5 .Sea I.ions; 2 .\oudad ; I Cha-
mois; I Tahr ; i I.lama; 4 .Mule Deer; 2 Sika Deer; i

Japanese I-)eer ; I I'rong-hijrned .\ntelope; 1 Japanese
Wild l-!oar; 2 Spotted Cavy ; 10 Kangaroo Rats; () Coypu
Rats; 4 I'ox Sipiirrels; y, 13-lincd .Spermupiilles.

HiKDS.

Two Himalayan Laughing Thrushes ; 1 Siberian Jay ; 2

Rose - breasted Cock.atoos ; 1 Military .Macaw ; 8 Snowy
Owls; 2 (.'aracara Kagles; 2 Duck Hawks; i Mexican
Ouan; 4 HIack-shouldered Peacocks: 3 Wild Turkeys; 3
Mongolian Pheasants; 3 Knglish Pheasants; 2 Ring-

necked Pheasants; i Jabiru ; 2 Wood Ibis; 2 Roseate
.Spoimbills ; 6 (Jreat Hlue Herons; I Yellow - crowned
Night Heron; 3 Ward's Herons; 3 I.iltle Hlue Herons;
3 Snowy Egrets; 6 .Vmerican Kgrels; 3 .-Vinerican Fla-

mingoes; 2 lirown Pelicans; 5 Snake Hirds.

Rl-.I'IJI.KS.

I'welve Iguanas; i Alligator Terrapin; I .African Mud
Turtle; 113 Turtles, of seven species ; i Hlack-lailed Py
thon; 1 Regal Python; 4 .Vfrican Rock .Snakes; 1 Indian

Sand Hoa
; 7 California Clartersnakes ; 4 Texas Rattle-

snakes; 3 Diamond-backed Rattlesnakes; 5 Handed Rat-

tlesnakes; 3 Cobra-de-Capellos ; 4 Jap.anese Salamanders.

RECENT ARRIVALS.

.\lAMNtAI.S.

Two .adult Orang-Utans and one infant ; 2 Chimpanzees

;

I Japanese .\pe ; 2 Harbary .Vpes ; 7 Jap.anese Red-faced
Monkeys; i Pig-tailed Macaque; 3 Vellow-bearded Le-
murs; I Oray-headed Lemur

; 3 Ruffed Lemurs; 1 Tiger

HIRTIIS.

MilHI mil Is.— to Timber Wolves; 7 Coyotes; 2 North-
ern Plains Fox; it Opossums; I Canada Porcupine; ;

\'irginia Deer; 2 Mexican Deer; 2 Elk; I Fallow Deer;

I Pekin Sika Deer; I Red Deer; 3 liuffalo ; I Axis Deer.
/>/;•</...—25 Red Jungle Fowl; 4 Oolden Pheasants; I

Reeves' Pheasant ; 24 Ring-necked Pheasants; 12 lOnglish

Pheasants; q .Mongolian Pheasants; 6 Lady .XmhersI

Pheasants; 6 California Partridges; 2 Wild Turkeys; 1

HIack-shouldered Peafowl; 3 Indian Peafowl; 7 Wood
Ducks; too Mallard Ducks.

"

A'l/'/i/rs.—The following reptiles deposited eggs: Cuban
Crocodile, Horned Lizard. Large-headed Turtle, Spotted

'Turtle, Chicken .Snake, Hhick Snake, Hog-nosed Snake,

and Rainbow Snake.

GENERAL l\Fi)KM.\TION.

AnMIssiov.—On all holidays and on .Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturd:iy, admission to the Zoo-

logical Park is free.

On every Monday and Thursday, save when either of

those days falls on a holiday, only members of the Society,

and persons holding tickets from the Society, are admitted

free. -Ml others pay twenty-five cents for each adult, and
fifteen cents for each child under twelve years of age.

Tickets are sold only at the entrances.

OPK.NiNt; ANi> Ci.osixc.—F'rom Miy ist to November
1st, the entrance-gates will be opened at 9 a.m. and closed

half an hour before sunset. From Nrfiember tst to May
I St the gates will open at 10 A. M.

HicYCi.F.s must l>e checked at the entrances (five cents).

All wheels not called for half an hour before sunset will be

locked up until the following day.

Restaurant.—At the Rocking .Stone Restaurant meals

are served .\ la carte every day from 10 a.m. to the closing

hour.

In the North Pavilion of this building is a spacious lunch

counter, where all kinds of luncheon food are served at

popular prices.

The Reptile House Lunch Roimi has been closed.
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TEXAS RATTLESNAKE.

Crottilus adainntitcHS atrox.

NOTEWORTHY NEW REPTILES.

Since the beginning of the present year,

many interesting specimens have been added

to the collection in the Reptile House. Among
tliese arrivals, the majority of which are new

to the Park, are three specimens of the Indian

Cobra-de-Capello, a huge Ceylonese Monitor,

a Python over twenty feet long, one Florida

and two Cuban Crocodiles and a number of

Rattlesnakes, the latter constituting a thor-

oughly representative collection of the group.

The Cobras arrived unexpectedly. While

visiting the establishments of the animal deal-

ers, the writer discovered them. Packed in

small, tight boxes, these interesting creatures,

for which the New York Zoological Society

has been searching and writing since the open-

ing of the Reptile House, were in miserable

condition for want of water, and would have

died in a few days. They were hurriedly

shipped to the Park, where careful treatment

effected a transformation. Within two days'

time after their arrival, they divested them-

selves of old skins, and appeared in scintillat-

ing coats of yellow and black. The antics of

these snakes, as they rear from the ground

and spread their " hoods," has been a constant

source of interest to visitors. At the present

time they constitute the only specimens of the

.Spectacled Cobra alive in this country. The

reputation of this snake is world-renowned,

owing to the terrible loss of human life from

it in India. Sir Joseph Fayrer estimates the

loss of life from the Cobra, in India, to aver-

age 20,000 every year.

One of the finest and most interesting speci-

mens in the Reptile House is the big Monitor,

or " Kabra Goya." This huge lizard is spe-

cially fond of eggs, which it swallows entire.

A dozen eggs constitute a meal, and so quick-

ly are they tossed down the greedy throat,

that they may be heard to click together in

the process. Without doubt, the Monitor rep-

resents the highest development and intelli-

gence in the lizards. It attains the largest
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size ami displays ihc greatest strength of any

of tlie laccrtilians. In a wild state, the several

species of monitor are bold and voracious,

preying upon small mammals, birds and their

eggs, as well as frogs and fishes. Upon seiz-

ing an animal of sufficient size to show sub-

stantial resistance, they fiercely shake it to

death, in much the same manner as a terrier

does a rat.

During the early part of the present year,

the S<KMety was fortunate in securing a s])eci-

men of the Cuban Crocodile (Crocodiliis

rlioiiibifcr). which came as a gift from Capt.

A. G. Hammond, of the 8th U. S. Cavalry.

The si)ecimcn is about 5 feet long, and very

hostile. It is exhibited in the central tank

(if the main hall, in the Re])tile House. Quite

recently, another crocodile arrived at the Park.

This is a specimen of the I'Mnrida (.'rncodile

I Croci'tliliis iiiitriiciiiuis uciiliis). nu'.'isuriiig

eight feet nine inches in length, ;uid w:is ])re-

sented by .Mr. Julian A. Uimock, of New
\'(>rk City. .\ few <lays after her arrival in

the I\e])tile Mouse, this specimen deposited

thirly-iine eggs. The eggs were i)laced in a

hastih' im|)r(jvised incubator, and probably

will yield an interesting colony of young

saurians.

I'or some time past, efforts have been made
to secure a re])rcscntative collection of rattle-

>nakes. These endeavors have resulted in

placing the following S])ecies on exhibition:

South .American Rattlesnake (Crotalus tcrrif-

iciis) : Diamond-P.acked Rattlesnake (C. ada-

iiuiiitCKs) ; Texas Rattlesnake ( C. afrox) :

Red Rattlesnake (C. atrox nilh-y) : Timber

Rattlesnake [C. Iicrridiis). and the Southern

lirnnnd Rattlesn;iki' iSislniriis iniliariiis)

.

This series of species comprises twenty-four

s]iecimens.

The difTerent s])ecies of rat snnkes, rei)re-

scnting the most showy of the .\merican

snakes, are well represented by about one

hundred and thirty S]3ecimens. This may be

also said of the southern water snakes, which

constitute one of the most attractive cages

in the building. The latter vary in color

from brown, green and yellow into brilliant

shades of red. .\ particularly large s])eci-

men of the Firown \\'ater Snake (.Vatrix

taxis/'Hofa) . arrived recently, ^^'itll its thick

bodv, triangular head and sinister markings,

this snake is more formidable in appearance

than the venomous " Cotton-Mouth " with

which it lives in the coffee-colored waters of

the Savannah River.

Three large jjythons arrived recently at the

Park. Two are of the P.lack-Tail species

(I'ythoii niohinis), and one a Regal Python
{I'ylluiii rcticuUitiis). The latter is over

twenty feet long, and makes a fitting cage-

mate for the magnificent female python,
" Czarina." purchased some two years ago.

The larger of the Pdack-Tailed Pythons is a

gift from ]\Ir. William Barbour, of New York.

It measures eighteen feet in length, and about

fourteen inches in circumference.

The Curator of Reptiles has received a let-

ter from a correspondent in the West Indies,

that a magnificent specimen of the Fer-de-

r.ance has been captured, and will be shi]ipcd

III the Park at once.

This s])ecimen will be ]i;uiicularl\- interest-

ing from the fact that large numbers of these

dreaded snakes were destroyed during the re-

cent volcanic disturbance in Martinique, and

it was thought for a time that the portion of

the Island princijially infested by the reptiles,

had been smothered with ashes and dust. Al-

though this is not the exact condition of affairs,

the name of the Fcr-de-Lance has once again

come into ])rominence. In the French Islands

of Martini(|ue and St. Lucia, this formidable

snake has always been dreaded and its appear-

ance strikes terror to the traveller. It is one

of the largest of the tropical vipers, and pro-

vided with fangs that are .-dnuist invariably

fatal in their work.

The specimen on the way to the Zoological

Park is over six feet long, and described as

esiiecially brilliant in coloration. When the

rejitile arrives at the Park, it will be exhibite<l

in the scries of cages containing the rattle-

snakes and other vi])erine serpents.

Tb.e south pavilion of the Rocking Stone

Restaurant has been tastefullv arrangetl to ac-

conuiiodate the overflow from the dining-room.

Palms and plant-baskets arc generously scat-

tered about, and the surroundings of trees and

green sward add greatly to its beauty and

popularity.
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LONG-LIPPED SLOTH BEAR.

THE DIRECTOR'S TRIP ABROAD.

Stocking the Lion House requires a special

effort on the part of the Society, as the selec-

tion of lions, tigers, leopards and other cage

felines worthy to represent their respective

species and thoroughly fit for breeding pur-

poses, can not well be accomplished by cor-

respondence. This is a matter of personal

inspection and special selection. It is highly

important that the original stock of lions and

tigers, especially, should be jungle-bred ani-

mals, and not the offspring of caged parents.

One of the most interesting features of cage

collections of felines, is the breeding of young-

lions and tigers ; aside from the interest always

attaching to young animals of this species, they

sometimes prove a source of revenue not to be

despised.

By the direction of the Executive Commit-
tee, the Director of the Zoological Park sailed

for Europe on August i6th, provided with a

special fund of $13,000, for the purchase of

animals for the Lion House, and also an addi-

tional sum to be devoted to the acquisition of

new specimens of ibex and wild goats for the

inclosures soon to be finished on Mountain

Sheep Hill. Several members of the New
York Zoological Society have personally con-

tributed sums of money for the purchase of

particularly fine lions, tigers and leopards, to

enter the collection as their special gifts.

Among these, one which is noteworthy is the

gift of the little daughter of Andrew Carnegie,

who, when asked by her father what she

wished to give to the " Elephant and Tiger

Alan,"' promptly responded, " The biggest

hairy-headed lion in the world, papa." Mr.

Carnegie's comment on her reply was quite

characteristic. He said, " naturally, she chose

the most expensive animal ; but her promise

will be made good." It is the intention of the

Director to visit the establishments of all the

principal dealers in wil<l animals in England

and northern Europe.

The Society is advised that in anticipation

of the stocking of the Lion House and Mr.

Hornaday's intended visit to Hamburg, Mr.

Carl Hagenbeck has held back from sale a

number of specially fine lions, tigers and leop-

ards, which have come into his hands during

the past year, and it is highly probable that

some of the best specimens now for sale in

Europe are to be found in his famous Their-

park. It is not expected that the Society's

representative will succeed in finding for sale

and subject to immediate delivery the entire

series of animals necessary for the Lion House
collection, and it is highly probable that to se-

cure some of the rarer specimens standing-

orders will have to be placed until the animals

can be obtained.

In connection with the search for animals,

the Director will inspect the Zoological Gar-

dens of England, Germany, Holland and Bel-

gium. He will also visit the Duke of Bedford's

celebrated collection of hoofed animals, at

Woburn Abbey, and study the methods that

have been employed in caring for the many
specimens that have been brought together

there.

During- the absence of the Director, Mr. H.

R. Mitchell, Chief Clerk of the Zoological

Park, has been designated as Acting Director.

The various improvements now in progress in

the Park will be vigorously prosecuted.
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CRITICISM OE A GREAT ZOO.

The Ilunianilarian League of LdikIou has

republished in pamphlet form, a long and

severe attack on the London Zoological Gar-

den by Edmund Selous. Mr. Selous' criti-

cisms are aimed at small inclosures for animals

in that famous institution, and what he claims

are the sufferings of the animals consequent

thereto.

The London Z(jo is one of the greatest zoo-

logical gardens in existence, and delights and

interests three-quarters of a million of visitors.

all of whom pay admission. It is in no need of

defence, but in the interest of justice, however,

it is proper to point out the fact, that nothing

save the short-sightedness of municipal gov-

ernment, prevents expansion of the grounds

now occupied, to an extent which would pro-

vide ample room for all the animals exhibited.

On the three sides of the Garden, lies unoccu-

pied and practically useless, lands of no special

beauty, belonging to Regent's Park.

Occasionally, it is roamed over aimlessly by

visitors who have no particular object in view.

The casual American observer can see no good

reason why fifty acres of the useless ground of

Regent's Park should not be added to the

thirty acres occupied by the Zoo Garden.

When Dr. .Sclater was asked if such an addi-

tion could not be made to the Society's do-

mains, he responded with considerable feeling,

" they will not give us another foot of it."

Clearly, it is impossible for the London Zoo

to become a Zoological Park, with aliundant

room for all its animals, until more land can

be secured from Regent's Park. We hope that

we will live to witness the making of a sub-

stantial addition in real estate to the grounds

of the great Zoo of grateful inenior\-.

Nt'lC I//ipro\ •C/lh 'NfS.

Antclo[<c House.—(^n June 2(ith, a contract

for the erection of this much-needed building
was let to Thomas Dwyer, at $54,900. Time
allowed, 100 working days.

Bear-Dens.—On the same day, a contract
for the erection of the iron-work for four new
bear-dens was let to W. IL Wright & Son, at

$5,327. Time allowed, 60 working days. The
foundations, floor and sleeping-dcns are now
being constructed by the ground-improvement
force of the Zoological Park. These dens arc

merely an extension of the present dens, and
will complete the series as originally planned.

Bearer Valley Walk.—The walk through
P>eaver Valley is not only under construction,

but half finished. It leads in a fairly direct

line from the BufTalo hjitrance past the Polar

Hears' Den and Beaver Pond, to the Primates'

House on Baird Court. It leads through very

beautiful woods, and being a short cut from
r)aird Court southeastward, will lie very pop-

ular.

Mountain Sliccp Hill.—Work on this note-

worthy feature is progressing rapidly, and will

be completed about September ist.

Drainage of Buffalo Range.—All the low,

wet ground in the Lower lUiffalo Range has
been thoroughly luidcrdraincd, a shed and
macadamized corral built for that Range, and
hereafter it will be in constant use.

Rliinoccros Yard.— .\ temporary open-air

yard for the use of the Sumatran Rhinoceros,

pending the com]jletion of the Antelope House,
will be constructed immediately, at the eastern

end of the Reptile House.

Fence and Walks East of Bronx Lake.—
\'ery shortly a fence will be erected on the

eastern boundary of the Park, to protect the

forest from timber-thieves. At the same time,

a Telford macadam walk will be built along
the eastern bank of the Bronx, from West
Farins to Bronxdale.
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THE CASE OF THK WHITE- TAILED
DEER.

The general zoologist, interested ni<irc in

animals than in their names, who attem])ts to

stand midway hetween the small body of

technical zoologists and the masses of the nn-

scientiiic pnblic, is certain to be torn by
conflicting emotions. Compared with him,

Prometheus was a comfortable and even

happy man. He must cheerfully confront the

masses with the assurance that scientific zool-

ogy is the fountlation of all infallibility, even

while the vultures of Nomenclature are gnaw-
ing at his vitals. \\'hcther he will or no, he
must change the scientific names on beasts

and birds as often as the inexorable scientific

leaflet demands, and without making a wry
face, carry them out to three decimal places.

There are times, however, when the general

zoologist is filled by a wild desire to go Ijacr-

sark. and say things. In his calmer moments,
lie firmly resolves to cut loose from all scien-

tific names, and make an open campaign with

Common sense as the only issue. He writes

a scorching lecture entitled " Popular versus

I'npoiHilar Nomenclature"; whicli so relieves

his mind that he calms down sufficiently to

go out and make a fresh lot of changes on
his labels.

To-day, the Name-Makers are in strife as

to who wields the heaviest ])ick and shovel,

and who can dig" the deejiest after fossil

names for living animals. It matters not for

liow many decades, or centuries, the name of

a popular wild animal has been in the public

prints, nor how many million people are ac-

f|uainted with it. If your Hunter-of-Fossil-

Names discovers a particularly obscure de-

posit of antediluvian .science, straightway he
hies him to the unworkcd cemetery, and digs

anil ex]ilores. regardless of the risk of being

caught by many kinds of ancient germs.
Possibly he finds that some prehistoric no-

body, whose scientific work died a-borning,

l)estowed ui)on some wild animal a Latin

name— or at least insinuated one — fifteen

minutes prior to the bestowal of the name by

which the millions of to-day know it. The
new-found name is tenderly taken up, scraped,

disinfected, and patched up until it will hold

together. It is then brought into the light of

day. and laid as an offering at the feet of the

fetish called Priority. This means that the

familiar name, the one in universal use. must
fall down, and ,give place to the new-fotnid

fossil.

P>ut there is one source of grim satisfaction.

Each fossil name is certain to be knocked out

by other fossil names.—and so on. ad in-

finitum. This is a world of change.

.\s an illustration, take the ^"irginia, or

White-Tailed Deer, a modest and unassum-
ing animal, and very set in its ways. To the

unassisted lay mind, there is no more excuse

for changing its name every year than there

is in renaming Washington at every session

of Congress. P>ut what do we hear?

In 1785, right or wrong, Hoddaert named it Cerviis

virj^iiiianus.

In 1827, and 1835, and 1841, three other authors mis-

takenly gave it three other names, without effect.

Erom 1785 to 1884, the following authors wrote of

this animal as Cervus virt^inianus :

1788, GMEI.IN. 1831, GODMAN.
1789, zimmhrm.x.v. '836, schrki'.kk.

1792, Kkrr. 1842, Dek.w.
iSol, Sh.vw. 1844, Wagnkr.
1822, DE.MARKSr. '851, AUDl'I'.ON &
1823, Sav. Bacii.man.

1825, Harlan. 1857, Baird.
1S30, DouoHTV. 1877. Caton,

Dtiring the century covered as above, sev-

eral foreign aiuhors wnjtc of this animal

under other names than that recognized by

the arra\- of highlv respectable ;iuthorilies

named ab(_)ve.

\\'ith a centtiry of general tise in .Vmerica,

the naiue Ccrz'iis I'iri^iiiiaiiiis had become not

onlv widelv known, but one might snjipose it

to be well fixed, also. Now mark its fall,

and the result.

In 1884, Ijy common consent, the leading American mam-
nialogists adopted a name bestoweil upon this animal, in

1842 r.,r,.„„< -•ir,!;hini>,us

In 189s, Allen called it Dorcelopliin -.-iy^'iiujitiis

In 1897, Rhoads changed it to Dorcelaphiis americiiiin

In 1898, in a book printed on very good paper, Lydekker
(uf i:ngland) seriously adopts for this animal

Miizttmti americdtiil

In 1899, Miller dug up OdocoiUits americaiius

In 1902, Allen proposes to call it Dama virginuuia

What ne.xt? In the language of the gradu-

ating essay, whither are we drifting?

To the general zoologist, all this naming,

and re-naming, and tre-naming. of which the

above is merelv a sample case, would be amus-
ing,—if it were not quite so serious ! It does

not phase the general ])ublic, for through all

this erratic bestowal and use of unpo|)ular

names, the good old "' ])o])ular " name. W'hite-

Tailed Deer, shines like a beacon,—perma-
nently fixed. The bother comes when a

zoologist is required to write a scientific as

well as popular label and use the latest and the

abs(ilutely-satisfactory-to-all scientific name.

It looks very much as if the worship of the

Priority fetish lias gone quite far enough.

The situation is becoiuing ridiculous. There
are about twenty good men in the mammal-
ogy line who should stoj) resurrecting fossil

names, get together on a common-sense, prac-

tical basis, cremate Priority in a fiery furnace,

and give us some names for our most im-

portant tnaiumals that will go thundering

down the ages. W^ T. H.
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MCILI.N FAINS NEAR KMIK RIVKR, ALASKA, WIll.RI'. lU'/S DALLI LA-Ml;^ WKRK CAI'lL'KEU.

THE gUEST FOR OVIS DALLI
11Y I. ALDEN LORING.

II.UISTRAIEI) KROM rilOTOGRAl'HS BY THE AUTIKIR.

The New York Zoological Society has beenfully aware of thefact that thusfar the zoological -wealth of
Alaska and the Ca)iadian North-west has been but partially exploited. Not only is it reasonably certain that

ne-wforms a-wait the hand of the explorer, but it is unfortunately true that many itnportautforms of recent

discovery are, in the museums and zoological gardens of civilization, almost -wholly unrepresented by

specimens. The Society considers that the capture of living specimens of any particular species is only a

matter of -well-directed effort, and money --with -which to meet expenses. Believing that mountain sheepfrom
a lo-w altitude and a humid climate might endure the climate of A^e-w York better than specimens from the

Rocky Mountain region. Mr. Loring"-was sent to Alaska to capture a fe-w lambs, and also to establish

relations bet-ween the Society and -oarioiis persons in the field.— Editor.

ON April 24th, 1 90 1, on its first trip of the

year, the S. S. Bertha reached the small

settlement of Tyonek, on the western shore of

Cook Inlet, and a little more than half way up.

The flat on which were situated the building of

the Alaska Commercial Company, and a dozen
Indian cabins was covered with snow four feet

deep, and the little conununity was yet on a

winter basis. Those who owned boats had
jnst begun to overhaul and repair them pre-

paratory to launching them, and it was a week
before a craft could be secured to carry me to

my hunting-grounds. During this enforced
interval I practised daily in walking on snow-

shoes, taking long tramps in order to harden
my muscles.

Mr. Thomas W. Hanmore, the Alaska Com-
mercial Company's agent at Tyonek, was ex-

ceedingly kind and helpful to me—as he has
been to many others before me. I had the

good fortune to find at this place Mr. H. H.
Hicks, who had been strongly recommended to

me as a very intelligent, skillful and personally

agreeable guide. His services were secured,

and he proved to be an ideal man in every re-

spect—a skillful hunter, familiar with the

tongue of the natives, well acquainted with

the country, and at all times reliable.
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After a \ong discussion of prospects ami ])0S-

sibilities, \vc tlccided that tlic most accessible

place for the capture of white mountain sheep

lambs was the mountains bordering the Knik
River, which stream Hows into the ui)i)cr end
of the Knik Arm of Cook Inlet, seventy-five

miles from Tyonek. A small settlement called

Knik, at the head of Knik Arm, and distant

seventy-five miles from Tyonek, would serve

as our base of o])erations farther on.

We left Tyonek .May second in a small sloop

manned by its owner Mr. .McOnin and an
Indian. There was little wind, ,so all hands
l)ent to the oars until four o'clock in the after-

noon. Then a i^ale rose suddenly, and so

quickly did it gat'ier force that while the w'atcr

around us was yet smooth, the whitccai)s could

be seen rolling several miles ahead. To make
matters more interesting, about five miles from
Fire Island large ]«cks of floating ice were
encountered, and alxuit the same time some-
thing happened to the l)()wsprit whicli com-
pelled us to furl the jil). This of course made
the boat difticult to manage. I'ortunatcly we
were well under the lee of the shore 1-)eforc the

force of the gale struck us; and after ;\n hour
of an.xiety, we reacheil the north piiint of Imtc

Island and anchored for the night.

For small craft the navigation of Cook Inlet

is always difiicult and dangerous. Owing to

the strong tides, it is im])ossible to go any-
where unless they are in one's favor. Should
a traveler fail to reach his destination before

the tide turns, mdess he hi\-. a strong wind in

his favor, he must come to anchor, or his boat
\yill drift back to the starting i)oint. On ac-

count of gales that rise with remarkable sud-
denness about Fire Island and Turnagain
Arm, the waters in this section are considered
the most dangerous of any in Cook Inlet.

It became necessary to station a watch at

night to kceji the boat in deep water, and look

out for ice. liy the time the tide had turned
again in our f,i\(ir it was too dark to proceed,
so we received little benefit from it. making
but ten miles before anchoring in the moutli
of Knik Arm. At low tide the boat was high
and dry on a mud flat, where we remained
until the water rose. We then made sail and
crossed to the north bank of the .\rm, where
large masses of floating ice obliged us to

drift with it. There is little danger from
drifting ice so long as it does not become
stranded, but should this hapi^en it of course
jams and endangers any craft caught in it.

Nearing Knik we saw with our field glasses
that the ice in front of the village was intact.

It formed an island, or ])eninsula as it after-

wards ]iroved, with a channel on each side.

\\'c were on the outer edge of the iiack .-uid

between the boat and shore the ice was thickly

jammed. McOuinn said we would have to

force a way through it to the inner channel,

or be carried up the wrong side of the inlet.

While the other members of the party opened
a passage wMth the oars, I jumped out on the

ice and hauled the boat into the right chan-
nel, and we w-ere soon drifting forward be-

tween walls of ice.

The channel was open but a short distance,

and at high tide the pack jammed. Within
about a mile of Knik we were met by Mr. Tool
and Mr. Palmer, agents for the .\laskan Com-
mercial and North American Commercial
Companies. They came to advise us not to

approach nearer for fear of being caught in

the jam. Heeding their warning, we took
shelter behind a huge block of ice that had
broken from shore and stranded. I'y the time
the cargo was unloaded the tide had turned,

and McOuinn and his Indian crew turned
back. It was with a feeling of uneasiness that

we bade them good-by, and watched their

small boat struggling in tlir icr until the

blocks became so thick that only the mast
was visible.

Mr. Tool generoush' placeil his cal)in at our
disposal and in many ways both he and Mr.
Palmer gave us much assistance.

At Knik we spent two days negotiating with

the Indians, and in repairing a river boat I had
hired. T also engaged two Indians upon whom
the whites bestowed the names of .\ndrew
and r.illy.

The next morning we left Knik and kept

ahead of the ice until high tide, then camped
near a cabin some fifteen miles from the mouth
of the river. I had been told a native named
James Ephim was camped near here. Inas-

much as he was said to be a good htmter, we
hoped to secure his services. No sooner had
a fire been started than a group of Indians col-

lected, one of whom was Jim. When Ilicks

told them the object of the expedition, the

Indians laughed at us and said it was impos-
sible to catch lambs, as they were hnrn in in-

accessible places and a few^ hours after birth

could easily escape. However, as soon as

Hicks told Jim that we wanted to hire him,
there was a change in his manner. Then he
was sure we could capture all the lambs
wanted, and began at once to pack his outfit.

Pre]iarations were made for an earlv start,

but there was too much ice to ]irocecd with
safety, so a delay was necessary until ncarlv
high tide, when we crossed the .\rm and at-

tempted to land. The ice ran close to shore,

and there was danger of tlie lioats being
crushed against the bank.

Tim and his familv were ahead. Thev
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floated with tlie ice for

some distance, then at a

favorable opportunit\-
pushed through the pack,

ran into a small inlet,

jumped ashore and hauled

their boat upon the bank.

This could not so easily lie

done with our boat how-
ever, as it was much larger

and heavily laden. Our
Indians followed along the

beach, ready to help in case

of an accident. After drift-

ing half a mile we made for

a mass of stranded ice,

which afforded us some
protection, and with the as-

sistance of the Indians were
soon out of danger. When
the tide turned, we were
kept busy pushing off the

cakes that threatened to

crush the boat. At low
tide the ice on which we
stood would be the toji nf

a wall eight feet high, so

as the tide receded we had
to keep our boat in dee])

water. The ebb tide was
about half out when a huge
mass of ice drifted free

from the bar, and threatened to block the

channel from shore to shore. Luckily for us,

before reaching our boat the outer end struck

a mud flat, and held until the dangerous end

had swung past us.

At eight o'clock we were oif again and kept

well ahead of the ice, making camp about mid-

night.

It was with a feeling of pnifounil relief that

we landetl a few miles from the mouth of

Knik River and realized that the battle with

the treacherous ice and tides was over. As
one could reach shore by jumping over the ice

cakes, there was little danger of loss of life,

but an accident to the boat meant a total fail-

ure of the trip.

Little of interest occurred during the next

two days. We found the river, as Indian Jim
had predicted, difficult to navigate. From the

start it was necessary to tow, or " line," the

boat up the swift current, and to avoid bars

we were obliged to cross and recross the

stream many times. Quicksands were numer-
ous, and Jim insisted on carrying an oar with

which to rescue himself when mired.

May tenth found our camp i^leasantly situ-

ated north of the river on the level floor of

the Knik N'alley, at the junction of two small

LET us HOPE THAI HK 1.-. .-.lll.L KoA.MlNi; THK KNIK MOUNTAINS,
FREE AND UNHARMED.

Streams, and about two miles from the moun-
tains. By cutting a few trees and some brush,

an excellent view was obtained, and we were

able to remain in camp and watch for shee]j

without alarming them. The season was fully

a month backward, and the mountains were

covered with deep snow. It did not seem pos-

sil;)le that lambs could be born and live under

such conditions, and I was convinced that we
were quite early enough for our purposes.

On the afternoon of the day that we made
camp (No. i), two of the Indians shouldered

their rifles and started off, to hunt for moose
and bear. Hicks called them back and ex-

plained that I had come a long distance to

capture sheep, and did not want them to do

anything which would cause the trip to prove

a failure; that rifle-firing would scare the

sheep to other feeding grounds, and therefore

could not be permitted. The Indians obeyed,

but it was ])lain they did it unwillingly. Both

had been guides for government expeditions,

and after the day's work had always been al-

lowed to hunt. It was their nature to kill, and

it was hard for them to understand why they

were not allowed to shoot on this trip.

The plan adopted to capture sheep was to

locate a band of ewes, and keep a strict watch
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over llieni uiilil a laiiil) was Ixirn, iIk-ii alli'inpl

to catch it.

Eniin tlic linii- \vc camped, sliccp were con-

stantly in si,t;;ht. three to the westward, and
three ahnost opposite us, but they were to( > far

(Hstaiit for us to determine their se.x.

During tliree days we spent in watching

tliesc animals. Hicks and i'lilly took a two
(lays' journey round the mountains north of

camp, to see if there was less snow on that

side of the range. In the meantime the Ind-

ians and myself maintained a close watch of

the mountains within sight, and made several

e.KCursions U> the eastward. \\'e went u]) the

mountains, also, and learned that the sheej)

were all rams.

Hicks returned and reported there was more
snow in the coimtry he visited than about us.

He saw three sheep and a black bear, all nf

which he could have killed.

We derived cunsiderable ])leasure from
watching a lazy okl ram, ni>t mure than a mile

from cam]). I ie was evidently leading a hermit

life, and was daily seen feeding on the grassy

slo])es just above timberline, returning to the

high crags to spend the night. Every morn-
ing he came down for breakfast, and spent

mucli time basking in the sun. While the Ind-

ians were up the river cutting a jiassagc to

a lake preparatory to packing into the moun-
tains. Hicks took my camera and secured sev-

eral fine i)hotograi)bs of old Billy, as we had
named this sheep. The Indians were anxious
to kill him, but I forbade it. telling them that

after we had captured l:inib^ tluv sbipuld have

fresh meat. Let us hojie that the ol.l fellow

is still roaming the Knik Mountains, as free

and unharmed as when this picture was taken.

One evening Andrew saw a black bear and

two cubs feeding on a mountain-side close to

camp. The Indians asked permission to go
after them, but I told them to wait, and if they

went into a cany<in toward which they were
luaking, we would attcmjjt to cajjture the cubs

alive. They did enter the canyon, and at once

we started in |)ursuit. 1 forbade the Indians

carrying their black-powder ritles, the great

noise of which would scare everything within

miles, but my gun being a modern " Savage
"

made but little noise and we thought that one

shot fired in a canyon, could do no harm to

our i)lans. However, when about a quarter

of a mile distant from us the three bears went
into the thick timber, and were not seen after-

wards.
( )n the mountains some fifteen nfiles east-

ward of Camp \o. I there appeared to be a

spot (|uite free fnjm snow, and which looked

as if it would be favored l)y sheep as feeding

groimds. Accordingly on May sixteenth we,

shouldering i)acks of fifty pounds ])er man,
left our base camj) and set out for the more
promising locality.

.After following the river for about three

niiles we haided our boat ashore, turned it

over, and took to the timber at the foot of the

range. From our noon cam]) on a fiat in the

river bottom, which commanded a good view
of the mountains across the river, five sbee])

were seen feeding. .\s the mountains ahead
seeme<l more promising,

we continued our march,
ami finally went into camj)

for the night on the bank
of a mountain stream com-
ing down from the north.

The following day,

I licks and liilly discovered

a band of five ewes east of

our cam]). This was good
news, for we were now sit-

uated midway between two
i)ands of five sheep each.

< )ur plan was that they

should watch the sheep

found b\- them, while An-
drew and I attended to

those west of camp, .'sta-

tions from which to watch
were established at inter-

vals along our route, and
at the last one wc usually

made tea and ate luncheon,

remaining through the af-

ternoon. In this wav we
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had under observation about fifteen miles of
the mountain range.

For a week we spent the entire time at these
lookout posts, watching the bands of sheep,
and hoping that lambs would be born. Sev-
eral black bears were seen feeding close to

timberline, and often they were so near the
sheep as to cause us uneasiness. Once we
made an effort to capture two cubs that were
following their mother, but they evaded us.

When the clouds obscured the mountains
we were often unable to find the sheep until

late in the afternoon. It was remarkable how
little they moved about when feeding. For
two or three days a herd would remain in the
same place, but of course taking to the rocks
at night. Once a herd must have been
alarmed during the night, for when we sighted
it the following morning it was almost over
the divide. To us in the valley it seemed as
if no living creature other than a bird or
squirrel could possibly secure footing where
they stood. Several times after hours of
watching what seemed to be lifeless crags,
sheep have walked out from crevices as
though from the solid rocks.

We were in constant fear that something
would happen which might cause our trip to
fail. For instance, should the sheep decide to
change their feeding grounds, or become badly
frightened by a bear or wolf, they might cross
the range, and even if we knew the "direction
they took it would be almost impossible to
follow. The greatest danger, however, lay
in the possibility of a storm which would en-
velop the mountains in clouds, for should

lambs be born at such a time,

the proljabilities were that

before we could find them
the\- would be so strong and

agile we would be unable to

capture them.
Meanwhile Hicks and Billy

patiently kept their band of

sheep under observation. At
one time four new animals

joined it, but a few days later

became frightened, made to

the top of the mountain
where they remained sev-

eral days, and finally left

altogether.

Hicks reported that for

two days one of the ewes
had acted strangely, restless

when feeding, lying down
more than usual, and tak-

ing little interest in the

wanderings of its associates.

This naturally led us to

believe the long-looked-for time was near.

One forenoon before leaving camp, three

sheep appeared on the mountains directly op-

posite. They were traveling from the direc-

tion frequented by the sheep Andrew and I

had been watching, and naturally we supposed
them part of our band. This supposition was
correct, for after spending the day at our
customary station, our ewes could not be
found. The next morning we climbed the

mountain opposite camp, determined if pos-

sible to locate them. Tracks leading west were
crossed, but it was not until just before start-

ing for the valley that they were espied in the

crags, on a mountain far to the west.

Returning to camp I loaned Andrew my
rifle and gave him several " miniature " shells

to use on rabbits. Soon afterward I heard
shots in the timber west of camp. I knew they
must have been fired by either Hicks or Billy,

and thinking possibly they had shot at a bear,

I took Andrew's gun and ran down the bank
of the creek, hoping to secure a shot. Wait-
ing a few minutes I started for camp, and soon
saw Billy ahead of me, carrying two guns. He
said Hicks was in camp with a lamb. Much to

my joy I found Hicks seated on a log, with a
beautiful snow-white lamb standing rather un-
steadily in front of him. The story of its capt-

ure is best told in the words of Hicks.
" For some time after reaching the place

where we had watched the sheep, the one that

had acted so strangely could not be found.
An hour or so later, it walked out of a gully
among the rocks, a lamb following. It was
about half a mile above timberline, in the cen-
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ter of a mass of rocks and
crags. We mapped out our

route and started in pursuit.

Eor some time we kept

together. While skirting

along a narrow ledge above

a cliff, liilly became fright-

ened and trembled so I

feared he would loose his

hold. I told him to keep

his eyes above him. Ho
said he knew he should do
so, but it was so far down
he could not help looking

there. After a few min-

utes' rest we went on. and
soon were out of our great-

est danger.
" It took an hour and a

half to climb to the point

where we were to separate.

Billy then followed up a

canyon to the right of the

sheep, while I made a

detour to the left, intending to get above

them. Progress would have been easier

had we been able to take advantage of

favorable places without being seen. We
knew that at the first sign of danger the\-

would take to the inaccessible peaks, and prob-

ably cross the range. Our plan was that Billy

should creep close to the lamb and conceal

himself, while I worked between it and the

other sheep, then, when they were out of its

sight behintl the rocks we would scare them,

and immediately advance on the lamb.
" The ])lan worked admirably. Some hard

climbing was necessary before I reached a

suitable position. Rising, I allowed the sheep

to see me, and an instant later they were
bounding up the mountain. The lamb was
on a narrow shelf, and by creeping up front

both sides we blocked all chances of its escape.

It scampered back and forth, but did not at-

tempt to jump over the ledge. W'e worked
slowly, and it c|uieted down until at last it ran

into Billy's arms, and was our cajjtive.

" It took its capture as a matter of course,

and did not bleat or struggle until we started

for camp. In descending difficult jilaces one
would climb down, and the other hand him
the lamb and the guns. I carried the lamb,

and its heart beat so rapidly we paused many
times for it to rest and become quiet before

reaching camp."
This specimen was a male, a beautiful little

creature not more than a day old, io'_> inches

high at the shoulders, weight 8'S pounds. He
scampered about with remarkable agility. He
was attached to I licks, and followed him from

!^'Mli-J^

iii\i IN ir.

place to place, but when I attempted to care

for him while Hicks ate, he became restless

and bleatetl like a domestic lamb.

Like all young ungulates he stood with his

feet braced well apart, and attempted to jump
over obstacles instead of going around them.

.As he was warm, we waited before feeding

him, then gave him his first meal of condensed
milk, '4 milk to ;<; water, from a nursing bot-

tle. Feeding proved to be an awkward under-

taking, as the lamb did not understand what
was wanted. Half an hour after arriving in

camp, and about fifteen minutes after feeding,

he was taken with diarrhea.

Using poplar saplings, we made a corral

about ten feet square, and placed him in it, but

he was not contented unless some one was
near. Whenever I left, even if for a minute
only, he ran back and forth, bumping his head
against the bars, bleating, and attempting to

jump out. At night I made my bed in one
corner of the ])en, and as I expected, he shared

it. He lay close to my face, and frequently

snuffed at it. At last becoming sleepy, he

closed his eyes and at each throb of the heart

his head sank lower and lower until it rested

on my cheek. It was a windy night, and at

every strong blast he awoke with a start and
sniffed my face, bleating frequeiul\'. I could

not move without disturbing him. and often

lay in one position imtil my bones ached.

T got little rest until five o'clock in the morn-
ing, and then had not more than an hour's

sleep until " little Billy," as we named him,

was walking all over me. He was very nim-
ble, .sometimes trying to jump out of the en-
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closure. He liked to get as high as possil)lc

and whenever I raised the blanket he tried to

climb it.

The day after this lamb was captnred, a

storm set in and continued for three days.

The clouds hvmg low over the mountains, and
we lost track of the sheep we had been watch-
ing. Under these circumstances we decided

that if it did not clear soon, we would return

to the base camp, and if no ewes were seen,

proceed to a range of mountains near the

mouth of Knik River where Professor L. L.

Dyche had good success collecting specimens
several years previously. We had not gone
there at first on account of the depth of the

snow.
During this time I was confined to camp,

caring for the lamb, and also endeavoring to

break up the chills and fever which attacked
me every other day. My illness subsided, but
the lamb became worse, and it was soon
evident that its condition was hopeless. In
spite of the medicines administered, it became
greatly emaciated, soon lost his appetite, and
on the morning of May twenty-seventh, it died
lying on my blankets.

The storm continued, and we returned to

our base camp, which we found undisturbed.
Remaining here two days, yet being unaldc

to locate any sheep, we again packed up and
started for the river, camping early in the
afternoon. The Indians packed the outfit over
a bar which we could not cross with the loaded
boat, and the remainder of the day was devoted

to watching the mountains.

Before night a lamb and
ewe were seen, but they

were in such a bad place it

was useless to attempt their

capture that day, so we
contented ourselves with

watching them until dark.

At nightfall they took

shelter in the high rocks,

as usual.

( )n the following day,

Hicks and the two Indians

found this lamb, and made
an effort to capture it, but

the Indians thwarted the

effort Ii\- carelessness and
disobedience, and it ended

in failure, much to the dis-

gust of Hicks.

Another day's travel

brought us to our destina-

tiiiH. Without the loss of

a moment we made prepa-

rations to pack in several

days' provisions, and climb

into the range where Hicks and Dyche had
seen large bands of sheep on a previous trip.

After a long, hard climb to timberline, we
crossed the mountain and skirted along a steep,

grassy slope for about three miles. Our camp
was made at timberline, near the head of a

small stream that ran through an open valley.

The mountains on either side rose abruptly,

a steep grassy slope occurring between timber-

line and the rocks.

As the mountain was so steep that nothing

could be seen from our camp, we crossed the

creek and climbed to the top of a high knoll.

Five sheep were seen about a mile away, and
a little later twelve more came into view from
behind a point. They were all ewes. After

watching for an hour we became convinced

there were no lambs in the bunch. Shift-

ing the glasses to the broken country

beyond our camp, it was not long before

a lamb and ewe were sighted. They were
in an awful mass of rocks and crags, near the

summit of the range.

As we were about to give chase, the ewe
started up the mountain in great haste. Her
actions were puzzling, for we were sure she

had not seen or scented us. At last we con-

cluded that she was attempting to exercise

the lamb. After describing a circle, she re-

turned and lay down near the spot from which
she started.

It was a warm day, and long before reach-

ing the rocks we were wet with perspiration.

The slope between timberline and the crags
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was so steep \vc had to use

our hands as well as our
feet, and the work was so

exhausting 1 was compelled

to halt frequently. At last

wc reached the rocks, and I

exchanged my shoes for

moccasins. It was a great

relief to secure a firm foot-

ing, and after a short rest

1 liad no further difficult\- in

keeping with the other mem-
bers of the party.

The Intlians exercised no
caution whatever, and after

rebuking them several times

I finally compelled them t<i

remain behind. Hicks and
I went on u]), scrambling
over craggy rocks, creeping

along narrow ledges, and
passing through crevices,

but always taking care to

keep out of sight of our
(|uarry. In many ])laces it seemed as though
ascent was impossible, but somehow we always
found a ledge or niche where a footing could
be secured.

.\t hist, when [idsitive that we were well

above the sheep, we halted. While Hicks
went ahead to locate the game, I held the

Indians back. He returned with the informa-
tion that three hundred yards above us there

was another ewe, but he was unable, without
exposing himself, to tell whether it had a lamb.

We retraced our steps to a rocky peak, and
under its protection sneaked to within a hun-
dred yards of the sluH'p, when we saw a lamb
lying by it.

The mother seemed reluctant to leave the

little one, even for a moment, but at last she

walked around a point and out of its sight.

Then wc allowed lier to sec us, and she took

fright, at once. While attempting to get above
the lamb, wc lost sight of it. Hicks immedi-
ately climbed a cliff, and after sighting it,

signaled its ])osition to me. I sent one of the

Indians to the ojiposite side, and stationed the

other lielow^ the lamb, while I came up from
the left. Everything being in readiness. Hicks
climbed down from above and blocked the only

passage. The lamb w-as resting quietlv at the

base of a clift'. Then wc all moved forward
from dift'erent directions, and soon had sur-

rounded and captured it. It was not more than
a few- hours old, and because of its weak con-
dition scarcely made any atlemjit to escape.

The sheep and lamb we had first seen and
started for. had taken fright and crossed the

divide. It seemed almost useless to follow

them, but since we were only a few hundred

feet from the top of the mountain, and it

would take but two persons to carry the laml-)

already captured, we sent the Indians after the

otlier.

'

.\s we were about to return to cam]), an

eagle suddenly darted round the face of a

cliff, and with wings half closed swoo]ied close

over our heads. It seemed as if the big bird

intended to rob us of our prize; but probably

it was as much surprised as we. for it departeil

as suddenly as it came. Had it been an hour

earlier, and the mother and lamb separated by

even a few feet, the latter surely woidd have

been cai)tured and devoured.

W'e ])laced oiu" captive lamb in a tiny ham-
mock made out of the bottom of a flour-sack,

d(]ul)led its feet under it, naturally, and pinned

the sides of the hannnock over its back. With
hammock and lamb hanging from Ilicks's neck

bv a stout cord, the head of the cajitive pro-

truding very demurely, we began to descend

toward our mountain camp.
When about half way to camp, we saw Billy

about a mile off. tearing down the mountain
at break-neck speed, and with the glasses I

saw that he carried a lamb. W^e reached camp
shortly before him and found Andrew await-

ing us. As soon as he had got out of our
sight, the lazy fellow had sneaked back to

cam]), leaving Billy to follow the sheep alone.

Billy killed the ewe, and after an exciting

chase cornered the lamb. It was so overcome
by excitement and rough handling that it did

not attempt to move. After examining the

milk from the ewe Billy killed, and finding it
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as rich and thick as cream,
I decided to try Nestle's

Baby Food in the place of

condensed milk, as it

seemed more nutritious.

The lambs were ])cr-

fectly contented in the pen
which we made for them.
The one Billy captured
was so fagged out that,

regardless of the noise

made about camp, it lay

down and slept soundly
for two hours. The other
lamb sniffed at him a few
times, then lay down and
watched us with much cu-

riosity. The mosquitoes
were ncnv so troublesome
we made a mosquito-proof
tent to [jlace over our two
small captives.

The following morning
there was a noticeable dif-

ference in the strength of

the first lamb captured,

so much so that we all

mentioned it ; and truly it

seemed to have gained in

flesh ! An.drew and I

started with the lambs for

the lower cam]5, while Billv

and Hicks remained to

look for others. It was
more than probaljle, how-
ever, that all the sheep
within range of the sound
had fled when they heard
Billy's shots the day Ije-

fore.

The lambs behaved well

on the way down. Neither
of them struggled nuicli,

and they appeared inter-

ested in all that went on.

About noon the one I car-

ried showed symptoms of

arriving at camp I at once began doctoring it.

A movable wire cage was made, and at night
after taking the lambs into the tent and allow-
ing them to go to sleep cuddled close to me,
I covered them with mosquito netting, and
placed the cage over all. Whenever one awoke,
he looked about and seeing his companion
sleeping peacefully, dozed off again.

The smaller lamb became weaker daily, and
we feared it was not likely to live long. The
other, however, was so strong and healthy we
had great hopes of keeping it.

Hicks and Billv hunted the mountains thor-

illness.

A MdVAl'.LE WIRF, CAGE WAS MAHK.

oughly,but saw only one more lamb, which they

were quite unable to capture. Having ascer-

tained that the ewes had abandoned the coun-
try, we decided to leave the next day for Knik.

That night about eight o'clock the strongest

lamb was taken sick with the usual disorder,

and by midnight was past recovery. The fol-

lowing discouraging entry is copied from my
journal under date of June sixth: "This
morning between five and six o'clock both
lambs died, and left us feeling very blue, but
convinced that everything possible had been
done for them. An hour later we left for

Knik."
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Since it has hren fully di-monstratcd that

lainljs of the Alaskan .Mountain Shee|) can be

captured, it would seem that the only other

course to follow in attempting; to keep thcni

alive, would be to transport domestic goats

or sheep to a base cam]) as far in the mountains
as possible, and as soon as lambs are captured

Inirry them to foster mothers. In this way it

may ])e ])ossible to rear hunbs, and take them
out of the country alive.

While it might be that with the last two
I:unl)s captured the artificial footl was to l)lame

for their loss, it is certain that nervousness
and excitement caused the troul)le w'ith the

tirst one. It was attacked so suddenly the food
had not had time to be assimilated.

In closing I take real pleasure in expressing

my appreciation of the faithful and skillful

services of Mr. Hicks, who from the start

entered into the work enthusiastically, and
U'ft nothing undone that could contribute to

its success. Mis ex|ieriiMici- and g 1 judg-

ment were both invaluable. Under no con-

ditions should explorers trust themselves

alone in Alaska with Indian help—not that

one's life would be endangered, but a man
unacquainted with their ways is always in

danger of being left in the lurch at a critical

l)eriod. (Jne white man is worth three Ind-

ians, and Hicks is worth two average while

men !

As to my Indians, when I think of them a

feeling of vexation mixed with pity comes over

nie. I'oor children of Nature! They were
children indeed—homesick, discontented un-

less alwa\s killing something, fond of their

blankets, more than fond of their provisions.

When they should have gone slow they went
fast, and vice versa.

^ly thanks are due Mr. Ihomas W. Ilan-

more of Tyonek, Mr. A. C (!oss of Kadiak.

and the .\laskan Commercial Company's agent

at Knik, Mr. Tool, for many courtesies shown.
and the\' are herebv tendereil.

END OF THK SHKEl' HUNT-HOM KWAKD HOLND DOWN KNIK RIVKK.
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^^^^^ ' \'ERY zoological society which near relatives, shall be in keeping with the^^V^ creates a zoological garden puts position of the lion in the animal world.
^f<M__, f'Tlh its best etT.irt in the jilan- Aside from this, however, it is desirable that^1^^ ning and building of its Lion the large carnivorous animals should have

'V ' louse. Ouite naturally, every- the greatest possible amount of space in
one concerned is anxious that which to live, in order that thev may not seem

the home for the king of beasts, and his tn l)e prisoners, in durance vile.
'

However

BENG.AL TIGERS.

Gift of .Mr. Charles r. li.ir
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people may differ on all other subjects, all

agree that there is small pleasure in behold-
ing a fine, large animal imprisoned in narrow,
mean quarters, not half large enough to ren-
der it reasonably satisfied with life.

In addition to considerations for the ani-

mals themselves, the public requires, for its

own comfort and convenience, a spacious and
well-lighted hall ; and the health of the ani-

mals and safety of the keepers require that

the service arrangements should be of the

best. Spacious outside cages are now re-

garded as an absolute necessity to any mod-
ern house for the large Carnivora.

The lion houses of Europe afford a very

interesting series of illustrations of the man-
ner in which different minds have striven to

attain the same end. No two of them are

exactly alike, and the majority of them serve

their purposes excellently. For all practical

purposes, several of them come quite near to

perfection; but, thus far, the shadow of the

iron bar is over them all.

The Lion House in the New York Zoolog-

ical Park represents the greatest effort of the

New York Zoological Society thus far, and
constitutes what will undoubtedly stand, for

many years at least, as its finest building. It

contains many features which are entirely

original, and no effort has been spared to

render it of the highest possible value to the

public. It is situated in a commanding posi-

tion on the southeast corner of the level

plateau known as Baird Court. Thanks to its

position on this five-foot terrace, its western

elevation does not convey an impression of

a very low building, as would be the case if

it stood upon a wide tract of level ground.

From whatever direction it is seen, the west-

ern side, which is in full view from Birds'

Valley, and the Motor Road which runs

along the western side of Baird Court, con-

veys the impression of a highly artistic

structure built of the finest materials. The
wealth of sculptured stone and terra cotta,

presenting realistic carvings of large feline

animals, are calculated to impress the ob-

server quite strongly; and this impression

will reach its climax in the two life-size senti-

nel lions, carved in stone, which sit in repose

on each side of each main entrance to the

building.

GROUND PLAN.

The essential features of the Lion House

consist of a main hall, 192 feet long and 28

feet wide; a series of cages, 21 feet deep,

along its eastern side, and a series of exterior

cages, also extending the entire length of the

eastern wall, and varying in depth from 24
feet to 42 feet 6 inches. Over all, the struct-

ure is 240 feet long, and its extreme width
at the centre is 1 10 feet. The style of archi-

tecture is uniform with that of the other large

buildings of the Park, and similar building

materials have also been used. The brick-

work seems lighter in color than the walls of

the Primates' House and Reptile House, be-

cause of the fact that the bricks have been
laid in yellow mortar, instead of dark red.

This building is much more richly orna-

mented with animal sculptures and cut stone

than any of the other buildings. The roof of

the main hall is quite high, and the ceiling of

very light yellow pine harmonizes perfectly

with the color of the masonry. The long
western wall of the building is pierced by
spacious windows, opening upon the line of

trees which shade the building on the west.

In the centre, the western wall is broken by
a large alcove, semi-hexagonal in shape, the

side-walls of which are unbroken by win-

dows. This alcove is to be used for the

exhibition of collections of drawings and
paintings of carnivorous animals, and other

animals also, if the Society so elects. It is

provided with spacious skylights, and it will

admirably serve its very unique purpose.

Primarily, it is intended to exhibit in this

alcove instructive pictures of carnivorous

animals which, by reason of their rarity, are

seldom found in zoological gardens.

Along the western wall of the building a

raised platform has been constructed, two
steps high, with oak settees against the wall.

This platform is intended to enable a large

number of visitors to overlook the heads of

those standing upon the floor, and who
otherwise might entirely cut off the view of

the animals in the cages.

THE INTERIOR CAGES.

The interior cages are twelve in number.
Six of them are extra large, 18x22 feet.

These are intended for the finest lions and
tigers, and for families of cubs. Six smaller

cages, the dimensions of which are 12 x 22

feet, will accommodate the leopards, pumas,
and cheetahs. The floors of the cages are

raised three feet above the visitors' floor, and
have been constructed of strips of maple, set

on edge. Each cage is provided with two
sleeping dens, which can, when necessary, be

cut off entirely from the other portions of the

enclosure. The top of the sleeping dens has

been finished as a sort of balcony, running

back to the outer wall of the building, to
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which access is gained by stumps of trees so

cut as to form what stage-carpenters call

"practicable steps." The floor of each bal-

cony is five feet high, and animals moving
about upon it present a very fine spectacle,

fully visible to every visitor on the floor.

The cage fronts represent a great innova-

tion in the confining of dangerous animals.

Instead of the heavy iron bars, hitherto in

universal use for the confinement of large

carnivorous animals, which not only cut off

much of the view of the animal, but continu-

ally suggest the prison idea, the fronts of

these cages have been fitted with wire netting

specially made by the Page Woven Wire
Fence Company, of Adrian, Michigan, for

this building. The mesh is three inches

square. The horizontal wires are those which
are relied upon to resist the attacks of the

animals. These are of hard steel, size No. 5,

and each wire has a tensile strength of about

4,500 pounds. Each end of each wire is

wrapped around a heavy frame of round
wrought iron, twisted tightly upon itself, and
the end soldered down.

The horizontal wires are held in place, and
equidistant, by perpendicular tie-wires, three

inches apart, wrapped around the horizontals

at each point of intersection, and firmly sol-

dered. The panels made by the Page Com-
pany have been set into heavy frames of angle

iron, and securely bolted. The whole of this

iron work has been painted dull olive-green,

to match the tiling in the interior of the cages,

and the netting comes as near to being invis-

ible as anything ever can which is strong

enough to confine lions and tigers of the

largest size. The mesh interferes less with

the view of the animals than anything that

has yet been devised. As to its strength, and
the possible ability of the animals to break

through it, there is good reason to believe

that if the attachments of the angle irons

held fast, an elephant could not break through
it.

The interior walls of each cage have been
covered with glass tiling of a dull jungle-

green color, specially made for this purpose,

which is carried up a height of seven feet.

As a background for the display of feline ani-

mals, it is an unqualified success, and from a

sanitary point of view, it is equally perfect.

The walls above this have been painted with

oil and stippled an amber-gray color. The
ceiling of each cage is about one-half sky-

light, so that the animals have an abundance
of light for exhibition purposes, and quite as

much as is good for them.

THE EXTERIOR CAGES.

The exterior cages have been planned
somewhat differently from the interior cages.

This series consists of three enormously large

cages—two semicircular, and one square

—

and six smaller cages. Each of the large cages
represents two of the large interior dens, and
at first will be used by the occupants of these

dens alternately. They have been planned,
however, with a view to subdividing them
later, if it should be found desirable. The
large semicircular cages at the north and
south ends of the series are 38 feet wide and
42 feet 6 inches deep. The large central cage
measures 38 x 38 feet, and the smaller cages
are each 12 feet 6 inches wide by 24 feet

deep. The fronts of all these are of wire net-

ting, the same as appears in the interior of the

building. During the coming spring, and
prior to their occupancy by the animals, all

the exterior cages will be provided with rock-
work, stumps and trees, as far as may be de-

sirable to promote the comfort and satisfac-

tory display of the animals. Following the

custom of most European gardens, all these

exterior cages have been covered with half-

glass roofs, chiefly for the purpose of making
them acceptable to the animals in rainy

weather. They face the southeast, and there-

fore receive the greatest possible amount of

sunshine.

CAGE SERVICE.

Perfect cage service demands the following

conditions

:

First. Direct communication for the ani-

mals between the interior and exterior cages.

Second. The accessibility to keepers of all

cages from the rear—not the front.

Third. Means by which animals may be in-

troduced to, or removed from, their cages
elsewhere than in the spaces provided for vis-

itors.

The filling of the above requirements de-

mands what is really a central cage service

—

a feature which hitherto we have found in

only one lion house. In the London Gar-

dens, the cage service of the lion house is

indeed central ; but the exterior and interior

cages are entirely separated from each other

by the keepers' passage. In order for an ani-

mal to go from one of its dens to the other,

the keepers must connect those two dens by
means of a bridge resting upon a car—

a

matter which involves considerable time, and
careful management.

In the planning of the Zoological Park
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Lion House, central service has been secured,

and direct communication between inside and
outside dens has also been obtained, by
means of a keepers' passage underneath the

slcci)in.ef dens, and an elevator shaft between
each pair of cages. The elevator shaft opens
on each. side into a sleeping den, the front

door of which opens into the interior cage,

and the rear door into the outside cage. To
introduce an animal, it is transferred from its

traveling cage into a transfer cage which
rests upon the platform of a car. which can be

immediately liberates the animal in its ap-
pointed place.

In the same manner, animals intended for

exhibition in the studio will be taken from
their cages, transferred, and brought back
again. By means of this arrangement, the
keepers can gain access, at any time, to any
sleeping den, and they can also shut an animal
into its sleeping den and gain safe access to

the main floor of its cage. All the doors of

the sleeping dens, and the partitions, are of

sheet steel, running on trolleys, and opening

li.\RB.\RV LIONESS. - LLEOP.\TR.-\.'

t;if! of llr. O. H. I'.lyne.

raised or lowered by means of hand power
applied to very sim[)le machinery attached to

the car.

This car runs on a track laid in the keepers'

passage through the entire length of the

building. The car stops under the elevator

shaft which communicates with the particular

cage to be reached. The cage is elevated

until its floor is on the same level as the

sleeping dens, when the opening of two doors

and shutting by means of chains and pulleys

operated in the keepers' passage.

THE STUDIO.

I-'rom the inception of the planning of the

Lion House, now six years ago, it has been
the intention of the Zoological Society to

provide within this building a feature speci-

ally designed to facilitate the work of artists,

sculptors, and students doing serious work in
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the drawing, painting, and modeling of ani-

mals from life. To this end, a spacious and
well-lighted room has been provided at the

north end of the building, wherein at least

twenty artists can be accommodated while

working on living models, literally and truly
" Far from the madding crowd " which to a

working artist is a living terror. Against the

eastern side of this large and airy room has

been constructed a cage i6 feet deep and 20
feet wide. The back of this cage, its north

end, and practically the entire roof, are of

plate glass, properly protected on the outside

by iron bars. Through a trap-door in the

floor, the transfer car will deliver an animal

directly into this cage from the keepers' pas-

sage. The cage front is necessarily of wire

netting. The main floor of the room will be

constructed in a series of platforms to accom-
modate the easels of those for whom this feat-

ure is intended.

As may readily be inferred, the object of

this feature is to encourage and promote the

work of animal painters and sculptors, both

amateur and professional. The Society hopes
that it will be the means of bringing into ex-

istence a considerable number of animal

paintings and groups of statuary, which with-

out it might never be produced. On stated

days, certain animals will be exhibited in the

studio cage, provided the number of persons

desiring to work from it justify the labor of

making the transfer.

PL.\NS AND ARCHITECTURE.

The ground plan and cage arrangements
of the Lion House were designed in 1896 by
the Director of the New York Zoological

Park. The architectural work is by Messrs.

Heins & La Farge, and the engineering by
Mr. H. de B. Parsons. The decorative ani-

mal sculptures are from models executed by
Eli Harvey, and will form the subject of

special notice. The terra cotta, which forms

a prominent feature, was manufactured by

the Atlantic Terra Cotta Company. The
building was erected by Thomas Cockerill &
Son, who performed the work in a manner
highly satisfactory to the Zoological Society

and the Park Department. The work of con-

struction proceeded under the joint supervi-

sion of the architects and Alartin Schenck,

Chief Engineer of the Park Department for

Bronx Borough, representing Park Commis-
sioner John E. Eustis. Work on the building

began on July 20, 190T, and the total cost of

the complete structure will be $150,000. It

will be opened to the public early in January,

1903, with a full collection of animals.

CHEKT.VH, OR HUNTING LEOPARD.
Gift of Mr. Jacob H. Schiff.

RARE AND INTERESTING
SPECIMENS.

AT this date, the Zoological Park con-

tains a larger number of rare animals

than it has shown at any previous time. The
following are the species of special interest

and value, and all of them are of decided rar-

ity in zoological collections

:

A pure white animal, strongly resembling

the Arctic Fox, has been received from
northern Japan ; but thus far no scientitic

authority available has revealed its place in

Nature. It seems to represent a species not

yet described.

A male Siberian Ibc.r (Capra sibcrica), three

vears old, collected by the agents of Carl

Hagenbeck, in western Mongolia, is with

great difficulty confined in one of the en-

closures of Mountain Sheep Hill.

A very beautiful male Bnrrhcl (Oz'is burr-

hcl). from the Himalayas and Thibet, came
to the Society from the Zoological Society of

London, in exchange.

A male Urial. and two females (Oris vii^-

iici), have been received from India by way of

Hamburg.
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A Cape Hunting Dog (Lycaun pictiisl, from
SoiUh Africa, came bv purchase from llagen-

beck.

A Tasmaniaii Wolf (Tliylaciiius cynoccphol-

usj, is one of the most recent arrivals from
Hagenbeck.

Three pairs of Blue Foxes irutpes lagopusj

have been received through Mr. Thomas E.

Hofer from one of the lo\ l)ree(Hu.s;" estab-

lishments in Alaska.

Two Bonneted Langur Monkeys, with gold-

en-yellow throats and breasts, are the rarest

primates now on exhibition, and are the only

specimens of the kind which ever came into

Mr. TIagenbeck"s possession.

A \dung .][alay Tapir— its coat now chang-

ing from spotted to the black-and-white col-

ors of adolescence—was brought by Captain

Golding, in November, from Singapore.

A Manelutrian Leopard, from Shanghai,
owes its presence in the Zoological Park to

the detective instincts and persistence of

Captain Golding in following its trail through
the hands of butchers, traders, showmen, and
other parties in Shanghai.

The Red River-Hog. exhibited in the Small

Mammal House, came from the London Zoo-
logical Gardens, and represents the only

beautiful species of wild swine in existence.

A fine jjair of Maral Deer from the Caucasus
Mountains, exhibited in Deer Range Xo. 56,

adjoining that of the Mrginia Deer, repre-

sents the beginning of a special effort toward
the development of a collection of deer that

shall be worthy of the Zoological Park.

The specimen of the Cheetah in the Lion

House collection is a reminder of the fact

that this species is now very rare in zoologi-

cal gardens and menageries.

The two young Ocelots in the Small Mam-
mal House, bred in the Zoological Park, are

of syiecial interest because of the extreme rar-

ity with which this species breeds in confme-
ineiU.

A pair of Prjezvlsky Horses (Equus prjeval-

sh'ii), from the first lot of specimens ever

caj)tured for exhibition, were shipped from
Hamburg on December 14th, and should be

on exhibition in the Park before this issue

of the Bulletin reaches the members of the

Society.

Rare Birds.

The following birds of sjjccial rarity have
recently been received and placed on exhilii-

tion in the Bird House.

One Paradise Crane, fmm .\frica.

Two Crowned Cranes, from Africa.

One Vulturinc Guinea Fowl.
Two Caracara Eagles.

One Serieina, from South America, the most
remarkable bird in the Park.

Three Great Crowned Pigeons.

One Australian Crested Pigeon.

Two Spur-ll'ingcd Geese.

Two Australian Sheldrakes.

Reptilian Rarities.

Three specimens of the famous and deadly
Cohra-de-Capello, of India, for the bite of

which no antidote is known, are the only rep-

resentatives of this species which have
reached the United States during the last five

years. From all appearances, dealers are

afraid to handle them, and some zoological

gardens in Europe arc afraid to exhibit them.
The Florida Crocodile, nine feet in length,

on exhibition in the Kejjtile House, is of

special interest in ctjmparison with the Alli-

gators.

The Fer-de-Lancc in the series of poisonous

serpents has given birth to twenty-fotir

young, which arc being reared with special

care.

Two Rhinoceros Iguanas, from the West
Indies, exhibited in the Iguana cage, were
purchased of the Hamburg Zoological Gar-
den.

A fine specimen of the Giant Tortoise, from
the Aldebra Islands, is the first specimen of

its kind that the Park has received from the

Old World.

BEAVER VALLEY WALK.

'

I
'HE construction last year of the trunk

-* sewer from Baird Court to West Farms
made it possible to construct last summer
the much-needed walk from the Bufifalo En-
trance direct to the Polar Bears' Den, the

Beaver Pond, and the southeast corner of

Baird Court. For two years this direct

thoroughfare has been greatly needed, and
its construction has been a source of great

satisfaction to visitors. Its total length is

2,725 lineal feet, and it winds in graceful

curves and on easy grades through the most
Ijcautiful portion of the forest area west of

the Boston Road. In summer its cool shade
makes of it a very popular promenade.

In order to make the outdoor cages of the

Primates' House available to visitors, and
provide a suitable terminus for Beaver ^'alley

\\'alk, the whole eastern half of that building

was surrounded with its permanent pavement
of Telford macadam.
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RARE WILD HORSES.

ABOUT twelve years ago a Russian trav-

eler, named Prjevalsky, discovered in

one of the deserts of Sungaria, Central Asia,

between the Altai and Tyan-Shan Mountains,

a new species of wild horse, which has since

been described and named in honor of its dis-

coverer. Amongst wild horses and zebras,

it is the nearest approach to the domestic

horse of civilization, and supplies an impor-
tant link, hitherto missing, in the chain of evo-

lution which reaches down from the three-

toed horse to the domestic animal of to-day.

In appearance, the Central Asian horse

(Equus prjcvahkii) is much like the Persian

wild ass. Its mane is erect, it has no fore-

lock, it has the four leg callosities of the horse,

but the upper half of the tail is short-haired,

like that of the zebra. At first sight, the

upper half of the tail appears to have been
clipped six months ago. The body color of

the animal is a peculiar yellowish-drab, or

mouse-color, and a black stripe extends from

the shoulders along the median line of the
liack.

The remoteness of the region inhabited by
this species rendered its capture a matter of

great difficulty and expense. Three years

ago, Mr. Hagenbeck received from the Duke
of Bedford an order for several specimens, to

be purchased, if captured, at $5,000 per pair.

On the strength of this order. Air. Hagen-
beck felt justified in sending out an expedi-

tion to capture a number of specimens of the

animal desired. His agents penetrated to

the northern border of the Gobi Desert,

where they found themselves in the land of

the Kirghiz, a tribe noted for its horses and
expert horsemanship. Engaging the services

of nearly two thousand Kirghiz horsemen,
and taking with them fifty brood marcs in

foal, the collectors sought the desert home
of the wild horse.

After a series of exciting adventures, Mr.
Hagenbeck's agents succeeded in capturing
fifty-two young colts of the wild horse spe-

cies. These were nourished by the domestic
mares that had been taken along for that pur-

pose, and after a proper interval the outward
march was begun. It took three months for

the caravan to reach the Siberian Railway,

and depart for Hamburg. During the jour-

ney twenty-eight of the wild colts succumbed,
and only twenty-four reached Hamburg alive.

The expedition was in the field nearly eigh-

teen months, and its expense footed up nearly

$25,000. The collection reached Hamburg
in the summer of the year 1900, and all the

animals save one pair were promptly dis-

posed of. Twelve are now in the possession

of the Duke of Bedford, and others are on
exhibition in the zoological gardens of Lon-
don, Berlin, Hamburg, and in the possession

of private parties in Germany.
The approaching completion of the Ante-

lope House has justified the Zoological So-

ciety in acquiring the last pair of animals for

sale from the Hagenbeck collection. Their

purchase price has been partly raised and
partly guaranteed by Professor Henry F.

Osborn, Messrs. William C. Whitney, Philip

Schuyler and Charles T. Barney. If the ani-

mals arrive safely, as expected, they will be

exhibited, temporarily, in the corral con-

nected with the northeastern corner of the

Mule Deer Range, situated on Osborn's Walk,
half way between the Bird House and the

northwest entrance.

Unfortunately, even the rarest animals are

not immortal, and as usual in all such cases,

we advise all persons specially interested

to see them as soon as possible after their

arrival.
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A TRAGEDY" L\ THE LION HOUSE.

THOSE wlio are responsil)lc' fur the care

and management of wild animals in

captivity arc constantly reminded that it is

impossible to know what deed of violence

an animal is liable to perform, imtil it is

actually done. Often the cunning of a caged

animal is past finding out, until the event

occurs. Then we are all post-mortem philos-

ophers. As a particularly striking and pain-

ful instance, take the case of " Lopez." the

jaguar.

From the day of his arrival at the Park,

last May, " Lopez " has never been one of

the snarling kind. On the contrary, he con-

stantly manifested what was considered a

playful disposition. Most large felines of

savage disposition show it by snarling, and
charging against their bars. " Lopez," on
the contrary, seemed anxious to play with

anyone who came near his cage, and had a

trick of rolling on his back, with his paws in

the air, quite after the manner of a good-
natured house cat.

In Hamburg, a female jaguar, very nearly

full grown, was purchased as a cage-mate for

him. " Lopez " was the first animal placed in

the first finished cage of the new Lion House,
weeks before the workmen had completed
the other cages. Inasmuch as the female

had been six weeks in her traveling cage, and
sadly cramped for room, it was decided to

place her in the Lion House without delay.

In order to ascertain the temper of " Lopez
''

toward her, her cage was raised to the level

of his. and the two were placed with their

bars in close proximity. " Lopez " was
greatlv interested by the stranger, and at-

tempted to play with her through the bars.

She observed him without any manifestation

of fear, and seemed to be interested by the

prospect of a larger cage, and a companion
in captivity.

For two days the female's cage stood in

the position described, and during all that

period " Lopez " manifested not the sliglitest

ill-temper or displeasure toward the new ar-

rival. At the end of that time the Director

held, on the spot, a consultation with the

keepers, and it was agreed that it would be

quite safe to admit the female to the cage of
" Lopez." The doors were opened, and
without the slightest fear or hesitation the

female jaguar walked into her new home.
Instantlv, the whole nature of " Lopez

"

changed—or rather, his real nature came to

the stirface. His scheming for an advantage

had been successfully carried out. With a

savage growl, he rushed upon the unsuspect-

ing female, seized her by the right side of the

neck, and held on. biting savagely. l*"rom the

first instant, the female seemed utterly pow-
erless. ^^'ith an iron scraper, and a hard-

wood pole ten feet long, " Lopez " was
beaten over the head and prodded in the face

;

but he only shut his eyes and tightened his

grip on the neck of his victim. In the midst
of his punishment, he rose from the floor,

carrying the female in his jaws as a cat carries

her kitten, and walked to the opposite side of

his cage. It was nearly a minute before the

savage creature was forced to quit his hold,

and resist the attacks made upon him by the

keepers. When he released the female, she

lay upon the floor, motionless, and in two
minutes more was (|uite dead.

At first it was supposed that one of '" Lo-
])ez"s

'' canine teeth had penetrated the jugu-

lar vein of his victim : but the aut(5])sy made
by Dr. Blair revealed the astonishing fact that

two of the neck vertebnx had been completely

crushed, and the spinal cord ])enetratcd by
fragments of bone. The injury was inflicted

by a square bite, with no wrenching, and the

murder was fully premeditated. As an exhi-

bition of the terrible strength of the jaguar's

jaws, it was quite as astonishing as it was un-

expected and shocking. As a consequence
of this act of treachery, " Lopez " will live in

solitude the remainder of his life.

THE ANTELOPE HOUSE.

O'X June 26, igo2. a contract was made
by the Park Department with Thomas

Dwyer, who erected the new wing of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, in the sum
of $54,900, for the erection of a large and
finelv appointed building for tropical hoofed
animals, such as giraffes, .\frican antelopes

of everv description, zebras and wild horses,

and wild cattle of the equatorial zone.

The Antelope House is an elliptical build-

ing, 142 feet long by 78 feet wide, and is being

constructed of buff brick, gray limestone and
terra cotta, in the same general style as the

other large buildings of the Park. Around
its interior walls it will provide a series of 24
stalls for animals. 4 of which are very large

(19 x 24 feet) and the remainder are of various

smaller sizes. From the exterior of the build-

ing will radiate a series of open-air yards,

adequately shaded by trees, and properly

macadamized.
^^'ork on this building began on August

1st. and there is no good reason why it should

not be completed and occupied by May i,

1903-
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PEUl.MEN'T (JROUP, OVER MAIN ENTRANCES.
Reproduced from Sculptor's Model.

ANIMAL SCULPTURES OF THE LION HOUSE

WITH the erection of its first large

l)uilding' for animals—the Rep-
tile LLouse—the New York
Zoological Society adopted the

policy of employing realistic animal sculpt-

ures as leading embellishments. So far as we
are aware, this marks the beginning of a new
departure in architecture. The good example
of the Egyptians, in renderitig their architect-

ural sculptures of animals as nearly like life

as their sculptors could make them, seems
to have been abandoned. Having before

their eyes the fearful example of the lions of

the Alhambra, modern architects have elected

to shelter themselves behind grotesque fig-

ures in stone, which
were either above or

beneath criticism.

To an indififerent

sculptor, and an archi-

tect who is powerless

to furnish a good
realistic model, a gro-

tesque lion, griffin, or

other reptilian "what-
is-it," is a safe alter-

native. To a layman.
the only possible ex-

cuse for an animal
monstrosity upon a

building is that it in-

dicates a desire for

the proper thing. To-
day, however, there is

absolutely no excuse
for the disfigurement

of fine buildings by
the display upon them
of apocryphal animals

DESIGN FOR PANELS ON IHE WESTERN WALL.
Reproduced from Sculptor's Model.

Copyright, igo2, by Eli Harvey.

in Stone or terra cotta. The visitor to the
South Kensington Museum notes with sur-

prise that the sculptured heads of animals on
the keystones and cornices of that magnificent
building represent only impossible monsters.

In this connection, it is worthy of record
that one of the first public buildings in

America to be ornamented with realistic ani-

mal sculptures was the Lewis Brooks' Hall
of Science, at the University of Virginia,

erected in 1880, or thereabouts, from plans
furnished by Professor Henry A. Ward, of

Rochester. The exterior stone-work of this

building is ornamented with realistic animal
sculptures, chieflv representing the heads of

.\merican animals.

In the ornamenta-
tion of the Lion
House, the applica-

tion of realistic ani-

mal sculptures, in

architecture, may al-

most be said to have
reached high - water
.nark. Besides two
sentinel lions at each
door of the main hall,

there are to be twen-

ty-four pieces of chis-

eled stone, and also

a cornice ornamented
with animal heads,

running the entire
length of the build-

ing, and across each

end. All these sculpt-

ures are by Mr. Eli

Harvey, and are quite

as realistic as if in-
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tended to l)c placed in an art gallery, instead

of being iisecl as they now are. There are

no starvcd-and-skinned Hons like those which

(lisfisurc the entrance to the Mrie County
Savings Hank, in r.ntTalo. of recent ])er])etra-

tion ; nor are there any lions with architectural

clover leaves sprouting out of their tails, as

api)car at the entrance of another building

which we could name, but will uol. In the

parlance of the busy street, Mr. ll.u\-ey"s

lions, tigers, leopards, jaguars, and pumas are

the real thing, and any ta.xidermist, with an

unmounted skin before him, might safely

choose a model
from this spk-n-

d i d a rray of

heads and com-
plete figures.

The sound-
ness of Profes-

sor Osborn's
judgment in

calling ^I r.

Harvey from
Paris to execute
the seuljitures

shown on the

Society's finest

animal build-

ing, has been
fully justified.

For many years
Mr. Harvey has
made a special

study of large

feline animals

—

especially the

lion and tiger

—

and he brought
to this task ripe

artistic jndg-
m e n t, backed
by y^ears of stic-

cessful experi-

ence in one of

the homes of art.

His reputation

in Paris as an animal scul]itor was of the high-

est. Thanks to the co-operation of the city

authorities, the employment on this work of

tile scul])tor specially chosen for it was easily

rendered possible. The result will constitute

a source of pride to the citizens of New York
as long as tlie Lion House stands intact, and
the very moderate expense involved is amply
justified by the results achieved.

SKXriNKI, I.IOX, NOW r.KINf,

.MAI'

KL-prodiiced from Sculptor's Model.

It is impossiljle to convey, in the limits of

this brief notice, an adequate conception of

Mr. Harvey's work. Indeed, the work itself

is vet far from completion. The pediments,

ornamental j^anels, and keystones, all to be

cut from solid stone, are as yet wholly unfin-

ished, for the reason that the work of the

sculptor could not proceed until the stones

were in place in the building. It is hardly

])ossible that this outside work can be under-

taken during the winter; but the models for

it are ready, and show what the finished re-

sults will be. .\t jiresent, the only sculptures

in place are the
ornamental pan-

els in terra cotta

on the eastern

side of the build-

ing, those in the

interior of the

main hall, and
the terra cotta

cornice. The
latter bears a

series of headsof
pimias, jaguars,

and leopards.
The heads of

lions and tigers

are reserved for

the large panels

which appear in

the side walls.

The sentinel
lions, now being
executed in pink
marble from
Tennessee, and
designed to
Hank the main
doorways, are

nearly finished,

and it is ex-
pected that they

will be placed

in position early

during the com-

A photograph of one of these is

CVRVF.D IN PINK. TENNICSSF.l'

;lil.K.

Copyright. 1902. by EH Har

mg sprm
reijroduced herewith.

Altogether, the animal sculptures of the

Lion House embrace four sentinel lions, seven

life-size lion heads, seven life-size ti.gcr heads,

and thirty-eight heads of smaller carnivora in

the cornice. Lrom whatever i)oint this build-

ing ma\- be viewed, its purpose will be fpiitc

apparent.
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THE ANIMALS OF THE LION HOUSE
*

I
'HE procuring of a collection of lions,

-' tigers, leopards, and other large felines,

suitable to display in a lion house costing

$150,000. is no child's play. Manifestly it

will not answer to exhibit third-class ani-

mals in a first-class building. The erection of

any particularly fine structure for wild animals
inevitably sets a pace for the animal men of

the Zoological Park that is decidedly warm.
The specimens exhibited must, in size and
quality, be equal to the best found elsewhere

;

they must be abundant in number, and they
must also be kept in good health.

In more senses than one, Carl Hagenbeck
—the king of animal dealers—is the friend of

zoological garden directors. But for his far-

reaching enterprise, backed by genuine en-

thusiasm in his work, the task of stocking
zoological garden installations would be far

more serious than it now is.

When it became necessary for the Execu-
tive Committee to take up the question of

providing a collection for the Lion House, it

was decided that the Founders and Patrons of

the Society should be invited to contribute

sums of money with which to purchase ani-

mals to take their places in the collection as

individual gifts. A list of the animals desired,,

and their probable cost, was prepared and sent

out, with a suggestion that anyone desiring to
contribute to the collection should choose his

gift, and provide for its purchase. This happy
thought met with prompt and generous re-

sponse, and as a result, every animal in the
Lion House collection is the special gift of

some individual member or friend of the So-
ciety.

Believing it unwise to attempt to purchase
this important collection by correspondence,
the Director of the Park was instructed to

visit all the principal dealers and zoological

gardens of Europe, personally inspect all fe-

line animals offered for sale, and make such
purchases as circumstances seem to require.

Accompanied by Mr. W. W. Niles, the Direc-

tor sailed for Europe on August i6th, and
visited the gardens and dealers located at

Liverpool, Manchester, London, Rotterdam,
Amsterdam, Hanover, Achen, Hamburg, Ber-

lin, Frankfort, Cologne, Dusseldorf, and Ant-
werp, with the following results

:

In London, the Society's representatives

purchased one clouded leopard and two snow
leopards : in Antwerp, one Senegal lioness ; in

Hamburg, five lions, two tigers, two black

leopards, one African leopard, and one jaguar.

In Berlin, the only cheetah procurable in

Europe was purchased of the Berlin Zoologi-
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cal Gardens, whose directur, Dr. Heck, kiiuUy

consented to sell it as a favor to the New York
Zoological Society, but for no other reason.

In addition to these purchases, several

other specimens were, at various times, ob-
tained from otiier sources. At the opening of

the Lion House the collection, as a whole,
stands as follows

:

A magnificent pair of Ilarbary lions, e(|ual

to the finest to be found in captivity anywhere,
are the gift of Mr. Xelson Rojjinson. The
male of this pair, named " Sultan,'" is four

years old, and is as handsome a lion as ever
trod a cage floor. He is as good-tempered as

he is handsome, and his mate—an Abyssinian
lioness named " liedouin Maid "—is a model
fit to represent her sex in any studio. On Ue-
ceml)er ist, " Bedouin Maid " gave birth to

five cubs, in her traveling cage, temporarily
quartered in the large room of the Elk barn,

while awaiting the completion of the Lion
House. These two animals were sold on the

express condition that all cubs from this pair

which might in the future be subject to sale

l)y the Zoological Society should first be
offered to Mr. Hagcnbeck. This is the best

possible evidence of Mr. Hagenbeck's esti-

mate of the (|ua]ities of these animals. The
mother is not oidy handsome, but she is what
breeders call a " good mother,"' and able to

rear her cubs without assistance.

Another very fine Barbary lion, with a par-

ticularly luxuriant mane, is the gift of Mr.
Andrew Carnegie. This specimen, which is

named " Hannibal," is eight years old, and in

every respect is a fine model. It was said at

Mr. Hagenbeck"s establishment that he had
developed the habit of posing in the center of

his cage for admiration. " Hannibal's " mate
is named " Cleopatra," and comes as the gift

of Mr. O. H. Payne.
A lusty young Nubian lion, " Dongola,"'

between two and three years old, was pur-

chased at the request of Mr. Cleveland H.
Dodge, and stands as his gift. This animal
represents the short-maned type of lion, and
renders the collection of lions quite complete.
The sixth lion is a beautiful female. abi)ut

a year old, imported from Senegal. West
Africa, and presented by Mr. Philip Schuyler.

This animal is named " Sandibel." and be-

tw'ecn her affectionate disposition and beauty
of form is already a prime favorite with the

animal men.
The finest pair of tigers found for .sale in

Euro])e come as the gift of Mr. Charles T.

Barney. They are from Northern India, and
although they are now of fine size, they are

only two and a half years old, and have not

vet attained their full stature. Thev are

\ cry handsome animals, and when fully adult,

will be exceptionally large. These two speci-

mens are named, respectively, " Rajah " and
Ranee."'

.\ pair of Siberian tigers have been ordered
as the gift of Mr. O. H. Payne ; but owing to
the great difficulty of procuring this very rare
variety, specimens have not yet been secured.
1 he ."Siberian tiger is the largest, most costly,

and most sought-for feline animal, and the

number in captivity is very small. Knowing
the difficulty of procuring Siberian tigers, an
order for a pair was placed over one year ago.
A very strong and vicious tiger cub, one

year old, is the gift of Master Henry Fairfield

Osborn, Jr. It came from .Singapore, but
from the length and abundance of its hair, it

seems quite probable thai it came from much
farther north. It is possible that this speci-

men came down to Singapore from some por-

tion of China, and if this proves to be the case,

this specimen will be particularly interesting.

In the interior of Paraguay, Mr. William
Mill Butler, of Philadelphia, secretary of the

Paraguay Development Company, brought
about the capture, about one year ago, of an
animal that is certainly one of the largest and
finest jaguars in captivity. \\'ith infinite

pains, Mr. Butler received this animal in

Asuncion, and brought it with him to Liver-
pool, where it was boarded in Cross's wild

animal establishment for three months, and
finally shipped to New York. This animal

was presented to the Society by Mr. Butler,

and until quite recently it has been kept in

temporary quarters. The name of this fine

specimen is " Lopez."'

A beautiful and fully adult specimen of the

cheetah, or hunting leopard—for some rea-

son now quite rare in captivity—is the gift of

Mr. Jacob II. Schiff. The procuring of this

specimen required a special effort, as no rep-

resentatives of this species were fountl in the

hands of any of the dealers in live animals, and
this example was secured through the good-
will of Director Heck, of the Berlin Zoologi-
cal Gardens.
The two snow leopards—rarest of all the

large feline animals—which were engaged in

London, to be shipped from Calcutta, have
not yet arrived, but are supposed to be some-
where between Calcutta and New York.
These specimens are the gift of Mrs. Emma
B. .Auchincloss, and if they reach New York
alive, will constitute the third and fourth spec-

imens now to be seen in captix'ity. The other

two are at London and Berlin.

Mr. William D. Sloane presented a pair of

jet black leopards, from the Malav Peninsula,

which are not quite so savage as black leop-
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ards usually are. A Manchurian leopard,

imported by way of Shanghai, and represent-

ing the most northern form of the leopard of

Africa and India, is the gift of Mr. Philip

Schuyler. It is of special interest for com-
parison with the leopards of Africa and India.

Mr. Frederick L. Eldridge has presented a

male African leopard, which will, if possible,

be installed as a cage-mate for the female
Indian leopard presented by Captain Thomas
Golding. The clouded leopard died before
reaching New York, and the female jaguar
met her death in a most tragic manner, as will

be noted elsewhere.
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NKW YORK AQUARIUM.

THE NEW YORK AOUARIUM
T N this issue of the BiiUctin the Zoological

Society calls attention to the enlargement
of its field of usefulness.

The City of New Y'ork has ceded to the

Society its great Acjuarium in Battery Park,

with a view to placing that institution under
a management that will be sincerely devoted
to conducting it for the best interests of the

people.

The Society will proceed at once with its

improvement as a place of recreation for the

public, and with the development of its pos-

sibilities along educational and scientific

lines.

The exhibits of the New Y^ork Aquarium
have always been free to the public, and few

institutions have been more popular. Its at-

tendance throughout the year averages over

5,000 persons daily.

The building itself is one of the few his-

toric structures remaining in New Y^ork.

Built in 1807 as a fort, it was known as the

Southwest Battery. After the war of 1812,

it was called Castle Clinton, and in 1822 was

ceded by the Government to the City of New
York, when it soon became a place of amuse-
ment and was known as Castle Garden. La-
fayette was received there in 1824, President

Jackson in 1837, President Tyler in 1843, •^^'^

Louis Kossuth in 1851.

It could seat 6,000 persons, and 4,000 more
could find room in it. Jenny Lind began
singing there in 1850. From 1855 to 1891 it

was used by the Bureau of Immigration as a

landing station for immigrants.

The Aquarium contains seven large floor-

pools and 94 wall-tanks. The largest floor-

pool is 38 feet in diameter, the six smaller

pools, oblong in shape, being each 28 feet in

length. The wall-tanks, divided between the

ground floor and a circular gallery running

nearly around the building, vary in length

from 3 feet to yy2.
The laboratory of the Aquarium contains

many small self-sustaining tanks or balanced

aquaria.

The collections of the Aquarium are about

evenlv divided between fresh and salt-water
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species. Jl lias iml only the largest single

collection of living fishes, but a liner collec-

tion of tropical fishes than is H' he found
anywhere else.

Its extensive steam plant maintains warm
water for tropical species in winter, and oper-
ates a refrigerator for northern species in

sunniier.

Up to the present time it has been main-
tained chiefly as a fish aquarium, and it is

now proposed to make extensive additions of

both fresh and salt-water invertebrate animals.

There are usually over 150 species of native

and tropical fishes on exhibition. Two pools
are devoted to seals, and there is also a col-

lection of fresh and salt-water turtles.

The New York Aquarium was opened to the

public in 1896, and has since been under the
control of the Park Department. Dr. Tarle-

ton IL Bean was the first Director, remain-
ing in office until 1898, when he was super-
ceded by Colonel James E. Jones, who was
in charge until 1902.

The idea of placing the Aquarium under the

control of the New York Zoological Society
originated with Air. William R. Willcox, Pres-

ident of the Park Board, who suggested its

transfer to the Society. The additional care

and responsiloility for the scientific and exhi-

bitional administration was not at first wel-
comed by the officers of the Society. The
Executive Committee, however, finally voted
to accept this trust from the city as an evi-

dence of the confidence of the municipal
authorities in the management of the Zoo-
logical Park by the Society.

The necessary legislation was obtained in

Albany, and after lengthy negotiations, a con-
tract was entered into between the Society

and the City, acting through its Board of Es-
timate and Apportionment, for the transfer of

the institution in question to the New York
Zoological Society.

The officers of the Society spent much time

in the careful consideration of various can-

didates for the office of Director, and the

choice finally fell upon JMr. Charles H. Towns-
end, late of the Fish Commission at Wash-
ington. Mr. Townsend entered the service of

the United States Fish Commission in iSS_v

and was engaged in salmon propagation in

California for two years. He accompanied
the L^nited States Steamship Concin as nat-

uralist on the arctic expedition of 1885. Pie

was appointed naturalist of the U. S. Fish
Commission's Steamship Albatross in 1886,

and was engaged in the survey of ocean fish-

ing banks, and in deep-sea investigations

with that vessel in the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans more or less regularly until 1896. when
he was appointed by President Cleveland a

member of the Bering Sea l'"ur-Seal Commis-
sion 1)1 1896-97. He was chief of the Fisher-
ies Division of the United States Fish Com-
mission from 1897 to 1902, when he was sent
by the State Department to The Hague as
a fishery expert in the arbitration of sealing
and whaling claims against Russia. He is a
member of the Washington and the New
York Academies of Science, and of the
American Fisheries Society, and is the author
of numerous government reports on the fish-
eries, fur-seal industries, natural hislorv, and
deep-sea exploration. Taking advantj'ige of
JMr. Townsend's presence at The Plague arbi-
tration, the Society sent him on a tour of
inspection through the various public aqua-
riums of Europe, and especially to the cele-
brated institution at Naples. A full report of
his aquarium studies abroad will appear in the
annual report of the Society.
The transfer of the Aquarium to the So-

ciety took place on the 31st dav of October,
1902; Air. Willcox representing' the City, and
Professor Henry F. Osborn representing the
New York Zoological Society. The Director
was installed and is now engaged in the per-
formance of his duties.

Under the direction of the Society and with
an adequate maintenance from the City there
is no reason why the New York Aquarium
should not become the most important—as it

is already the largest—public aquarium in the
world.

The Society intends not only to increase
the attractions of the Aquarium as a place of
entertainment for the people, but to develop
its possibilities along educational and scien-
tific lines as well. The beautiful invertebrates
to be found all along our coast will be col-
lected in large quantities for the double pur-
pose of varying the exhibits at the Aquarium,
and for supplying biological material for nat-
ure study in the public schools. The latter
feature is one in which meml)crs of the Board
of Education have already expressed a great
interest, and there seems no reason to doubt
that the New York Aquarium will soon oc-
cupy an important place as an educational
and scientific institution. The Society has re-

served two half days, the forenoons of Mon-
day and Thursday, during which the Aqua-
rium is closed to the public, and its facilities

placed at the disposal of the City schools for

educational purposes. Teachers with their

classes are already beginning to avail them-
selves of its collections. The members of the
Society are also entitled to admission on these
mornings, a privilege which it is hoped they
will appreciate.

The Director is establishing a fish hatchery
in one of the large floor-pools of the build-
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ing and will probably have it in operation
earl_v in January. In this work the co-opera-
tion of the National Fish Commission has
been promised, and it is expected that the

eggs of our more important food fishes can
be seen in process of development during
about eight months of the year. Two prac-

tical fish-culturists from the government
service have been added to the Aquarium
force, and will give more or less instruction

on fish propagation to those who may be in-

terested in this modern science that has al-

ready been of vast benefit to our national

fishery resources. Fish eggs will be available

to students for embryological study and the

general public will undoubtedly be interested

in the process of raising fishes from eggs.

A system of elaborate transparent labels is

being installed, and the number of small bal-

anced aquaria in the laboratory will be in-

creased at once for the benefit of students in

elementary natural history.

The building has been examined by archi-

tects with a view to remedying, as soon as

possible, its defects in lighting and ventila-

tion, and a plan for beautifying the general

interior of the building is being worked out.

The Director proposes lining most of the

exhibition tanks with natural rock-work, and
supplying them with marine and fresh-water

plants, so that the fishes and invertebrates

generally may be viewed with natural back-

grounds. Such accessories give the aquarium

at Naples and other aquariums in Europe a
charm which the New Vork Aquarium lacks.

A working library on marine and fresh-wa-

ter life generally will be provided at once for

the use of students, and a photographic-room
is being constructed for the purpose of mak-
ing good pictures of aquatic animals.

The Diiector announces that a competent
aquarist will be detailed to establish small

fresh- and salt-water balanced aquaria in such
public schools as will provide their class-

rooms with aquarium jars for that purpose.

The Director will soon begin the prepara-
tion of a guide-book which, it is expected, will

be not only a catalogue of the collections in

the Aquarium, but a useful book on aquatic

nature study.

The Aquarium will continue to be open
every day in the year, including Sundays and
holidays from lo A.M. to 4 I'.jr., except on the

forenoons of Monday and Thursday. When
a national holiday falls upon either of these

days, the doors will be opened to the public

generally.

Now that the management of the Aquarium
is among the functions of the Zoological

Society, it is hoped that its membership will

be increased, and therewith its strength for

what it represents in civic usefulness. Appli-

cation for membership may be made at the

ofifice of the Aquarium, at the Zoological Park,

or at the offices of the Society, 1 1 AVall Street,

New York.

MAIN HAI.I, Xh.W YORK Al>UARIU-M.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE AQUARIUM

THE New York Aquarium building, while

havincf many serious defects, is by no
means ill-adapted to the purpose for which
it is now used.

As the public aquarium is comparatively a
modern institution, it may be that the ideal

aquarium building has not yet been designed.
The Director visited during the past sum-
mer the principal aquariums of Europe, and.
comparing the New York Aquarium with
other institutions of the kind, is inclined to

the opinion that a circular building, with an
exhibition hall, like that of the New York
Aquarium, is more satisfactory than one
whose collections are arranged along nar-

row corridors, like those of European insti-

tutions. The exhibition hall is much more
spacious than that of any other aquarium,
and with its large pillars, arches, lofty dome,
floor pools, and balcony produces on the
whole an excellent effect. Its exhibits, al-

though not so attractivelv installed as in

CENTRAL PORTION OF EXHIBITION HALL. NEW YORK AQUARIUM J Z IZZ4^3
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most European aquariums, are very good.
While the exhibition-tanks are smaller than
those found elsewhere, they contain a much
larger collection of fishes, there being usually
about 150 species on hand.
With suitable decoration of the interior

walls, and the construction of more natural
backgrounds for the collections in the tanks,

it can be made the most attractive aquarium
in the world.

Considering the fact of its large attendance
—about 5,000 persons daily—its improvement
as a place of recreation for the people should
not be delayed.

LIGHTING.

One of the most serious defects of the

building is the lack of light, which is ap-
parent not only on the main floor but in

the tanks containing the exhibits. When a

SERVICE GALLERY.

sufficient amount of light can be admitted
to the tanks to permit of the collections

being viewed clearly and distinctly, and the

light on the main floor increased, a most
decided improvement will be observed. The
large central dome is so constructed that but
little light now reaches the central floor pool,

which ought to be made one of the most at-

tractive features of the building.

The accompanying photograph of the

service gallery, giving a rear view of the ex-

hibition-tanks on the balcony and main floor,

shows the extremelv small size of the over-

head skylights. These skylights are so small,

and placed so high above the collections, that
the latter are never seen with sufficient clear-

ness.

The building, originally a fort and having
walls some nine feet thick, has to be lighted

from above. The light is, in fact, so inade-
quate that attempts to maintain water-plants
in the exhibition-tanks have failed. The new
plans for lighting the Aquarium provide for

fully three times as much light as is now ad-
mitted. This, it is believed, will show the ex-
hibits with perfect clearness, and permit the

introduction of both fresh and salt water
plants.

When a sufficient amount of light is se-

cured it will be possible to remove the pres-

ent lining of white tiles from the exhibition-

tanks anil replace them with rockwork, so

that the charming effects for which the Na-
ples Aquarium is noted can be reproduced at

New York. An attempt has already been
made to change the lining of the tanks, and
the results are such as to show that an im-
portant change can be made in this respect.

This work has been delayed until a supply of

more suitable rock can be secured.

The decoration of the interior walls is a

matter of great importance. The present in-

terest which the interior of the Aquarium has

for the visitor lies almost entirely in the col-

lections exhibited, while the spaciousness of

the exhibition room is lost owing to the total

absence of decoration. A scheme of colora-

tion for the interior is now being worked out,

and with the introduction of light and the

tinting of the walls and pillars the interior

can readily be transformed into a very beau-
tiful audience room.

WATER SUPPLY.

The New York Aquarium, being supplied

with salt-water from New York Bay, is

placed at a serious disadvantage when com-
pared with foreign institutions, and next to

the securing of the proper amount of light

a new water supply is probably what it stands

most in need of. The salt-water collections

of European aquariums are maintained in

pure sea-water stored in large reservoirs, and
the collections can be viewed through a

medium of transparent clearness, a condition

totally different from that obtaining at New
York. The system of "closed circulation"

—

by means of stored sea-water—should be in-

troduced without delay. By this method
alone can clear water and constant tempera-

tures be secured. Closed circulation has been
employed by the LTnited States Fish Commis-
sion in the aquariums maintained at the vari-
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ous great expositions which have been held in

different parts of the United States during
the past ten years. The cost of maintenance
is also greatly lessened in winter, as the con-
stant heating of a large body of water in-

volves a serious expense. At the New York

The Director has given constant attention

to the defective piping of the Aquarium, and
recent modifications have been made which
have resulted in a saving of 50 per cent,

in steam used for heating water for the trop-

ical collections. The salt-water warmed for

FISH HATCHKKV. .\t\V VOKK AgUAKILM.

Aquarium the water pumped from the Bay
daily during the winter months at a tempera-
ture of about 34 degrees requires to be
heated to 70 degrees before being supplied

to the tanks containing the tropical collec-

tions, and this fact, together with the neces-

sity of heating the building and operating the

pumps, has kept the boilers under a constant
strain.

One Ivuropcan aquarium, that at Brighton,
containing a much smaller collection of fishes

than the New York Aquarium, has reservoirs

storing 500,000 gallons of water. But one-
fifth of this amount would be necessary for

our Aquarium.
Another great advantage to be derived

from pure sea-water would be the possibility

of keeping many forms of invertebrates

which cannot be maintained in the brackish
water which it is now necessary to use.

From the open coast many interesting ani-

mals have been introduced during the past

three or four months which survived less

than ten days under the conditions prevail-

ing here.

the use of the tanks on the balcony is now
made to flow into the lower series of tanks.

The changes in the salt-water circulation have
resulted in a saving of more than 40 tons

of coal per month during the winter season,

and one large circulating pump now serves to

do the work for which two were formerly re-

quired. Where machinery is concerned all

small improvements in operation result in an
important lessening of the cost of mainten-
ance in general. A further saving of heated
water is being arranged for, so that the supply

heretofore wasted from the lower wall tanks

can be turned into the large floor pools before

it is finally allowed to flow to the sewer
pipes. Early in November it was found pos-

sible to stop one of the two pumps used to

feed the boilers by introducing certain piping
to connect the water main with the pump re-

turning the water from the radiators to the

boilers.

The Croton water used in the Aquarium
to supply the fresh-water tanks is so murky
at times that it should eventually be discon-

tinued and a permanent stored supply used
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instead. In the meantime it is being cleared

somewhat by the use of alum, and a less

amount will be passed through the filters by
supplying the feed-pipes to the tanks with
small jets, which will secure an amount of

aeration hitherto secured by a stronger flow

of water.

The ventilation of the Aquarium building,

while not a very serious matter during the

winter months, will require attention in sum-
mer, when larger crowds visit the building,

and can be greatly improved by the intro-

duction of electric fans.

The collections should be made much more
instructive than has been possible by the

present system of labels. Transparent labels

are now being introduced, which will, when
completed, give to visitors considerable infor-

mation on each species exhibited and can be
read without strain to the eyes.

In order that the Aquarium may have a

constant supply of local fresh and salt water
fishes, a field collector has been added to the

force, who will also be able to supply an im-
portant amount of the material used in feed-

ing the collections in general.

FISH H.\TCHERY.

A fish hatchery has been installed in one
of the floor pools of the Aquarium, which
has proved a most satisfactory addition to its

attractions. It has a capacity of about two
million fish eggs at one time, and hereafter

visitors will be able to see many species of

our native food fishes being hatched arti-

ficially in season. The accompanying pho-
tograph shows the hatchery in working or-

der. Its apparatus is placed on the broad
stone coping of the pool, and embraces that

customarily used in modern fish culture.

Three hundred thousand fish, including five

difTerent species, have been hatched out suc-

cessfully. Through the co-operation of the

United States Fish Commission and the New
York State Fish Commission, the hatchery is

operated without expense to the Aquarium,
the voung fish being planted in State waters.

The heavy eggs of trout and salmon are

hatched in the troughs at the side of the pool,

while the semi-buoyant eggs of whitefish and
shad are placed in the McDonald jars

mounted at the north end. Boxes are provided
at the opposite end for young fish during the

period of absorption of the yolk-sac, and the

]30ol itself will become a rearing-pond for

fish as soon as they are old enough to begin
feeding.

The first fish eggs received (14,000 eggs of

the rainbow trout) were placed in the hatch-

ery early in January, and were all hatched
within a month, the loss during incubation

being less than 300. The young fish were
passed into the rearing boxes, and the hatch-

ing-trays filled with eggs of the brown trout.

The period of incubation of the rainbow trout

is 45 days, with a water temperature of 50
degrees, and the young fish in the rearing

boxes should absorb the yolk-sac in about

30 days at the same temperature. The brown
trout were hatched out by the 7th of March,
the loss amounting to practically nothing.

Fifty thousand lake-trout eggs were then

placed in the hatching-trays. Shad eggs are

being procured and the exhibition of fish

hatching is assured for about eight months
of the year. The hatching-jars were filled

with 275.000 eggs of the whitefish. all of

which have hatched out, a portion of the

young fish being still on exhibition. Since

the installation of the hatchery it has been

constantly surrounded by visitors, who have

been greatly interested in seeing the young
fishes in various stages of development, and

have asked the attendants many questions re-

specting the methods of modern fish propa-

gation.

There is no reason why the Aquarium
hatchery should not be a local school for fish

culture. America leads the world in this mod-
ern science, and the Government plants more
than nine hundred millions of young fish in

our waters every year. This important work
is also supplemented by the various state fish

commissions throughout the country.

A LARGE SNAPPING TURTLE.

The Aquarium received a specimen of the alligator

snapping turtle {Macrochclys teiniiiincki) early in

December, which promised to be a very interesting

addition to its collections, but the animal arrived in

such an emaciated condition that it could not feed,

and it soon died. The alligator or southern snap-

ping turtle is very much larger than the northern

species, sometimes reaching the weight of 150 pounds.

This specimen was 4V2 feet long, measured from the

snout to the end of the tail, and weighed io6j<3

pounds. It must have weighed very much more

when in good condition, and appeared to have the

marks of great age. The large inner claws of the

fore feet were worn nearly off. It was secured in

the city markets, and was said to have come from

Memphis, Tenn.

The specimen has been mounted as a trophy for

the Aquarium.
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SPINV UmSTKR.

BERMUDA FISHES

HOW THKY ARK BROUGHT TO THK AQUARIUM

BY I'ROFKSSOR CHARLES L. BRISTOL,

LM Till-; NKW YORK L' N IVEKSIT V.

13 I':RHAPS no feature of tlie New York
Ai|uarinm difFercntiates it from the

iitlicr larLje a<|uariunis of tlie world more
tliaii the witle area from which it draws its

specimens. While those of Europe draw
their supplies from the nearby coast waters,

this one covers the Atlantic Coast from Flor-

ida to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and draws
upon the fresh waters of the Alleghany slope,

the Great Lakes, and the valley of the Mis-
sissippi River. This extensive area includes

wide variations in temperature, of habitat, and
(')ther conditions that influence the life of its

fauna, yet the Xew York Aquarium provides

for all these, from the salmon that requires

water at a temperature of 55° F. to the trop-

ical fishes that require a temperature of 70° F.

The tropical fishes brought from Bermuda
attract the attention of every visitor to the

.\(|uarinm liy their rich colors and graceful

forms. They bring the brilliancy of the coral-

reefs to these sombre northern latitudes and
open out a new range of beauty quite differ-

ent to that of our familiar coastwise fishes.

Besides the novelty of form and brilliancy

of color, another feature, that of rapid and
wide change of color, adds to their charm.

-Stand in front of the groupers a few moments
and study one inilividual. He will, jjrobably,

change from a plain even-colored gray to

bands of black and white : the blue parrots

make similar changes, and the yellowtails

change so completely and so suddenly as to

look like totally different fishes.

The angel fishes are, ]ierhaps, the most
noticeable, with their long yellow streamers

floating back from a sky-blue body ; the

squirrels, in bright scarlet livery and huge
eves, contrast strangely with the angels.

The hinds hug the bottom, and well repay a
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few moments' study, for they change colors

at frequent intervals, as do the wide-mouthed
groupers. The parrots are as gaudy as their

namesakes, and as varied in their colors and
ornamentation. The dainty butterfly fishes

are sometimes called "four-eyes," on ac-

count of the eye-like ornament on either side

near the tail. It looks enough like an eye
to be one, and deceives many persons, as it

did one who came to me in Bermuda one day
and asked if I had seen a fish that always
swam tail first. They fht in and out among
the caverns and nooks of the reefs, and prob-

ably owe their lives to their disguise, for a

fish always seizes his prey by the head ; in this

case it would be by the tail, which allows the

little fellow a chance to dart away.
The queen trigger-fish is in many respects

far and away the handsomest of these fishes.

It is a strong, vigorous fish, flat-sided and
deep from above downward, with almost all

the colors of the rainbow on his body, and
over these black lines suggestive of a huge
bridle on his head. All the fins have long
velvet-black streamers, that fly like pennons
as he swiftly swims about the tank. These
are very rare in Bermuda, and for three sea-

sons the fishermen kept a faithful lookout for

them before bringing one in.

The morays are marine, eel-like fishes, and
while the smaller speckled morays are beau-
tiful in their bright spangled liveries, the

great green morays, from six to eight feet

long, inspire respect from their ferocious as-

pect. Said one of the "Mudian" fishermen,

when I asked him to bring one to me alive

and unhurt : "Why, sir, if I saw a green
moray coming up one side of my boat I'd

jump ofif the other side as fast as I could."

But he finally brought me several specimens.

The doctors are shaped like a melon-seed,
and have a curious lance-like weapon on each
side of the tail, whence they derive their name.
The little sergeant-majors are branded with
black and yellow, and are very conspicuous on
the reefs. Lack of space prevents even a men-
tion of the names of the other forty or fifty

varieties of tropical fishes, each possessing
some feature of interest.

Tropical fishes were first shown in New
York in the old Barnum Museum, at the cor-

ner of Broadway and Ann Street, and they
were brought there from Bermuda by one of

the members of the New York Zoological So-
ciety, Mr. William E. Damon, whose story of

his trials, crowned finally by success, sounds
like the story of one of the labors of Her-
cules. They were advertised in the true Bar-
num style, and proved a great drawing-card,

as thev do to-day in the Aquarium at Batterv

Park.
'

The fishermen catch the fishes out on the

coral reefs, where the water is clear as crystal,

and where the plants and animals make a gor-

geous rainbow display of color, of which the

fishes form a harmonious part. They use

traps or pots made of poultry-fence wire, and
patterned after pots made two hundred years

ago of cedar twigs and palmetto-leaf fibres.

They bait the pots with "black shells" (small

mussels), pounded fine, damaged salt codfish,

or crushed crabs or lobsters. They haul

twice a week, and bring their fish alive and
uninjured to the docks in well-smacks and
dress them as they sell them. We have our
headquarters on a little island in the harbor
of Hamilton, which the boats pass as they

come in. As we spy them we make out to

them in a rowboat with a large tank in it. If

they have caught anything curious or rare
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we gel a merry hail to come abroad and trans-

fer the catch to our tank. We separate the

various sorts into different tanks or cars at

our dock, for unless we respect "compatibili-

ties" we shall have a high mortality rate dur-

ing the first twenty-four hours. One angel
among thirty other fishes will play havoc with

the lot. We have learned after sad experi-

ence just what kinds will live in harmony, yet

every now and then some especially vigorous
individual will undertake to "master" the lot

to our sorrow. One very notable instance of

this was an angel fish not very large, that

killed every fish put in with him. He was a

beauty, and lived four years in confinement.
After selecting only the most vigorous and
perfect individuals we lose about 20 per cent.

of all we buy, for a scared fish is usually a dead
fish at the end of the third day. This sort-

ing, however, insures good stock for the voy-
age and for the .\quarium, and in the end is

profitable.

While they are awaiting shipment they are

well fed. some grow strong and hearty, while

Others show weaknesses, and are culled out.

When sailing day comes it means a hard
day's work before breakfast for all hands.
The shipping-tanks are given a final clean-

ing, the stock is critically e.xamined. the trans-

fer to the tanks, now loaded on a launch, is

made with care, we steam across the harbor
and come alongside the steamship, where the

mate hoists the tanks and stows them on
deck, while the carpenter blocks them snugly
against a possible storm. The engineer has
set his puiup going, a stream of salt water is

carried to each tank, and continues to flow

until the shi]j is tied alongside the dock at

New York. Some of the fishes, strange to

say, show evidences of sea-sickness on the
first day out, but recover quickly. Every-
one on the steamer takes an interest in the
live cargo, and not a little of our success is

due to the officers of the Quebec Steamship
Company's boats, who have co-operated with
us at all times. The whole work is so well

systematized now that the loss in transporta-

tion rarely exceeds two per cent, of the

cargo. This is the more remarkable when it

is realized that the boat leaves the warm wa-
ters of the Gulf Stream about two hundred
miles before it reaches port, and the ocean
temperature then suddenly drops 20° F.

Nothing but first-class hearty stock can sur-

vive the sudden change. The director of the

.•\quarium has provided an air pump for future

shipments, so that aeration can be supplied

without the pumping in of cold water.

It is interesting testimony to the superior-

ity of the backboned animals that we have
never been able to bring any of the inverte-

brates in good condition to the Aquarium,
though we have tried repeatedly. The sud-
den drop in temperature is too much for

them. The curious "Bermuda Lobster,"
really a gigantic crayfish, lives for a week or
so, but in a sluggish, half-hearted way. It

should be a source of gratification to the

members of the Xew York Zoological Society

that plans will be put into operation this sea-

son which promise to make it possible to

show in the .\quarium some of these exceed-
ingly beautiful and hitherto unknown animals

without backbones.
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A NEW WAY

OF COLLECTING RARE FISHES.

A most interesting collection of trop-

ical fishes has just been brought to the

laboratory of the Aquarium from the Tor-
tugas Islands, ofif Key West, Fla. The
specimens are remarkably well preserved,

and were collected during the past winter by
Dr. J. C. Thompson, of the United States

Navy, who has been attached to the Naval
Station located there. His studies have re-

sulted in adding about 150 species to the

number already known from that locality,

and there are several forms in the collection

new to science.

The fish life of the Tortugas, lying on the

border of the Gulf Stream, is of a richness

probably surpassing that of any region

within the United States proper. The water

is of the characteristic tropical clearness

which enables the bottom to be seen plainly

through a water-glass to the depth of five or

six fathoms.

The actual observation of marine life

among the sea-weed and in the crannies and
nooks of the coral reefs is a revelation to

one unacquainted with the conditions to be
found in such places.

As no small part of the success in captur-

ing the rarities from the Tortugas was due to

a small electrical fishing appliance devised

by Dr. Thompson, he has been asked to pre-

pare the following account of his fish-catch-

ing experiments in those waters.

It may be explained that the water-glass to

which he refers is simply a small box, or a

bucket, with a glass bottom. When the glass

is placed on the surface of the water fishes

and other objects can be seen perfectly. It is

used by pearl-divers, sponge-gatherers, and
by fishermen generally in tropical waters

:

"After spending several months collecting

in the Tortugas and employing the routine

methods for taking fish—the hook and line,

baited trap, seine, cast-net, and dynamite

—

there still remained the records of many
fishes seen, but which had avoided capture,

and to these forms all possible attention was
given. One in particular, a magnificent

specimen of demoiselle, dark brown with

sapphire specks on back of head, and a bright

orange tail, lived for over three weeks in a

small cave under a coral ledge. This fish

could be approached to within a few feet, and
could with patience almost be touched with

the rim of a dip-net, but any sudden motion
would cause him to dash out of reach among
the rocks. These prohibited the use' of nets

in any form, and no bait could tempt him, as

his appetite was appeased by nibbling some-
thing among the sea-weed that grew in

abundance. When watching this fish, atten-

tion was drawn more and more to the trait

that seems to be abnormally developed in

many fishes—curiosity. He would approach
and examine, apparently with no small in-

terest, one's limbs and shoes, while the net

and any bait that was dangled before him
he carefully scrutinized. To obtain this fish

it seemed necessary to devise a little piece oi

explosive bait, that could be controlled so as

to be fired at an instant when he was within

a few inches, and to so stun him that he could

be taken in a dip-net.

"Such an apparatus can be used with per-

fect success when wading in shallow water

which is sufficiently clear to allow the fish to

be seen prior to capture. A small dry-cell

storage-battery was carried in a pouch
snugly fastened under the left arm. From
this led a couple of insulated wires, twisted

into a single strand about a yard long, and
connected by thumb-screws to two pillars of

a simple circuit-key, screwed into the side

of a water-glass near the rim, and in such a

position that it could be opened or closed

with one finger of the hand holding the glass.

Beyond the key was a two-ply strand of wa-

terproof insulated wire, about ten feet long,

terminating in a small fulminate cap, such as

is used to explode charges of dynamite. The
method of operating it is as follows : When
all electrical connections are made and the

key open, the wire is coiled and hitched

alongside of the water-glass, which is

floated on the surface of the water and

looked through as one wades cautiously

about. When the fisherman comes to a spot

such as experience alone will tell to be a

propitious one, and sees a desirable fish the

coil of wire is freed, and a couple of turns

taken about midway between key and bait

around the tip of the handle of a dip-net,

which thus reversed is used temporarily as

a fishing-pole. The bait is lowered slowly

into the water, and manoeuvred until it is

about a foot from the specimen, and the key

is then instantly closed. The resulting ex-

plosion will either kill or stun practically

every fish that may be encountered under

these circumstances. The wire is now slipped

from the net, which can be freely used. The
wire can be stored in the pouch for use later,

or a fresh cap can be attached and the pro-

cess repeated as long as the amnnmition
holds out.

"Having the wire detachable from the key

on the water-glass enables one to stow the
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electrical outfit—battery, wire, and amimini-
tion—in a small i)acka,q:e, wcis^diiii!,'- hut a few
pounds.

J-'(jr working from a boat in dec]) water
the cap can be made to sink by weighting,
and it may be made attractive to some fishes

by tying a bit of bait around it. or it may be
iiidden in a ball of sea-weed, lest it frighten

others.

"The majority of fish killed in dcei) water
do not rise. Where the depth is sucli that a

bamboo pole with a small net cannot be
made to reach them, a sort of grapnel can be
made of a number of large-sized fisli-hooks,

tied at random to an irregularly shaped
sinker, in which, with a little patience, tiie\

can be entangled and brought to the surface

For taking small fishes in shallow water this

device is much superior to dynamite. ll

avoids the slaughter of many hundreds nt

sjiecimens that are not desired for the col-

lection, and does not roil the water. Rlanv
valuable si)ecimcns are lost by sinking when
killed, and being either carried away by the

tide or drifted into some inaccessil)le crevice.

or by being completely buried by the fine

sand and nuid stirred up by an explosion.

"Again, among coral reefs the struggle
for existence is at its highest pitch, and
rarely can a fish lie in the water many mo-
ments without being eaten. One of the
rarest captures was found less than ten min-
utes after an explosion in the possession of

a large rock-crab, who was gravely holding
it in his left claw, pulling its tail off and stuff-

ing it into his mouth with his right.

"The student of marine life in tropical wa-
ters who adds to his outfit a small electric

fishing device is assured of new experiences
and rare s])ecimens."

THE BP:LUGA or WHriE \\H.AI.K.

(Di'li^liiiiaf'U'nis Iciiiiis. )

Visitors to the Aquarium fri'(|ucntly inciuire about

the "White Whales" that were once an atlractiou of

tlie place for a short time.

The photograph presented here shows the appear-

ance of the animals so well that it seems desirable

to give some account of them.

Two specimens that were procun-d mi tlic Rivii'ri-

du Loupe. Canada, were placed in tlie larije cenltr

pool at the .-Xquariinn June 5, 1897.

The larger of them, a female, alioiu ten feet in

length, was injured in transportation and lived luit

five days.

The smaller one. a male, nine feet long, was losing

its epidermis wlun received at the .\(|uarinm. and

soon alter its arrival large fragments of its outer

skin were found in the water. In a brief time the

skin-shedding process was complete, and the whale

was much lighter in color than before. This speci-

men was fed with live eels, and spent most of the

time chasing and catching them. It swam round the

pool always in the same direction, never turning

liackward. This is said to be its habit in captivity,

and has been observed before.

WHIll W IIAI KS—Kl\ IKKI'. lit; l.illl'K. i,H KIlKl. .

The Aquarium specimens were captured in the

usual way in one of the white whale fisheries of

Canada. A place is chosen where at low tide the

liottom is bare, or nearly so. Long poles are driven

into the sand, a short distance apart, enclosing a

considerable area, except at a point where the water

is deep, and the Beluga enter the trap in pursuit of

herring. The fishermen with their boats follow up

the^school, and by their presence keep them from

returning. It is said that the Beluga makes no

attempt to pass the sliglit barrier of poles. When
the tide flows out the whales are groiiiulcd and are

readily killed.

The two brought to the .\quarium were placed in

large, strong boxes, the bottoms of which were cov-

ered with seaweed several inches deep, making a

fairly soft bed. They were accompanied by an at-

tendant, who, with a sponge, constantly kept the

"blow-hole" on top of the head well moistened. The
specimen that lived for several weeks in the .\qua-

rium died from strangulation, a partly digested eel

having in some way gotten into the air passage and
which the whale could not eject.

The first day after these whales arrived at the

Aquarium the attendance was 2l,coo and for two or

ibrec following days about 15.OCO a day.

The illustration shows white whales after being

stranded and killed.
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THE WEST INDIAN SEAL.

Tlie large West Indian seal (Moiiachtis Iropicalis)

died on the morning of January 6th, having lived

in the Aquarium for a little over five and one-half

years. The autopsy performed by the pathologist of

the Zoological Society showed that the animal died

of fatty degeneration of the heart, liver, and kidneys.

a condition due, no doubt, to contincmcnt and lack

of sufficient room for e.xercise.

The case was slightly complicated by pneumonia

just commencing in the left lung. The animal

weighed 360 pounds and measured six feet eleven

inches from snout to end of hind flippers. The

companion of this seal lived in the .Aquarium a little

over two years.

Considering the conditions under which seals have

to be kept in the .\quarium and the limited space

that can be allowed such active animals, the speci-

men lived about as long as could be expected.

The loss of this seal is especially to be regretted,

as the West Indian species is nearly extinct. A
couple of centuries ago it was abundant in the Car-

ribean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, eastward as far

as the Florida Keys and the Bahama Islands. Very

little has been known about it. as it was nearly ex-

terminated about 150 years ago. Since then the few

specimens that have been found have come from the

Triangles, a group of islands off the coast of Yuca-

tan
;
quite a number of individuals being procured

in 1886, and furnished to museums in this coun-

try. In the "Natural History of Jamaica," by Sir

Hans Sloane. published in 1707. it is stated that

the West India seal was abundant in tlie Bahamas,

and frequently as many as 100 were killed in a sini^le

day for their oil.

It was the slaughter of the beast for oil that led

to its practical extermination. One-half century ago

it still existed along the coast of Jamaica. It is

known that some individuals of the race still linger

on the Triangle Islands, but there is no very great

likelihood that the .-Xquarium will be able to procure

another specimen.

The seal which has just died was very interesting

to those who visited the Aquarium. Her playful

habit of squirting water in the face of visitors was
the source of more or less amusement every day

during the entire period of her life at the .Aquarium.

The largest specimens of this species were about ten

feet long. It is considered rather remarkable that the

Aquarium specimen lived so long in-doors. as the

species is a tropical one. inhabiting sunny waters

and leading, of course, a more or less active life in

pursuit of its natural food.

It was captured at the Triangles by Captain Mar-
tin of a Pensacola schooner engaged in fishing on

the Red Snapper banks off Yucatan. When secured,

in 1897, about thirty animals were present on the

islands, where tliey liad probably been seldom dis-

turbed, as no difllculty was experienced in taking

them.

Both of the seals of this species kept at the Aqua-

rium learned the trick of throwing water at visitors,

the last one living long enough to become well known.

Nellie had always fed freely and lived in apparent

comfort and contentment.

THE TU.AMOTU PEARL FISHERY.

In a lecture recently delivered before the Geo-

graphical Society of Baltimore, Mr. Townsend, the

Director of the Aquarium, exhibited many lantern-

slide pictures of the pearl fisheries in the Tuamotu
Islands, which have just been ovcrswept by a great

tidal wave.

The Tuamotu, or Low .Archipelago, in the South

Pacific Ocean is composed of low coral islands or

atolls, in the enclosed lagoons of which the pearl

fisheries are carried on. The sea overwhelmed sev-

eral of the more central islands of the group, and

(hx) natives are reported to have perished. Mr.

Townsend visited these islands as naturalist of the

Albatrnss. He spoke of the loss of several old

friends with whom he sojourned while studying the

pearl fisheries. When at the island of Hikueru,

where the greatest destruction was wrought, he

found about 3,000 persons congregated there to par-

ticipate in the pearl-diving industry. The bulk of

the pearl shell was being taken from depths of 8 to

10 fathoms, and he observed one diver bringing up

shells from a depth of 14 fathoms (84 feet), the

naked diver remaining down 2'; minutes at each

plunge. Dr. A, G. Mayer, who is a contributor to

this number of the Bl'llf.tin, was present and par-

ticipated in the observations, making accurate sound-

ings as to the depth of the water.

The diving is done without any diving apparatus

whatever, and very few of the divers can work at

greater depths than 15 fathoms. The pearl industry

here, as well as in other parts of the world, is based

on the taking of pearl shell, or mother-of-pearl, val-

ued in European markets at from $375 to $800 per

ton. Pearls are accidental growths, and are only

found occasionally. They are usually secreted by

those discovering them, and are disposed of privately.

The average yield of pearl shell from the Tuamotu
Islands is about 500 tons a year.

As pearl shell is becoming scarce the French gov-

ernment has prohibited the use of the diving suits,

with a view to preserving the industrj- for the bene-

fit of the native inhabitants. The employment of

diving apparatus results in too close a harvesting of

the crop.

When the islands were overwhelmed the season's

catch of pearl shell was washed away. The survivors

of the disaster having lost everything, great suffer-

ing has resulted, and French warships are now trans-

ferring the pearl divers to other islands.
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BALANCED AQUARIA.

THE CARE OF BALANCED AQUARIA
THE laboratory of the New York Aqua-

rium has a fine collection of fresh and
salt water aquaria, of the kind known as
"balanced," or self-sustaining. The jars are

of uniform size, holding eight gallons of wa-
ter. Containing plant and animal life in

proper proportions as they do, the water in

them is never changed. In fact, they are

maintained with as little disturbance as pos-
sible, a little feeding and occasional cleaning
being all that is necessary under ordinary
conditions. The series as a whole presents a

number of interesting object-lessons in ma-
rine and aquatic life.

As it is much visited by teachers and
classes from the schools, the collection has

recently been increased by the addition of

several jars.

Among the forms to be seen in the salt-

water jars are sea anemones, barnacles, corals,

marine-worms, mussels, clams, hermit and
horseshoe crabs. The opportunities which
small aquaria afiford for observing the natural

movements of these living creatures are ex-

cellent.

Through the co-operation of the Board of

Education the Director of the Aquarium has

undertaken to assist the bioloey teachers of

New York in maintaining small collections of

this kind in their class-rooms, and a compe-
tent aquarist has been detailed for that duty.

the Acjuarium furnishing only the animal
life necessary to stock the jars. As the

Aquarium now has a field collector, this can
easily be done from the surplus material re-

ceived weekly. About thirty aquaria have al-

ready been set up in as many high schools,

but this has been done with the understand-
ing that the Aquarium be put to no expense
for jars or fixtures. The teachers have ex-

hibited so much interest in the matter that it

has been found desirable to prepare brief in-

structions regarding the establishment of such

collections, and the proper way of caring for

them.
The following directions for the care of

balanced aquaria have been prepared by Mr.
L. B. Spencer, who is in charge of the collec-

tion in the laboratory of the New York
Aquarium

:

"Probabl}- a majority of those who keep
small at|uaria, with a few goldfish as inhab-

itants, make a practice of frecjuently chang-
ing a part of the water, that the fishes may
not die for lack of air. If the person who
cares for them forgets to change the water
or does not do so often enough the chances

are that some or all of the fishes may die.

Then again, many people take the fishes out

of the aquarium with the hands or a net, to

wash the interior, putting in fresh water and
then returning the fishes, and in this way the
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unfdrtunati- iTcaturcs arc sudii handled and
washed U) death.

"There are fresh-water aquaria at the New
York Aejuariuni in which tlie water has not
i)een chans^cd for more than three years, and
arc at tlie present time in excellent condition.

The loss by evaporation nuist necessarily he
suj)plicd by adding fresh water once or twice

a week.
"Round glass aquaria (with perpendicular

sides) which will hold from two to twenty
gallons of water, can be bought at very rea-

sonable prices, and for home use those hold-

ing from three to eight gallons are conven-
ient sizes. Aquaria, rectangular in shape,

with iron frames and glass sides and ends,

are preferred by many. Glass globes are not
at all desirable, as they are not easily kept
clean and fishes do not thrive in them.
"For the bottom of the aquarium use clean

washed "bird gravel," although a little

coarser gravel is preferable. The gravel

looks well, the plants which are necessary to

maintain the balance root well in it, and it is

easily kept clean. About two inches of

gravel will be necessary to hold the plants

down.
There are several species of waterplants

which are good aerators, one of the best be-

ing a grass-like plant known as Sagitlaria. It

roots firmly in the gravel, and sends ofif

shoots in different directions, from which
new plants soon grow. I'aUisncria is an-

other grass-like plant suitable for aquaria.

It is found in the streams in the vicinity of

Passaic, N. J. Other useful species are mil-

foil, parrot's feather, Potamogcton—a com-
mon pond weed, Anacharis or water thyme
—a profuse grower, and I'oiitiualis—a moss-
like i)lant. Cabuiiiba is a good plant for the

a([uarium, and can generally be procured
through the year. Of floating plants there

are several species, which are very pretty

and are all more or less useful either to aid

aeration or as a home for the propagation
of myriads of minute animal forms which
arc food for some of the occupants of the

a(|uariuni. Xifclhi is very pretty, growing in

masses, very fine and hairlike. Riccia is in

quite general use, and thrives well. There
are several species of what are commonly
known as duck-weeds, which are easily pro-

cured. The ponds and brooks of the coun-
try furnish a large majority of the plants

named, and there are other species of water-
plants which can be found in various locali-

ties that iwight be good aerators, but care

must be taken lest some .of them make
trouble in the balanced aquarium. Risks
should not be taken, and it is not necessarv

to n>e more than three or four species of
l)lants at one time. I'lants well rooted will

stay down when buried in the gravel, if not,
it will be necessary to wind a strip of sheet-
lead loosely around the bottom of each small
cluster of stalks before placing them in the
gravel.

"A little rockwork will add to the beaut\
of the aquarium.

"It is well to exercise care when putting in

the water that the plants may not be dis-

turbed. The ac|uarium should stand for a
day or two at least before adding the animal
life, that the plants may have time to perform
their work of sup|)lying air to the water.

"There are many forms of animal life w Inch
can be collected from waters in the vicinity of
Xew York or they can be purchased from
dealers in stock for a(|uaria. Some of the

connnon varities of goldfishes are found in

most balanced aquaria, and are easily kept.

There are several species of the sunfish family,

all of which are attractive and thrive wejl.

The fresh-water stickleback is fairly hardy,
and if well cared for will build a nest and
produce young. Tadpoles are easilv pro-
cured and are interesting, but the odd-acting
acrobatic little newts will afford more pleas-

ure by their comical actions than all the
other inhabitants of the aquarium. Snails

are desirable in the collection, as they will

eat some of the small particles of food which
the fishes leave. The best kind is the PItysa,

which is common and will breed in the aqua-
rium. Another species, the Planorbis, does
fairly well. There are other members of the
snail family which may be used, but it is best
to be cautious at first and not try to keep
too great a variety of animals until one has
had considerable experience. Never over-
stock the aquarium with animal life. Always
have an abundance of thrifty growing plants

to furnish a supply of oxygen, and the ani-

mal life will not suflfer for lack of air in the
water. In feeding the animal life care should
be taken not to overfeed. Take time and see

that the food is being eaten. If not, stop
feeding, for if the water is to be kept in a

healthy condition all dead matter must be
removed a few hours after feeding or fouling

will take place and the collection will be
lost. Refuse may be removed by means of

a glass tube with a hole three-eighths of an
inch in diameter. Place the thumb tightly

over the upper end, insert the lower end of

the tube in the water over the substance to

be removed, raise the thuml) slightly, and the

waste matter will instantly rise in the tube,

when the top may be closed and the tube re-

mijvcd. If it is not desired to waste the wa-
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ter, a small net made of cheese-cloth held

over the aquarium with the left hand will of

course catch the solid matter as the water

falls back. The operation should be re-

peated until all waste is removed. It is well

occasionally to aid aeration by dipping up
some of the water, raising the dipper six or

eight inches above the surface, and pouring
it back. The stream of water will carry back
air. Avoid as much as possible the disturb-

ing of the plants. A fresh-water aquarium
does not require direct sunlight.

For cleaning the inside of the glass use a

long-handled' pad of wood about 2^4 inches

long by i^ inches wide and three-eighths

of an inch thick, covered with two or three

thicknesses of soft woolen knit goods. If

the aciuarium is round, shape the sides of

the block to fit the curve of the glass.

All confervas (vegetable growth) is easily

removed by rubbing the glass, and if the pad
is washed often the water will not be soiled.

The growth of confervse on the rear side of

the aquarium need not be removed, as it is

a good aerator. If after several months, per-

haps a year or more, the plants have grown
to excess and the gravel has become some-
what foul, carefully remove the animal life

to some receptacle and siphon the water into

buckets. Soft rubber tubing is best for the

j)urpose. Take out the plants, wash the

gravel, and clean the inside of the glass. It

is well when returning the water to raise the

dipper, pouring it in as previously described,

for aiding aeration. Avoid resetting a fresh-

water aquarium as long as possible, as it dis-

turbs the rooted plants. If the water is clear

and the animal life appears healthy do not

touch it. A few suggestions should be made
as to the size and number of fishes, newts,

and tadpoles which can be maintained under

favorable conditions in a four or five gallon

balanced aquarium. Fishes from 1^2 to 2jX

inches long, three or four; newts, four or

five ; tadpoles, if they are not too large, three :

snails, six or eight. As the newts come to

the surface for air they will not therefore be

a detriment to their gill-breathing com-
panions.

A salt-water aquarium is somewhat more
difficult to stock and keep in a healthy con-

dition than one of fresh-water, but is more
interesting, as there are more species of ma-
rine animals which can be procured and kept

in such an aquarium. The self-sustaining

aquarium is a wonderful field for the study

of the smaller marine forms. In many re-

spects the manipulation and care of salt-wa-

ter balanced aquaria are similar to those of

fresh-water. Use beach-gravel on the bot-

tom about one inch in depth. A part of it

may be quite coarse, as small anemones will

attach to the pebbles, and the bottom is

easier to keep clean. It is well to place some
pieces of rock in the aquarium, which will

add to its beauty and make a home for anem-
ones.

There are several formulas for making ar-

tificial sea-water, but it has never been used

at the New York Aquarium. The ocean is

the natural source of supply, and it would be

difficult to improve on nature. The practical

plant for the aeration of the sea-water aqua-

ria is the so-called sea lettuce ( Ulz'a latissiiiia),

which can be procured in tide-pools and shel-

tered coves near shore. Having the gravel

and pieces of rock bearing anemones placed

in the aquarium, carefully fill it with water,

so that you do not disturb the unattached

anemones if there are any. The Ulva grows
in very thin sheets, and is extremely tender

when young, therefore it requires careful

handling. Use small pieces of cork to float

it, allowing a portion to hang down near the

bottom on the rear side of the aquarium.

This arrangement forms a background, and
shows the anemones and other life to good
advantage. Cover about half the surface of

the water with the Ulz'a, leaving the front part

for light. Solicria is a good sea weed for the

bottom of the aquarium. Its color is a beauti-

ful red, and makes a handsome contrast to the

green Ulva. A species of coral can be secured

on the New Jersey coast at Long Branch and
vicinity and in Long Island Sound which will

live for years. Its tentacles expand freely,

and it is very interesting. Several species of

tropical coral can be kept alive for years in

balanced aquaria.

Ovsters, clams, and mussels can be kept

with sea anemones and coral, but shrimp,

small hermit, horseshoe, and blue crabs had
best be by themselves, for they will rob the

sea anemones and coral of their food. Of
the annelida, or worm class, the Scrpida

' live and thrive for years, and Sabella for many
months, also the tube-worm Cistciiidcs. The
sea-squirt lives well and multiplies, and one

or two species of Botryllus. Close scruti-

nizing of the aquarium will often reveal col-

onies of hydroids, which appear suddenly

and may live for several months. Sea anem-
ones are fed with the soft portions of a

clam or oyster. The coral will require it

chopped quite fine. Take a little at a time

on the end of a slender rod, tapered to a

point, and place it carefully in contact with

the tentacles, near the centre of the disk,

where the mouth is situated. Crabs and

shrimps will take it from the bottom. It is
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well to accustom tliciii to conic to a particu-

lar location each time. All dead matter must
be removed with promptness. If the water

should become cloudy it indicates the pres-

ence of decomposed aninial matter. It may

© ® ® ®
.\yL .\KU \1 IMl'Lli.MliNlS.

1.— Net -i.— Forceps. 3.— Stick for feeding. 4.—Swab for cleaning
glass. 5.—Tube for taking up refuse.

be necessary at times to siphon out the wa-
ter and clean the gravel, or all the animal life

might he killed. The water can be often cor-

rected by dipper aeration, as before stated.

L'se fresh water to supply the loss by evapo-
ration. Anemones are apt to move out of

sight to the back of the aquarium, so it is

best to keep them in view and thereby avoid

possible trouble. It is very difficult to give

any rule as to the number of animals to stock

an aquarium which will be practical. Use
plenty of Ulva, and sec that it is in good con-

dition. The beginner is apt to use too much
animal life. He should try very few speci-

mens at first, and carefully watch the condi-

tion of the water and animals. Practical

experience is the best teacher, and success
will reward persistent effort. The student of

biology will find a varied and fertile field in

the life which can be maintained in aquaria.''

Gosse's formula for making artificial sea-

water:

Common table salt 8i parts

Epsom salts 7

Chloride of magnesium 10

Chloride of potassium 2

Total 100 •

One pound of this mixture, carefully dis-

solved in water and filtered, will make about

three gallons of sea-water.

THE IN'CREASING CONSUMPTION OF
CARP.

It is frequently very interesting to overhear the

remarks of visitors at the Aquarium. One of the

tanks has always been devoted to the exhibition of

the difTercnt varieties of carp, and men stopping

before this collection often remark. "Why was this

dreadfully common fish ever introduced into Ameri-
can waters?"

It was originally brought to the United States, not

by tlie Government, as is generally supposed, but by
private citizens. While few would at present defend
the introduction of the European sparrow, the carp

is not altogether useless. We have a steadily in-

creasing population to feed in America, and the

question of food for the people will become more
important as the years go by. The latest statistics

of the Fish Comtuission show that the carp is figur-

ing extensively in the fish-food supply. More than

7.000,000 pounds of carp are luarketed yearly in New
York City, nearly all this amount being purchased
by foreigners living on the East Side. More than

17.000.000 pounds are used annually in the United
States, and the carp catch from the Illinois River
alone is nearly 6.000,000 pounds.

Our waters are already overtaxed to furnish the

annual supply of native fishes, and it may be that in

the end the cheap fish-food represented by the carp

will be very satisfactory to an important proportion

of our population. In any event the so-called "carp
nuisance" promises some abatement, if the fishery

statistics of the past two or three years are worthy
of consideration. As the species cannot now be ex-

terminated the best way to deal with it is to catch

and eat it.

GIFTS TO THE AQUARIUM.

During the months of January and February the

following-named fishes were received at the Aqua-
rium : brook trout, rainbow trout, hybrid trout,

brown trout. landlocked salmon (young). .Atlantic

salmon (adult and young), golden tench, green

tench, pickerel, pike, rock bass, sucker, crappie, wall-

eyed pike, yellow perch, sunfish. goldfish, paradise

fish, skate, cunner. mutton-fish, tautog. sculpin. and
torn-cod—350 specimens in all. Most of these were
gifts from the U. S. Fish Commission, the New York
and New Jersey Fish Commissions, the South Side

Sportsmen's Club, and Mr. Henry Bishop of Bal-

timore.
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NATIVE CORAL.

SOME MARINE INVERTEBRATES
OF TUIC

NEW YORK REGION
BY ALFRED GOLDSBOROUGH MAYER,

CURATOR IN THE MUSEUM OF THE BROOKLYN INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.

ALTHOLTGH many of the most inter-

esting and beautiful of marine creat-

ures are invertebrates, the Aquarium has up
to the present been obliged to confine its

exhibits almost exclusively to the fishes.

This is due to the fact that the water with
which the Aquarium is supplied is less than
one-half as salt as sea water, and while many
fishes will thrive in brackish water, only a

few of the marine invertebrates can survive

in it.

As soon as possible the salt water supply
of the Aquarium will be improved by the

storage of pure sea water, and then it will

become possible to display some of the most
interesting and remarkable creatures of the

ocean for the pleasure and instruction of

thousands of people.

The most beautiful of such creatures live

in tropical seas, and will be obtained chiefly

from the Bermudas ; but meanwhile a little

account of a few of the invertebrates which
haunt our own coast, and with which all

lovers of the ocean beach are familiar, may
not be amiss, especially as the collector of

the Aquarium will be able to get most of

them in abundance.
We all know that some of our birds are

winter visitors, others are with us in sum-
mer, and that still others remain throughout
the year, yet few of us realize that the same
may be said of our marine animals.

However, during the summer the south-

erly winds cause a whole host of southern
creatures to be drifted upon our coast, so

that in August we find all along the southern
coast of Long Island a large number of ani-

mals who are wanderers from the warm wa-
ters of the Gulf Stream, or whose home is

ofif the coral-girt shores of Florida.

Such is the white ghost crab (Ocypoda
arcnaria) which lives upon the Florida
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beaches ami (lii:;s lnii!^' straii^hl Inirrous iiitn

the sandy sliDres. .\t iiiijilt in Murida tin-

whole beach seems alive with the white flick-

ering' creatures dartiiitj to and fro with al-

most incredible rapidity. Occasionally one
rushes into the water, and then often a lively

splash annininces that the ever-watchful jjray

snapper has ol)tained his soun^ht-for meal.
Late in August one may find little ghost
crabs, about one-eighth of an inch wide, liv-

iui;- upon the glaring sands of Fire Island.

But by far tlie greater number of our south-
ern visitors are those whose wliole lives are

spent lloating within the ocean. Such is the

niulti-hued Portuguese man-o'-war {f'liysalia

iircthiiSLi). a creature of the tropical Atlantic.

]'>eautiful iridescent colors play over the
large pear-shajjcd air-sack which serves to

float the animal, or rather colony, for the

creature consists of a large number of s])in-

dle-shai)ed polyps, wiiose mouths are ever
ready to seize upon the unlucky fish who
may have ventured too near the long purple-
beaded tentacles with their myriad stings.

Other creatures allied to the Portuguese
man-o'-war, but smaller, are the I'cldhu

whose crest is stiff and papery in appearance,
and the Forpita, which appears as a beautiful

deep cobalt -blue disk with a greenish centre.

On the lower side of the ilisk is the large
central mouth, surrounded by rows of deep
blue tentacles armed with stings.

Not all of our southern visitors are found
lloating, however, for in Great Peconic Bay
we find early in September a milky-white
jellyfish, which gropes about upon the bot-
tom and gives one quite a severe sting. This
is Tavioya liaf'loiuiiia. whose home is upon the
lirazilian coast, and along with this curious
jellyfish are a large number of other creat-

ures whose pro])er hcime is in the West In-

dies.

Such is the case with the serpent star

(Of>IiioJi-nia olii'acciiin), a rich olive pentag-
onal disk with five long writhing arms, wliich

readily break off when seized.

As the autumn passes into winter the
southern wanderers die away in the unwel-
come cold, and only the smallest remnant
survives the winter: but as the northerly and
easterly winds begin to blow, the cold Arctic
water, which has been Ijacked up to the
northward of Cape Cod throughout the sum-
mer, begins to creep down along the New-
York and New Jersey coasts, and to bring
with it a new host from the Arctic Ocean.
Most of these creatures are too minute to

attract general attention, although their

presence in vast numbers often causes the

ocean to glow with brilli;int phosphoresencc
when disturbed.

The ]3ale. milky. disk-sha])ed jellyfish (.lii-

rcliaj, with its four pinkish horseshoe-shaped
ovaries, is one of these arctic creatures, as is

also the yellow and brown jellyfish (Cyaiica),
found off our coast in the spring and early
summer. In spring these arctic creatures be-
gin to develop rajjidly under the \varming
rays of the ascending sun, but by the middle
of Jmie the water has become too warm for

them, and they perish, as dii! the southern
\ isitors in the autunni.

r.ut it is with our permanent residents that
we are most familiar, liveryone knows the
starfishes (Astcrias forbcsii) which abound
along our shores and which crawl slowly
over the bottom, pulling themselves along
by means of hundreds of little tubular feet

l)n)\ided with terntinal suckers. Woe to the
unlucky oyster or mussel which lies in their

way. The five flexible arms slowly wrap
around the bivalve, and hundreds of the
sucking feet begin to pull steadily but surely
until even the strong muscle of the shells

must yield. Then the starfish everts its stom-
ach and engulfs the mollusk.
Long Island Sound is famous for its oys-

ters, which thrive best in shallow bays and
estuaries where the water is apt to be brack-
ish. The oysters feed upon minute floating
plants called diatoms, and also upon small
marine animals.

During the summer their eggs are cast out
in myriads into the water, each full-grown fe-

male producing about 9,000.000. These rap-
idly develop into little helmet-shaped creat-
ures, which swim rapidly through the water
until the shells begin to appear, and they set-

tle down upon their left sides, there to re-

main throughout life.

The pectens or scallops are also most
abundant in Long Island Sound, especially
where the bottom is covered with eel-grass.

They swim rapidly by opening and closing
the shells, and along the edges there are
dozens of little eyes, which enable the ani-

mals to be very wary of capture.

Before leaving the mollusks we must pay
a moment's notice to the whelks, great pear-
shaped snails, w'hich plough along the sands
and crush to death other mollusks. Their
eggs are laid in long strings of disk-shaped
cocoons, resembling checkers strung to-

gether. Another sand lover is the Liiiiatia

licros. with a smooth round shell. The
"sand-collars'' found in shallow water in

summer are the egg clusters of this snail.

One of the most interesting of our animals
is the little star coral f.lstraiigia danacv),
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which is the most northerly coral known. In

life each little cup-shaped star is surmounted
and surrounded by a delicate milky-white

sea anemone with a slit-like mouth and a

crown of waving tentacles, armed with myr-
iads of stinging threads. The accompany-
ing photograph shows a very beautiful coral

from the Bermudas (Isophyllia), which has

been living in a jar of pure sea water at the

Aquarium for nearly a year.

In this brief notice of a few of our most
common marine creatures, we must not omit

distinguished its ancestors. In May and
June the female horseshoe crab crawls up
along the shallow water-covered beaches and
digs a hole in the sand, wherein she lays her

eggs.

The lady crab {Platyoiiichus occlhitiis) is

certainly the most beautiful of our Crustacea,

being of a delicate yellow, speckled with

bright red spots. It haunts sandy beaches
and buries itself up to the eyes at the least

alarm.

Our common blue crab or edible crab

STAR FISU-K\P.\\lil.

to speak of the crabs, great numbers of

which live in the shallow bays along the

southern shore of Long Island or in the

Sound.
One of the most interesting of these is the

horseshoe crab (Liiimliis polyphcmus), which
is not, truly speaking, a crab, but is one of

the few survivors descended from the once
numerous race of the trilobites.

When very young the horseshoe crab re-

sembles a trilobite, but in later life it changes
and loses manv of the characteristics which

[Calliiiccfcs liasfatiis) is exceeding abundant

along the Long Island shores. Very near

relatives of this crab are widely distributed,

being found in both Atlantic and Pacific

oceans.

Probably the most characteristic crab of

the Long' Island Sound is the spider crab

(Libiiiia dubia), which lives upon rocky and

muddy bottoms, and whose "arms" spread

fully i8 inches. This crab is, however, a

mere pigmy when compared with his cousin

from the deep sea ofif the coast of Japan,
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which sjircads over 12 feet. These spider

crabs have interesting liabits. Tlicy tear off

pieces of sea-weed, hydroids, etc., and fasten

them upon their backs, where the weeds soon
anchor and prow, concealing' the crab un-

der a veritable marine garden.

Several species of hermit crabs abound
along our coasts. The head parts and the

legs of these crabs are protected by a tough
horny covering, but the abdomen is soft and
is never exposed to the attacks of enemies,

for when verv voung the crab seeks out some

very young the l)arnaclc swims rapidly

ihrough the water, having six pairs of legs

and well-developed eyes. Very soon, how-
ever, it fastens itself to the side of some rock
or wharf by means of the sucker-like antcn-
nx. The shell then grows, and it remains
throughout life lying upon its back, and, as

Huxley aptly put it, "kicking its food into its

mouth."
.Specimens of the American lobster (Hoiiia-

nis aincricaiiiis) may often be seen at the
.\(|uariunt. ( )ur lobster fisheries are still of

WHriF. SK.\ .ANEMONE.

deserted shell, into which it thrusts its soft

flexible abdomen, and which then serves as

its house, which it carries about on all occa-
sions.

As the crab grows it occupies larger and
larger shells, until even our largest mollusk-
shells are none too large for it. These crabs
will, however, occupy old bottles and clay

pipes as well as shells. \\'hen very young
they swim through the water, and are then
totally unlike the "hermit" in appearance,
for a long saw-toothed spine several times
longer than the body of the little creature

projects forward from its head. Few of us

think of the barnacles as being relatives of

the shrimps, yet such is the case, for when

great value, although the persecution to

which this valuable food animal is subjected
is causing it to decrease rapidly, both in size

and numbers, so that unless legislation in-

terferes the lobster will become almost ex-

tinct. In former years large lobsters were
abundant, and individuals have been found
measuring 42 inches in length and weighing
42 pounds. Such monsters are now almost
unheard of. It is believed that the work of

artificial propagation of the lobster, now be-

ing carried on by the Government, will re-

sult in saving the species, and the eggs of the

lobster will be among those exhibited at the

Aquarium fish-hatchery during the coming
summer.
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SPECIMENS OF THE AXOLOTL, NEW YORK AQUARIUM.

THE AXOLOTL.

A photograph published in this number of the

Bulletin shows four specimens of the axolotl

(Atnblystoma mexicanum) Cope, which have lived

at the Aquarium for several years, growing consid-

erably during that time. This interesting amphibian

is a species in which it was long said the larval stage

was never passed, and it appears from experiments

that, if kept in the water continuously, it may retain

its gills indefinitely. It has been bred from eggs for

many years in European aquariums, and, like other

larval salamanders, may reproduce limbs that have

been cut off.

It abounds in the lakes about the City of Mexico,

and is used for food, reaching a length of ten inches.

Species of the same genus, especially those found in

the United States, pass through a metamorphosis in

which the external gills are absorbed, and the animal

can live on land.

Other interesting amphibians in the Aquarium col-

lection are the hellbender, of the Ohio valley ; the

mud puppy, of the Great Lakes; and the amphiuma,

of the Southern States. Specimens are promised of

a new and interesting blind genus (Typhlomolge),

which comes at times from the artesian well of the

United States Fish Commission station at San Mar-
cos, Texas.
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TRAINING ORANGS AND CHIMPANZEES
BY RAYMOND L. DITMARS.

eURAIOR OK REl'TII.KS

TW'U iilca> were in iiiind whun the train-

ing of orang-utans and chimpanzees

l)egan in the I'ark. One was to furnish an

exhiltition which would amuse the crowds of

cliildren, and tile other to furnish interesting

jjsycliological demonstrations of the intelli-

gence of these apes and the facility with

which they adapt themselves to manners
"aping" mankind. The orang dinner parties.

the antics of Rajah un his velocipede, and the

solemn dignity (jf Polly, the chimpanzee,

when dining in puhlic, all are features famil-

iar to thousands who have visited the Park

in midsummer. The education of these aiii-

mals embraceil an extremel\- interesting

series of events.

Usually, the training of wild animals is as-

sociated with the long crack-wlii]), or possi-
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bly with one that does not make so much
noise, but is still more emphatic in its de-

mands. \\'ith the whips go harness and

tackles, months of stress and struggle, and

finally achievement, but very frequently suc-

VOUNG ORANG-UTAN AND CHIMPANZEE.

cess is attained only by such vigorous meas-

ures that an animal cowers and falters through

his act with but one desire—to finish and get

beyond molestation. Many animals are liter-

ally driven through their work. Some, how-
ever, take naturally to training, understand

readily, execute manoeuvres from a few sim-

ple words, and really enjoy their work. Such

animals are usually trained through kind-

ness, perseverance, and infinite patience.

Perseverance is the watchword, but without

patience among animal men, trained animals

would never be seen.

The orang, when young, is one of the

most tractable of animals. The chimpanzee

is rather stubborn, but of the two, the more
intelligent. The average orang-utan, from

one to three years old, is unlike a "wild" ani-

mal. Its disposition and actions are like

those of a human child. It delights in being

carried about by the keeper, throwing its

long, hairy arms around his neck in a spirit

of real atifection. Although displaying the

greatest friendliness toward their keepers and

those frequently about them, young orangs

make friends readily, and upon a distinct in-

timation from a stranger that he or she seeks

their friendship, there is often the

same affectionate nestling against

the breast that is ever ready for

the keeper in charge. Little orangs

are genuine children, and if denied

their wishes, will roll about, scream-

ing vociferously, and beating the

floor with clinched hands. The
granting of their wishes is followed

by immediate quiet, and a look of

solemn satisfaction.

As the orang grows older, it be-

comes wilful, morose, and even

dangerous. Full-grown specimens

are very rare in captivity. Even a

half-grown specimen will often re-

sent intrusion into its cage by a vol-

ley of guttural roars which in a

w ay resemble the efiforts of a deep-

chested man enthusiastically shout-

ing "Hurrah." Such specimens

are possessed with remarkable

strength. With their open hands

they strike fiercely at an intruder,

and are not at all adverse to grasp-

ing an arm or limb, and employing

their formidable teeth as a point of

argument.

Although more stubborn than the orang,

the chimpanzee displays keener perceptions,

and learns quickly. When approaching ma-
turity, however, the males are almost invari-

ably dangerous. Although fond of being

carried about in the arms of the keeper, they

are disposed to resent the presence of stran-

gers. The keeper seldom passes the cage of

a chimpanzee, even though he makes his way
through a dense crowd, without being

greeted by a series of sharp grunts of friendly

recognition. The chimpanzee's disposition

is pert and wide-awake, and the young ani-

mal learns rapidly if it pleases him to do so.

If he objects, there is more noise from his

small throat, and more kicking and subse-

quent sulking than would be displayed by

three orangs. The more passive young
orang, generally ludicrously anxious to imi-

tate, and seldom showing signs of displeasure

unless some heartfelt wish is denied, wins the

greater affection of the animal man bv its ex-
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treme good nature, and naturally mild and
passive disposition.

The achievements of "Rajah," a three-

year-old orang-, who during summer de-

lighted thousands in the Park, and ultimatel\

succumbed to a strange disease

brought in by the giant tortoises,

demonstrated the high degree of

orang intelligence. Rajah was
taught to ride a child's velocipede.

He steered the vehicle unaided, and
greatly enjoyed the exercise, as he

would ride in great circles around
the Reptile House for half an hour

at a time before attempting to dis-

mount.

His riding lessons comprehend-

ed only the short period of about

three weeks. At the beginning he

was seated upon the vehicle, anil by

the shaking of the keeper's finger,

ordered to stay there. This he un-

derstood. After learning to sit

properly, holding the handles in

regulation style, his feet were tied

to the pedals, and he was guided

around by hand. From this time

on, the endeavor was made to in-

troduce into his mind the idea that

the pedals propelled the machine,

and that his feet controlled the

pedals.

By the exercise of considerable patience in

grasping his feet and the jiedals at the same
time, and attracting his attention to the oper-

ation, he soon learned to drive the vehicle

himself. The steering was acquired involun-

tarily, and he soon learned the art of guiding

the machine so skillfully that he could ride

up to objects that particularly interested him,

and go around them, while satisfying his

curiosity. It is of pleasant interest to relate

that during the time occupied in teaching

this animal to ride the velocipede, not a blow

was struck, and harsh words seldom found

necessary. Patience, and an endeavor to

demonstrate what was wanted of him, elicited

from Rajah the most hearty co-operation his

simian brain was capable of displaying.

Rajah's greatest achievement was his after-

noon meal, on a high platform, in front of

the Reptile House. Few performances

among wild animals demonstrated greater

intelligence on an animal's part than did this.

That Rajah as fully understood what was ex-

pected of him was indisputable. He received

no orders or commands during the entire

performance, and he displayed a perfect un-
derstanding of the various things to be done.

The platform was reached b\- an eight-foot

VOLNi; CHIMPANZF.r,, roi.LV.

ladder, .\fter being dressed in a diminutive

uniform. Rajah was given the word, and
placed on the ground near the bottom of the

ladder. Climbing quickly to the top, he

reached for his small chair, and seated himself

at the table. This was always an operation

of some deliberation, and culminated in either

settling the chair more squarely to the table,

or pulling the table toward the chair. Imme-
diately grasping a spoon. Rajah began his

meal by consuming his bowl of rice. I'pon

com])letion of the first course, with grave de-

liberation he pushed the bowl toward the

centre of the table, laid down the spoon, and
began the second course. This consisted of

sliced bananas, which he carefully speared

with a fork.

The comjiletion of this course was fol-

lowed by milk, which was served in a small

teapot. Rajah poured the milk into a small

cup, when, setting down the teapot, he would
turn his attention to the cup. This last act

in the dining performance was always ap-
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proached with some apprehension on the

part of his trainers, one of whom stood

nearby on the platform, ready with a word of

warning, command, or encouragement, which

was, however, seldom found necessary.

Eager to do exactly what was expected,

Rajah was also apprehensive of this part of

the proceeding, as he had been made to un-

derstand that the spilling of any fluid from

the teapot or cup was highly inappropriate.

It was during the pouring operation, when
the cup was nearly full, that Rajah often

turned toward the keeper to observe whether

he appreciated the nicety of the operation.

Alas ! for this solicitation of approval ; for

catastrophe usually followed. Upon direct-

ing his attention back to the cup. Rajah

sometimes found it overcharged, and the milk

being spilled upon the table. His endeavor

to quickly right these conditions, and set down
his miniature teapot, was always so ludicrous

as to be followed by a shout from the crowd,

which to Rajah seemed most uncalled for, and
elicited from him a solemnly reproachful sur-

vey of his audience, terminating in an appeal-

ing gaze at his keeper.

It may surprise the reader to learn that to

teach Rajah to execute these various manoeu-

vres did not consume many weeks, and that

as time went by, his associates, Brunei, Sul-

tan, and Sally, were all instructed in table

manners. The four dining together in

solemn state constituted one of the most
amusing and remarkable of simian exhibi-

tions. Unfortunately, all of those excep-

tionally intelligent apes succumbed to the

strange intestinal infection contracted from
the big tortoises, which, although involving

a great loss to the Park and the public, con-

tributed a valuable addition to the records

of pathological science.

At present, the stars of the Primate collec-

tion are two orangs and two chimpanzees,

Dohong, Soko, Polly, and Peggy. Exclud-
ing Soko, the large chimpanzee, thev dine

together at a small table, seated in high

chairs, and furnish an interesting and amus-
ing exhibition. None of these apes, how-
ever, exhibit the intelligence of Rajah. Do-
hong is the brightest, and Soko the most un-

manageable of the four.

The exhibitions take place daily at three

o'clock, in the large outside cage at the north

end of the Primates' House. It is then that

Dohong and Peggy, the orangs, and Polly, the

chimpanzee, are dressed and seated at their

table. The latter two are still novices in the

art of eating man-fashion, and illustrate how
these animals are taught to properly spear

sliced bananas and the like. By guiding the

hand, the fork is inserted in a slice of the fruit,

when the remainder of the operation, namely
that of conveying the food to the mouth, is

enthusiastically accomplished without assist-

ance. The little creatures have thus far ac-

quired the idea that they must employ the

fork in eating, and are struggling to obtain

a mastery over the delicacy required in its

proper employment. Dohong, however, is

more advanced,' and eats with a fork unaided,

although his efforts are ofttimes conducive

to much mirth on the part of his audience.

He is receiving daily lessons, his hands being

guided in the proper movements, and alto-

gether he promises to be a very bright ani-

mal. He was recently initiated into the art

of pouring tea into a cup, his hands being

guided in the proper movements by his

keeper.

Generally speaking, the training of the

orang-utan and the chimpanzee closely ap-

proaches the management of an untaught

child. These creatures do not seem as much
like lower animals as do the majority of the

so-called "dumb brutes." Coaxing and per-

severance have been responsible for these

afternoon exhibitions.

As time goes by, the mental faculties of

these apes will develop, chiefly through the

stimulus of training, and association with

their keepers. If they are spared by tuber-

culosis, the deadly foe of every captive ape

and monkey, the development of their mental

powers will be watched with continuous

interest.

GENER.A.L INFORMATION.
Admission to the Park.—On all holidays and on Sunday, Tuesday,

Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday admission to the Zoological Park is

( )n every Monday and 1 hursday, save when either of those days falls

on a holiday, only members of the Society, and persons holding tickets

frum the Society, are admitted free. All others pay twenty-five cents
fur each adult, and fifteen cents for each child under twelve years of
age. Tickets are sold only at the entrances.
Admission to the Aquanum is confined tu members on Monday and

Thursday from lo A.M. to 12 M. At all other times it is open to the

Ol'hNiNG AND Closing.—From May ist to November ist the en-

trance-gales will be opened at 9 A.M. and closed half an hour before
sunset. From November ist to May ist, the gates will open at 10 A.M

Bicvci.es must be checked at the entrances (five cents). All wheel;

not called for half an hour before sunset will be locked up until the fol-

lowing day.
Restairant.—At the Rocking Stone Restaurant meals are served

a la carte every day from 10 a.m. to the closing htiur. The North Pa.

vilion of this building has a spacious lunch counter, where all kinds o:

luncheon food are served at popular prices.

The South Pavilion will be arranged as an open air dining-room. Thi
service will be increased and improved, so that large numbers may bi

ser\'ed expeditiously.
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STUDIO IN THE LION HOUSE.
raKc into which specimens are placed for study.

THE STUDIO IN THE LION HOUSE
Tillv rccfiitly-opencd stiulio in the Lion

House may fairly be regarded as a prac-

tical demonstration of the Zoological Socie-

ty's interest in animal painting and sculpture,

and its desire to promote those branches of

art.

Like so man\- other features of the Zoo-

logical I'ark. this is an experiment. That

artists and sculjitors need and deserve better

facilities than previously have been available

to them in working from living animal

niddels. there can be no question. That good

facilities for work, and sympathetic co-(i|)er-

ation on the part of animal exhibitors will

stimulate the ])roduction of masterpieces in

wild-animal art is an assured fact. The duty

of every zoological park and garden t<i its

faithfiU ally, the artist, shoulil be openly and

cheerfully acknowledged.

The precise ways in which a zoological in-

stitution like ours can best serve the ends

and aims of art is yet an open question. It

is lioped that the Lion H(TUse Studio will

prove to be an adequate and acce])table pro-

vision for the needs of artists and art students

in connection with their work on the large

carnivores, and also many other animal

models that can be made available within it.

Because of the fact that the studio idea was

so entirely new and untried, and also because

of the demands for the innucdiate completion

of the exhil)ition hall, several months have

ela])sed between the opening of the Lion

House and the opening of the studio. Every

step in and about the latter has been an ex-

])erinunt. No sooner was one prol)lem

solved than another arose to take its place.

linall} , however, on July 9th, the studio was

sufficiently complete that the animal ])ainters

and sculiJtors of New "S'ork were invited to

view it, open anil ready for use. with a living

lion of the first rank as the first model.

In 181)7. in a verv practical coinmunication

addressed to tlie Zoological Society, and

]niljlished in its Annual Report, Mr. Ernest

Thompson Seton advocated the creation of

a school of anitiial painting and sculpture on

a liberal scale, established in the Zoological
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Park in a large studio. The studio room

now in use in the Lion House will serve well

in demonstrating the practicability of Mr.

Seton's idea, and the need for so large and

serious an establishment as he proposed. If

this offering to art proves of real value and

importance, if it proves to have been a wise

investment of the money and thought it lias

cost, there is no saying what influence it will

exert on the future. Time alone—and the

annual output of work—will reveal whether

or not it is the right thing in the right place.

The Studio is situated at the northeastern

corner of the Lion House, with northern

light. The model-stand is a wire-fronted

cage 19 feet long, 9 feet deep, and 7 feet high,

with its floor raised 2^ feet above that of the

room in front. The entire back of the cage,

the north end, and the top are composed of

solid plate-glass, backed by steel netting as

a factor of safety. The roof glass is opaque,

the remainder clear. For ventilation, the two

plates of the north end swing open, like doors.

The working space in front of the model's

cage is a room 165^ x 20 feet, without plat-

forms of any kind. Across the hall from this

room is another of similar size, which is for

the use of workers in the studio itself, and

which, as soon as possible, will be provided

liberally with individual lockers.

To control the light, dark olive-green

shades, on rollers, easily controlled from the

front, have been provided for both the back

of the cage and the north end. The cage-

front is of steel-wire netting, of large mesh,

similar to that in use for the cages in the ex-

hibition hall. As the result of much experi-

menting, the painting of this netting renders

it as inconspicuous and as free from high

light on the horizontal wires as it has been

possible to make it.

At the proper point, three artists and two

sculptors were invited to visit the unfinished

studio, as an advisory committee on its

equipment, and the adoption of regulations

regarding its use. Those who were able to

respond on the day appointed were Messrs.

Daniel C. Beard, Eli Harvey, and Carl Run-

gius. Mr. Seton and ]\Ir. Proctor were un-

able to attend. Everything done since that

occasion has been in strict accordance with

the practical advice then received by the Di-

rector. The regulations that have been

adopted regarding the use of the studio are

precisely as proposed by the gentlemen

named above, who, it is but fair to say, gave

the matter long and careful consideration.

From the first, the Society has taken the

ground that it is for the artists and sculptors

themselves to say how the use of the studio

shall be regulated.

At present it is impossible to offer a sched-

ule naming the animals that will be placed

in the studio on certain days. By means of

the shifting system in the Lion House any

animal can, vmder proper conditions, be taken

from its cage by the shifting car, and trans-

ferred to the studio cage. Of course every

such transfer and return involves some labor,

very correct management, and the anxiety

inseparable from the handling of savage and

dangerous animals. These factors create a

new series of difficulties to be overcome in

rendering the Lion House Studio of the

greatest use to the greatest number; but

when the wants of the studio have been fully

revealed they will certainly be met. w. x. h.

CRAWSHAY'S ZEBRA

QN May 20 the Zoological Society received by

purchase from Mr. Hagenbeck two fine specimens of

a very rare and odd-looking species of zebra, known

as Crawshay's Zebra (Equus burclielli craivshayi)

.

These animals were imported last year from the

Kilimandjaro district of German East Africa, and

are now four years old.

This species is one of the largest and handsomest

of the wild members of its genus, and so closely

resembles the rare Mountain Zebra, of South Africa,

that only those specially interested can note the dif-

ference between them. Both are marked on the

body and hind-quarters by very wide stripes of black

and white, without shadow stripes, but these speci-

tnens lack the cross-bars, or "gridiron," on the top

of the hind-quarters which mark the Mountain

Zebra (Eqiius zebra). Crawshay's Zebra is strongly

striped quite down to the hoofs, has a heavy dorsal

stripe, and also a longitudinal stripe under the body,

which is touched by the stripes of the sides. The

tail is marked throughout its basal half by broken

liars of black, and the tuft is all black.
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So far as experiments liave been made, all species

of zebras appear to be quite capable of domestica-

tion, and training to work in harness. While some
individuals are of vicious temper, and difficult to

train, this is equally true of range-bred horses, and

there is no evidence to prove that zebras can not be

l)red, trained and driven quite as successfully as

horses of the best class. In the Transvaal, the

Messrs. Zeedesberg once employed eight zebras to

draw one of their coaches between Pretoria and Fort

Tuli, in Rhodesia. The animals were caught wild,

easily broken to harness, and pulled willingly and

well.

At the Agricultural SIiow held in Pretoria in

April, 1892, Captain M. H. Hayes broke in a Burchell

Zebra, in half an hour's tiine, so that it could be

ridden without an accident; and this was accom-

plished without throwing, hobbling, or tying the ani-

mal head to tail.

In view of the immunity of the zebra from the

death-dealing powers of the tsetse Hy. and the

absolute certainty of its value as a draught animal,

it seems very strange that the colonists of South

Africa have not long ago brought this fine animal

into general use, at least in the pest-ridden fly-

districts.

The species of zebras and wild asses of Africa, as

now recognized, are as shown below: w. T. H.

5 f^WILD ASS.
I

African Wild Ass iDne stripe only). E. asiiius.

(^Somali Wild Ass (Stripes on legs). K. asiniis somalicus.

OU.\GG.A. (Half zebra striped), if. ywdj,'^*?, .....
N. E. Africa.

SOM.ALILANIl.

Extinct.

Q -; BURCHZLL
r :

ZEHR.-XS.

BuRCHKLL'S Zeur.\ Type (Least striped of zebras), E. burclulli, " Probably now extinct."

Damaraland Zebra, E. burchdli antiguorum, .

Ch\v\ws'S Z^SRA, E. burc/ie/li ir/tapmani,

Sp.Lors' Zebra, E. burchelU sclousi,

Crawshay's Zebra (Heavily striped), E. burclulli ctazcs/iayi,

< MOUNTAIN ZEBR.A. (He.ivily striped). £". -c^ra,

N l-GREVY'S ZEBRA. (Most striped of zebras), £".^;w/r,

S. W. Africa.

Central S. Africa,

Mashonaland.

Nvassaland, and
German E, Africa.

. S. Africa.

. E. Africa.
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THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Hitherto the energies of the Xew York

Zoological Society have been directed toward

the establishment and equipment of the

Zoological Park ; but the time has now ar-

rived for the consideration of the interests

of its own members.

Thus far the members of the Society have

devoted large sums of money, in the neigh-

borhood of three hundred thousand dollars,

to Zoological Park buildings and collections,

and the demand for animals will be contin-

uous. A collection of living animals is, in

the nature of things, but transient, and the

supply must be kept up. At the same time,

the members of the Society who so gen-

erouslv bear the burdens, are entitled to

more consideration than they have thus far

received. It is in order to do justice to the

members themselves that the Executive

Committee is anxious for the proposed Ad-

ministrative Building.

At present the privileges of membership

consist chiefly in free admission on pay days to

the Zoological Park, and on closed forenoons

at the Aquarium, and the receipt of the va-

rious publications and reports. Naturally,

the puljlications will, as time goes bv, in-

crease in value and general desirability, but

the Executive Committee desires to take at

once a step of commanding importance to

every member of the Society.

The object in view is the erection of a

handsome and spacious structure, to be

known as the Administration Building, and

to be used as the scientific, literary, and ar-

tistic headquarters of the Society in the Zo-

ological Park. At present, aside from the

small office of the Director, in tiie very com-

bustible Service Building, the Society has

absolutely no abiding place in the Park.

There is no proper meeting-place for the of-

ficers, nor for members; no fire-proof quar-

ters for the first-class zoological library which

the Society must have, nor for the ani-

mal paintings and sculptures which it intends

to collect. It is the purpose of the Society

to acquire in the course of time a series of

heads and antlers of the important game ani-

mals, and these will be placed ini exhibition

in this building.

Private parlors will be provided for the

families of members, and the meeting-room

for the members themselves will be furnished

with the various magazines and papers treat-

ing of subjects allied to the work of the So-

ciety.

This proposed building will cost between

$50,000 and $60,000, and will be located to

the northwest of the old workshops, which

must be removed to make room for it.

It is to be hoped that the members will

appreciate these privileges and will aid the
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Executive Committee 1)\- sccuriiiij additional

members. Xo less than three thousand mem-

bers are needed, and while our present num-

bers compare favorably with similar societies

in this city, they are greatly below those of

European cities.

The suhscri])tion of ten dollars a year is

not a serious matter to man\' residents of this

City, and each of the present members could

easily obtain for us one or two new members.

With a membership of three thousand, and

an income of thirty thousand dollars derived

from it, the Society would be in a position

not only to furnish animals, which are now

provided by ])rivate munificence, but to ex-

tend its work in protecting the rapidly van-

ishing fauna of .\merica, both mammal and

bird. Scientific publications couUl be issued

and the usefulness of the Society enlarged in

every direction. The Society is just entering

on this phase of its work and with the ap-

proaching completion of tlie Park it will be

at liberty to develop new lines of usefulness.

It is scarcely necessary to add that while

every member of the Society can greatly

assist its work by providing at least one

new member, many of the members are

in a position to make additional subscrip-

tions to special purposes, such as its Admin-

istration Building. One of the memliers of

the Board of ^fanagers has already sub-

scribed five thousand dollars, and the Execu-

tive Committee will be glad to receive fur-

ther subscriptions of a like or less amount,

l-'or two years, no call for subscriptions for

buildings has been made, but the Administra-

tion Building is a structure which mu;t be

provided at once. .\r. g.

THE .ANTELOPE HOUSE

The comjilction of the Antelope House
draws near: and the outloc)k at this date as-

sures a building which, with its collection,

will constitute one of the finest features in

the Park. In the next issue of the Bulletin

it will be fully described and illustrated. It

is no exaggeration to say that both the build-

ing and the grounds surroimding it are de-

veloping even more satisfactorily than was
antici])ated. The earth filling that has been
done around the northern end of the building

has added much to the impressivencss of the

structure. It is like a city set upon a hill,

that cannot be hid ; and from every point of

view the effect is pleasing.

The planning of the open-air yards and
fences, to suit the animals, the building, and

the grounds, has been a task which has taxed

the ingenuity of the Director and the En-
gineer to the utiuost. The difficulties to be

surmounted were unusually numerous, and
every point demanded careful study. Three
kinds of metal fences and three kinds of

gates were recjuired, and each had to be

specially designed. To confine elephants,

elands, long-horned antelopes, zebras, and
tropical bovines. and also to kce]) them from
fighting through their fences, without mak-
ing the fences as heavy and formidable as

they soiuetimes are made for such creatures,

was, to say the least, no easy task.

A contract for the fences and gates, of

wrought iron and wire, was awarded on May
28th, to the Page \\'oven Wire Fence Com-
pany, for the sum of $8,713.00, with a time-

limit of ninety working days. We are assured

that within three months from the signing of

the ])apcrs, the yards will be ready to receive

the animals.

For some months past the Society has

been seeking far and w ide for the species of

hoofed and horned animals specially desired

for the Antelope House collection. A few-

have already arrived. Others are in Europe
awaiting shipment, and others are on the way
from the interior of Africa. By the time the

building and its yards have been completed,

the collection will be ready.

The total cost of the initial series of ani-

mals for this collection w^ill be about $15,-

000.00. Elsewhere in this issue appears a

notice of the Zebras, which, with other

equities, will be exhibited in the Antelope

House until a special installation for zebras

and wild horses has been prepared. In the

procuring of such rare species as the Eland,

Sable Antelope, Roan Antelope and a few

others, time is a factor that cannot be ig-

nored, and the best we can do is to procure

them as soon as the difficulties in each rase

will permit.
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UUCKS IX DUCKS' AVIARV.

THE KEEPING OF DUCKS FOR PLEASURE
BY C. WILLIAM BEEBE,

CURATOR OF BIRDS

THOUSANDS of people admire the deli-

cate colors and clean-cut outlines of the

ducks, in their Aviary and on the various

ponds in the Zoological Park. Few, probably,

stop to think how easy it would be to keep a

pair, or a small flock, of such birds in a moder-

ate-sized yard. The outlay of labor and money
necessary for such an undertaking would be

nominal, and the return in daily enjoyment

would constitute a many-fold profit. Doubt-

less, many persons would take an interest in

the keeping of ducks of various kinds purely

for the pleasure of watching and rearing

them, if they but knew how easy it is, how
small a space is adequate, and how hardy

are some of the species.

Let us assume a rather limited space and

meagre water supply; for it is very easy to

elaborate the directions dealing with such

conditions, and adapt them to a larger scale.

Three questions, sine qua non, must first be

answered. What accommodations do ducks

require? What care shall be given them?
What species recommend themselves to the

aviary of a private person?

A few bags of cement and sand will make
a small pond which will give satisfaction to

any variety of duck, the principal require-

ment being that it should have a maximum
depth of at least eighteen inches. One end

should slope gradually into the water, so that

the ducks will have no trouble getting in and

out. Any person so fortunate as to have a

small stream flowing near, can easily make a

satisfactory pond.

The space immediately around the pool

should be pebbled, or covered with fine

gravel. If kept in a small space, ducks will

destroy the grass with the constant patter of

their webbed feet, and it is necessary to sub-

stitute sand or gravel for bare earth, or else

protect the grass with wire during the spring

months. In an enclosure of liberal size, this

of course is not necessary.
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Sonic (lucks require slicltcr duriui;- the

winter, although many species, even if ])ro-

vidcd with houses, never use thcni. An ex-

cellent i)lan is to plant a thick cluni]i '>\ 1h,x

MAM5AK1N DUCK.

in some portion of the range. The foliage

of this is too coarse for the ducks to destroy

it, and so dense that it forms an admirable

protection for nests and eggs. Being, in

addition, an evergreen, it makes a fine shel-

ter for the birds during severe winter storms.

A little straw ])laced underneath such a

clump of bushes will attract the ducks, which

enjoy burrowing into it during cold nights.

In winter all ducks and geese require that a

.small portion of their ])ond shall be kept free

from ice, in order that the ojien water may
kee]) their feet from freezing.

Wild ducks must be clipped or jMnioneil to

keep them from Hying away. Instead of

friglitening the birds by catching them every

time they numlt, and cutting away the flight

feathers of one wing, it is much more hu-

mane to tightly ligature the wing with a

piece of strong fish-line, just below' the

thumb, which is that portion giving rise to

the tuft of feathers near the front bend of

the wing, and with a pair of stout scissors

cut oflf the bone immediately below the cord.

There is no blood, the duck suffers little jiain,

the wound heals inmiediately, and the bird

need never be troubled again. The feathers

around the place to be ligatured should be

tweaked out. and, if the cut be made straight

and clean, not a feather will scrow in dis-

torted, and the overlapping of the other wing

will make the imperfection almost invisible.

it is better always to operate on the wing of

one chosen side, preferably the right.

When ducks are pinioned, a \vire fence

three feet high is sufficient to confine them,

and enclosed thus they show to much greater

advantage than if seen through wire netting.

It is a good plan to occasionally place some
shovelfuls of pond mud or earth in the ce-

ment ])ool, as ducks love to sift it through

their bills for insects and other food.

For the majority of ducks, grain is a staple

diet, a mixture of wheat and cracked corn

being as good food as any, although buck-

wheat and barley may be added to give vari-

ety. Ducks will enjoy having the grain

sometimes thrown into the water, but they

do not ordinarily require soaked food. Green

food, however, they must have, either grass

or lettuce, or even cabbage, the best being, of

course, that piece dc resistance of a duck's

menu—duck-weed. Even the grain-eating

species like a little chopped fish or frogs now
and then.

If not alarmed by dogs and other causes,

ducks will become remarkably tame, and

especially is this the case when they are

cared for and fed by the same person.

grken-wix(;f,d te.-xl.

Neither ducks nor their first cousins, the

geese, should be thought as in any way de-

serving the opprobrious lack of wit attributed

to the latter class of birds. They are quick-
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witted and will often take advantage in a

remarkable way of fortunate changes in their

environment.

A few words as to the kind of ducks to

procure. The mallard, Anas hosclias—the wild

progenitor of the obese inhabitants of our

barn-yards—is a first-rate variety to start

with. The drake is a beautiful bird, with a

glistening green head and neck, and a white

neck-ring separating the color above from
the rich chestnut of his breast. The female

is an inconspicuous brown-colored bird. A
wing-tipped pair, or young birds taken from
some reed-hidden swamp, will make them-
selves at home under almost any conditions.

These wild birds differ in manv ways from

M.ALLAKll DUCKS.

their degenerate domesticated relations, and,

no matter how cozy a house is arranged for

them, the nest need not be looked for within

its walls. One day in spring, when the

sombre-colored duck is not to be seen, a

careful search among the high grass or weeds
which may have grown up in the enclosure,

will reveal her brown back, almost hidden
beneath a cover of carefully arched grass

stems. Here she will be sitting on her six

to twelve pale greenish eggs. All around
the nest is a neat roll of down from her

breast, and, when she leaves her treasures to

snatch a hasty drink or a nibble of grain, she

ingeniously unrolls this pearly grav coverlet

and spreads it over all the eggs.

When she leads her brood of tiny pufT-

balls to the water, the amateur duck fancier

may congratulate himself on his first tri-

umph. Let the little fellows have all the

earth-worms and insects they can eat, and,

until they begin to pick up grain, give them
a dish of hard-boiled egg and lettuce chopped
fine, mi.xed up with oatmeal and bread-

crumbs. Aside from this they can take care

of themselves.

Next, the black duck, Anas ohsciira, may
be given a trial, and although not nearly so

conspicuous a bird as the mallard, both sexes

somewhat resembling the female of that spe-

cies, yet they are not homely birds by any

means, and are as hard\- and easy to breed

as the others.

Our country is rich in ducks, there being

some forty good species, and no doubt all

of these can be kept successfully. A glance

at the fine flock of pintail ducks (Dafila acuta]

in the aviaries of the Zoological Park will

show the ornamental value of this beautifully

colored and graceful species. The marbled

breast of the gadwall drake {Anas strcpcra)

is exquisite, and the delicate blue in the

wing-mirror of the blue-winged teal {Anas

discoi's) is a tint seldom found in nature. An-
other type to choose, if we wish, is the mer-
ganser {Merganser scrrator), narrow of bill,

the toothed edge of which hints that grain

would not satisfy this bird, whose appetite

must indeed be appeased with fish.

The sea-ducks are more difficult to pro-

cure, but there is no reason why eider-ducks

and the other beautiful sea-going species

should not thrive in confinement. Ruddy
ducks {Erisniatiira rnliida) are the most com-
ical of their class, their infantile show of de-

fiance when cornered being ludicrous. When
swimming, their absurd tails seem at times

to spread to all points of the compass. Get

the ruddy duck, by all means.

The sprightly red-head {Aythya amcricand)

is a duck worth keeping, and it soon becomes
tame. The very sight of this bird or its

cousin, the canvas-back {Aythya vallisneria),

quickens the pulse of a hunter or gourmand.

Those readers who have visited the Zoo-
logical Park are probably scanning these

lines impatiently to find mention of the two
most beautiful of all ducks, which I have re-

served until the last—the mandarin duck of

China {Aix galcrindata), and the summer or

wood duck {Aix sponsa), native of our own
])onds and streams. The daring contrasts of
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C(5lor which these two species of ducks (Us-

I)lay never could be artistically combined on

cloth or canvas, but in the jjluinasje of these

gorgeous birds each blends harmoniously

with its associated tints.

Tlie mandarin has all the striking color-

nuilieys of oriental art, seeming to have just

tlown out of some Chinese screen, while the

wood duck's colors are more distinct and
in<liviih!al. The females of both species

are verv nuich alike, and lack most of the

brilliant tints of the drakes. The mandarin

seldom breeds in confinement, but its com-
jianion species breeds freely. Place a box
with a round hole cut in one side upon the

top of a ])ost. a foot or two above the water,

and it will not be long before the female

wood duck will build a nest of straw, and

line it with the most beautiful down in the

world—a mass of dark, cobweb fluff, studded

with pearly stars. It is an ex(iuisite setting

for the buffy-white eggs.

How different in color and habits are the

\oung wood ducks from the mallard duck-

lings ! r)Ut these things are more interest-

ing when they come as surprises. We will

find that even ducks and geese can furnish

scores of interesting facts—in their plumage,

their language, and their habits. To select

one at random, watch the gorgeous livery of

the mallard drake after the breeding season

is over, when his strong wing feathers begin

to loosen in their sockets. They all fall out

at once. If. when in his native haunts, his

brilliant hues and helpless condition were

contem]joraneous, every hawk and fox would
mark him as easy prey. But nature takes

pity on him. and for a little while—only long

enough tn give his new wing-feathers time

to sprout and strengthen—the protecting

cloak of his brown mate falls u])on him. and
the two are hardly distinguishable. Then in

a few weeks the bright tints return, he preens

the last buffy feather from his iridescent

plumage and triumphantly shakes his wings
—again master of all his beautv and his

])owers.

Many of the facts iif the life history of this

and other ducks have been observed and re-

corded, but that need detract nothing from
the pleasure of rediscovering them, each for

himself. Emerson touches a deep truth when
he says, "The man who stands on the sea-

shore, or who rambles in the woods, seems

to be the first man that ever stood on the

shore, or that ever entered a grove, his sen-

sations and his world are so novel and
strange."

ATTEND.ANCE .AT THF, P.ARK

No better evidence of the constantly and rapidly

increasing popularity of the Park cotikl be offered than

the figures showing the attendance of the present

year, which have far exceeded all our estimates.

A comparative table of the attendance for the first

five months of 1903 with the same ])eriod of 1902 will

be interesting to all our friends.
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WALL TANK. AT THE AQUARIUM.
Showing new rockwork background.

THE NEW ROCKWORK
BACKGROUND

AT THE

NEW YORK AQUARIUM

A TTENTION is Called to the photograph in this num-
ber of the Bulletin, showing the character of the new
rockwork linings now being placed in the exhibition

tanks at the Aquarium. It has long been apparent

to visitors to this popular institution that the lining

of white tiles in the fish tanks does not form a suit-

able background for the beautiful collections ex-

hibited in them, and that the effect of this back-

ground is monotonous in the extreme, being the

same for all species exhibited in the lower series of

wall-tanks, whether native or foreign. The same is

true of the large floor pools in the building, and the

entire collection of fishes, embracing usually about

150 different species, has been exhibited under very

unfavorable conditions. Animals in a state of

nature, are acted upon by their environment, and

their color being more or less dependent on their

surroundings, experience has shown that there has

undoubtedly been a loss of color as a result of the

whiteness of the tanks containing the species at the

Aquarium.

The lining of white tiles, which has given the tanks

somewhat the appearance of a series of bath-tubs.

is being removed steadily, and a lining of cement

substituted. After a few weeks the cement takes

on a rich brown tone which is more agreeable to

the eye. It is not obtrusive, and the fishes can be

viewed with greater comfort against this negative

background. Rockwork will replace the cement
lining as fast as suitable rock can be procured.

About a dozen tanks have already been converted

into marine grottos experimentally, and it is believed

that every tank in the Aquarium should eventually

be made to represent a sea cavern as naturally as

possible. It is not easy to do this, but a search is

being made along the coast for wave-worn rock, and

with the aid of photographs taken under the cliff's at

low tide, a number of very interesting sea pictures

can be worked out.

With the introduction of star-fishes, sea anemones,

crabs and other creatures which cling more or less

to the rocks, the exhibits will have a still greater

interest for the public.

Sea-weeds of various colors are being introduced

into the salt-water tanks, while fresh-water plants

will be used for decoration in the tanks containing

the fresh-water species.

The charming effects to be found in some of the

public aquariums of Europe are chiefly due to treat-

ment of this character.

Another advantage of the rough background of

rockwork, with sea -weed, is the apparent interest

which the fishes themselves take in exploring the
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different corners of the tanks, and there are indi-

cations that some of the tropical species, which had

undoubtedly lost color in the white tanks, are re-

gaining their natural brilliancy in their new sur-

roundings.

The treatment of the fresh-water tanks, where it

is desirable to represent in some form the banks of

streams, is much more difficult, but cement is a plastic

material, and backgrounds can be constructed that

will be vastly more satisfying to the eye than mere
tiled walls.

The Bird House, for perchmg birds, will prdliably

be undertaken during the summer, and coni]ikted

within a year.

* * *

The Ostrich House contract will be awarded dur-

ing the coming summer, and the building should be

completed early in the spring of 1904. This structure

is 166 by 32 feet, and will contain fourteen interior

cages, each 10 by 11 feet, connecting w^ith outside

yards.

The small Mammal House, designed for small

mammals of all kinds, up to the size of a large kan-
garoo, will be erected simultaneously with the

Ostrich House, and will occupy the site of the temp-
orary building which now stands near the Burrow-
ing Rodents' Quarters. This building is 150 feet

long, by 42 feet wide, and contains a line of cages

along each side, both outside and in. It will contain

104 cages, and each interior cage will have a corre-

sponding cage in the open air.

RECEXT .\RK1\ALS

.M-\.\I.\I.\LS

One Green Monkey, i White-faced Sapajou. i

White-throated Sapajou, 2 Mandrills, 2 Lynx, I Black
Bear, 5 Red Fo.xes, 2 Raccoons, i Red Coati-Mundi,
I Water Buck, 2 Olympian Elk, 2 Crawshay's Zebras,
3 Musk Rats, l Olive Agouti, l Red Squirrel, i (Iray
Squirrel, I Kangaroo Rat, I Road Rat, 3 White-
tooted Mice.

BIRDS

Six Florida Cormorants, i Brown-headed Gull, i

Herring Gull, i Ring-billed Gull, Black Ducks, 2
Java tree Ducks, 7 Red-head Ducks. 3 Blue-winged
Teal, 2 White-fronted Geese, 8 Brant Geese, 4 Pin-
tailed Ducks, 4 Green-winged Teal, 8 Flamingoes,
I Crested Screamer, Purple Gallinule, Florida Gal-
liiiule, 5 Sultana Gallinule. 2 Black-black Gallinule,

Great Blue Herons, 10 American Egrets, 8 Little
Blue Herons, 3 Louisiana Herons, 2 White Storks,
1 English Pheasant, 2 Peacocks, i Peahen, 3 Bald
l-Iagles. I Red-tailed Hawk, I Broad-winged Hawk,
4 Red-shouldered Hawks, 5 Sparrow Hawks. I Great-
horned Owl, 2 Barn Owls, I Gray Screech Owl, I

Screech Owl, I Golden Crowned Parrakeet, i Green
Cheeked Amazon Parrot. 2 Le A'aillant's Amazon
Parrots, 2 Cockateels, i Blossom-headed Parrakeet,
2 Large-billed Tyrant Fly-catchers, 2 Western
Meadow Larks, i Indigo Bunting, i Purple Finch, i

English Song Thrush, 2 Black-headed Caiques.

Four Alligators, i Star Tortoise, 12 Painted Tur-
tles, 8 Spotted Turtles. 2 Musk Turtles, i Texas
Rattlesnake, 11 Banded Rattlesnakes. 2 Ground Rat-
tlesnakes. 2 Cobra-de-Capellos, 5 Coral Snakes, 3
Chicken Snakes. 2 Green Snakes, 200 Garter Snakes,
1 Mud Puppy, 4 Red-bellied Salamanders, 3 Spotted
Salamanders.

BIRTHS
M.AM.M.\I,S

Eighty-two animals have been born in the Park
since the beginning of the present year. This shows
a considerable increase over the total number of
births during 1902. which numbered forty-two ani-
mals. The following is a list of the animals born
in 1903: One Long-armed Baboon. 3 Leopards, 4
Lions, I Russian Bear, 8 Timber Wolves, 8 Coyotes,
5 Mearn's Coyotes, I Horse-tailed Deer, 2 Florida
White-tailed t)eer. 7 Fallow Deer, I Red Deer, 2
Prong-horned Antelope, 2 Punjab Wild Sheep, 2
Aoudad. i Mouflon, about 30 Prairie Dogs, 10 Coypu
Rats, I Mongoos Lemur.

GIFTS TO THE AQUARIUM
SPECIMENS

Twenty-six Goldfish. Green Turtle. I Tortoise, I

Painted and i Wood Turtle. I Diamond-back Terra-
pin. 3 small Alligators. 16 Salamanders, and a num-
ber of specimens of Salamanders and Bullfrogs from
different sources.

BOOKS

New York State Fish Commission : Reports for
1898 and 1900. New Jersey Fish and Game Com-
mission: Reports for 1901 and 1902. Massachusetts
Fish Commission : Reports from 1869 to 1902. Cali-
fornia State Fish Commission : Reports 1891-2. 1899-
1900. 1901-02. and 2 miscellaneous papers. Director
of the .\quarium. Amsterdam : Copy of the "Feest-
nummer" (50th anniversary vol. Amsterdam Zoologi-
cal Society).
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THE SNOW LEOPARD.

Ol'"
ALL nienibers of the Cat l'"aniil\'

that conic to a modern Lion House,
none is more welcome than the Snow
Leopard, or Ounce, {Fclis iincia).

This creature is at once beautiful, good-tem-
pered, and of exceeding; rarity : and what more
can we ask of one animal ?

Eighteen months ago, an order for a jiair of

Snow Leojjards was jilaced with Mr. Carl

Hagenbeck, with no time limit. One year ago,

a pair in Calcutta was purchased in London,
but both animals died prior to shipment. Out

of four s])ecinu-ns collected by .\ir. Hagen-
beck's agents near the northern 1)order of

Thibet, and shipped to 1 lamburg via Mongolia,

three died in transit. The fourth reached the

Zoological Park four weeks ago, not only

alive, but in excellent health and spirits. It

comes as the gift of Mrs. Emma B. Aucliin-

closs.

The Snow Leopard, or Ounce, is a leopard of

the high altitudes, from the northern slope of

the Himalayas to the Altai Mountains of Alon-

golia. Its home is above an elevation of 9,000

THE SNOW LEOPARD, OR OUNCE.

Gift of Mrs. Emma B. Aughingloss.

^Wonal M'">«i>iJ^''
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feet, and it is the neighbor of Marco Polo's

sheep, the giant-horned argah, and the Si-

berian ibex. One of the last pictures painted

by the late Joseph Wolf was of an Ounce stalk-

ing a bunch of Ovis poll in deep snow.

In its home country, this animal is by no
means exceedingly rare. Captain Thomas
Golding was surprised to learn at Shanghai
that sometimes as many as 2,cx30 tanned skins

of the Snow Leopard come to that port from
the interior of China in a single year. But not

one live specimen ever accompanies them. The
distance is too great, and the difficulties to be

encountered with a live animal in a cage are

too numerous to tempt even a Chinaman to

try to surmount them. As a result, the very

few specimens that have been seen in captivity

have either been brought from the Himalayas
down through India, or from western Mon-
golia, through Russia. Naturally, these ani-

mals are costly ; and the price of our specimen

was $900.
To-day, there are only two other Snow

Leopards in captivity in zoological gardens,

one of which is at London, the other at Berlin.

Our specimen is a fine male, nearly full-grown,

and in perfect condition. It is about the size

of a medium-sized puma, but proportionately

the Ounce does not stand as high upon its legs

as a puma of the same length. From ears to

tail-tip it is very heavily furred. Its most con-

spicuous and striking feature is its enormous
tail, which is quite as long as the body. The
ground color of the pelage is a warm buff-gray,

on which is blended rather faintly large

rosettes and spots of dull brown. The fore-

head is conspicuously high, which gives the

animal a very pleasing profile. At all times,

the attitudes of this animal are very statuesque.

Being a creature of the snows, "Chang" has

been placed in one of the small outdoor cages

of the Lion House, where he will remain,

winter and summer, with the Manchurian
leopard as his next neighbor. He endured
his long journey without worry or distress,

and at the end of it walked out of his traveling

box as serenely as if he knew that he had
reached home.
The Ounce is the most cheerful and good-

tempered of all the spotted Cats—precisely the

opposite of the black leopard, whose satanic

temper invariably matches its color. "Chang"
iE as good-tempered as a house-cat. and when
fed is as playful as a kitten with a live mouse.

Its daily ration consists of a chicken, well

cleaned and plucked, offered about six o'clock,

when everything is quiet.

As soon as the food is handed in, the per-

formance begins ; and whenever the animal is

given the freedom of the huge, rock-furnished

cage next door, the sight is most interesting.

Up to the top of the rocks dashes the Ounce,
until the highest point is reached. Often the

chicken is thrown high into the air, and as it

falls the animal leaps over it. Sometimes it is

thrown or dropped over the edge of the rocks,

and "Chang" leaps after it—pretending that

it is alive, and trying to escape. After the play

is over, the chicken is taken to the water pan,

and carefullv washed before it is eaten!

POISONOUS SERPENTS OF THE NEW WORLD.
By RAYMOND L. DITMARS,

CURATOR OF REPTILES.

AT no time since the opening of the Reptile

House have the poisonous serpents been

so thoroughly represented by species from

various parts of the world. There are on e.xhib-

ition at the present time in the Reptile House
sixty specimens of poisonous snakes, representing

eighteen species.

Of those which inliabit the New World, the

following species arc shown :

Diamond-Backed Rattlesnake, (Crotalus adamatit-

etis), Florida.

Texas Rattlesnake, [Crota/us aJainantcus alrox)

Texas.
Prairie Rattlesnake, (Crotalus conjiiientus), Texas.

Tiger Rattlesnake, (Crotalus tigris), California.

Banded Rattlesnake, [Crotalus horriJus), New
York.

Ground Rattlesnake, (Sistrurus miliarius), Fla.

Massassauga, [Sistrurus catenafus), Nebraska.

Copperhead Snake, [AncistroJon coiitortrix),

New Jersey.

Water Moccasin, [Ancistrodon piscivorus), South

Carolina.

Fer-de-Lance, [Lachesis lanceolatus], Martinique.

Bushmaster, [Lachesis ?nutus), Trinidad, South

America.
Coral Snake, [Elaps fulvius), Florida.

The venomous serpents of the New World are

represented by twelve species, ten of which in-

habit the United States. Of these, the largest is

the Diamond-Backed Rattlesnake, which attains

the greatest dimensions of any of the venomous
serpents of North America, occasionally meas-

uring seven, or even eight feet in length. The
specimen on exhibition slightly exceeds six feet,

and feeds regularly every week upon a medium-
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sized rabbit. Usually this species is regartleil as

a very " shy feeder " in captivity. Some sjieci-

mens never can he induced to eat, and alter

rrmarkable lasts of from si.x to eisht months,

ultimately die of starvation. The fanjjs of this

lormidable rej)tile are of greater length in ])ro-

jmrtion to the serpent's size than in any other of

.cd^fg^

I'K A I !; I K RArn .KSNAK K.

the Xorth .\nierican poisonous nptiKs. All tin

vi|icrinr suakt-s of the tropics and suh-lropits

appear to possess fangs of larger projiortions than

those of serpents of tiic temperate zone. l"oi

example, \vc observe that the fangs of the

Fer-de-Lance, a tropical species, are proportion-

atily larger than those of the most dangerous

snake of tiie I'nited States.

Closely allied to the •Diamond-Hack" is the

pugnacious Texas Rattlesnake, a s]iecies of tin-

south-western deserts, which in its body ci>lor-

ation ai)i>roaches to a remarkable degree the

shades and tints of the arid wastes of western

Te.xas. The rattles of this snake are so ucll

developed that the two lusty si)ecimens in the

I\e]itile House can be distinctly heard above the

rattling of the entire collection of rattlesnakes

wIk-u they are ilisturhetl.

The most beautiful of these serpents is the

Timber, or Banded Rattlesnake. North of South
Carolina, this species exhibits peculiar variations

of color. The majority of the males are black,

and some so intensely black that the entire

upper surface is without a suggestion of bands.

The females, to the contrary, are a brilliant

suljihur yellow, ornamented with transverse, ir-

regular black banils. .Sometimes these bands
assume the form of a chain of rhomb-like mark-
ings down the back. A freshly-shed female of

this species is one of the most beautiful of snakes,

and no matter how strong may be the prejudice.

few can fail to ajjpreciate Nature's taste and
generosity in the tlistribution of brilliant tints.

Although this ])eculiar color characteristic in

the Handed Rattlesnake is very constant, it some-
times happens that in New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania and the neighboring States, black

females are occasionally fountl. The writer has,

iiowever, never examined a yellow male from the

district describetl. In the South, where its sur-

roundings are quite difterent, the Handed Rattle-

snake assumes an entirely diflerent color phase

I'rom the nortliern specimens.

The northern form is essentially a mountain
snake, and inhabits rugged, rocky country. In

the South this sjjccies lives in swamps, and the

neighborhood of bayous. It seems especially

partial to ilense growths of cane, and throughout

the southeastern States is known ])opularly as the

L'anebrake Rattlesnake. The latter form is

characteristic anti constant in its markings.

I\Iales ami females incline towards a salmon pink

traversed by bands of black. Strikingly peculiar

to this form, and very constant, is a distinct line

ot rusty red, running almost the entire length of

the back, to the width of about three scales.

Such specimens are found in Georgia, Alabama,
l^outh Carolina, Mississi]ipi and Louisiana. This
Southern form grows to such a size that it rivals

COl'I'l-.klil AD SN'AKK.

the Diamond-Hacked Rattlesnake', Inn it is a

more slender rel)tile.

Contrary to the usual rejjutation of venomous
snakes in captivity, the Water Moccasin is the

most hardy reptile that has come under the

writer's observation. It is an omnivorous feeder,

taking rabbits, rats, birds, frogs, fish and snakes

other than its kind, with the same degree of

voracity. The specimens in the Reptile House,
being captive bred, anti feeding frequently and
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substantially, have grown ti) very large size,

several specimens being three inches in diameter.

Repeated experiments have been made with a

view to keeping on exhibition specimens of the

brilliant little Coral Snake, of mir southern

states. This eccentric reptile, however, will not

tlirive unless given plenty of earth and moss in

snake is almost instantly fatal to birds and small

mammals, but it must be explained that the

venom does not ahvays figure in such sudden
deaths. The fangs of this species are so enor-

mously developed that a well-aimed stroke often

sends them into the vitals of a small creature.

One of the latest accessions to the Reptile

WATER MOCCASIN=.

which to burnjw. All the specimens placed in

cages where they were frjrced to show themselves

to visitors have died within a few months. This

peculiar reptile possesses such brilliant colors as

to appear grotesque among serpents. It is

strictly cannibalistic in captivity, and feeds only

upon snakes and lizards. When annoyed, it does

not "strike," as do other poisonous snakes, but

twists and turns like a spring possessed with life.

Should anything of interest come within reach of

its jaws, it quietly but decisively takes hold with

bull-dog tenacity, and bites and chews with its

tiny fangs until they are imbedded to their ut-

most length. The writer fully believes that tlnV

tiny, but formidable serpent, so closely related to

the cobra and its allies, is fully as poisonous in

proportion to its size as its deadly Indian relative.

Its bite is quickly fatal to other reptiles of small

size.

One of the most interesting specimens in the

Reptile House is a full grown female of the West
Indian Fer-de-Lance, {Lachesis lanceolatiis), a

snake closely related to the copperhead and
water moccasin. This fine specimen was pro-

cured about a year ago. Contrary to the ill re-

pute of the dreaded lance-headed snakes of the

West Indies and tropical South America, it is

very quiet, and feeds regularly. The bite of this

House is a specimen iif the South American
BushiTiaster, representing the largest species of

poisonous snake inhabiting tlie New World.

Terrible weapons are the fangs of this huge pit-

viper, attaining in a specimen eight feet long, a

length of an inch and a quarter.

WEST INDIAN FER-DE-LANCE.

This makes the second Bushmaster to arrive

at the Park alive, anil we can now boast of being
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([uitr unique aniwug tlic institutidiis in t

(.iiuntry, in possessing two living spcciuu-ns

this rare and interesting reptile.

In eaptivity the Bushmaster usually refuses

footl, hut as these specimens will be at first :

forcihl)' to strengtlien them after the shock tl

attentls the capture of such nervous ci-eatur

it is hoped that they will ultimately Iced a

thrive, as has the Fer-de-lance that wdl slu

their cage.

THE MAINTENANCE OF AN AQUARIUM
EXHIBIT.

An astonishing nunilxT iif visitors to the New York

Aquarium after viewing its collection of two thousand

specimens, representing nearly two hundred species,

crowded into one hundred tanks, are constantly inquiring

why octopus, white whales, sea-cows, man-eater sharks,

and a host of other marine animals they have heard of are

not exhibited. Consequently it is desirable to give readers

of tlie Bulletin some idea of the obstacles encountered in

maintaining an aquarium collection.

It is much more difficult to jirocure and keep /;;;>(§• ani-

mals than dead ones, as the former are harder to catcli,

transport, feed and maintain under proper c<mditions, than

tlie preserved specimens of a museum, and this is truer in

tile case ot an aquarium tlian in that of a zixihjg'"' .il garden.

'I'he difficulties might be mentioneii in part as follows:

Capture of the animals without injury; transportation by

wagon and rail without injury; the delicate nature of many

species; the supply of proper food; sufficient water space

for freedom of movement; necessary high temperature for

tropical species; necessary low temperature for northern

species; absence of scientific knowledge respecting the dis-

eases of fishes; expense of catching and transporting large

specimens; unforseen accidents which may stop the pumps

or foul the water supply, and not least the enthusiasm of

visitors, who strike at the tanks with hats or newspapers

to frighten the specimens into wild dashes which kill or

bruise them.

In tile capture i>l specimens it is almost impossible to

make fislurmen understand the necessity of careful hand-

ling. I'erhaps fifty per cent, of all fishes taken alive for

e.\hibition are lost during the first two or three weeks, the

first loss being at the time of capture, the second during

transportation, and the third resulting from the develop-

ment of injuries received. Even among sound specimens

that have become accustomed to the tanks, there is a further

percentage of loss from month to month on account of the

fisli fighting among tlu-mselves. while, even with constant

care, the w.iter siip|>ly ami it^ changes in temperature may
give trouble.

Large fishes are very ilifficult to transport, as well as to

catch. Tanks containing sufficient water to keep them

alive iluring shipment are enormously heavy, and as water

animals cannot endure the delays of freight service, the

bills for expressage are large. Very few living fishes can

Ix- shipped without attendance. They must be "personally

conducteil," which adds passenger fares to express rates.

Where a circulation of water cannot be kept up en route as

on steamers, the tanks must be aerated artificially, and

water added by any means available. It costs more to

transport one big sturgeon or shark than five hundred small

fishes, and the chances of having something to exhibit in

the end .iiv much less. It is cheajier and safer to send a

.1 lot of king-crabs to England than to bring one large-

sized sturgeon from the Delaware River.

Nevertheless the New York Zoological Society intends

to introduce any large fish, seal, porpoise, manatee or

octopus that can be secured. Although funds are limited,

go<jd prices have been offered in vain for seals, sturgeons,

and porpoises. They are not on the market, but some of

them will undoubtedly Ix; secured Ix-fore long.

The f(K>d of fishes in captivity is varied, consisting of

chopped meat, liver, clams and fish, while live food, such

as minnows and small crustaceans is supplied as regularly

as possible. Manifestly the tropical fishes cannot have

their home bill of fare in New \'ork. although considerable

expense is incurred in tempting their appetites. The more

delicate species gradually die off from lack of proper food,

while the hardier kinds atlapt themselves to what the market

affords, and the Aquarium collector can pick up ahmg the

Coast. Like land animals in captivity, individual fishes

may refuse all kind of fixid for weeks.

Tank space must Ix.' coiisidere<l in all public a<juariums,

as active fishes suffer from lack of room for movement, and

at times make strong efforts to get out of the tanks.

Captive fishes are often alarmed by visitors, and a badly

frightened fish may die very quickly. A bruised specimen

soon develops the dreaiKil fish fungus, which may dis-

figure and eventually kill not only the injured fish, but

infect and destroy others in the same tank. A fungus which

destroys many captive fresh-water fishes, even specimens

which have not been outwardly injured, is the plant para-

site Saprolignia. It is sometimes possible to destroy this

growth by making the water more or less salty, or even

dipping the fish for a few moments into a ver)- salty solution.

Applications of formalin are fairly effective in mild cases,

but fishes cannot endure very strong medicine, and as the

delicate skin of the fish may be further injured by handling.
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the treatment of tisli injuries has so far not been very

effective. When diseased fishes are of species easily pro-

cured, it is best to throw them away and get fresh ones.

On the whole, the necessity of doing everything tinder

water, and pure water at that, is what makes aquarium

work difficult. Taking fishes entirely out of water, even

for short periods, is about as risky as putting men entireh'

into it.

As to fighting among fishes, a number of "bullies" may
harass the life out of their smaller companions, and tank

space, in our crowded aquarium cannot always be afl'ordei 1

for separating such individu.als. Amiable species are necess-

arily housed together. The angel-fish for instance, is often

anything but angelic in its bearing. One rowd}- mav do

irreparable damage in a single night.

The New York Aquarium maintains four distinct water

systems ; warm and cold for ocean species, and nHdiuni

and cold for fresli water types. In mid-w inter the water

f(jr tropical forms is daily heated from 38 to 70 degrees,

and in summer a refrigerator system is put into operation

for the benefit of the trout and salmon grou]is.

The salt-water collections in the Neu \iirk Ac|n.niuin

have always been maintained under unusu.d oimlitinns. a>

the water of New York Bay, which is kept constanlh-

flowing through the tanks, has a very low saline densit\'.

During the winter months, when the river is higli, the sn-

called sea water in the Aquarium is four-fifths fresh. Even

in summer when it is at its best, it is never more than Iialf

the density of the open ocean. While a fair proportion of

ocean fishes gradually adapt themselves to these conditions,

it is almost impossible to keep the more delicate inverte-

brates. .Some kinds of star-fishes, crabs, and sea-anemones

can stand it, but such quantities of the more delicate forms

have been lost, that attempts to introduce them have been

discontinued. Recently a member of the Society offered to

assume the cost of an exhibit of octopus. The Director

procured several specimens, but not one survived more than

a few hours after being placed in the brackish water of the

Aquarium. The floods of the Hudson River saturate and

roil the waters of the Bay, and destroy more or less sea life

in the Aquarium every winter.

When the construction of the proposed salt-water reser-

voir provides the Aquarium with a good supply of pure

water from the open ocean, many beautiful creatures from

along our coasts can be introduced.

Except in the case of the hardiest species, no aquarium

collection ever amounted to anything that had not intelligent

and faithful care. The luxury of blunders cannot be in-

dulged in— it is too expensive. Eternal vigilance and

considerable money are what make a public aquarium

possible. C jj J

WHITE HERON.

lection in the Zoological Park. This is the

Great White Heron (Ardca occidciilalis And),

of whose habits little is known. It is said to

inhabit Cuba, Jamaica, and the southern ex-

tremit\' of Florida. In the latter locality it

is very wary and difficult of approach, even

during the nesting season. Unlike most

herons it is a solitary bird, its nest being built

away from others of its kind
;
generally placed

in a mangrove tree, on some small isolated

coral island, or "kev."

THE WHITE HERON.

A fine specimen of the largest and rarest

of all our dozen species of North American

Herons, has been recently added to the col-

BIRD PROTECTION IN SOUTH
AMERICA.

From " White Herons and Red /dties," translatedfrom the Portuguese

by It'm. Clifford, and arrangedfor the Bulletin

by C. William Beebe.

There is little duubt that tlie appropriateness

of the term, the Dark Continent, has been lifted

from Africa and transferred to our own hemi-

sphere. The interior of South America is one of
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tiic lew uncxplurfil laiuls kit to the naturalist

and explDRT.

Even ti) tiiis distant land the des]iieal)lr plume

hunter has penetrated, and (or years wrought his

custoinary liavoc among the more brilliant water-

fowl.

Putting to shanu- our delayed legislati\e acts

fcir the pr. iteetiiin mI .,ur liirds. Dr. I'',niil A.

(loeldi, Director ol the .Museum at I'ara, Brazil,

several years ago presented two •• memorials" to

the Governor and the legislature of the .State of

Para, "Against the Destruction c,f White Herf)ns

and Red Ibises on the Lower Amazon." These

are written in a masterly manner, with the dee])

and sincere feeling of a lo\er of Nature whr>

looks into the future and fortsees the desolation

of a birdless world.

In his memorial Dr. Goeldi first calls attention

to the beauty of the white herons and scarlet

ibises. "Can there be a scene of Nature, a land-

scape more picturesque, than the inargin of one

of our lakes tliat is solemnly guarded by an in-

terminable file of those white forms which, on

our approach, dissolves into a cloud of snow,

carried at times in a spiral, as if dri\en by a

strong blast of wintl .'

"There are men who do not hesitate * * * to

slaughter hecatombs of these superb creatures,

to pluck out a few paltry feathers, of which it is

necessary to get thousands in order to weigh a

single kilogramme of the horrible inerchandise.
'

In speaking of the habit which these birds

have of coming long distances from the upper

Amazon to feed and nest on cirtain lavorite

islands near tlie mouth of the riwr. Dr. Cioildi

says, the remembrance of these places has become

an intellectual property, received by inheritance.

"Consequently the horrible carnage produced

by the feather dealers * * * affects not only the

herons that normally li\-e on the said island, but

the herons of a vast region of the .\niazon in

general,

"

He then states that the herons eat dead fish

and offal, as well as living food, and thus are

valuable scavengers.

He advocates a short open season for herons,

if the nefarious hunting cannot be altogether

prohibited, and a heavy tax on exported plumes.

In tlie second "memorial" he says there is a

"manifest lessening of s^ame in the sfiuthern

portion ot Hra/il,"and he cpiotes from a tr.i .Her

who .says, "
I know little bays which lor ; rly

were white with herons, and today it is hi 1 to

find there a single bird."

We are tokl that two hundreil thousantl tlollars

Worth o| herons' plumes are annually exported

(roni I'ara. In advocating a heavy tax he says,

I'.Nport rubber pays a duty, farm products pay

a duty, and everything that re|)resents the fruit

of sweat antl honest labor pa}s a duty, wliile this

abominable merchandise, that is the spurious

offspring of idleness and murder, goes out scot

free.

"

In the last lew paragraphs he sets forth an

entirely new phase ol bird protection, which

merits serious consideration.

He says, "with tlie increasing p/crv!;<i/iiiuu\j

(veil 1,7 xi/ vcihiif ) of the female sex *** were

not the ostriclu's thri'atened with extermina-

tion }
" .\nd this problem is solveti permanently

by ostrich larms. He cites the South American

Indians who were noted lor their feather-work,

and who took |irecLiution to breed macaws and

parrots to lurnish material lor their work.

Then lollows a brief from the CJiTman jour]ial

Gaiicnlaube on the subject of " Heron Farming."

The following is worthy of note. A gentleman

in Tunis built a large voliere or flying cage, and

stocked it with tliirty young herons, which bred

with great raiiidity, in a eom]iarati\eh- short

time increasing to three hundred ami eight v-

.seven birds. The flesh of dead horses and

donkeys is fed to them. Twice a year they are

deplumed, each bird yielding six grammes of

feathers, resulting in a remarkable net profit, as

heron plumes by weight are almost twice as val-

uabU' as gold.

The success of ostrich farming is attested hy

the Ca]n- of (iood II.,]ie outjiut which in 1895

yiehli-d the sum of $106, 000, 000.

If the experiment of the gentleman in Tunis

was a |Uirely speculative one, and \et was suc-

cessful, what results may we not ultimately hope

for in the Zoc)IogicaI Park in colonizing some of

our vanishing species of birds, inspired, as we

would be, by the thought that these individuals

are the sole living representatives of their kind !
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ONE YEAR HENCE.

The end of the next twelve months will re-

veal an important advance in the development

of the Zoological Park.

The Antelope House and its twenty-two

yards outside will be ready for use about

November 1st. The building of an Ostrich

and Cassowary House, 170 feet long, began

last week ; and at the same time there began,

under the same contract, the erection of a

Small Mammals' House, 170 feet long.

A contract for the large Bird House was

awarded on September 14. Plans for a

large Deer House are now in course of prepa-

ration. The Llama House will be ready for

use by September 20, and the entire collec-

tion of animals for it will arrive about Oc-

tober I as the gift of Mr. Robert S. Brewster.

Of this fine gift a full notice will appear in the

next issue of the Bulletin.

September i, 1904, will find the Park in pos-

session of four first-class buildings, and at

least two smaller ones, beyond what are avail-

able to-day. We expect, also, to erect during

the next twelve months the permanent Pheas-

ants' Aviary, and also a large house for small

deer. The surface of the south half of Baird

Court will be fully improved at an early date,

and in all probability will be completed early

in 1904.

IMPORTANT GIFT OF ANIMALS.

All persons who are interested in the success

and permanence of the great private game pre-

serves of the United States will learn, with

sincere regret, that the Honorable William C.

Whitney has decided to remove the herds of

bufifalo, elk, and mule deer from his fine

preserve on October Mountain. This reserva-

tion occupies a plateau on the mountain top,

at an elevation of between 1,000 to 2,000 feet,

and is seven miles from the town of Lenox,

Mass.

That the site was well chosen as a home for

hardy hoofed animals, the fine condition of the

herds on October Mountain abundantly attest.

So far as we are aware, there is no fenced

preserve in which the species named above

have thriven better, multiplied more rapidly,

or developed more finely. In the interest of

game preservation in the United States, the

Director of the Zoological Park some months

ago made an earnest effort to dissuade Mr.

Whitney from his intention to dispose of his

herds, but he was not prevailed upon to re-

consider his decision in the matter.

Originally the herd of elk on October

Mountain contained 78 animals, the buffalo

herd 38, and the herd of mule deer between

25 and 30.

When the unsatisfactory condition of the

elk and buffalo herds of the New York

Zoological Park were made known to Mr,
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Whitney, accompanied by a siifjjjcstion of re-

lief measures, he promptly presented to the

Zoological Society his entire herd of huffalcj.

cxceptin<T a few specimens which had already

been sold, and as many elk as the Society de-

sired. Already, the Park has received ten

ma.q;nificent specimens of Ccrviis canadensis,

consisting of four males and six females

—

practically the pick of the entire herd. The

four males, which are of great size, all carry

large antlers, and in their new range present a

most imposing appearance. It is doubtful if

there are on foot to-day any wild specimens of

this species which surpass these splendid crea-

tures.

Each one was crated separately on October

Mountain, hauled to the railroad, and within

thirty-six hours, landed safely in the Zoologi-

cal Park. They have not manifested the

slightest nervousness on account of their new

surroundings, and were not in the least dis-

turbed by the 35,000 visitors at the Park who
witnessed their arrival, and afterward in-

spected them, on September 6th.

The buffalo herd presented by Mr. Whitney

contains 26 head, consisting of a general as-

sortment of males and females, both young and

old. The finest bull of the herd—a Wyoming
animal, named "Apache," arrived on Septem-

ber 6th, and the remainder of the herd will

follow as rapidly as it is possible to crate and

ship the animals. The Park has never before

been so well prepared to receive a buffalo herd

as it now is. The two ranges have been thor-

oughly under-drained, and put in the best pos-

sible condition, besides which a division fence

has been run in an east and west direc-

tion across the centre of the main rang.', which

will have the effect of keeping the herd

sufficiently near to the walks provided for

visitors that the animals always can be seen to

good advantage.

Members of the Society will recall the fact

that previously Mr. Whitney presented to the

Zoological Park two fine buffalo bulls

—

"Cleveland" and "^McKinley." Thus far, no

one else has specially contributed to the buffalo

herd of the Park. With the arrival of the

splendid contribution from October Mountain,

the herd will stand, for all time thereafter, as

.Mr. Whitney's gift.

In this connection, it is a i^leasure to call

attention to the fact that the entire herd of red

deer, and also that of fallow deer—both of

which are in most satisfactory condition

—

have come to the Society as the gift of Mr.

William Rockefeller. As mentioned else-

where, the collection of llamas, guanacos, vi-

cunias, and alpacas, to be installed within a

few days, will come as the gift of Mr. Robert

S. Brewster.

The members of the Zoological Society, in

particular, and the public, in general, are to

be congratulated on the imjjortant and valu-

able additions to the Zoological Park herds

that have recently been made. It is particu-

larly gratifying that two of the finest species

of North American animals—the buffalo and

the elk—should henceforth be so perfectly

represented in the Zoological Park as Mr.

Whitney's generous gift has made possible.

W. T. II.

All ])rt-\inus records I'ur attendance in the

Ziiological Park, were completely eclii)sed on

."-Sunday, September 6tli, the turnstiles indicating

that 35,667 persons hail ])asseil tlirougli the

entrances. The total lor the first sevtn days of

September, 1903, was as great as for the cn/irc

month of September, 1902, and over 800 guide

hooks were sold on Sunila\- ami Labor \H\. 'I'lu-

attendance for August was 155.000, an liuriasi-

ot 29,000 over tile sanuiuonlli of tlir |ire\ious

year.

The fees for inembershi]) in the Xew \'ork

Zoological Society are as follows

:

.\nnual membership $ 10.00

Life membership 200.00

Patron's fee 1,000.00

Founder's fee 5,000.00

Benefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for member-

ship, may be obtained at the Service Building,

at all entrances to the Zoological Park, and at

the Secretary's Ofiice, Xo. 1 1 Wall .Street,

New York Citv.
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iIk- tlay dills liaok ..I tlir Iimusc, a liiin.lRd ..r'

moix- bank swallows inaki.: tiii-ir imiiie. In thac

days over fifty sjiccics ol' birds were seen in

numbers. !n a stroll tlirougli a liigh grass mea-
dow we eaiiie across a laniily cif wild rabbits,

basking at tin- nioutli of tliiir burn.w, latli pair

oft-ars pruked up but s.rfearless tbat tin- little

A.M> NEsr.

tellows show no alarm at being lifted in the

hand. l''arthcr on, from under our \ery feet, a

brown hen jiheasant dies up, anil .goes booming
away for a few yards. I)isre,garding her attempts

to make us lollnu, we seareli carefully around,

and at last sp\ a dozen tin\' forms crouching

close to tin- rciUgli ground — perfect copies in

miniature of the mother. .'so obedient are thev

to her warning calls that wIrii taken up tlie\

move not a muscle, utter not a sound. Tossi'd

into the air, the\ llutter a short distance and at

the old bird's cluck, drop like stones into the

,grass. There are ])robably two hundred os]>re\'s

nests on this island, as man\ as twehi- or tllteeti

being visible from one spot.

The individuality of each pair ol birds is

strongly marked by the position ami composition

of its nest. They are built, as a rule, in the tops of

trees, but, in many instances, fresli material

having been addetl year after year, the tree has

become top-heavy and has fallen. The wonder-
ful preference which these birds show for a site

once selected leads them, not infrequently, to

utilize the lalleti wreck of their home as a basis

for subsequent additions.

The most remarkable change in the habits

wdiich the fish-hawks exhibit, on this islanti, is

shown by the beach nests— hu.ge. Hat-topped

collections of sea-weed, drift-wood and other

materials built on the pebbles along the shore.

just abo\e high water mark. Tliiid< of walking

along the beacli anil occasionally reaching out

one's hand to examine and admire a trio ol

beautiful chocolate-s])otted e,ggs, or the hel]>less

little drab-colored ospreys, or even full-Hedged

voung birds !

These fish-hawks which build on the beach are

sometimes harassed by the terns or sea-swallows

whose e,ggs and young lie among the ]>ebbles in

all directions, 'i'he baby terns take (piitc long

excursions over the sand whiili they so niuih

resemble, and when thiir wanderings lead them
too near the ospreys' nests, the intentions of the

hawks returning with Hsh are misconstrued and

the poor fish-haw ks liave to dodge and crouch as

the mother terns swoop at their heads.

When \iiung ospreys hatch tiny arc \ery dil-

lerent in colour and a])]jearaiKe from the brown

.mil white older birds. P..t-bellied and blind,

ihev tumble and roll about helplessly enough.

I'hev are covered with a elay-coloured down and

lia\i- a blaik streak ruiitiitig tlirough their eyes.

Whetlur this peculiar coloration hif.ts of ances-

tral markings we cannot say, but the little

lellows have one character which bids us look

back many thousands of years for its exjjlanation.

F.acli tiny thumb lias a distinct and jierfect claw

at the tip, very small but probably of some use

to the little bird in scrambling about the nest

—

a true reptilian \estige. ( )spreys of this tender

YOUNG OSPREVS.
Gardiner's Island.

age are fed on partli- digested fish jirovided by

their parents, but later wliole fish are brought

and torn to pieces in tlie nest.

The young hawks, whicii, by the by, remain

a month in the nest, are wonderfully obedient.

In the midst of rei)elling a supposed attack from

my hand, with feathers ruffleil threateningly and
striking with beak and claws, they instantly drop
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flat at the piercing alarm of the mother overhead,

and become almost invisible, the colour of their

backs and wings harmonizing with the sur-

rounding sea-weed and other nest materials.

There are few of us who have not at one time

or another enjoj'ed the delights of bird-nesting,

whether to add new varieties of eggs to our

collections, or more humanely, to gather the

emptied Jiomes of the little feathered masons,

weavers and basket-makers which decorate the

woods and fields. We may ha\'e been so for-

tunate as to have discovered the dainty cobweb
air-castle of a humming-bird ; very likely the

deep, beautifully - woven purse of the oriole

liolding those curious hieroglyphic-marked nug-

gets, was taken by us from some elm, but prob-

ably the largest treasure in our collection was the

unskilfully built nest of a crow—several pounds
of sticks loosely put together.

In the New York Zoological Park is evidence

of nest-collecting on a mammoth scale. On a

promontory of Cope Lake is a tall weather-beaten

tree, which supports in the topmost crotch a

gigantic nest—the original home of one of the

families of fish-hawks on Gardiner's Island. The
nest alone weighs over four hundred pounds, and

as the author can testify, it was no easy matter to

transport this in the original crotch from the site

where it was found, a grassy field near the shore

where covies of pheasants, bob - whites and

scurrying groups of snowy plover were the only

observers, to its present position where crowds

of people wonder at its proportions.

It is marvellous how birds, even as strong as

these hawks, can carry sticks of such large size.

Curious materials are mixed with these—broken

oar-handles, pieces of wrecked boats, fishermen's

nets, quails' skeletons, coils of rigging and even

a long double strand of barbed wire, the latter

serving admirably to lielp bind the general mass

together. The lining of the nest is composed of

large masses of sea-weed, in which are tangled

shells, horse-shoe crabs and other evidences of

marine life which are common on our shores.

This nest was selected after examining many
others, being exceptionally compact and very ac-

cessible, only fifteen feet from the ground. The
nest found, the next thing was to move it to a

more convenient position, but when an attempt

was made to saw off several interfering branches,

the owners swooped down almost to my head,

and as the swish of wings rose to a roar, I in-

voluntarily winced at the angry screams and

extended talons.

In the side of this huge structure are the nests

of three pairs of blackbirds or purple grackles,

these birds being intelligent enough to realize

the protection from birds of prey which a close

association with these fish -hawks insures. A
curious circumstance is that the very next

morning following tlie erection of the osprey's

nest in the Zoological Park, a blackbird spent

most of the morning climbing over the structure

and investigating tlie nests of his species. Could
they have brought back to him—a bird now
nesting in one of the trees of the Park—memories
of his own nestlinghood ?

'

' When the young ospreys learn to fly, tliey

liave no idea of the process of fishing, and have
to be taught by their parents."

Such was the note which I made in my journal

after watching the fishing lessons of several young
ospreys. But one of the dozen fully fledged

nestlings which I brought to the Zoological Park
redeemed his species from the supposition that

heredity has no part in helping the young birds

to a knowledge of their life-habits. One day a

fish was thrown beyond the line of cavernous-

mouthed pelicans in the great outdoor flying

cage, and a young osprey swooped at it and fell

headlong into the water. He half kicked, half

flapped his way to shore, and crawled out dis-

appointed and bedraggled. The screams witli

which his companions welcomed him—were they

jeers or shouts of acclamation .' They should

have been the latter, for was he not the only one
who dared to do alone and untaught what a

little parental instruction would have made easy

for all !

The sight of the fish in the water was just the

stimulus needed to give an impetus to an instinct,

latent but trembling for expression. After the

first blind yielding to impulse, experience enters

in as guide and instructor, and a few more at-

tempts made this young osprey master of his art.

It is a significant fact that none of his com-
panions ever attempted to imitate him, even

though they had to wait longer for their meal,

standing screaming on the bank until the fish

were thrown at their feet. All, however, learned

to fly perfectly.

Our brave little osprey was a pioneer among
his kind. If he was living a free life, his '

' genius"

would mayhap devise some improvement in os-

prey fishing—some little method would have

been his, perhaps some wile to outwit the high-

way robber of his hard-earned fish, the bald eagle.

This he might have taught to his offspring,

thereby giving them that chance for wliich Nature

is ever waiting—^just a little advantage with far-

reaching results and of untold value in the

constant struggle for existence.

How few enemies these birds seem to have

and yet of the one hundred and fifty to tvro

hundred pairs and trios of young ospreys which

leave the Island every year with their parents on
the southern migration, not more than a half

dozen birds live to return and build nests of

tlieir own the following year. It is even said

that notwithstanding the protection given, the
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ai^tjrcj^ati' nunilur nl 'i>|>rr\s is Irssinini,'. siuli lius on tin- ishunl arr (.rows, wliicli stc-al to tlic

arc till.- ia\a.L,'(_s ol soutliirii j,'-iimurs and oiIkt ntsts while tljc parint hawks arc absent fishing

causes of death in tlie lar trollies. Their worst and lorthwith devour ei;i,'S and Miung birds.

MONKEY WITH FRACTURED ARM.

.liar of w.wd prevents animal tearing off bandage.

WILD ANIMALS IN DISEASE.

/,'i W. REID BL.AIR, D. V. S.

The care 111 wilil animals in zciolngical parks is usually

entrusted to "keepers" uf the widest experience that can

be obtained. These men, as a rule, are sympathetic and

intelligent—two qualifications requisite for a man to be-

come a successfiJ keeper.

He who is most familiar witli llie appearance and de-

portment of a wild animal in health, at the various periods

of its existence, will most reatlily appreciate all departures

from the normal.

The careful study of different species of animals through-

out their growth and develo])ment by one of good powers

of observation, and a reflective iiabit of mind, is of great

value.

The difficidty in arriving at a true diagnosis is greater

in wihl animals than in the domesticated species. Where

docility is a pronounced factor, one arrives at a diagnosis

by a process of elimination: by the use of the thermometer,

the pulse, percussion and oscultation of chest cavity, and

otherwise handling the jiatient witlitmt causing untitle ex-

citement.

The physical examination ol a few of the smaller ani-

mals—especially the monkeys—is comparatively easy; but

not so with one of the larger primates. An orang, baboon

or large macaque may be st> nervous or ferocious as to make

a physical examination not only extremely difficult, but

many times even impossible. Great care must be taken in

handling all members of the order of Primates, as they are

very sensitive creatures, of strong likes and dislikes, and

very good memories. This I have observed on several

occasions. One of them may be so treated that it would

be almost impossible fur the same person ever to succeed a

seciiiiil time in examining him. However, if the subject

has the good sense to realize that no harm is meant, he will

usually quietly submit, according to his natural amiability.

Before making an examination <jf a patient, the "history"

of the case is obtained from the keeper; and upon this

much depends. To the experienced it means a great deal,

anil upon it, alone, a fairly safe diagnosis may often Ix-

made.

In man)' instances the disorder is readily apparent, and

the exact location of it detected. Coughing, and rapid or

difficult breathing point at once to the chest as the seat of

the trouble. In many other cases, much greater difficulty

is experienced. Patient watching, with a careful analysis

and study of each individual case, however, usually dissi-

pates all doubt.

When an animal is ill. it is, if practicable, removed from

its fellows, whether its disease Ik- contagiutis or not. In

the former case the reason is obvious, but in all cases,

quietness and extra Comfort are needed. The patient can

be better observed, the symptoms more closely noted, and

the disease from which he suffers more clearly defined

when it is alone, .and left to the exercise of his own undis-

turbed will.

.\n important object in giving medicines to these animals

is to concentrate drugs as much as possible. It is best that

the animal shoidd not know that it is getting medicine at

all, so it becomes necessary to disguise the drug in some

way.

Modern pharmacy has provided a large numl>er of pre-

parations for the practitioner of human medicine, which in

some respects are far more necessary to him who ministers
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iik-rst;iiia th<to sick animals, wliicli car

what must seem to tlicm ill usage.

Agaiu, there is every reasou why they should get their

medicine in the way that will cause the least disturbance of

their feelings, ami witlmut that excitement which may

follow a struggle to give medicine. Small pills, gelatin-

coated, or sugar-coated, sweet lozenges, tablets or gelatin

capsules, carefully concealed in an iniiocent-l(K)king banana,

may be administered to an unsuspecting ape, without the

slightest trouble. Occasionally, however, he may suspect,

and great is your dismay at seeing him minutely pull the

banana apart, find the offending pill, test it with his teeth,

smell of it, and finally, with a wry face, cast it through the

bars of the cage at his keeper.

The nursing of sick animals is of the greatest import-

ance. 'I"he essentials are pure air, sunlight, cleanliness

and warmth, nourishing and sustaining diet. During con-

valescence, all kinds of food may be offered to tempt the

appetite, first one thing and then another; but no food

should be allowed to remain before the animal, because the

very fact of its being constantly present will cause him to

loathe it.

When an animal has no appetite, the stomach is not in a

proper state to digest food—consequently, if forced upon

liini. it will cause indigestion and aggravate the case.
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NOTES.

,'\ wild Great Blue Heron has been captured in

the Ducks' Aviary. This specimen is one of a

number which have been flying about the Park,
and perching on the Flying Cage.

English Starlings are increasing in the Park at

a rapid rate. Early in the inorning they may be
seen in great numbers perching on the fences in

flocks which rival in size those of the English
sparrow, and it is the opinion of Mr. Beebe that
they will ultimately become as great a nuisance
as that bird.

The Gray Squirrels which seemed so thorough-
ly at home last year in the Park, have almost
disappeared from places where they were once
fairly numerous. This is due to a general migra-
tion, and subsequent slaughter by the "pot hunt-
ers." Late in the fall of 1902 the squirrels crossed
the Bronx River and were killed by vicious boys
and men. Several persons were observed carry-
ing bags of as many as ten squirrels, but unfor-
tunately it was impossible to secure their arrest.

.\fter long waiting, the Zoological Park has ac-

quired—not a fossil Mastodon gigantcus, but a fine,

new, very-much-alive steatn roller, which has been
christened the Mastodon. Henceforth the walks
in the Park shall be smooth, and agreeable to the
feet of visitors. All new walks and corrals of

macadam will receive a far better finish than we
have heretofore been able to give them; for five-

ton rollers like ours have not been available, and
ten-ton rollers are too heavy for our work. Our
"Mastodon's" work is cut out for a long distance
into the future.

The Society has added to its list of publications

a beautiful booklet, entitled "Views in the New
York Zoological Park," comprising scenes within
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the Park, and many rare animal subjects. The
book is five by seven inches, and contains twenty
illustrations, reproduced by the albcrtype proc-
ess, which gives the appearance of a soft platinum
print. The sales have been very larjic, and ap-
parently it was a step in the riglit direction. In
addition to the Views, a series of picture Post
Cards, of various subjects reproduced in same
manner, also has been issued.

The ureonlioiise, which for three years has been
known to the public as the Small Mammals'
Iliiusc, and served as a home for a miscellaneous
collection of small cats, rodents, etc.. has been
removed to the Nursery. It will there serve its

proper functions. On the ground it occupied,
Geo. L. Walker & Co. will erect two buildintrs

for small mammals and ostriches, which will close-

ly adjoin. In the Small Mammals' House there
will be 104 inside cages, all connecting with an
equal number outside. The Ostrich House will

contain 14 inclosures connecting with outside
yards. Both buildings shouUl be coniplcted in

the spring of 1904.

The new sections of the Bear Dens have been
conipleted, and bears from the older portion have
been moved into the new quarters. The empty
dens are being cleaned, painted, and repaired.
The entire series now comprises nine commodious
inclosures, each with a bathing pool. The new
dens contain some fine examples of rustic rock-
work, and are decidedly creditable to the builders.
The latest additions to the bear collection are
two great Yezo bears, the specific identity of which
is yet to be determined ; a Merriam's hear from the
.Alaska Peninsula, collected by Mr. A. J. Stone; and
a grizzly cub from Mexico, presented by .Mr. Charles
Sheldon.

ing. In the latter part of August, the tigress,

"Ranee." after an afternoon feeding, succeeded in

fastening a large piece of bone to the left canine
tiioih. on the upper jaw. It became so firmly at-

tached and was so great an annoj'ance that the
animal was in grave danger of going into a fit.

Several attempts were made to entice her to the
cage front, so that a grip with tongs might be
gotten on the bone. .-Ml were failures, as she
absolutely refused to be coaxed. The situation
became grave; something had to be done, and
that <|uickly.

The Director decided that the only hope of
handling the animal, was to confine her in the
small shifting cage. This was quickly accom-
plished, and a rope thrown over her neck and one
around the body. At first she resisted and strug-
gled, but suddenly she seemed to realize that
measures were about to be taken for her relief.

Instantly she became perfectly submissive and
permitted herself to be drawn close up to the side
of the shifting cage. Through the w-ire mesh the
Director quickly inserted a long pair of tongs and
dislodged the bone, which was fully two inches
in diameter. The tigress suffered not the slight-

est injury, and the whole operation, including the
return of the animal to her cage, was accom-
plished within about twenty minutes' time. This
incident serves to emphasize most clearly the
great usefulness of the shifting car in the rear of
the dens of the great cats. It is probable that
nowhere else in the world could a full-grown
tigress have been handled so quickly and easily

as on this particul.nr nccasinu.

RECENT ARRIXALS.

With the first herd of American Prong-Horned
.Xntelope, the Society established a free colony
of Missouri Prairie Dogs. As a bit of local color,
the colony was a success; as a nuisance, it

achieved an equal reputation, developing into a

pest which Mr. Merkel regarded with terror.
Various expedients were tried to capture the
members of the colony and restore them to the
Prairie-Dog \'illage. But the little animals great-
ly enjoyed their freedom, and craftily eluded
every artifice designed to deprive them of it.

They roamed at will over the lawns, burrowing
everywhere, even going, in their wanderings, as
far as West Farms. A professional trapper was
at length sought, and he employed an ingenious
method, which ended in the complete confusion
of the colony. .\ barrel, open at both ends, was
placed over each burrow, and the entrance to
the burrow filled with loose soil or sand. As
soon as the inmates became tired of this impris-
onment, they burrowed out. and the loose soil

filled the hole after them. One by one they were
plucked out of the barrels and placed in the
Prairie-Dog Village, and within two weeks, the
entire colony was transferred.

There have been many cases in zoological
garden work, when a rough form of dentistry has
been required. Thus far the Zoological Park has
escaped this ordeal, which in a great many cases,
especially with large cats, might prove most try-

Mammals.—Two White-faced Sapajous; i

While-throated Sapajou; i Snow Leopard; i

Grizzly Bear; I Opossum with 12 young; 3
Raccoons; i Albino .\ngora Cavj'; 2 Belgian
Hares; i .Albino Rabbit; 4 Fox Squirrels; 4
Dancing Mice; i White-tailed Deer; i Buffalo;
10 Elk.

Birds.—Two Canaries ; i Japanese Robin
; 5 Mex-

ican Screech Owls; i Western Great Horned Owl;
8 Sparrow Hawks; i Brown-winged Hawk; 2

Barred Doves; 2 Ring Doves; i White-fronted
.\mazon Parrot; i While Ibis; 25 Green Herons;

3 Whistling Swans ; I pair Chinese Geese ; 2 Egyp-
tian Geese ; i Black Skinmicr ; 50 Laughing Gulls

;

I Herring Gull; 4 Least Terns; 5 Common Terns;
I Brown Gaiuiet ; I Gannet.

Reptiles.—Two Hawksbill Turtles; 12 Horned
Toads; i Iguana; i Water Moccasin; 2 large Gar-
ter Snakes; i Yellow King Snake; i Milk Snake;
1 Green Snake; I Boa.

PURCHASES.

Mammals.—One Siamang Gibbon; I Tscheli
Monkey; 2 Rhesus Monkeys; i Borneo Monkey;
2 Chinese Macaques; i Japanese Red-faced Mon-
kc}'; I Golden Spider Monkey; 2 Black Saki

Monkeys; I Owl Monkey; i Clouded Leopard; I

Common Civet ; i White-whiskered Palm Civet

;
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I Senegal Gennet; 2 Dingoes; i Merriam s Bear;
1 Mexican Grizzly Bear; 2 Great Yezo Bears; 2

American Prong-Horned Antelopes; i Mule Deer.
Birds.—Two Honey-Creepers; i English Black-

bird; 2 White-Necked Ravens; i Barn Owl; i

Prairie Hen; i pair European White Storks; 6

Wood Ibises; 8 White Ibises; i Great White
Heron; 7 Great Blue Herons; I American Fla-

mingo; I Java Tree Duck; i Brown-Headed Gull;

6 Florida Cormorants.
Reptiles.—Two Yellow-Bellied Terrapin; i

Cumberland Terrapin; i Snapping Turtle; i

Pyxis Tortoise; 2 South American Snaked-
Necked Turtles; 2 European Tortoises; 12 Hiero-
glyphic Turtles; 3 Soft-shelled Turtles; i Cuban
Crocodile; i Red-headed Lizard; 8 Green Lizards;

2 Australian Monitors; i Tegu Lizard; 6 African
Chameleons; 2 Horned Vipers; 3 Leopard Snakes;
12 King Snakes; 2 Sand Vipers; i African
Horned Viper; 2 European Vipers; i Bushmas-
ter; i Spotted Coluber; 9 Crested Newts; 48
Common Newts; 12 California Newts; 6 Mud
Puppies; 3 California Tritons.

GIFTS TO THE AQUARIUM.

SPECIMENS.

George C. Kirk. Syracuse, N. Y., 2 Mud Fish,

I Snapping Turtle, i Bullhead. Lynch & Co.,

New York, 950 Green Crabs. Joseph Vogel,
Brooklyn, N. Y.. i Snapping Turtle. Theo. Ul-

horn, Brooklyn, N. Y., 2 Florida Alligators. The
Tuxedo Club, Tuxedo, N. Y., 150 specimens of

fishes, representing q species. Lambert O'Neill,

South Beach, S. I.. N. Y.. i Sea Turtle. R. N.
Eldredge & Co., New York, i Green Turtle.

Fred. Vandoren, Hoboken, N. J., 2 Spotted Tur-
tles. William Fajen, New York City, i Green
Turtle. William Carmichael, Stapleton, S. I., i

File Fish. C. E. Browne Highland, N. Y.. 3

Alligators. J. Burns, New York City, i Box
Tortoise. Miss Emma Nichols, Brooklyn, i

Painted Turtle.

William H. Gregg, "When, where and how to

catch fish on the East Coast of Florida." Joseph
Kalbfus, Secretary State Board Game and Fish

Commissioners, Pennsylvania, "Game and Fish

Laws of Pennsylvania." Dr. R. W. Shufeldt,

"Osteology of the Steganopodes." Henry Clay

Weeks, "Extermination of the Mosquito."

PURCHASES.

692 Bermuda fishes, representing 57 species;

F"lorida Manatee; i Thread-Fish.
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THE ANTELOPE HOUSE.
By ELWIN R. SANBORN.
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TUK completion nf the new Antelope Tlie building operations of the current ytar arc

House, designed lor tro]iieal ruminants, thus pleasanti}" brought to a close, by the

csiiecially antelopes, marks not only the o])ening of this new installation, fully stocked

constant and certain [irogress of the Zoological with fine si)eciniens.

Park, but adils to the list of its animal I'".\er since the opening (la\ of ilu Park, the

buildings an imposing and important structure. temptation to secure some of the interesting
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MAIN HALL OF THE ANTELOPK HOUSE.

antelopes now becoming so rare, has been
difficult to resist. But the futility of this desire

—until suitable quarters could be provided

—

was so strongly exemplified by the perplexing

task encountered in the care of the few tropical

deer through the winter, that no other argument
for its abandonment was necessary.

The new Antelope House stands on the highest

point of ground in the Park ; on the site of the

Lodge of the old Lydig Homestead, at the south-

ernmost boundary, midway between the Prong-
Horned Antelope Range and the BufFahi Range.
It commands a cliarming view of the Aquatic
Mammals' Pond in one direction, and the flat

meadows and Mountain Sheep Hill in the other

;

while directly north are the Reptile House and
the new Small Mammal and Ostrich Houses now
under construction. In fact, the widest general

view of the Park is obtained from this point and
on a bright spring morning it is a view long to be
remembered. A grove of honey locusts, maples
and elms yields a pleasant shade, so that at all

seasons the corrals will be protected alike from
the fierce summer sun and cold winds of winter

;

and as the grounds slope gently in every direc-

tion, the heavy spring and autumn rains will flow

off so rapidly as to leave no dampness behind.

GENERAL CHARACTER,

Tlic building is of but one story, as are all

the other Park buildings, and the materials used

in its construction are buff -colored brick, gray

granite, Indiana limestone and terra cotta.

Its general form is that of a huge ellipse.

From each of the long sides radiate spacious fan-

shaped enclosures, and so skilfully liave these

yards been planned that were the lines of the en-

closures continued, they could all be joined at

two points in the building's interior. The apex

of each of these yards, with the point cut off,

makes the interior quarters of each specimen.

There are twenty-four of these stalls, and of this

number four are 19x24 feet.

The entire length of the building is 142 feet

and the width 78 feet. Including the yards and

walks these figures increase to 387 feet by 335
feet. The yards are macadamized, and a con-

crete coping surmounted by a heavy wrought
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irmi Icncc i..?92 left in k-n.utli (-IilIiims tlie (iuHt

area. I'Iil- macailam and cuncntc wnrk was

lierlormed by the Park lorn-, aiikii by tbc new

steam roller "Mastodon."
The yards arc admirai)lc. both as to s<ilidity i>l

construction antl general arrangement.

The fence of lieavy ^-inch wrought iron bars,

and the concrete coping under it are of tlie mo.st

permanent character: anil tiie d(juble partitions

of springy steel wire, while not so bold in outline.

are strong enough to resist the stoutest attack of

the inmates.

Between the corrals are patliS three feet wide,

giving access to the keejjers and absolutely jjre-

venting the longest horned antelope in existence

from prodding his neighbor. If ])erchance the

anitnal accomplishes the feat of breaking through

the wires he will still find himself a ]irisoner

;

also a most important advantage. The i)lain out-

line of the outer enclosure is broken by decorative

gateways at each division. Each corral is pro-

videii with sewer connection and a macadam
bottom as hard as good material and workman-
shi]i could devise.

.\ twebe-fciot walk bnunds the (.xtreme cir-

cumference, and leads easily t^ the entrances.

In the pediments over each doorway are eland

heads, carved in limestone, altera model by ^Ir.

.\. P. Proctor. Aside from this, the scheme i>t

decoration is of the simplest character.

rllE INIKKIOR.

Tiie interior comprises one large hall rising in

the centre to the monitor roof, supported around
the sides by iron pillars. .\ flood of light en-

tering the large sky-lights of cathedral glass and

also a belt of windows encircling tlie highest part

of the hall diffuses itself sufficiently through the

stalls, so as to afl'ord an easy inspection of the

specimens and yet not disturb the vision. The
white and gray expanse of plaster in the highest

parts of the dome is divided into simple panels,

the centre one bearing the seal of the Society,

done in the same material.

Tlu' large stalls are separated one frotn the

(jther by heavy brick partitions, sufficiently

high to prevent the occupants from getting a

glimpse of each other (excepting the giraflfes.
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PAIR OF GlRAFFKs

Tlie male is nearly 12 feet in lie
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THE ADDAX.

wliicli gaze over tlie top with case) without pre-

venting a complete circulation of air. The
smaller stalls arc divided by sheet steel sur-

mounted by bars. The walls are tinted a c(mi|,

grayish green. This seems the best color. The
floors of the stalls are cement, sloping gradually

to the catch basins. Each stall is provided witli

a porcelain bowl for food and another for water,

so that sanitary conditions at all times can be

maintained in a most satisfactory manner. The
temperature can be regulated with the greatest

accuracy; the system of hot-water heating being

regulated by mechanical means. The stall-fronts

are a radical departure from the chain-netting

used so extensively in the other buiklings, inas-

much as iron bars have been used. Of these

stalls eight are I2.\i6, twelve are 10x16, and four

are 19x24 feet. These large enclosures have been

equipped with iron-front structure, capable of

resisting the great strength of an elephant, rhino-

ceros or hip]iopotamus. Specimens of these

animals, when it is possible to get them, will be

housed liere until the Elephant House is built.

THE COLLECTION.

The Antelope House was opened to the pub-

lic, with every stall occupied, the Society

subscribing the value of the entire list of speci-

mens, amounting in round figures to $15,000.

Two of the large stalls are now occupied by an

immense bull eland, and a pair of the finest

giraflTes which could be purchased. The eland

stands fully six feet at the withers, and weighs

about two thousand pountls. He is a fine,

healthy animal, carrying a superb pair of horns

about two and one-half feet in length, which with

his long dewlap give him an imposing appearance.

The Society was fortunate in securing so fine

a specimen of the largest of the bovine antelopes.

Once very abundant in the dry plains of South

Africa, it is now extinct in ('a\>i.- Colony, Natal,
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the Orange Free State, the Transvaal, and

almost exterminated in ail the countries to the

west of the land of the Matabele, watered by the

river Limpopo. At one locality in Natal it still

exists and is carefully preserved. Like our native

bison, it bids fair to be seen only in zoological

parks and gardens. This specimen has been

named "Duke," in honor of the Duke of Bedford,

from whose park at Woluirn .\bbey he was se-

cured by Mr. Hagenbeck.

The Society left no means untried to obtain a

pair of giraffes. After several attempts, IMr.

Hagenbeck secured a pair nearly elexen feet liigh,

which were bought»for $5,500.

The Gnu, called by the Cape Dutch Wildebeeste,

unites a decidedly ugly and grotesque appearance

with an irascible temper. It is not responsive to

kind treatment; and the ox-like head, surmounted

by heavy sliarp hi>rns. embellished with all manner

of bristling mus'faches, bushy mane and beard,

set closely to the horse'-like body, gives it more

the appearance of the fabled unicorn than an

antelope. Two pairs of U'hite-'i'ailcd antl ^^"llite-

Bearded Gnu are shown.

In decided contrast to the Gnu, is the graceful

Addax Antelope, witli long, spiral horns ;
the

Isabel line Antelope, tlie Blessbok, with the

curious white blaze down the head, giving rise to

the name Blazebuck ; and the beautiful Beatrix

Antelojie from the Arabian Desert. One striking

feature of these desert antelopes is the broad, flat

hoof, resembling that of the caribou. The largest

antelope of India is the species known as the

Nilgai. A remarkable peculiarity is the color,

which, in the male is a dull blue, while the fe-

male is so light that she would surely be suspected

of not belonging to the same species.

The remainder of the collection comprises : 4

Cervicapra Antelopes, or Blackbuck, 'from India;

I Baker's Roan Antelope ; i Sing-Sing Water-

buck ; 2 Redunca Antelopes ; i Duiker Antel-

ope, and 2 Dorcas Gazelles.

At present, the Steller's Sea Lion and two

African Ostriches have been placed here until

quarters elsewhere can be arranged, and the

Zebras and two E.quinc Deer also will have quar-

ters in this building.

CONTRACTS AND PLANS.

The total cost of tlie Antelope House instal-

lation has been approximately $55,000. The Page

Woven Wire Fence Company has erected the

iron antl wire work of the outdoor enclosures

;

while the main structure has been erected by

Thomas Dwyer.

The Society's architects, Messrs. Heins & La
Farge, executed the plans for the architectural

work, based upon the ideas and ground plans of

the Director, who made exhaustive studies
abroad fir this ])urpose. The plans for the

•\ards, their in in and wire work, and the walls

surrounding them, were prepared by the Society's

Civil Engineer, in which many difficult problems

have been admirably worked out.

The contractors began work August ist, 1902,

and the building was opened to the public Nov-

ember 12th, 1903.

Acknowledgment is due irom the Society to

;\Ir. Martin Sclienck, Chief Engineer of the

Park Department of the Bronx, for the contin-

uous supervision lie has devoted to this building.

The cost of ci instruction was defrayed by the City

of New York, and the entire collection was pur-

cliased by the New York Zoological Society.

Like the other buildings at the Park erected by

the Society the Antelope House and yards are

characterized by simplicity of design ant!

soliditv of structure.

POISONOUS SERPENTS OF THE OLD WORLD.
i9r RAYMOND L. DITMARS,

CURATOR OF REPTILES.

WITH the Old World poisonous snakes the

Reptile House is well represented. The
most interesting of these specimens is the

King Cobra, now an inmate of the Park for over

two years. This splendid reptile is at least ten

feet long, and in prime condition. Strictly can-

nibalistic, the specimen is provided with at least

one snake of over four feet, each week, the same

being first killed, then stuffed with frogs or small

rats to make it more substantial.

Though capable of spreading a "hood, " this

large reptile does wA stand so high hxim the

ground, or spread so wide in proportion to its

size, as the Cobra-de-Capello, nor does it main-

tain the position for so great a time as the latter

species.

The Hooded Cobras, represented by four speci-

tnens of two varieties, are the stars of the Rep-

tile collection, and the most vicious snakes that

liave ever come to the Park. These reptiles will

remain for a half hour or more in an upright pos-

ition if thev are annoyed, and u]ion discovering

that they have faileil to xcnt their anger upon the

object of tiieir annoyance, will figlit fiendishly
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among tlK-mst'lvcs. Fortunately, tlic-y aix- ini-

numc to c-acli otlierV venom, so tlic-se combats
ti-rminatc with little ilania,si;(.- on citlicrsitle. The

s[)ccimens from Caltutta. ])resented by Thomas
Barbour, Esq., are typical in their markings, and
show on the "hood" when the same is cxpandctl

the staring as]>ect of two large e\es encloseii in

spectacles, which peculiar ornamentation has led

to the j)opular ajjijellation of ".Siiectacleii Cobra."

Two specimens from .'Sumatra show the varia-

bility of tlie markings on the "hood." These

are varieties of the tyjjical Indian form, and
technically known as Xit/ci /n'piKtians .lemi/asciaUi.

Popularly, this form of the hooded snake has

been called the Masked Cobra, from the appear-

ance of the pattern on the "hood," wiiich

resembles a grotesque mask.

Wfien annoyed, the Cobra literally flies into an

upright jiosition, the neck dilating in time to the

movement. 'The action is accom]ianied by a sharp

hiss, and if a nKjving object be within reasonable

distance, the snake strikes immediately. 'The

entire series of evolutions are almost synclironous

at times. We have never observed these snakes to

strike witliout first rising from the ground, or

with the neck spread widely. In a wild state,

their only warning would be a sharj) hiss, whicli

usually acconi|ianies the instant of iirejiaration,

but so slight is this tliat unless he who seeks to

evade the blow be possessed of lightning-like

agility, the damage is ilone before he has time to

realize what has happened.
Among the Old World poisonous snakes, tlie

vipers figure prominently. Six vipers are on ex-

hibition. These com])rise three species, the

smallest of which is tlie English Viper, a snake

of pretty pattern and gentle aspect, and the only

venomous reptile inhabiting the British Isles. It

is found, as well, throughout Europe. In some

ways this little serpent resendiks the (iround
Rattlesnake of the .Southern Cnited States.

'Tiiree Horned Vipers are oddities f>f the col-

lection. Queer in color and provided with a long
horn on the snout, their appearance would suggest

a hostile nature, wliicli is anything but the case.

One of the recent arrivals is an African Sand
\'iper, brick red in color, thick in body, and
witli a heart shaped head that at once suggest its

deadliness, Remarkable in many ways is the new
arrival. It never crawls forward in undulating
fashion, as do other snakes, but travels in a series

of bewildering side loops. It prefers to lie buried

in the fine sand of its cage, with the exception of

its snub nose and fiery red eyes. To bury itself

thus, it scoops the sand over its body by flat-

tening the latter, by means of a shovel-like mov-
ment of its sides. 'Thus it remains in wait for

food, its colors blending with the fine sand in

wliiih the creature lies.
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bring rajiidly closer the day wlieii tliir- >tate aiul in eliartje as a 1ic1|kt in Iierdintr tlie animals, not

all tlie statis will jirohiliit llie use c>l Ktlia) as a [ircjteetMr.

weapons, exactly as carrying of pistols, common Alter the desired number of exposures liad

throughout tlic country fifty years since, has been been made, the two men turned to leave tlie en-

stopped with tlie entire approval of the |)ublic.

In less than a generation the day will have

passetl when thi' American can wander at large

ovt-r tlie landscape slaving all living things at

will. Then ]ierlia])S some remnant of our game

mav be allowed to live in |)eace.

WILD-ANIMAL PHOTOCiRAI'HV.

I'erlia])S in no branch ol photography are the

limitations of the camera more fiequently in

evidence than in the taking of wild animals. It

is easv to make 1/ picture : but to sciure a s^'^iuk/

picture is very diflkult. and to obtain one that

is perfect is an achievement. 0\ animal photo-

graphs, many are calleil, but lew are chosen.

Thus far over one thousand negatives i>f ani-

mals have been made in the Zoological Park,

under tlie best conditions that could be secured.

If this ex|ierience is of an\ value, then the fol-

lowing things are true :

No photographer can obtain good pictures bv

making exposures from the walks, or lu-twien

the bars of enclosures.

Good photographs of animals lan be secured

<inly b\ going into their tnclosures, or by

building a place in which to make exjiosures

througli an aperture.

It is dangerous for a photographer to inter

the enclosures of wild animals, even whin at-

tended by a keejier to control the beasts, or hold

them at bay.

As an Ulustration of the truth of the last pro-

position, take the case of the Zoological ."^ocietv's

photographer ami the llama,

A llama is a camel-like animal. .v,;;/.r horns,

hoofs and tusks. ()ne would a> naturallv lo.ik

for danger trom a rabbit : and when .Mr. .*^anborn

entered the Llamas' Corral, he took the keeper

closure. While both had their backs to the

animals. ami the keeper was unlatching the gate.

.Mr. Sanborn heard behind him the sound ol

crunching gravel, and turned to ascertain the

lause. The largest of the llamas, now known to

be a nio.-t ill-tiin|ieriil and savage beast, was in

the act of springing upon him ; which it ilid,

with great violence. Before he coukl lift a hand,

-Mr. .SaiU)orn was dashed to the ground, and the

beast lell upon him. His lamera box was

driven against his tace. and some sharp portion

ol it cut his u]iper lip in two as comjiletely as it

it had been doni' with a knife Besides this,

he sustaineil other injmies. .Mthough llie keeper

rushed to his rescue and beat the llama until it

lied, the mischief had been done'.

The Society's excellent jihotographs of bears,

wolves, elk. deer, buffaloes and in Uict all other

animals save the large felid;v have been obtained

by going in with the wild beasts. l)es|iite the

presence of keepers. Mr. Sanborn has been

obliged to tly several limes before his subjects;

and in times of danger he has been ilirecteil to

save himself lirst, and his camera afterward.

There is no roval road to success in plioto-

gra]ihing wild animals. .\bout this work there is

nothing easy or sini]ile. ( lood pictm-es are hard

to win, anil poor pictures are worse than none,

for they repel interest instead of attracting it.

The fees for membership in tlie New Wirk Zmilogical

Suciety are as follows :

-Vmiual membership S lo.oo

1 .ife membership 200.00

I'.itrou's fee I.OOO.OO

Kouniier's fee 5.000.00

lienefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for memlx-rship. may be

obtained at the Service Building, at all entrances to the

Zoological Park, and at the Secretary's Oftice, No. 11

Wall Street, New York City.
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HOW THE PICTURES WERE TAKEN.

THE HOME OF THE BROWN PELICAN.
By C. WILLIAM BEEBE.

CURATOR OF BIRDS.

Illustrations from photographs hv author.

C
"URATES of brown pelicans liaxf arrived at

> the Zoological Park year alter year, until

a good-sized flock of these birds, old and
young, now sail about the flying cage or swim
on the pools.

Their scientific name is Pelicanus fusciis, so

at least one bird enjoys the same appellation,

whether discussed by layman or man of science.

From his appearance in general, it would be a

difficult matter to say where a pelican belonged
in the great class of birds, but his four toes, all

pointing forward and joined together with a

single web, is his family distinction, and shows
his kinship with tropic-bird and cormorant,

snake-bird and gannet.

But these facts we can discover in any mus-
eum, and although we can learn much about

liim bv watching his C(mtented lite in our big

Zoological Park, it is his wild home life witli

which we are now concerned.

On the twenty-fifth of February of the present

year we started from Oak Lodge, on the east

coast of Florida, for a ten-mile sail down the

Indian River to Pelican Island. The sun is

warm and though we drift but slowly with the

light breeze, we find every moment full of in-

terest. From the mangrove shadows near shore,

great blue, little blue and Louisiana herons rise

continually, the former silent, the two latter

with complaining cries. A daintv Louisiana

heron, "the lady of the waters," is a charming
sight when in full flight, so full of grace is every

motion.

Tlie screams of ospreys sound oxerheail, while

from the palmettos come the x\\ q! q! of car-

dinals and the beautiful strain of yellow-thmated

warblers. High over all, the black vultures

poise motionless or swing round in great circles.

And when the breeze freshens and brings the

sweet scent of orange blossoms from the groves

of Micco, we feel that Nature has left nothing

lacking—sound, sight, odor—all the senses are

gratified.

Not only the land and air, but the water

around us seems full of life. Hundreds of mul-

let leap far out of the water, flash like silver for

a moment and then drop back with a splash.

Sea-trout also jump into the air, but their clean-

cut dive leaves no bubbles, makes no splash.

Needlefish glide from our path like ghostly

shadows, and whenever any unusual commotion
occurs we strain our eyes eagerly, hoping by

good fortune to catch a glimpse of a manatee.

Perhaps the most remarkable sights on the

way to Pelican Island are the flocks of wild

ducks. Now and then our sail-boat approaches
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an immense mass of these l)irils, wliicli icradually

divides into t\M I |iiiitii>ns and \vc iintl (uirselves

almost surrounded by a living harrier of tlucks

—

hundreds upon hundreils of hlue-l)ills. They
mass closer and closer as we ai>j)roach, uhtii

suddenly those nearest us begin to beat tlie

water with their wings and feet, and instantly,

with a great splashing and roar of wings, the

entire flock rises, settling again a half-nnlc or

more away. Here in this shallow iidet these

birds find abundant fceiling grounds, anil lure

they spend the winter and earh' s]iring, until the

time comes for them to scatter to their breeding

grounds in the far north.

The first hint that we are luaring our destin-

ation conu-s from high in the air. where a maze

is the famous breeding jilace of the brown peli-

cans. The history of the origin, rise, develop-

ment and tall of a nati<.)n c)r people is far more
interesting than the sjjoratlic accounts of uncon-
nected epochs, and here, what a story might be
told of the founding and growth of this colony
of birds, of its struggles against dangers, ele-

mental, human and otherwise ! \Ve know
nothing of where the first birds came from, only
that the colony was flourishing at least thirty

years ago. How much longer it has e.xisteil, no
one kiKJWs.

This irri'gular islet was fornu-rl_\ wooded with

live oak and mangrove, but now there are but a

few stumps standing, dead anil half rotten, their

whitened limbs sjirawling upward as if clutching

TUt: (.Ri M M' i~ iiii'i'i N i;v

of birds circle about each other, buz/ard-like.

The glass shows these to be brown ]>elicans. .\s

we watch we see others rise ajijiarently from tlu'

rivi-r and join in this aerial maniever, while now
and then a number of birds iletach themselves

from the main boiiy, fall into line one behiml
the other and start towanl the ocean, jiassing

out of sight behind the ilark line of palms and
live oaks, which marks the |)eninsula. At our
approach the cloud of birds circles lower and
lower and soon ilisappears altogether.

Pelican Island itself is very incons])ieuous.

and not until we are close to it do w t- realize

that this low islet of perhaps three acres exttnt

at the air for support as they tremble under the
clumsy alighting of the pelicans. There are

scores of islands no different from this, scattered

up and down the Indian River, antl yet the peli-

cans when tliey had once selected this as a
nesting site, could not be driven away, although
plume hunters shot them by the hundred, .some-

times reducing their numbers to a scantv rem-
nant. The weight of their nests gradually
levelled all the trees, so that of late years the
birds Iia\e hail to bring much of their nesting
material from the main shore, over half a mile
away, and build their flirnsy nests on the low
ground. This i.liange in habits, while it showed
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IHF. NESTS ARH; ROUIiH STKUCIUREo OF REEUS,
AND RUBBISH.

most forcibly the- strange attachmt-nt which this

spot possesseil tor the birds, was fraught with

new dangers, as when in 1885, and doubtless in

other years, high tides overflowed the island and
washed away eggs by the hundred. Still the

brave pelicans stick to their island, and as we
shall see, their perseverance has at last received

its reward.

We find it to be a pelican island indeed, ior

excepting a grass-covered marshy area, the

ground is hidden beneath a vast crowd of birds,

all watching us as our boat draws near, heads

held liigh and huge beaks
])ointing downward — pelican-

fashion.

Wading ashore, every step

sends up a fresh cloud of birds,

their long pinions making a

noise as of a great wind
;
nm\

reflecting the sunlight fmni
their silvery backs and wings,

now showing almost black

against the sky as the dark choc-

olate breasts are turned toward

us. The pelicans are remark-

ably fearless and remain on

their nests until we are witliin

fifty feet. As we walk through

the heart of the colony we are

the centre of a ciicular area

about a hundred feet in dia-

meter, free of adult birds.

The nests covering the

ground are two or three feet

apart, and are rouglj structures.

]>iles of sticks, reeds, dried grass

and rubbish, with now and then

portions of bleached fish and
pelican skeletons. The nesting

period must extend over a con-

siilerable time, as we find fresh

eggs, others ready to hatch, and
young in all stages of growth.

There are scores upon scores of

eggs, rough and chalky in ap-

jiearance and measuring two by
three inches. Three is the

usual number in a nest, although
in many there are one. two and
f lur, and in several as many as

five. Dozens of eggs lie strewn

about, some in the water, some
which have just rolled from the

nests.

Two seems the almost invari-

able number ot voung which
are hatched in any one nest.

STICKS We find that it is better not to

remain long in one spot as the re-

cently hatched young birds suffer

from the heat. When we move ahead some dis-

tance, the old birds promptly return, either to

squat down and brood the eggs, or, if these have

just hatched, to stand upright on the sunny side

of the nest so that a cool shadow falls across the

young birds. We assist one youngster out of his

shell and within four minutes one of his parents

returns and gazes at her offspring with interest,

nay, let us say, with sincere maternal solicitude.

We almost wonder that the sight does not arouse

feelings of disgust or at least dismay, but faith

must indeed be strong in a pelican's breast to

^EEM I'HK NT.MBKR INVARIABLY HATCHEIl.
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ri.i KAN> \r.( Ji I si\ \i\\ -, I II 1).

giw assuraiKi', that li\- tlir |irn\i(ling ol nian\'

and trcqucnt repasts i>f fisli, anvthing in a])])(.ar-

ance like liL-rself can be evolvei! from tliat objeet

in the nest belore her. Naked, blind anil

prostrate, it seems impossible that this atmn-
phous, flesh-coloured squirming organism can In-

aught but some hideous monstrosit\' o| nature

—

some cliangeling ot" the e\il vulture spirits

hovering ever near.

But let us look into this neighboring nest

where are two little pelicans which have been

out in the world tor tive or six days. .\s we
approach, they make a brave
effort to lift themselves and face

us, but tliey totter with weakness
and their tiny heads waggle riilic-

ulously. Tiiey have true pelican

grit however, and open their

beaks, soft as they yet are, utter

a spasmodic whisper of a hiss,

and—collapse in a heap. Thous-
ands of feather pimjiles cover

their necks and bodies, which in

a few days will burst and tlu \

will be comjjletely covered with a

soft white tlown. At this stage

of growth young pelicans lose all

their ugliness and soon become
strong enough to descend from

their natal pile of sticks and
wander around at will. We find

that those of the same age enjoy

each cjthers society and, althougli

here and there a pelican in the

downy dress is occupying a nest,

the majorit}' from now on spend

their lite in wan<l(ring about, ten

or twenty together. These are

alisolutely fearless and when we
a|)|)roach, they make a ferocious

show of attack, lunging at us and
snapping their beaks viciously.

One very interesting fact is that

these birds can make a vigorous

outcry, while all adult pelicans

are absoluteU without \i)ice, a

snuke-likr h iss being the only
soimil in their power. I'lie young
birds utter an odd cry : at a dis-

I.URe it soinids like the shrill

laughter of young children. U'e

wonder il the realization of this

change to a voiceless contlition

ever comes to the young birds.

I'hey gabble incessantly, setting

uj) a clK>rus at the ap|)roach of

lood or foe indifferently. It cer-

tainly is a means of communi-
cation, and the thought occurs to

us whetlier the old birds do not

Sometimes listen to them longingly, and wish for

another chance to "have their say." \ s]ilendi(l

opportunity for whoever wishes to draw a moral.

.\fter tlie young pelicans have fully actpiired

their plumage or down, their appearance remains
unchanged for some time, except that they in-

crease quite rapidly in size. Soon the leathers

of the wings begin to sprout, and before long the

wings and a little jiatch on each shoulder are

covered with good sized brown feathers. W'e

notice three distinct grades, those in the downv
stage, others in a coiulition of hall-moult, ami

OPEN LHKIR HKAKS .\Mi HISS SOFri.\.
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l\\ .\ 1 ! \ I HIR> snoN APPEAR
AND SHOUPDERS.

some fully feathered ones, which are only waiting

for the growth of their primaries and secondaries

to join their parents. Each of these are segre-

gated in flocks by themselves. During the

whole time the young pelicUns remain on the

island, and until they are able to fly, they use

their angular, arm -like wings as balancing

organs, waving them about as a tight - rope

walker does his pole.

There are tW'o or three small rain pools on the

island and to escape us the young pelicans

always make for one of these. A flock of forty

immaculate youngsters standing in tlie center of

one of these puddles, confident that the inch or

two of water will completely prevent any further

intrusion on our part, is an amusing sight.

Pelicans of this tender age are afraid of deeper

water and rather than go beyond their depth at

the edge of the island, they choose to turn and

face us.

During the whole time that we are on the

island, a ring of birds surrounds it about thirty

yards from shore, all facing us, some continually

leaving the circle and flying to their nests, others

flying up before us and settling on the water.

These watchful guardians evidently correspond

to the cloud of birds which a short time before

were soaring about in the air.

After taking photographs of eggs and young,

I turn my attention to the old birds, and find no

trouble whatever in getting them to approach

the camera. I focus nn a group of nests five or

six feet awav, and attach a long thread to tlie

shutter. Walking back some
seventv-five feet I make myself as

much like a prostrate inanimate

log as possible, and watch my
particular group of nests through

the glasses. Soon the birds begin

til return, nearer and nearer they

tome, waddling back and forth,

--awing sideway swaths through

the air with head and neck, and
\enting suspicious liisses upon
tlie camera. But in a short time

they accept it as a harmless new
I' ature in the landscape, and
-. ttle themsehes comfcjrtabh' on

their respective rubbish piles,

perhaps within three or four feet

of tlie lens. I now gradually
draw the thread taut until I know
the picture is taken. After taking

three photographs in succession

of one group of birds, I find the

intervals of waiting have been
fifteen minutes, eleven minutes

and ///rce minutes, showing how
\MN(,S . '^

soon the birds acquire confi-

dence.

Hut all the exposures are not made so uninter-

ruiitedly. Baby pelicans have the bump of

curiosity largely developed, and often long be-

fore their elders begin to swoop down near the

camera, these youngsters appear on the scene,

balancing their tipsy w-addling with frantically

waved 'wings. Occasionally they pass between

me and the camera and thus coming into con-

tact with the thread. I find I have an excellent

instantaneous jihotograph of empty nests taken

for me !

What impresses us most as we watch the

colony, is the excellent order which the birds

preserve among themselves. Any individual out

of place is forcibly reminded of it by pecks and

nudges until she reaches her own nest. One
bird, presumably the female, occupies the nest,

while her mate stands on guard close by and

keeps other birds from trespassing. Young birds

are made to feel that they are distinctly out of

place among the occupied nests, and when
caught there they have to run a gauntlet of cav-

ernous maws until they reach their fellows in the

more open places.

We estimate the number of pelicans on the

island at about two thousand, and it is probable

that fully one -third of the colony are away
fishing. Scores arrive every few minutes, and

long lines start off now and then toward the

ocean. Some of those arriving have sticks in

their beaks, which they add to their nests.

Once or twice—jierhaps in their excitement at

seeina: us—the stick is liropiied l)efore tlie bird
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waiting patiently fur

IHK FKMALL OCCLl'll> IHK NKS r. I'HK MAI.)'

alights, and it is apparent that acconhnj; tn

pelican law, it then becomes anyone's i>r(>pi'rty.

and great is the excitement aroused ovn- it.

More than once I observe a brooding pelican

reach out and slyly abstract a stick or piece of

reed fri>m a neighbor's nest, and tuck it beneath
her.

The majoritv of the new arri\als lia\i' their

pouches filled with tish. It has been argueel

that a pelican cannot fly with fish in its pouch,
but here we see birds settling down with unmis-
takable bulges in their pouchis.

There is not the slightest doubt in m\ mind
that each bird knows its own offspring, althougli

to our uninitiated eyes there seems not the

slightest ilistinction between the scores of

youngsters about us. .\ |)elican alights near a

flock of young birds lar fmni any nest and
several waddle toward her with all speed, but
she rebuffs all but oiu- or two, over which she

sighs in inimitable i)elican fashion and coildles

them beside her.

Although wc had been warned about the un-

pleasant fishy odour, we fuid it s c a r c e I
\-

noticeable.

A number of half- grown birds have been
killed by the recent unusually cold weather, and
on the highest stump on the island a somber
vulture keeps watch while we remain— Nature's

board of health

our departure.

Other birtls besiiles pelicans are on
the island, hangers-on of the com-
munity. Red - winged blackbirds,
nesting amr)ng the reeds in the marsh,

lly about or alight undisturbed in the

\ery midst of the ])elicans. Sander-

hngs and least sandpipers speed
along the edge of the water, sending
the myriads of fiddler crabs scramb-
ling to their holes, and feasting on
the flies which collect about the

refuse pieces of lisli. The white

forms of three .\merican egrets pass

overhead, and with them our avifauna

of Pelican Island is complete.

For some reason the pelicans do
Hot seek their footl near their islanil

lioHK', although there is no lack of

lish ill the waters of Indian River.

W'l- notice but one old bird diving

near the island. They JMX-Ier to go up
anti down the coast, and generally fish

in the waters of the ocean itself. If

we encounter birds of this species

fort\ miles t(i the north we may be
sure that their home is upon this

island. Half-way down the Florida

Keys, I noticeil several individuals

which jirobably belonged to some
i\- in that hjcality.

It is with the greatest reluctance that we shove

off our boat and start on our return, and as the

mass of yellow and white heads grows indistinct

and the last cliatter of young pelicans is lost in

the distance, we try to imagine the history of the

Colony during the coining months. The young
birds learn to fly. join in the fishing excursions

and Soon become masters <.)f their art. The last

few youngsters are impatiently crammed with

fish day after day by their ])arents, and as the

summer's heat increases fewer and fewer birds

return at night to the island, until the last weak-
ling has flown, anil a great silence succeeds the

noise and confusion. .\ hungry vulture picks

the last bone and the island is deserted. The
nests become levelleil, the grass grows rank and
tall, anti until fall. Pelican Island is the haunt
of only heron and ibis.

When the pelicans leave their island, they do
not scatter irregularly along the coast, but fly

forty or fifty miles to the north, where fish are

alwa\s abundant on the Cape Carnarval shoals.

Here hundreds of these birds may be seen, rest-

ing, fishing, flying, until November, when they

all leave for the southwanl. Exactly where'they

go we do not know.
The tribulations of the brown pelican, at least

on the east coast of Florida, are i)ast. Thanks
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A SIOR-M ARIMXG BRlXliS THK PF.I.KANS lO THE NESTS.

tn tlic Auilubdn Societ}', liis feathers are allowed

to remain on his bod}- and no longer deface the

creations of the milliners. At the time of our

visit, warning notices were posted on the island,

and a special warden watched us from a distance,

until assured that our guns were mounted on

tripods and that our ammunition was plate-

holders. Since tliat time, the United States

Government has taken possession of the island

and the future of the birds is assured.

The birds have so increased in numbers that

several overflow colonies have been formed on

the nearest land, the nests in these cases being

placed in trees. One needs only to spend a da}-

or two on the ocean beach of Florida to realize

what a prominent feature in the landscape these

birds form. One may lie on the warm sand and

watcli flock after flock pass close overhead

—

twent\-, fortv, even eighty birds—li>ng undul-

ating lines, now sailing with set wings, now
beating the air in unison, and again gliding all

together. The marvel nt their graceful flight is

this alternate gliding and flapping—simultaneous

throughout the whole flock.

One hour's count near Oak Lodge, of those

passing south toward their island amounts to

nine hundred birds, while apparently as many
more are flying northward. Not only does this

passing and repassing go on from daylight to

dusk, but if we walk along the beach on a

moonlight night, we will occasionally be startled

by the rustling of wings and the shadows of

ghostly forms soaring overhead.

A single glance at the comfortable group in

their aviary in the Zoological Park brings to

mind the whole varied panorama of their wild

life, and as we watch one old fellow on his nest

of sticks in the flying cage, we feel a peculiar

svmpathy with him, for cannot we too share his

dreams nf that wonderful little island where he

first broke through his chalky shell .''

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Admission to the Park.—On all holidays and on Sunday. Tuesday,

Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday admission to the Zoological Park is

Tree.

On every Monday and Thursday, sa vt- wh.-n .uIkm- n\ tliese days falls

on a holiday, only members of tin- '-^^>Mr^v .iml pn-s.ui- h.ilding tickets

from the Society, are admitted \v<-'- Ml miIm i-, p.Lv UM-my-five cents

for each adult, and fifteen cents l..ri,.ili < liil<l innl-r ludvu years ol

age. Tickets are sold only at the fiiu.nKt-^.

Admission to the Aquarium is confintd to men
Thursday from lo a. m. to 12 m. At all other li

public.

Oi-ENiNG AND CLOSING.—From May ist to November

Monday anc
s open to th(

St the

rance-gates will be opened at o a. M. and closed half an hour before

unset. From November ist to May 1st, the gates will open at 10 a. m.

Bicycles must be checked at the entrances ifive cents. All wheels

lot called for half an hour before sunset will be locked up until the fol-

owing day.
Restaurant.—At the Rocking Stone Restaurant meals are served

. la carte every day from 10 a. m. to the closing hour. The North
'avilion of this buildhig has a spacious lunch counter, where all kinds

if luncheon food are served at popular prices.

Tlie South Pavilion will be arranged as an open air dining-room. The
ervice will be increased and improved, so that large numbers may be
erved expeditiously.
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AT I'HL AC^UARIUM.

Tllh'. Z(xilcigical Snciclv ilnrini; llir t'n>t and ahliiMii;li lliis iiuprovcnicnt work is ycl in

year of its management nf tlie \i|iinr- ])n)ijress. certain very ilesiral)le features of it

ium succeeded in effecting a numlier of are accomplished facts,

changes in the interior of the l)uil(hng wln'cli Instead of now lieint;- a ilecidedh dark and

have resulted in a very decided im])rovenu'nt, lailiei' dingy place the cxhihition hall is

Showing lllf elTecl oi a^eil llt;lttiiig, new iron work it) the lialcutiy ruihng, :iiul tht! pDsiiit

itnsparent labels above the main floor wall tankii.

^*«onal W
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Uswl ikiily by liMchei-s in Iliu public scliools. whu bring their classes lu-rc ..r study.

abundantly lighted and admirably painted.

Forty-two skylights have been trebled in size,

admitting light to all exhibition tanks and

floor pools. The hitherto unpainted and soiled

walls and pillars are colored in pleasing tones,

and the large bare dome has been richly gilded,

producing altogether a most satisfactor\- result.

The opinions expressed by those who have

commented on the changes produced have been

highly commendatory.

A large amount of work has been completed,

affecting the equipment of the building. Such

alterations being located entirely behind the

scenes, will not be appreciated by the general

public, until their eft'ect is noticed in the im-

provement of the exhibits which will follow

The attention of niemliers of the Society

is directed, however, to scmie of the changes

which can be seen at present. Primarily they

are: Increased light, decoration of the walls,

decoration of the exhibition tanks with rock

work, introduction of transparent labels, better

ventilation, elimination of unsightly features

of construction, equipping the employees with

neat uniforms, etc. The forthcoming annual

report gives a minute description of the various

improvements, and members visiting the

Aquarium ma)' inspect both the main hall and

other changes in the rear of the exhibition

tanks.

LIVE FROGS FROM THE CROP OF A LOON.
On February i8th, 1904, Dr. T. M. Hills, of Willi-

mantic, Conn., sent to the Aquarium three interest-

ing specimens of the leopard frog, which were taken

from the crop of a loon, killed on the Willimantic

River by Mr. M. Laramie.

The frogs were not discovered until after the

taxidermist had skinned the loon. They were still

torpid, and the loon undoubtedly got them out of

the mud. in wliich they were hibernating. The frogs

have been folding freely for over a month, and ap-

pear to be in good condition.
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lilc.Tr.i.RAi'HS HAWKSKII.I

>howiii>; the (oi'mation nt tl

THE CULLECTIUX OF SEA-TL'RTLES.

OXE of the floor pools at tbe Aquarium is

devoted entirely to marine turtles, and

tlie few species obtainable along the

north Atlantic coast are nearly always on cx-

hihiticm.

The largest of all sea-turtles, the leather-

hack I. Ih'i'iiiochclys coriacca) is not on exhibi-

tion, but will doubtless be secured during the

coming summer, as it is occasionally taken in

the large pound nets off the New Jersey coast.

A very large specimen, weighing about 1.000

pounds, was captured at Cape May during the

past summer. Steps were being taken to se-

cure it for the Aquarium, when the animal

died, apparently on account of rough treat-

ment at the hands of the fishermen.

The Aquarium has two specimens of the

loggerhead (Tlialassochclys carctta). a species

said to reach a weight of over 1.500 pounds.

One of them weighing 250 pounds has been

in the .\quarium four years, the other, weigh-

ing 270 pounds, has been in the building for

one and a half years. The upper shell iti

both specimens is three feet long.

There are several specimens of the .\tlantic

green turtle (Chdonia tuydas). most of which

are of small size.

A single individual of the Pacific green

turtle (Clielonia firgata). taken ofT the north

coast of New Guinea, has been in the Aquarium

for seven years, during this time it has grown

considerably. When received, its upper shell

or carapace was one foot long. .At the present

time its length is i foot 10 inches and its

weight 50 pounds.

The hawksbill turtle {lircliHOcliclys iiii-

hriciUa), yielding the valuable tortoise shell,

is not readily obtainable, but specimens have

been kept here for two or three years at a

time.

The hawksbill and green turtles live together

amicably, while the loggerheads are constant

fighters and require to be penned separately.

Their huge jaws are capable of inflicting seri-

ous injuries on each other.

The Pacific green turtle, which was brought

in by the ship "Manuel Laguna," is named

"Manuel." It was kept for a time in the

laboratory and became very tame, crawling

across the floor when called at feeding time.

The food of all of these species in captivity

consists chiefly of fresh cod. herring, clam

and beef, varied occasionally with sea-lettuce,

a green sea-weed common along our shores.

They have at times been fed on cabbage leaves.

The hawksbill does not reach the weight of

any of the other species, although it often

weighs 300 pounds.

All of the sea-turtles occur in tropical and

^iih-tropical waters.

The Pacific species of the hawksbill has been

found on our \\'estern coast. The Atlantic

species is not uncommon in the Gulf of Mex-

ico and northward to North Carolina. All

sea-turtles are used as food , green turtles

being the most desirable. Green turtles, once

very abundant along the shores of the South

.\tlantic and Gulf States, are becoming com-

paratively scarce. This is due, not so much

to the capture of the animals for food, as to

the destruction of their eggs. All sea-turtles
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deposit their eggs in sand, above high-water

mark. By watching them at night when they

come up on the beaches, or liy following their

conspicuous trails to where nests have been

made, the eggs are readily secured.

Green turtles are often found at great dis-

tances from land. During the explorations of

the steamer "Albatross" ofT the west coast of

Central America, they were taken almost every

day. By lowering a boat and approaching the

sleeping turtles very quietly, they could usually

be harpooned before being awakened. The
taking of turtles in this way was a favorite

sport with the naturalists of the vessel when
the ship was stopped for sounding and dredg-

ing, and the ship's company was usually well

supplied with turtle steak in those waters.

While located for a time at Swan Island, in

the Caribbean Sea, the writer assisted in the

capture of many large turtles at night when
they were on the beaches to deposit their eggs.

On the Pacific coast, where the green turtle

has not been taken extensively for market pur-

poses, it is still very abundant. .'\t San Cris-

tobal Bay, on the ])eninsula of Lower Cali-

fornia, about 300 miles south of the United

States and Mexican Ijoundary, the "Albatross"

succeeded in beaching over 167 specimens at

a single haul of a large 500-foot seine.

Attempts are being made in some parts of

the Caribbean Sea to raise hawksbill turtles

for their valuable tortoise shell plates. .-\

correspondent in Nicaragua says that "kraals"

or water pens have been constructed at Great

Corn Island off the coast of Nicaragua. The
hawksbills are taken here when they come up

on the sand to lay their eggs. A tub or half-

barrel with the bottom removed is placed over

the spot where the eggs are deposited, in order

to retain the young as soon as they are hatched

out by the heat of the sun. They are then

placed in the pens according to their size.

Young hawksbills in captivity at Corn Island

attain a growth of about 12 inches in eighteen

months.

The adult turtles are usually taken in tram-

mel nets, and they are speared sometimes by

the natives when seen in shallow water, as they

are more often observed on the bottom in such

places than are green turtles or loggerheads.

They are both voracious and pugnacious, in

fact give considerable trouble by fighting

among themselves. They are fed daily on

mullet and other local fishes, and also on refuse

from butcher shops. After they have reached

a length of one foot the growth appears to

be slower, or at least less noticeable. The

turtle kraals at Corn Island have been in op-

eration for about two years. It has been defi-

nitely ascertained that the hawksbill will grow

new plates when they have been removed by

a hot iron.
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THE COLLECTION OF I-RESH W ATER TURTLES.

Tn\ IRIXCi tlie ])ri-scnt winti-r the A((uariuni

^~^ has received a numhcr of specimens <if

larjje soft-shelled turtles from Florida.

The turtles were sent tn varimis \'e\v York

markets, where the s]iecies was unfamiliar, and

there heinjj no ready sale for them, the speci-

mens were ])n)eured at very small cost for the

.Aquarium.

The first lot all died, owing to the rough

handling, and doubtless to the still rougher

winter weather to which thev had been subject-

ed. The second lot. receive<l dm-ing t!ie first

week in March, came in better condition. Two

of the specimens appear to l)e doing well ; they

are quite large, the top shell being about 2

feet long. Tliese turtles are common in Flor-

ida, and are occasionally sent to the markets

with other species.

( )iher water turtles usually kept at the

.\(|uariuni are diamond back terrapin, geo-

graiihic turtle, lllanding t\n-tle. painted turtle.

spotted turtle, nnisk turtle, snapping turtle,

wood turtle, slider terrapin, Muhlenberg turtle

and northern soft-shelled turtle. There have

been so manv a|)plications for information as

to how turtles should be fed and cared for

that the following observations may be use-

ful :

.\s most of our northern turtles hibernate

during the winter months, it is necessary to

keep them in fairly warm water if they are to

be ke])t active. In a merely half-active con-

dition they do not live long. The collection

at the .\quarium is supplied with water having

a temperature of about 70 degrees.

The turtles are fed for the most part on

chopped beef, earth worms and small min-

nows, small amounts of chopped fish being

furnished at times. .\s it has never been pos-

sible to place the .-\quarium collection where

sunlight could reach them they have suffered

in consequence.
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LOBSTER (HOMARUS AMERICANUS)

Atlantic coast from Labrador to Delaware.

RE/ICHES « WEIGHT OF 25 POUNDS-LARGE SPECIMENS NOW RARE,

BECOMING SCARCE FROM OVERFISHING.

ARTIFICIALLY PROPAGATED BY THE GOVERNMENT.

An important food species, yielding 1 5 million pounds

yearly, worth one and one-half million dollars.

OVER 30 MILLION POUNDS MARKETED IN 1889.

BROOK OR SPECKLED TROUT
(SALVELINUS FONTINAIIS.)

Native cast of the Alleghanies from Georgia

to Labrador, and in the Great Lakes region.

EXTENSIVELY INTRODUCED INTO WESTERN WATERS,

HAS REACHED A WEIGHT OF 10 POUNDS IN RANGELY UKES.

Inhabits cold, clear streams and lakes.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AND BEST KNOWN OF AMERICAN TROUTS.

I kANSPAKB;NI' lAHELS.

NEW LABELS AT THE AQUARIUM.
'~r^HE new labels at the Aquarium were pre-

* pared for the purpose of answering the

questions, respecting fishes, that are

usually asked by visitors. These refer to the

various names of each species, where found.

greatest size, whether edible or not, method of

capture and duration of life in captivity.

The labels are transparent and are inserted

in openings just above the tanks. This style

of label has been found very satisfactory for

aquarium use and has been adopted for the

aquariums now building in Detroit and St.

Louis.

The idea of transparent labels was worked

iiut at the New York Aquarium.

AMERICAN AI.1.I(;AT()R.

THE AMERICAN ALLIGATOR AND CROCODILE.

THE .\quarium has never had a specimen

of the American Crocodile {Crocodilus

anicricaniis) until last summer, when a

9-foot individual was secured. This specimen

came from Maderia Island, in the Florida Keys,

where it is not uncommon. It was captured

there by "Alligator Joe," of Palm Beach, and

exhibited with other and larger specimens of

its kind at Atlantic City during the past sum-

mer.

Large specimens of the crocodile, like the

alligator, are now difificult to procure within

the limits of the United States, both species

having been greatly reduced in numbers, as a

result of the extensive hunting for alligator

leather, which has been going on for many
years -Xt the present time the annual value

of the alligator hides derived from Florida

and Louisiana amounts to about $34,000 : only

a small proportion of this amount is derived

from the crocodile, which is confined to

southern Florida and is not common. Its

range southward extends through the West

Indies, Mexico and Central America to north-

ern South America. I have observed quite

large specimens on the west coast of southern

Mexico. Its northward limit in Florida does

not extend more than 100 miles from the
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southern extremity of the State The larger

specimens obtained liy Mr- ^^ • 1- Hornaday,

in Florida, measured 14 feet in length.

In addition to the destruction of the alliga-

tor and crocodile for their hides, there is per-

haps an equal waste of these valuable animals,

as large numbers are sold to tourists through-

out Florida as pets. Practically none of the

young alligators brought north survive more

than two years. If these animals could be pro-

tected their value for leather would far out-

weigh their value as pets, and at the (iresent

rate of extermination the valuable alligator

leather will soon practically disappear from the

markets. At present few individual of either

species are permitted to reach any considerable

size.

The .American alligator and the crocodile

are readily distinguishable; the head cif the

former, especially toward the snout, being

nearly twice as broad as that of the latter. In

the alligator the teeth are largely concealed by

the lips, whereas in the crocodile they are

mostly exposed.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
nd oil Sutulay, Tuesday,
to the Zoological Park

At>MissiON TO THE pARK.—On ull holidays
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, admissio
i'-^ tree.

(^n every Monday antl Thursday, save when either ol these days falls

o\i a holiday, only members ol the Society, and persons holding tickets

trom the Society, are admitted free. AH others pay twenty-five cents
lor each adult, and fifteen cents for each child under twelve years of
age. Tickets are sold only ai the entrances.
Admission to the Aquanum is confined to members on Montlay and

Thursday from lo j

pu
. to 1 At all otiu es It I

' th(

Oi'ENisG AND Closing.—From May isi to November ist the en-

trance-gates will be opened at o a. m. and closed half an hour before

>unset. From November ist to Alay ist. the gates will open at 10 a. m.

Bicvci.Rs must be checked at the entnmces five cents . All wheels
not called for half an hour before sunset will be locked up until the fol-

lowing day.
Restaukant.—At the Rocking Stone Restaurant meals arc served

a la carte every day from 10 a. m. to the closing hour. The North
Pavilion of this building has a spacious lunch counter, where all kinds
of luncheon food are served at popular prices.

The South Pavilion is now arranged as an open air diniiig-roi»m. The
beei

rved expeditiously.
ised and improved. Large numbers

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The fees tor iiienil)ersiiip in the New \'ork /(Kiloyicai

cietv are us tullinvs :

-Viiniuil iiu-mbersliip

Life meml)ersliii> .

I'.itnm's fee

I"\>uii<ler"s fee

Benefactor's fee

S 10.00

200.00

1. 000.00

5.000.00

25.000.00

Information and blank forms lor membership, may be

obtained at the Service Building, at all entrances to the

Zoological Park, and at the Secretary's Office. No. II

Wall Street, New York City.
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one whicli \\a> ra|nin\-il \>\ WaU-hmaii \'an

Benschoten spent twn nis^hts in jail, and was

fined $5.00.

The New \'i)rk /uulus^ical Society is cum-

posed chieHy uf business men ami practical

women, who are far from being sentimental-

ists. The organization stands for the protec-

tion nt wild life, of nearly every kind, every-

where, and at all times save the proper and

legitimate open season

—

not breeding-seasons

—for animals that may pro])erly be classed as

"game."

It is lime for all persons outside the ranks

of the Protectors to think on this subject, and

decide whether they will join the ranks of the

Protectors, or stand with the Annihilators.

Erelong the indifferent must by default in gooil

works be classed with the Annihilators!

W. T. 11.

THE INSeRll'TION AROUND IHK
DOME OF THE AQL'ARR'M.

.•\fter the painting of the interior of the

-Vquaritmi was completed in January, an in-

scription in gilt letters was added, which

seemed appropriate to the character of the

building, it is from one of the oldest books

in the world, and is as follows: "They take

lip all of them with the angle, they catch them

in their net. and gather them in their drag,

therefore they rejoice and are glad." Men
have been fishers since the beginning of time,

and the angling rod, the net and the drag

(dredge or beam trawl) are all approved fish-

ing devices. There is no greater fraternity

than that of the anglers. Just how many fish

the sportsmen anglers take is not known ; there

are no statistics, but the sum total is enor-

mous.

Concerning the yield of the net and the

drag w'e are better informed. Our commercial

fisheries are of vast importance. In the United

States there are joo.ogo professional fisher-

men, with sixty million dollars invested in

fishing appliances, and taking annually fiftv

million dollars' worth of fish and oysters.

In this country the drag (or dredge) is

used only for oysters. In Europe the drag,

or beam trawl as it is called there, is of greater

ini])oriance. h'rom (.irimsby, Yarmouth, Hull

imd a score of other places in Great Britain,

large lleets of both steam and sailing vessels

put forth to fish w'ith the "drag." It is with

the "drag" that the great quantity of sole used

in Europe is secured. The "drag" is used ex-

tensively in Germany, France, Belgium, Hol-

land, Spain and other countries.

Those w'ho do not recognize the quotation

may consult the Prophecy of Habakkuk

( 1-15). -As Captain Cuttle would say, "Over-

liaul the Old TestameiU and when found make

:i note of."

MORE PUBLIC AQLARIUMS tur AMERICA.

During the past year the Xew York Aquar-

ium has been carefully studied by the Park

(."omniissioners of the City of Detroit, with a

\iew to including its best features in the

aquariiun now building in that city. The

Commissioner of Parks of San Francisco also

made an extended examination of the New
\'ork Aquarium, as he is greatly interested in

having an aquarium added to the attractions

of Golden Gate Park.

The Park Boaril of liufl'alo is also interested

in the matter, and has been in communication

with the Director, who has supplied consider-

able information respecting the methods of

the public aquariums of Europe which he has

studied. Outside of New York the only public

aquariums in operation in this country are the

small ones of the Fisheries Bureau and the

Zoological Park at Washington.

Important temporary aquariums have been

maintained by the Fisheries Bureau at all of the

great expositions held throughout tlie country

since the World's Fair at Chicago. A very

fine one is being erected for the St. Louis Ex-
position.

The Fisheries Bureau has already deposited

at the New York Aquarium a number of tropi-

cal fislies. intended for the St. Louis Exhibit.

.\1. Jules lluret. continuing his articles to

"higaro" on his impressions of the United

States, writes : "There is one thing, however,

the .Aquarium in New York, which has no end

except beauty. It is very interesting and very

extraordinary."
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THE SEA HORSE.

THE common American seahorse {Hippo-

campus hudsonius) is found all along

the American coast from Cape Cod to

Soutii Carolina, and occurs in New York-

Bay probably throughout the year, as the

Aquarium collectors have obtained specimens

not only from April to October, but also in

February.

Ordinarily it ranges in size from 3 to 6

inches, but on the west coast of Mexico the

writer has seen specimens a foot in length,

which is about as long as any species ever

grows. The sea-horse is probably the only

fish which has a prehensile tail ; it is decidedly

monkey-like in the use of this organ, constant-

ly anchoring itself to weeds, stones and sticks.

In fact, it is usually captured in this region

by fishermen using pound-nets and gill-nets,

with its tail clinging firmly to the meshes of

the nets, even when they are hauled from the

water.

Many years ago it was common about the

wharves of the East River, where now it

probably does not find the water sufficiently

pure. This fish is of great interest to all

visitors. The eggs, while hatching, are carried

by the male in a pouch, and the young are

said to return to this pouch for shelter. The

body of the sea-horse is encased in a bony

shell, in segments. Its swimming movements

are very slow, and are performed chiefly by

rapid undulations of the dorsal fin. Seahorses

are drifted freely by ocean currents. One speci-

men was kept in a small balanced aquarium for

over a year. Usually they cannot be retained

so long. The position of the body is usually

vertical, especially in swimming, and the head

is decidedly horse-like in appearance. In feed-
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ing the nioutli is brought near the small Crus-

tacea, for which it constantly searches, and is

suddenly opened. The cheeks being inflated

at the same time, the food is captured with

the in-rush of water. Sea-horses are found in

most parts of the world, becoming scarce in

the higher latitudes. Except for their armor

of dermal plates they are defenseless creatures,

sheltering themselves in sea-weetl, where the

little creatures get their food.

The Aquarium has adopted the seii-horse in

gold design as the insignia for unifurni caps.

THE H.ARBOR SE.Al..

Une June 2, 1903. the Acjuarium lost ,a fine

specimen of the harbor seal. The animal had

been in the building for eight years and seven

months, which was a long period of indoor

life for a wild animal as active as a seal.

The immediate cause of her death was pneu-

monia, but like most other seals that have died

in the Aquarium, there was more or less fatty

degeneration of the heart, liver and kidneys.

due to lack of sunlight and sufficient room

for exercise. This was the most active seal

that the Aquarium has ever had, and fu!l_\

one-half of her" time was spent swimming about

the pool, which accounts largely for her long

life. She was the sole survivor of quite a

colony of seals that had been with her at vari-

ous times in the same pool, and survived her

companions—seven in number—nearly seven

years.

When the seal died, an active correspondence

was commenced with fishermen along the At-

lantic coast, from southern Massachusetts to

northern Maine, and it was not until October

17th that another specimen w-as procured. It

was taken in a fish weir at Xahant, and is still

at the Aquarium. An additional specimen

taken on the beach at Galilee, New Jersey.

March 7th, lived only three days. It was
found to be badly injured when taken.

.\ few years ago harbor seals were not dif-

ficult to procure, but during the last three or

four years it has been almost impossible to get

them. Tbev are in considerable demand for

exhibition purposes in zoological i)arks and

elsewhere.

The present scarcity of seals is doubtless

due to the bounties paid in the New England

States for their destruction. Correspondence

with fishermen, who had formerly been able

to procure specimens, and also with State

F"ish Commissioners, yielded considerable in-

formation on this subject.

Massachusetts i)ays through town or city

treasurers $3 for each seal killed, when satis-

factory evidence thereof is produced under

oath, together with the tail of the animal. It

has been difficult to get statistics on the num-
ber killed annually. The State Fish Com-
missioners are without figures on this point,

and a canvass of all coast towns and cities

would be necessary to secure them. The city

treasurer of Portland, Maine, reports that 1,061

harbor seals were killed in the Casco Bay
region between January ist and September ist

of the year 1903. It is reported that the total

catch for that neighborhood was considerably

more than this number, as a good many seals

were killed and lost. The seal hunters about

Casco Bay are mostly Indians, and have been

quite active in their search for seals.

Although the Aquarium has placed orders

for live specimens in several widely separated

localities, and has offered good prices, speci-

mens cannot be had.

The bounty paid m .Maine for seals is $1

each, the State refunding to the towns, money
paid for seal bounties.

Last year there was scarcely a seal to be

seen along the coast, and there is no doubt

that the species has been reduced to the

merest remnant along our shores. Orders

placed with dealers in wild animals have so

far been unproductive. The New York
Zoological Park is at ])resent without speci-

mens.

The bounty on seals should undoubtedly be

removed occasionally. Of course the only per-

sons interested in the destruction of seals are

the fishermen. .\ lively harbor seal getting

into a gill-net or pound-net, or weir, undoubt-

edly does damage, but the race should not be

exterminated on that account. The fishermen
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if left to themselves would make short work

of all kinds of seals, and it has been only

through the persistent efforts of naturalists

that the extermination of the California coast

sea-lions has been prevented. The diminution

of the salmon of the Pacific Coast has been due

to human agency. Both sea-lions and salmon

were formerly found there in vast numbers.

When salmon are being canned at the rate

of fifteen million dollars' worth a year, it is not

exactly logical to blame their decrease to sea-

FOOD OF FISHES IN CAPTIVITY.

THE feeding of as large a collection ot

fishes as that maintained at the New
York Aquarium is a matter involving no

small amount of labor and expense. One at-

tendant devotes about one half of each day to

the preparation of the food, and as there are

generally about 2,000 fishes of all sizes and of

about 150 different kinds in the tanks, the at-

tendants who care for them have enough to do

during the afternoon to keep them busy.

The food consists of meat, fish, clams,

sliced, chopped or minced, as may be necessary

10 suit the size of the specimens. The whole

collection is fed carefully in order that there

may not be an unnecessary amount of food

left unconsumed, which would have to be re-

moved to prevent its aft'ecting the water.

During the month of January, 1904, the food

derived from the markets was: Cod, 316

potuids ; herring. 2oy pounds : smelt, 88

potmds ; beef, 7 pounds : liver, 9 pounds ; a

total of 629 pounds of fish and flesh. In addi-

tion to this, 6,600 clams were used. This is

merely the amount of food purchased. A large
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supply of natural live food is brought in from

the adjacent bays and shores by the Aquarium

collector, consisting of minnows, shrimps,

mussels, crabs, marine worms, small soft clams

and beach fleas or amphipods. More or less

live food is always kept on hand in reserve

tanks. In summer when live food is easily

obtained, a great deal of it is used, being better

for the collection in general, while in winter

a larger amount of market food necessarily

is consumed.

Minnows {I-'iiiidiiliis hctcroclitiis ) . when

procurable in abundance, are used at the rate

of lo or 12 quarts daily, and are simply thrown

alive into the tanks where larger fishes soon

dispose of them. Shrimps are used to the ex-

tent of about 15 or 20 quarts a week ; mussels

4 or 5 bushels a year, small crabs, such as

fiddler crabs, stone crabs and young blue crabs

by the thousand ; marine worms 500 or 600

per month; small soft clams 10,000 to 12,000

during the summer season. Beach fleas or

amphipods, the small crustaceans sometimes

known as sand hoppers, are collected in con-

siderable numbers. The collector secures them

by spreading a sheet on tjie beach at night and

placing on it a lantern. When a sufficient

number have been attracted by the light, it is

picked up by the corners and the beach fleas

spilled into buckets. Beach fleas are also se-

cured by hand picking at low tide, and to

some extent by digging in the sand.

For fresh water fishes a considerable quan-

tity of angle-worms is desirable. These can

be picked up in the summer time about the

walks in Battery Park, when they come out

after heavy rains.

The interesting little seahorses, usually to

be found at the Aquarium, can be kept to good

advantage only when they are well supplied

with Gammarus, a very minute crustacean.

secured by gathering bunches of fine sea-moss,

which they inhabit. The seahorses in the tanks

are usually seen on the bottom picking this

minute life from the weeds. Even under the

best conditions it is difficult to supply the

seahorses with a sufficient variety of the live

food required, and the Ijest specimens have

seldom lived longer than a year. It has been

found that the longer a seahorse tank can be

left without cleaning the better are the chances

for maintaining colonies of (lammarus for its

food.

\'oung trout and salmon in the tish iintchery

are fed successfully on minced liver, and they

are also very fond of herring roe. .At the New
York .\quariuni herring roe has ])rovcn to

he an excellent food for young whitcfish.

These are so difficult to raise that the fr\- in

Government fish hatcheries has usually been

turned loose in the streams when very small.

By feeding on herring roe the Aquarium has

succeeded in carrying whitefish through the

critical period of infancy, and at the present

time has specimens a year old and 6 inches

long.

All the fish food from the markets is headed

and eviscerated before being cut up, as market

fish are frequently kept too long for any part

of the viscera to he wholesome.

The cost of the market fond used at the

.-\quarium averages about $100 per month.

The various kinds of live food brought in by

the collector in connection with his regulai'

work of capturing specimens for exhibition is

valued at about half that amount.

During the past five months the collector

was kept extremely busy as a purveyor to the

sea-cow or manatee. This animal, which was

a hearty feeder, turned up its nose at lettuce

and other wholesome garden vegetables, in-

sisting on a diet of salt-water eel-grass and

pond weed. It chewed up exactly 90 bushel

baskets of eel-grass and 20 of i)ond-weed dur-

ing the five months that it lived in the .Aquar-

ium.

Carp, which are largely vegetable feeders,

are fed at times on soaked wheat, and the sea-

turtles, in addition to fish food are sometimes

supplied with small (|uantities of cabbage

leaves and sea-weed.

The attendance at tlie .Aqnannni during the year

1903 was over one and a half niillinns, nearly twice

that of the Metropolitan Museum nf Art, It stands

alone as a record of attendance among free public

institutions.
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NOTES.
The total number ri{ teachers and students visiting

the laboratory of the Aquarium for nature study,

during the year igoj, was 2,620. They came from

high schools, training schools for teachers, the Nor-

mal College, universities and private schools. There

were teachers also from Massachusetts, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, and Kentucky, and

one from both Switzerland and Porto Rico. Eighty-

three institutions were represented in all.

Dr. Cyrus W. Field. Jr., made extensive experi-

ments in the laboratory on behalf of the New York
City Board of Health, relative to the possibility of

infecting oysters with the bacillus of typhoid fever.

It was proven that oysters living in aquaria are

easily infected when cultures of Bacillus typho-

sus are planted in the water. This shows the danger

of fattening oysters in creeks containing sewage.

The results of his observations will be published in

full in the Annual Report of the Zoological Society.

It is expected that the increase in light in the

.\quarium building, by means of enlarged skylights,

will have a wholesome efifecl on the colors of fishes

exhibited there. Many of the more brilliant fishes

from the tropics lose their high colors very rapidly

after coming to the Aquarium ; the majority of the

species becoming faded. This is true to a similar

extent with our native fresh water fishes. The
surroundings of the specimens also have considerable

to do with their colors while on exhibition. Speci-

mens placed in tanks lined with white tiles are many
degrees paler than specimens of the same species

kept in tanks with dark backgrounds. The nature

of the food and the character and temperature of

the water are also factors in causing loss of color.

There are 2y striped-bass, which have been in

the Aquarium 10 years. These specimens have been

kept continuously in a pool lined with white tiles,

and with one exception have become so bleached out

that at present they have little of their original

color left. It is a remarkable fact, the only speci-

men in this tot of fishes which retains its original

color undiminished is totally blind. Sunfishes are

very quickly affected by their environment, losing

perhaps four-fifths of their color when placed in

tanks having light backgrounds.

THE FISH HATCHERY.

The fish hatchery at the Aquarium is again in

active operation. Early in the year it was stocked

with eggs of the following species: Rainbow

trout, brook trout, lake trout, brown trout, Cali-

fornia salmon. .Atlantic salmon, landlocked salmon,

and white-fish.

The California, or Quiniiat salmon eggs, have al-

ready hatched and the fish will be reared at the

•Aquarium for exhibition purposes, as this is a

species seldom seen here. Most of the other young

fish, with the exception of the white-fish, will be

distributed in New York waters. Last year the

output of the hatchery was over 2,000,000 fish, repre-

senting about one dozen diflferent species. A good

series of each was retained for exhibition.

Owing to the difiiculty usually experienced in the

Government fish hatcheries in raising white-fish in

confinement, nearly all those hatched at the Aquari-

um were sent to Lake George. The few individuals

retained were given special care, and the results

warrant a serious attempt at raising all of this year's

fry. We now have specimens 6 inches long.

The white-fish now hatching will all be retained

and reared for exhibition, as fishes born in captivity

are much better for ]iermanent exhibition than wild

specimens.
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At present the liatcbcry affords a gmul exliibit of

fish-cultural methods, there being eggs and fry in

various stages of growtli. The exhibit is one whieb

is of decided interest to visitors, especially when its

meaning is explained.

The .Atlantic salmon reared in the .\i|uarium are

now two years old and are splendid specimens. It

is expected that a like success will attend the raising

of the Pacific species. Ibe Pacific salmon is the

most important of all fresh water fishes; it sonie-

tiiues reaches a weight of fio to 80 pounds, and is

one of the handsomest and most valuable fishes in

the world. The yield of the Pacific sahuon fisheries,

from California lo .\laska. is worth probably $15,-

000,000 a year, and the canned produci is marketed

throughout the world.

PIKK I'KKCH
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THE BIG SERPENTS.
By RAYMOND L. DITMARS,

CURATOR OF REPTILES.

OWING to their large size and brilliant

colors, the boas and pythons, representing

the Family Boidae, are among the most

interesting inmates of the Reptile House.

Forty-eight specimens of these showy serpents,

representing eleven .species, are now on exhibition.*

The collection of boas and pythons contains not

only the huge pythons of tropical Africa and India,

and the gorgeously-hued "Boiguacu" of South

.\merica, but lowly forms as well, such as the

Rubber Boa, a diminutive burrowing species of

the western United States, and the remarkable

Sand Boa, or '"Two-Headed" Snake, of Egypt.

The boas proper, constituting the subdivision

Photographed to show the great length which this species attains.

* So thoroughly representative is this collection that a map showing 1he dislriK
Boidae (,lhe Boinae and Pyllwitinae) has been prepared, together with 4 la^gi*' of
and placed in front of the large python cage. -i"''

'

II

JUL 13

wo subdivisions of the

1, which will be framed
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COMMON BOA,

One of the most brilliantly colored species of the Boidae.

Boinae of this family, are not, as is popularly sup-

posed, confined to the New World. The majority

of the species, and in fact all the larger ones, in-

habit tropical South America, southern Mexico,

Central America and the West Indies. One small

species occurs in the extreme western portion of

the United States, as far north as Oregon. The
genus Eryx, however, composed of small bur-

rowing forms, inhabits Africa, southern Europe

and Asia. Two fine species belonging to the

genus Boa are found in Madagascar; and several

other genera are represented in the Old World.

In the New World, the largest of the boas is the

Anaconda, or Water Boa, of tropical South Amer-

ica, a species alleged to attain a length of twenty-

five feet or more, but specimens of such dimensions

appear to be so exceedingly rare that they never

find their way into captivity. Two fine specimens

of this aquatic snake are on exhibition in the

Reptile House. The largest specimen, measuring

sixteen feet in length, recently gave birth to thirty-

four young. The young snakes are being care-

fully fed, and it is anticipated that the majority

of them may be reared. At time of birth they

were twenty-seven inches long, and of much the

same coloration as the parent. Like the adult,

they are very vicious, and resent handhng. Quick-

ly twisting from side to side, they endeavor to snaj)

at the hands of their keeper. Most of their time

is spent in a large tank, where they swim slowl}'

or mass themselves in a corner with only their

snouts above the water.

The birth of these little snakes illustrates a

characteristic predominant among the boas, the

majority or possibly all of which are viviparous,

bringing forth their young alive. The pythons,

on the contrary, lay eggs, over and about which

they coil, and so remain until they hatch, after

some six or eight weeks' time. The writer has

several records which tend to demonstrate that

the progeny of all the Boidae are very numerous.

One of these relates to a large specimen of the

Common Boa {Boa constrictor), whicli gave birth

to sixty-four living young. Another is a note

from Antwerp, where an Anaconda, fifteen and

a half feet in length, gave birth to thirty-seven

young. Various records show that the pythons

deposit from fifty to one hundred eggs. A twenty-

foot Regal Python in the Reptile House deposited

sixty eggs, about which she coiled, and from her

position fought oft" all intrusion. Her eft"orts at

incubation proved of no avail, however, as the

eggs were infertile.

The growth of the young anacondas in the Rep-

tile House will be noted with great interest. Cap-

tive-born snakes usually feed readily, and in con-

sequence grow rapidly. It is hoped, therefore,

that there will be an opportunity to ascertain the

limit of size attained by this species. Although

popular supposition says twenty-five feet, we
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WEST INDIAN BOA.

A species conrined to ihe West Indii

find captive specimens ijuite mature, and bring-

ing forth young, at sixteen feet in length. The
writer believes that the addition of a very few feet

to this figure would represent the maximvnn
dimensions of the species.

Another New World boa, and one of the most

beautiful of serpents, is a snake well known by its

scientific name. This is the Common Boa, both

technically and popularly known as the Boa

constrictor, a native of tropical South America

and the West Indies. Three handsome specimens

are on exhibition. Owing to its good temper and

docile nature, this species of boa is eagerly sought

by snake " charmers, " but it is not, however, really

common in captivity.

Although all species of boas and pythons are

constrictors, it must be understood that scientific

classification has seen fit to separate the boas from

the pythons. This being the case, it can be appre-

ciated that the indiscriminate practice of calling all

the large snakes "Boa constrictors" is far from

correct. The genus Boa contains seven species,

and the name Boa constrictor is the scientific title

of the most widely-known South American species,

the Common Boa.

The Common Boa is not a particularly large

serpent. A full-grown adult will measure ten

feet, but the average length of a mature specimen

is from eight-and-one-half to nine feet, .\nother

snake of the same genus, on exhibition in the Rep-

tile House, is the West Indian Boa, {Boa diiinilo-

qiia), a species inhabiting Dominica, St. Lucia and

Trinidad, and attaining a length of about eight

feet. In its form and pattern, this serpent much
resembles the Common Boa, but may be dis-

tinguished by its much darker colors, which im-

part to it a somber aspect. Specimens of this

snake that have recently shed their skins gleam

with the iridescent luster which is often to be

noted among the larger constrictors, and usually

denotes a state of good health.

Closely allied to the preceding species is an-

other interesting serpent, known as the Mexican

Boa, (Boa imperator). This is a smaller species,

and in its rich color-pattern it suggests the Boa con-

strictor. Our specimen was captured in Central

.\merica, and is but half grown. It makes up for

its small size by an energetic display of temper,

and usually may be observed lying coiled almost

in a spherical mass on the topmost branch of the

tree in its cage.

Compared with the graceful forms of the ma-

jority of the boas, the Tree Boas are quite gro-

tesque. The neck is extremely long and slender,

and the head so large and broad that it appears as

an incumbrance to the snake. Moreover, the

head is pointed at the snout and very broad in the

rear, imparting a venomous aspect to the reptile.

With its flat body wrapped tightly about a limb,

the prehensile tail likewise employed, and the long
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AFRICAN ROCK PYTHON.

Of docile nature, and often seen in travelling shows

neck looped fantastically in the air in support of

the hostile head which poises to strike, an angry

tree boa appears far removed in classification

from its ponderous allies of the family Boidae.

Owing to their secretive habits the other boas

in the collection are not frequently seen by visitors.

One of the most interesting specimens is a Sand

Boa, (Eryx jacidus), from Egypt. This species is

sometimes known as the "Two-Headed" Snake,

owing to the bluntness of its tail, which so closely

resembles the head that the two extremities might

for the moment be mistaken for one another unless

the reptile be closely examined. The Hindoos

practice a deception with this creature by painting

a mouth and eyes on its blunt tail, and exhibiting it

as a reptile with two independent heads, explaining

that while one sleeps the other watches, to pro-

tect the eccentric creature from harm. In its

habits the Sand Boa is subterraneous, digging its

way into loose sand, or following the burrows of

the small mammals upon which it feeds. It sel-

dom attains a length of more than two feet, and

its colors are dull and few, to match the soil in

which it lives. Seven species of the genus are

known, and all are confined to the Old World

The diminutive Rubber Boa, {Charina hotlae),

an inmate of the Reptile House, but seldom visible

to the visitor, is yet a smaller member of the

Boidae than the African species. This pigmy

burrowing constrictor appears to extend its range

farther into the temperate regions than any other

species of the Family. It inhabits the Pacific Coast

region of the United States, and is even found as

far north as Oregon. It is pale gray in color and

very cylindrical in form, with a small, blunt head,

not at all distinct from the neck. Captive speci-

mens feed upon very small rodents, and unless

provided with fine dry sand, in which they can

burrow, live but a short time. The average length

of a mature specimen is about eighteen inches.

The Subfamily Pythoninae of the Boidae con-

tains as great a variety of forms as exists in the

Boinae. This group contains the largest species

of the great constricting snakes, several of which

attain a length of slightly over twenty feet, .as ac-

tually demonstrated by the measurements of va-

rious captive specimens. Undoubtedly the largest

species of serpent now living is the Regal or Retic-

ulated Python, {Python reticulatiis), which attains

a length of at least twenty-four feet, and possibly

greater dimensions. This splendid serpent is well

represented in the Reptile House by five specimens,

two of which are over twenty feet in length, and

weigh nearly two hundred pounds each. Pes-
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Adult, and young specimen three weeks old.

sessino; a tolor-iiattcrn of a riilincss tliat rival.s

oriental tapestry, together with an iridescence

which gleams in all the high-lights of their folds,

these great serjients are the stars of a large col-

lection of cold-blooded creatures.

In captivity the Regal Python i)refers to feed on

poultry, and can engulf entire and without diffi-

culty an eight-pound rooster, in full feather. Two
sucii fowls usually constitute a substantial meal,

but a very hungry snake will consume four chickens

of this size, and be ready for more within ten days'

time. During the first few months of confinement

very large specimens of this .snake appear to sufTer

from the restraints of captivity. They steadily

refuse food, and if energetic measures are not em-

ployed, they become emaciated, and gradually

starve to death.

Whenever a large serpent is thus languishing and

ai)proaching a suicidal end, it is necessary to feed it

by force, and thus either awaken or counteract

its sluggish appetite. Young rabl)its are killed

and tied together with brown twine, the snake is

held by the keepers in as straight a position as pos-

sible, and by means of a pole the meal is forced

down its throat a distance of about six feet. Food

thus administered usually changes the snake's

demeanor toward captivity. With the meal once

digesteij, there comes an a])petite for food, which

usually can be detected by the snake's actions,

although for a time the reptile may lack sutTicienl

courage to feed voluntarily. Careful attention on

the ])art of the keeper is usually successful, and

renders a repetition of compulsory feeding un-

necessary, although occasional sj)ecimens are

very stubborn. The Regal Python "Czarina"

was fed forcefully for ten months before she took

her first voluntary meal.

The average visitor to the Rejjtile House, while

examining the richly-tinted coils of the big pythons,

little realizes that the iridescent bloom reflected

from the scales denotes a state of perfect health

which is brought about only after many weeks

of symi)athctic care on the ]Kirt of the keeper.

Rather smaller in size, though one of the largest

of the species forming the genus Pyllion, is the

Indian Rock Snake, or Black-Tailed Python,

(Pyllion moliinis). Two specimens are on exhi-

bition, each being about sixteen feet in length.

Both have been in the Rej)tile House over two

years, and arc slowly growing. This species

occasionally, though rarely, attains a length of

twenty feet. Though not so handsome a serpent

as the Regal Python, it is more hardy, and be-

comes more readily accustomed to captivity.
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Compulsory feeding is seldom necessary with

snakes of this kind. They prefer small mammals
to fowls, but it is quite unnecessary that their food

should be offered alive.

In distribution this serpent differs somewhat
from the Regal Python, being common in India,

and extending into but one of the larger islands

—

Java. The larger species of the mainland is con-

fined to Burmah, Iiido-China and the Malay
Peninsula, and is distributed throughout the Malay
Archipelago. In captivity both the Regal and

Black-Tailed Pythons are vicious, and resent any

familiarity on the part of the keeper. Their long,

recurved teeth are capable of inflicting severe

wounds. Owing to their hostile nature, these

handsome reptiles seldom are exhibited with

travelling shows.

In direct contrast to the irritable East Indian

species, is the African Rock Python, {Python

sehae), a richly-marked reptile which attains quite

substantial proportions. It inhabits the tropical

and southern portions of Africa. The average length

of mature specimens is about twelve feet, but oc-

casional specimens will measure from fifteen to

eighteen feet. In proportion to its length, it is a

very thick-bodied serpent. A coiled specimen

eleven or twelve feet long presents greater bulk,

and consequently appears much larger than a

Regal or Black-Tailed Python of a length of

fifteen or sixteen feet. The head is quite small,

yet mature specimens feed upon fair-sized prey

such as the smaller species of antelope, which are

seized as they pass in close proximity to under-

growth on their way to water.

A fine specimen of the African Rock Pvthon, in

the Reptile House, is only nine-and-one-half feet

long, but it shghtly exceeds in weight a specimen

of the Regal or Reticulated Python, fourteen feet

long. The body is a delicate shade of tan. Down
the back is a series of large, olive-brown saddles,

and on each side of the head is a broad, pinkish

band. Few species of the larger snakes so quickly

become docile in captivity, or are more hardy if

properly cared for, than this African constrictor.

It is the snake most frequently e.xhibited by circus

performers, and owing to its good nature, and its

ability to endure rough handling in transit, it is a

prime favorite with travelling showmen. Moreover,

large numbers of these snakes are captured an-

nually and shipped from Africa to various parts of

Europe and America. Hundreds are received

in the United States every spring and sold to the

various shows, in which they are e.xhibited as

"Philippine Boa Constrictors," or " Man-Eaters,"

or otherwise exploited by the professional snake

enchantress who poses as an exponent of the

hypnotic art.

It is a common belief that pythons may be dis-

tinguished from boas by the presence on the lip-

plates (labials) of the former of a number of pits.

This is partially true, yet not altogether a definite

distinction. Although the majority of the pythons

possess these pits, so prominently developed that

they appear to be of some functional value to the

reptile, it might incidentally be stated that various

species of boas al.so possess pits, which in the

genera Epicrales and CoraUus are as well de-

veloped as in any of the pythons. An example of the

former genus is the Cuban Boa, (Epicrales angit-

lijer), a thick-bodied species, attaining a length

of ten feet, and confined in its habitat to the

island of Cuba. It is the only large constrictor

inhabiting the island, and though of a dull brown

color, when in a bright light it shows a high degree
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of iridescence. Large specimens of this snake

have been on exhibition in the Zoological Park

for the past four years.

The structural differences between the pythons

and the boas consist chiefly in the bones of the

skull and the arrangement of the plates on the

head. The former characters can be noted only

by the examination of an osteological preparation,

and even then unless the observer is equijiped with

technical knowledge they are very obscure. The

arrangement of the head shields offers .so many
variations and intergradations that the character

is but a feeble one on which to form the two Sub-

families. Generally speaking, it must be stated

that to the popular eye there is little structural

difTerence between a python and a boa. The Sub-

family containing the latter (the Boinae) includes

the larger number of species of the Family of

great constrictors.

LONGEVITY OF FISHES AT THE AQUARIUM.

The oldest inhabitants of the New York Aquarium are

the striped bass, which have been here for ten years, having

been placed in one of the floor pools before the building

was opened to the public

.

In May, 1894, 55 s])ccimcns, weighing from a quarter

of a pound to four pounds, were secured, 27 of which have

sur\-ived. Most of those that were lost, died during the

first year, and during the last four years not one has died.

Their food has been chiefly live minnows, supplemented

by live shrimp, small crabs, marine worms, and occa-

sionally, when other food was scarce, herring cut in strips

and a few clams were used. Their growth during these ten

years has probably liecn all that could be e.xpected from

fishes confined in a limited space and deprived of m\ii h

of their natural food. The largest specimen now weighs

about 30 pounds. Their actual weights are not known,

but the lengths of some of them are, and the weight esti-

mated accordingly. One indivi<lual received in iS()6, when

it weighed a quarter of a pound, and had a length of seven

inches, died seven years later, by which time it had attained

a length of .6 inches and a weight of 9 pounds.

They are sea fishes which enter fresh waters to spawn,

and are very active and gamey. It is quite remarkable

that such large fishes have done so well.

In our markets this species averages 1 2 pounds in weight,

but often attains a large size, specimens of 60 pounds being

common, while the weights of extra large ones weighing

from 90 to 112 pounds have been recorded.

Other species in the Aquarium which may be considered

old residents arc the bony gar, mud-fish, common eel,

gray snapper, spot snapper, red grouper and Nassau

grouper. Several individuals of each have pulled through

seven years' serrice. They are supposed to require pure

sea-water, but have endured New York Bay water just as

it has been pumped from the Bay, in varying conditions of

saltness, freshness, muddiness and wharf-front filth.

They have not complained, but for days together the poor

character of the water supply has put the whole collection

off its feed.

Four of the species named above are from the Ber-

muda Islands, where the density of the sea-water is not

lessened by the presence of rivers. Their length of life at

the New York Aquarium, where the water often becomes

three-quarters fresh, is quite remarkable.

Other well-seasoned old-timers which have been here

from four to five years arc the moonfish, squirrel-fish, Mis-

sissippi catfish, weakfish, green moray, amber fish, rock-

fish, bergall, striped grunt, blackfish, angel fish, surgeon

fish, trigger fish, cow-nosed ray, common sturgeon, short-

nosed sturgeon, sheepshead, minnow, stickleback, drum,

channel bass, yellow mackerel, toad-fish, tench, goldfish,

muskallunge and pike.

All other species have so far led .\quarium lives within

the three-year limit.

The growth of some of the above-named fishes has been

steady. The Bermuda gray snappers, received here 6

inihes long, have more than doubled their .size in seven

years; while the spot snappers have fully trebled their size

in the same time. Although the green morays have fed

intermittently, refu.sing food for months at a time, they

have grown perceptibly. Measuring a green moray nearly

7 feet long and with jaws opening 6 inches wide is dubious

business, which as yet no one has had the courage to un-

dertake. The growth of muskallunge and pike has been

quite marked, both species having more than doubled

their weight. The weakfish have trebled their size in four

years. The blackfish {Tauloga onilis) have grown slowly,

specimens one inch long when received having grown only

7 or 8 inches in seven years. Other blackfish, however,

which were 8 inches long when brought here, doubled their

size in one year.

.\ Mississippi catfish, now weighing about 60 pounds,

has increased its weight perhaps one-third in four years

in spite of the fact that it lies dormant when the water gets

cold, and does not feed at all from .September to .^pril.

Many of the mo.st attractive fishes in the collection have

not lived long enough to permit of observations being

made on their growth.

The collection of tropical fishes from Berniuda has been

increased every summer. These beautifully colored

strangers, which are viewed with great interest during the

summer and autumn months, begin to die off with the

approach of winter weather.

A large sturgeon 8 feet long lived in the .Aquarium t,

years, which was i)robably a good record for a mud-

loving animal transferred to a clean, hard-bottomed

tank. It would not be desirable to put mud in an exhibi-

tion tank.
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to the nitiocinatioiis of a kingfisher, his tocksurc-

iH'ss is fairl\' sulilime.

The objectionable point of all this lies in the fat t

that Mr. Long continually and persistently con

veys to the minds of people who know little of

Nature, totally false impressions of the mental

capacity of wild animals. To those who think

this is ])roper and right, 1 have nothing to say;

but to those who wish to know of animals only

the things that arc true, I would say, prove

all things, and hold fast that which is good.

Let it nut be understood, howe\er, that I (on

denin the lution stories of animals that openly

stand as fiction. On the contrary, such wild-

animal hero-tales a.s "Mooswa" and "The Out-

casts," by W. W. Fraser, are not only harmless,

but decidedly healthful and beneficial, especially

to the young. They do not pose as true stories,

and even the youngest child i> not betrayed into

false conclusions. w. x. n.

NKW M.\X.\TF.ES AT THK AQLARIUM.

The .\quarium has received a ])air of manatees

from Lake Worth, Florida. The larger s|)ecimen

—a female— is eight and one half feet long. They

were captured by Alligator Joe of Palm Beach,

and were taken in a large drag seine. Trials

were made at different times for nearly a month.

at least .seven manatees breaking through the net

before a cajjture was made. The largest one ob-

served was over ten feet long. Both animals have

already made themselves cjuite at home in the

large pool in which they have been placed. They

appear to be atTectionate, usually keeping close

together, and fre(|uently rubl)ing noses.

The female has a trick that is entirely new to

the .\ciuarium men. When the water is drawn

from the pool for tank-cleaning, she ])roniptly

rolls upon her back, remaining in that position

until the water returns. She is (juite large and

heavy, and is probably more comfortable on her

back, considering the weight of her bones. All

members of the sea-cow group have the densest

and lK'a\iest bones known among mammals.

LAWRENCE \V.\RBI.ER BREEIJING IN THK
ZOOLOCKAL PARK.

Thp most interesting wild bird which has been ob-

served Ijreeding in the Zoological Park is the Lawrence
Warbler (Helminlliophila /uTcrcHcc/, Herrick). On June

I Uh of the present year Dr. Wiegmann and myself found

a male Lawrence Warbler mated with a female Blue-

winged Warbler (H.pinus), both birds carrying food to

a brood of si.\ young birds in a ground nest. The young

birds all left the nest in safety on June 16th. This is the

twelfth Lawrence Warbler to t)c placed on record, and

the first recorded instance of its breeding.

Details of this record will l)e given in the ne.xt issue of

the Bullelin. C. William Beebe.

The impending departure of Dr. Mayer for his new field

of activity rendered it necessary for the trustees of the

BrooklynInstituteof.\rts and Sciences to select and appoint

a new director for its museums. The choice fell upon

Mr. Frederic .\. Lucas, who for twenty-two years has been

one of the most prominent members of the staff of curators

in the United States National Museum. As a specially

trained and experienced museum-builder, Mr. Lucas

stands in the first rank of curators, and has few equals,

either in this country or any other. His specialty is com-

parative anatomy and paleontology, but besides that he is

an all-around naturalist, with the general l^rcadlh of

knowledge which is imperatively necessary in the director

of a museum which embraces all branches and classes of

Nature.

Mr. Lucas' two very entertaining and breezy books, en-

titled ".-Vnimals of the Past" and ".Animals Before Man
in .\merica," afford an excellent index of his keen sym-

pathy with the general public, and his success in reaching

tlie unscientific reader with the facts and figures of science.

It is gratifying that the loss of so good a man as Dr. Mayer

has been compensated by the selection of so good a man as

Mr. Lucas.

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.

The fees for membership in the New York Zoological

Society are as follows :

.\nnual membership $ 10.00

1 .ife membership 200.00

Patron's fee r.ooo.oo

I-'ounder's fee ^,000.00

Benefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for membership may be

obtained at the Service Building, at all entrances to the

Zoological Park, and at the Secretary's Office, No. 11

Wall Street, New York City.
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SKIMMER, 14 DAYS OLD. LEAST TERN, SI DAYS OLD.

NOTES ON HATCHING AND REARING
SEA-BIRDS.

By C. WILLIAM BEEBE,

CURATOR OF BIRDS.

Illuslralioiis from photographs by /he author.

IN July of last year when we returned from our

trip to Cobb Island {vide Annual Report of

the Zoological Society for 1903, pp. r6i to

181) we brought with us some two dozen eggs of

various sea-birds. These were from the nests of

black skimmers, common terns, laughing gulls,

clapper rails and green herons, only one egg be-

ing taken from each nest, and all in advanced

stages of incubation. At first no special care was

taken of the eggs, as the embryos were intended for

embryological study, and three days elapsed be-

tween the time of collecting them and the date of

their examination. They were brought to New York

in an empty kodak case, and several were cracked

or partly broken on the way. The temperature

during this time ranged from 60° to 80°. These

apparently unfavorable conditions were sufficient

to keep the embryos in a living active state. Their

vigor was so pronounced that the eggs were placed

at once in an incubator, in a temperature of 102°,

with the result that almost all, even the cracked

ones, hatched within from one to five days.

I devoted what time I could spare to feeding

and watching the first quintet of these little fellows,

hatched so far from their home among the Vir-

ginia sand dunes, and a few hasty notes taken

during the first two weeks of their existence seem

worthy of record. These five birds were: Two
common terns (Sterna hirundo)^ a black skimmer

{Rynchops nigra), a laughing gull {Lariis atriciUa),

and a green heron (Biilorides virescens). For

convenience of observation, all the birds were con-

fined together in a large wooden box, glass-fronted,

wire-roofed and with a flooring of fine, white sand.

July 23.—Tern number one hatched at 6 a.m.

July 24.—Tern number two and a skimmer

emerged at 6 a.m. All the birds which hatched

from this lot of eggs broke shell early in the morn-

ing except the green herons, which appeared to be

governed by no time rule.

This morning I removed tern number one from

the incubator, and fed him a number of times with

macerated fi.sh, the little fellow readily opening

his mouth for food.

While yet wholly within the egg terns utter a

peep! peep, much like a chicken, but the instant

they tumble out, before their feathers have begun

to dry, they utter the typical tear-r-r of the old

birds, only, of course, very fine and weak in tone.

When calling for food their utterance is an oft-

repeated, indescribable sound which may be per-

fectly imitated by drawing air in between one's

teeth. The tear-r-r is always given when the

young birds are suddenly awakened from sleep.

July 25.—A little green heron hatched to-day,

pot-bellied, with immense yellow feet and legs

—

as unlike the terns as can be imagined.

The second tern and skimmer were placed in

the sand box. Tern number one has weak thighs,

his legs sprawling out sideways, refusing to sup-
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port him, so he shoves himself along ihe firound

instead of walking—ergo his name of identifica-

tion, Sprawler. The other tern has gained strength

very quickly and ex])lores his entire range. For

convenience, I call him Samson.

Skimmer—a pathetic little pinch of sand-colored

tiown—keeps his flattened bill tight shut, and
cheeps through his nostrils. I force food into his

mouth, when it is swallowed with evident satisfac-

tion, hut unlike the tern.s he gives no hint of how
In's ]iarents proceed to get food into him. Ills

hill is very different from that of a tern, licing

much thinner and higher, and from the l"ir>t the

lower mandible is longer than the upper.

.\11 the birds refuse salt water, but eagerly swal

low drops of fresh water from a medicine dropjier.

July 26.—The little heron has an enormous

ga|)c, and is able to swallow a very large pellet of

macerated tish. ^'esterday his abdomen pro

truded to such an extent that he could not maintain

an u|)right position. Now it is reduced .so that he

can sit on his tarsi and his promise of a tail, and

frantically wa\e his skinny wings, indicating

thereby an inward want.

Once he tumbled out of his bed of twigs u]ion

the sand, and the distress which this material

—

the delight of the terns—caused him, showed how
totally unlike are the needs of young birds. He

rolled over and over, his mouth, nostrils and eyes

fdling with sand—a mo.st miserable object until 1

rescued and washed him.

I undertook to cure the weak-limbed Sprawler,

and tied a short thread to each tarsus, bringing

his legs together. .At once he stood upright,

trcml)lingly at first.

Skimmer, although taking food with siu h dilTi

( ulty, has made the record for pecking. Early

this morning he pecked at a piece of cheesecloth,

then at some sand, and Imally ))icked up and ate

a liny piece of fish. Samson, who follows Skimmer
about, watched him peck, and .soon after pecked

a number of tipnes ineffectively at black specks.

Toward evening the terns refuse food and be-

come very restless, toddling or running about their

l)ox, trying to climb up the sides and showing very

plainly that they desire or expect something, but

what it is I cannot guess.

Samson, although twenty-four hours \ounger, i>

ahead of Sprawler in powers of oii.servation and

coordination of movement—probably due to his

greater abihty to get about. The young birds

were fed every fifteen or thirty minutes all day.

July 27.—A laughing gull broke its shell this

morning, but could not escape from it. M 1 1 a. 11.

I helped him emerge, when he instantly gave a

harsh, rolling call. As there were many valuable

duck and other birds' eggs in the incubator, the

temperature could not be lowered for the hatch-

ing birds and, owing to this, the gull dried while

partly in the shell and therefore has a permanent

bend in his neck. He is very lively, however, anfl

at 4 p. jr. eagerly swallowed some fish.

HEAD OF IMM.'VTURE SKIM ^
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Sprawler's name is now meaningless, as he is

rapid!}' learning the use of his legs as supports,

instead of sand-oars, thanks to the surgical thread.

When the shadow of my hand passes over them

the terns and skimmer crouch as closely as possible

to the sand, but when I speak to them they rush

toward my approaching hand, which they have

already learned means food. At a temperature of

110° in the direct rays of the sun, they pant vio-

lently. At 75° they shiver; and 90° in the shade

seems to satisfy them best.

When eager for food the terns gape widely,

straight upward, and flutter their wings vigorously.

The heron pecks forward, or often downward,

while the skimmer, when excited by the touch

and smell of a bit of fish, pecks very ineffectively,

turning his head to the right and then reaching

straight ahead. I still have to force his bill open

to get the pieces of soft tish far enough down for

him to swallow them.

At 12 A.M. to-day .Skimmer's bill measures gh

mm. in height across the nostrils, while Samson's

mandibles are only 5 mm. at the same point.

At 2 P.M., after sleeping most of the morning.

Heron waked up and showed remarkable energy.

From his elevated vantage point in the small stick

basket he surveyed the terns and even followed

them as they walked about the edge of the twigs,

ambling on his tarsi (his toes being not yet un

curled) and pecking at their heads.

There is a decided difference in color between

the terns and the skimmer. The terns are light

yellowish above, with tufts of black scattered on

the back and wings. The chin and upper throat,

and the face below the eyes are black. The re-

mainder of the under parts is fluffy white. The
feet and legs are reddish, the bill is light with

the terminal fourth black. Skimmer is of a much
lighter hue above—a light sandy gray—with less

conspicuous black spots. There is no black about

the head, and the under parts are white. The legs,

and especially the feet, are darker in color, being

more brownish. The bill is partly red, partly

brown.

July 29.—When feeding time comes, Samson

jumps frantically u]) and down, and Heron rolls

his eyes and climbs toward his spoonful by means
of feet, wings and bill. Skimmer grows but little,

and still has to be fed by force.

July 30.—None of the young birds seemed to

relish their food to-day, so a new diet was prepared.

Heretofore the fish (tiny killie-fish) was half boiled,

chopped and mi.xed with ants' eggs. Now a hearty

meal was given to the ever ravenous wood ibises,

and two hours later a little judicious teasing per-

suaded them to disgorge a mass of finely commin-

uted fish, sweet-smelling and, I hoped, adapted to

the digestion of the little terns. I was right, as it

proved, for at one feeding they ate more than they

had during the entire dav.

When frightened the terns now run to the dark-

est corner, but Skimmer gives several side flicks

with his feet, making thus in an instant a little

cavity into which he sinks, drops his head close to

the sand and—disappears, his back almost flush

with the general level of the sand. It is a mar-

velous bit of instinctive jugglery.

July 31.—Sprawler—who sprawls no more

—

and Gull fight lustily over bits of fish.

The reason why Skimmer so persistently refuses

to accept food is because in his bill—as in that of

the adult bird—the sensitive area is confined to

COMMON TERN, 7 D.WS (ILD.

the base. The food must be put on or back of

the tiny tongue to e.xcite the nerves of swallowing.

Sprawler and Gull now pick up things, and once

the former chased a cockroach about. Gull

learned to peck by watching Sprawler. The
latter picked up a bit of fish, Gull snatched it from

him, dropped it, and when Sprawler made another

rush at it. Gull picked it u]) for himself—his first

attem])t.

Aug. 2.—All the birds are doing finely on wood-

ibis—pre-digested fish.

Four least terns, three weeks old, were placed in

the box. These birds had been weaned to whole

fish—very small ones, of course. I offered one

about an inch long to Sprawler, who fairly leaped
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at it and swallowed it without an efifort. This ex-

plains the fact that for two or three days the terns

and gull have acted strangely when they caught

sight of the medicine dropper, rushing at it and

trying to engulf it. The white, glistening tube

evidently awakened an instinct which became

evident when an actual minnow ap])eared. The
gaping upward of the terns pmlialil) imlitatfs

that, for a few days at least,

their food consists of regur-

gitated fish, but the contin-

ual pecking, pecking of the

skimmer was a mystery un-

til, acting on the hint given

by the feeding of the whole

lish, I presented one to a

newly-hatched skimmer,
holding it in the forceps, as

his [larent might in her queer

mandibles. Instantly he

reached for it, inserting his

thii\ mandibles between the

blades of the forcei)s, and

swallowed the inch-long lisli

as if it was his twentieth

meal instead of his first.

So Skimmers are doubtless

fed from the first on entire

fish. The sharp mandibles

of Skimmer only cut the macerated fish in two,

but the etTect on the solid body of the entire fish

showed how liille 1 had understood his wants here-

tofore. After eating three

small fish at once, little

Skimmer was compelled to

crouch on the sand for some

time, the weight of his meal

—not far from that of him-

self—forcing him prone.

Two of the least terns had

not yet learned to feed them-

selves, but they .soon learned

from Sprawler and Samson.

Aug. 3. — The young
birds' menu for to-day was

as follows:

Skimmer, 11 fish, 5 feed-

ings.

Sprawler, 1 1 fish, 5 feed-

in g.s.

Samson, 10 fish, 5 feed-

ings.

Gull, 16 fish, 5 feedings.

One least tern, 10 fish, 5 feedings.

Aug. 5.—The birds differ much in the way they

receive their fish. Skimmer sits still, flutters his

wings and reaches forward for it; Gull opens his

mouth wide and takes it rather slowly; Sprawler

and Samson gape like robins, and dance up and

down; while the least terns rush like an arrow,

siiaU li the fish and no to a corner to gulp il down.

KIMMI.K lll.K(i\. \\li lIRNs.llsl ll\llllll>

riuir impetus and dash seem to hint of the flying

plunge with which adult terns secure their food.

.\ug. 10.—Birds thriving. Skimmer (18 days
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old) still has the white egg tooth on the tip of his

upper mandible. Bill measures 13 mm. in height

and the under mandible is 2 mm. longer than the

ujjper.

CONCLUSIONS.

A.—The call, food and alarm notes of conmion

terns, black skimmers and laughing gulls arc in-

stinctive; not taught by the parents nor learned

by imitation. The one positive proof of this would

warrant the assertion.

B.

—

Thr ri'iii:iik;d)le disparity in the length of

such conditions the terns (which we remember

are not so protectively colored as the skimmer),

take time to run to the darkest corner or shadow

before squatting, while the skimmer crouches in-

stantly, and with two or three instinctive flicks of

feet and legs, almost buries himself.

E.—The sight of small but entire fish e.xcites a

newly-hatched skimmer much more than does

macerated fish. Terns are not so excited until

after the first week.

F.—The act of pecking is instinctive to a certain

extent,Jbut}[isjacquired ^very slowly in this wav.

PHOTOGRAPH
FEMALE EUROPEAN BISON.

the mandibles in the adult black skimmer is fore-

shadowed even in the embryo and in the newly-

hatched bird.

C.—My experience with a dozen terns and gulls

showed that these individuals prefer fresh water to

sah.

D.—There is absolutely no "instinctive" fear

of man or other objects which enter quietly into

the environment of the young birds, but a sudden

shadow or loud noise causes them to perform cer-

tain acts—wholly instinctive—which have for their

object an escape from supposed danger. Under

By imitation it is learned quickly, and is performed

successfully within a few minutes.

G.—The art of flying is wholly instinctive, the

terns learning the use of their wings as soon as the

primaries are large enough to support them.

EUROPEAN BISON.

For a century or more, the survivors of Bos bonasus
have existed solely through the iron-clad protection atTorded
them by the Czar of Russia. For many years it has been
only by imperial favor that a zoological garden or museum
could procure a specimen. Excepting the few small
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bands that still exist on the northern slope of the Caucasus
Mountains, the only liN-ing European Bison, outside of

zoologirnl gardens and private parks, are those that inhabit

the forests of Bielowitza and Swisslotsih, in West Russia.

In 1857, about 1,898 head were living, but in 1892 the total

had decreased to 491. Wherever found, they live in

scattered bands of from three to ten indi\i(luals.

Late in 1903, by means of a postal card, the Prince of

Pless offered to sell to the New York Zoological Society a

pair of bi.son from the small herd inhabiting his forest

in Silesia, the e.Ntreme southeastern corner of Germany.
Through the kindness of Mr. Norman James, of Baltimore,

Mr. Charles Sheldon, of New York, and Dr. Leonard C.
Sanford, of New Haven, they were immediately purchased,
.^fter a long and severe journey, the animals arrived on
April 15, very thin and weak, and much bruised on the

liind((Uarters. They were immediately liberated in a very

haired than in our bison. The European Bison never ex-

hibits the lu.NUriant and picturesque frontlet and mane
that form so conspicuous a character of the American
species.

So far as we know, the specimens now in the New York
Zoological Park are the first to arrive in America; and the

acquisition of good examples of a species so rare and
dillicult to represent may fairly be accounted a stroke of

good fortune.

AN ANINLAL FROM THE
THE WORLD.'

ROOF OF

When adult and in its prime, the Markhor is the largest

and handsomest of all the wikl goals. Its home is literally

on "the roof of the world," in the Himalavas of Kashmir,

comfortable corral that had been specially prepared for

them at the Buffalo Entrance, and tended with the greatest

care.

Ever since their arrival, their condition has steadily im-
proved, and by autumn they should be in fine condition.

The dense new coat of slaty-gray hair that is now rapidly

re])lacing the old pelage indicates a satisfactory degree of

vitality. .•Ks nearly as can be judged, both specimens are
about live years old.

The differences between these animals and the .\merican
Bison exhibited beside them are noticeable at a glance.

The legs are very long, and the body is very short, giving

the European Bison the appearance of being much taller

than our species. The hair on the head, neck and fore-

quarters is shorter, but the tail is longer, and more heavily

.\fghanislan and iiorlhwcslern India. Judging from the

accounts of the very few Englishmen who have successfully

hunted Markhor, and afterward written about them, their

pursuit is frequently the most dangert>us and unfruitful

of all mountaineering for sport. It is a common occurrence
for the quarry to fall hundreds of feet, and become so
badly mutilated as to be entirely worthless. The greater
part of the home range of this animal is |>ractically inac-

cessible to sportsmen, hence the rarity of the Markhor,
even in museums.
The .^stor Markhor, of nt)rlhwestern Kashmir, is re-

markable for the long and wide backward sweep of its

horns, and the 12-inch-long mane beneath its neck. The
Suleman straight-horned Markhor (Capra jalconeri

jerdoni), from the Suleman Mountains of northwestern
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PHOTOGRAPH
RUSSIAN BROWN BEAR AND CUBS BORN IN THE PARK.

The photograph shows a characteristic position taken by the mother bear while nursing lier young

India and Kashmir, is noted and highly prized because of

the wonderful twisted horns that arc set upon its head in

the shape of a V. They are like huge screws from two

to three feet long, and are earnestly sought for by horn

collectors, but usually in vain.

Fortunately, the limitations on Markhor hunting now are

strict. The Rajah of Kashmir has forbidden the killing

or capture of his animals, and in his territory it is not con-

sidered in good form to possess even a pair of horns of

recent date, or doubtful pedigree.

Through Mr. William Jamrach, of London, the New
York Zoological Society has at last come into possession of

a two-year-old male Suleman Markhor, which arrived

from India via London on May 28th.

In order to avoid all risks from the grass on Mountain
.Sheep Hill, the new arrival will be kept for some months
in one of the open-air corrals at the south end of the Ante-

lope House. As usual, we advise all persons who wish to

see a living animal of this species to take immediate ad-

vantage of the present opportunity, for it is a difficult task

to bring an animal half way around the world, and suc-

cessfully transplant it from an elevation of perhaps 14,000

feet to one of 70 feet.

York, or the Philadelphia zoological park." In view of

the use of the nickname "Zoo" in the Transcript article,

nineteen times over, we respectfully warn the press of Bos-

ton that already several good plans that we wot of have

been zooed to death, and that only the strongest zoological

constitution can withstand the perj)etual use of a name
that means a vivarium of the fourth or fifth class.

We wish the Boston effort long life and prosperity, for

the glory of one zoological garden or park is shared by all

others.

We observe with satisfaction that once more an effort is

being made to provide Boston with a zoological park. A
Ma.ssachusetts Zoological Society has been organized,

with Dr. C. S. Minot as president, and the Stony Brook
Reservation has been chosen as the site. We are assured

by the report in the Boston Transcript that "The new 'Zoo'

will be far more accessible than the Bronx Zoo in New

The acceptance by Dr. Alfred G. Mayer of the director-

ship of the new marine biological laboratory about to be

established on Dry Tortugas Island, Florida Strait, by the

Carnegie Institute, means a distinct loss to the Aquarium

branch of the New York Zoological Society. Always an

earnest and helpful worker in the Society, he was particu-

larly interested in and useful to the Aquarium, where his

scientific interest naturally centered. His administration

of the Brooklyn Institute Museum was characterized by

great intelligence, energy and discretion, and only a golden

ojiportunity for the pursuit of his favorite studies of marine

life could have tempted him from the Museum which had

prospered so well under his direction. ,

As a parting gift to the Zoological Society, Dr. Mayer

bestowed upon it, unreservedly, the manuscript and illus-

trations for a popular handbook on the invertebrates of

North America. It is the intention of the Society to

publish this work at an early date.
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OUR ASIATIC DEER COLLECTION.

IT
must he ailmitted that in representatives of

the Deer Family, Asia far surpasses all other

continents. The number of her species (about

thirty-eight) is fully double that of any other con-

tinental area, and from the Altai Wapiti to the

tiny Water Deer, the variations in size and form

are fairly bewildering. Sad to say, however, one

of the largest and most interesting species, known
as Pere David's Milou Deer, has actuallv become

e.xtinct as to its wild state during the last ten

years. About thirty-five living specimens are all

that save the species from total extinction.

It is quite certain that a number of desirable

species of Asiatic deer can successfully be intro-

duced into the jjarks and game preserves of .Amer-

ica, and induced to breed. From a zoological point

of view, the Asiatic deer are animals of real impor-

tance, and it is quite time that a good collection of

AXIS Ml K. I K( i\l IMJIA.

Tlic Piirk herd now contains thirteen specimens

E. H. SANBORN
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E. S. SANBOKN
ASIA I |( in Ik \]i U>l

to occupancy by deer. The Prjevalsky Horses, in the foreground, temporarily occupy <

the leading types should be established in America.

To this end, the Zoological Society now presents

the new Asiatic Deer House, and along with it the

following species of Asiatic deer:

Altai Wapiti,

Maral Deer,

Barasingha Deer,

Axis Deer,

Japanese Sika Deer,

Indian Sambar Deer,

Malay Sambar Deer,

Molucca Deer,

Hog Deer,

Chinese Water Deer,

Ceri'us canadensis asi

Cervus maral.

Cervus duvauceli.

Cervus axis.

Cervus sica.

Cervus unicolor.

Cervus equinus.

Cervus hippelaplius

censis.

Cervus porciuus.

Hydrelaphus inernis.

The above species, which are represented by

forty-four specimens, illustrate six important

groups,—the Red Deer (Maral), Wapiti, Sika,

Sambar, the Rucervines and Water Deer. The

Muntjacs, Roes, and Musk Deer must wait until the

Small-Deer House has been provided; but mean-

while, our efforts to procure several other large

and important species of Asiatic deer will be con-

tinued. Unfortunately, the species now most

earnestly desired are very e.xpensive; but they

breed well, and eventually reduce their cost per

head.

The Altai Wapiti, of which we have a fine pair,

now in their fourth year, are at present quartered

temporarily in the Llama House, and their physical

condition leaves nothing to be desired. To all

visitors who care for deer, they are a constant

source of wonder, because of their well-nigh per-

fect similarity at all points to our own Wapiti. As

a demonstration in geographical migration and

separation, our two species of Wapiti constitute a

striking object lesson.
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PEOTOCKAPII

Al.lAI WAl'irl, FROM CENTRAL ASIA.

The Old World counterpart of the American Klk.

The Maral Deer, of the Caucasus Mountains, is

merely a big and handsome overstudy of the Euro-

pean red deer,—a midway step between that and

the Altai Wapiti. The male looks like a small elk.

The Malay Sambar is one of the most satisfac-

tory deer of all the sjwcies we possess. It is large

and noteworthy, it is steady-nerved and good-

tempered, breeds persistently and grows rapidly.

Its antlers are .short and thick, and its heavily-

haired tail has brought upon it the unfortunate

name of " Horse-Tailed Deer." Although thinly

haired, it can live through our coldest winters with-

out a fire, provided it is housed in a good barn

during the severest weather. In size this species

quite surpasses our mule deer, and stands about

half way between that species and our elk.

The .Axis, or Spotted Deer is the most delightful

species in our whole deer collection. While the

unfortunate mule deer and the miserable Colum-

bian black-tail droop and die, from slight causes,

or no cause at all, and while our white-tailed deer

actually struggle to e.xist on the best food we can

possibly olTer, the .•Axis herd goes on breeding and

growing, with never a sign of gastro-entcritis,

—

absolutely free from diseases of every kind. The
only concession required by the herd—chiefly on

account of the fawns that are born in midwinter—

-

is a chea]) coal stove in the center of their barn, to

take the chill off tlie air in the coldest winter

weather.

The Japanese Sika deer are hardy, robust, able

to endure any degree of cold, and certain breeders.

During the rutting .season our buck is very savage

and dangerous; but that is only an individual

trait.

Our two fine ])airs of Barasingha, or Swamp
Deer, were imported this year, from India, and

form an important and welcome addition to the

.\siatic collection. In its horn architecture this

species strongly suggests our mule deer. In sum-

mer the bright tan-colored coat of this animal

renders it conspicuous from afar.
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MARAL DEER FRcj.M CAUCASUS MOUNTAINS

An important change has been made in the deer

ranges occupying the hill directly west of the

Aquatic Birds' House. Lentil recently the four

ranges situated there have been without a shelter

house, the ground has been poorly drained, and

the fences were imperfect. Last year it was decided

to remodel those ranges so as

to double their number, build

a fine deer barn on the highest

and most central point of the

hill, and devote the entire

installation to large Asiatic

deer.

This idea has been carried

out, in a thorough and pains-

taking manner. The result

is a fine and spacious deer

barn of the most modern

type, with eight ranges of

ample size. The fences are

all new and exhibit all the

improvements that our expe-

rience has shown to be desira-

ble. For the partition fences,

a special post was invented,

to carry two wire fences 12

inches apart, to prevent fatal

fighting between herd leaders.

The whole surface has been

thoroughly under-drained.

Unwholesome grasses have
been plowed under, and am-

ple water, sewers and fire

protection has been provided.

The shade in these ranges is

everything that could be de-

sired. The building has been

encircled by a generous girdle

of macadam, and the stone

runways along the fences are

the best we have yet pro-

vided for any of our deer

ranges. The gates and posts

were made in our ow'n shops,

and the building was erected

by our own ground-improve-

ment force. Last, but not

least in importance, ample

walks have been constructed

leading to the building; but

there is no public passage-way

through the building.

The herd of Fallow Deer will for the present

remain in the range it has occupied heretofore;

and at an early date the Altai Wapiti, Barasingha,

Indian Sambar, Malay Sambar, Molucca Deer,

and Maral Deer will be installed in the new

ranges. w^ t. h.

JAPANESE SIKA DEER.
Photographed August, 1904.

i
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THI-. Ri:SH ()l< WORK

Tlll'l priiL'rani of new ini|in)\t'mcnt wcirk for

]go4 is the longest for any year since iSqq.

The ])resent working season has been marked l)y

great activity in all directions, and also unusual

strain. At this date conditions are, in brief, about

as follows:

The ostrich house will be ready for occupancy

about November ist.

The >niall mamniai house will be ready aljout

Novenilier 15th.

The large bird house is about three-fourths

complete.

The .\siatic deer l)arn and its eight new ranges

are completed.

The sewer lines, water lines, electric conduits,

the net-work of drains and catch basins, and the

Telford macadam surface of the south half of Baird

Court, are all complete. The entire surface has

been coated with tar, to give smoothness.

The wrought-iron fence around the sea lion

pool in Baird Court has been erected.

The .•\laskan totem pole and house have been

erected.

.\ fifteen-foot concrete walk has been laid in

front of the re])tile hou.se, from the sea lion pool

to the wild turkey enclosure; and from thence on

to the fox dens the walk has been rebuilt.

The concrete platform around the Lydig Me-
morial Arch has been constructed.

Concrete platforms have been laid in the stair-

ways at the polar bear dens and Lydig Arch.

(•ne-third of the service road has been resur-

faced.

.\n adequate water supply has been provided

for the nursery and its buildings.

The burrowing rodents' enclosures have all

been lloored with concrete, and new wire is being

erected for the whole structure.

The rebuilding of the walks at the bear dens,

wolf and fox dens is in progress.

.\n imjMJrtant addition to the Chief Clerk's office

has l)ecn built.

bids for the new pheasant aviary are now being

tonsidered by the Park Department.

The rebuilding of the remainder of the walks that

were built in iSgq will be accomplished at an early

date.

.\ large section of the rough retaining wall re-

quired for the ea.st side of Baird Court has been

built.

Stone has been hauled in for the construction

of a walk from the southwest corner of the fox

dens, along the elk range and llama house, to

the southwest entrance.

The yards for the ostrich house are now under

construction, by our own force.

The walks around the ostrich house and small

mammal house will be constructed immediately,

by our own force; and the walk along their west

front will be rebuilt, from end to end.

.\ camel's house will be erected forthwith, near

the southwest entrance, by our own force; and also

a small rustic shelter house in the mouflon range.

Whether it is within the bounds of possibility

to complete all the above before cold weather,

remains to I)e seen.

A \ ARItyrV OF FEATHERED FOLK IN THE ZOOLOCWCAI. P.ARK

By C. WILLIAM BKKBE

N. Y. Tribune, July, 1904.

WITHIN thf bounds of the Zoological Park are in-

cluded some two hundred and seventy acres, part

of which is in a wild, wooded condition, while much is

given up to the collection of animals and birds. The wild

feathered creatures, seeing the contentment of the captive

birds in their ample cages and ranges, respond at once.

It is as if they .said, "Go to, our brethren arc safe and
happy. This is the best home for us, near them," and
thereupon they choose mates and make their home within

the protection of the park's wire boundarw
With the help of a friend, a true lover of birds, T have

made as complete a census as possible, not of the birds

which we shot during the summer, nor of the nests and eggs

whichwe collected, for we did neither; but a list of the wild

birds which build their nests and successfully rear their

young in the Zoological Park. Our list numbers exactly

sixty-two species of birds—a remarkable number to be

found breeding within the limits of so small an area, and
esijecially as it is in New 'i'ork City itself. This shows what
protection will accomplish, while many other places of equal

area near by arc tenanted by a scant dozen species of bird.

Let us see what a walk in late June, or especially in July,
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will show of interesting young birds. The wild wood ducks

frequently decoy to the flocks of pinioned birds, and oc-

casionally mate with one of them. This year a wild duck

mated with one in the park, and would not desert the brood

even when the little downy birds were being caught and

pinioned. Such devotion is rare indeed. In the top of one

of the most inaccessible trees in the park a pair of black

crowned night herons have built their rough nest of sticks

for several years, and from, the pale green eggs hatch the

most awkward of nestlings, which nevertheless flourish on a

diet of small fish. When they are able to fly they pay

frequent visits to their friends in the great flying cage,

perching on the top and gazing with longing at the abundant

feasts of fish which the birds inside are enjoying. This is

the only duck and heron thus to honor the park, although

many other species are common at the time of the migra-

tions.

Of the birds which in the spring and fall teeter along the

edge of the Bronx River, a pair or two of spotted sandpipers

remain throughout the summer, content to lay their eggs in

some retired place where there is little danger to them or to

the fluffy balls of long legged down which later emerge.

Formerly the red tailed hawk and the great horned owl

nested in the park, but of late they have retreated to more

isolated places, and of their families there remain only the

sparrow hawk, and the little screech owl. The former is a

most valuable bird if people only knew it, as most of his food

hereabouts consists of English sparrows and starlings.

When a dainty little pair of sparrow-hawks elect to build

their nests under the eaves of a house they should be en-

couraged to the utmost. These and the much shyer shrikes

are our only hope in keeping down the number of the foreign

intruders. In the park the hawks nest in a hollow tree, and

the screech owls, which, too, should be unmolested, also lay

their white eggs in a tree. When the hawks cease their good

work at dusk, the screech owl looks out from his retreat,

quavers his little song and launches out to hunt down the

troublesome mice and rats; and so the two birds divide the

twenty-four hours between them in doing good deeds for

mankind, and yet both are persecuted almost wherever

found.

Then there are the black and the yellow billed cuckoos,

valuable birds both, ridding the trees of thousands of fuzzy

caterpillars. Their nest is a frail platform of twigs, and

their light blue eggs are always two in number. The belted

kingfisher bores into the bank of the river, and in the dark

chamber at the end, raises a family of six or eight. Young
cuckoos and kingfishers arc the funniest of all young birds.

Instead of their plumage coming out a little at a time, the

quill sheaths grow unbroken into long and slender struc-

tures, and the little birds look as if clothed in an armor of

bluish sticks, one row overlapping the next like the tiles on

a roof.

Two woodpeckers make the park their home, the little

black and white downy, and the well known flicker or
'

' high-

holder." Both, of course, nest in holes in trees, homes dark

and full of splinters, but infinitely more cheerful than the

sooty chimneys where the young chimney swifts first open

their eyes, twitter and are happy until they can spread their

marvellous sicklelike wings and fly all day. They hatch

from eggs as white as they themselves are dingy brown, and

their nest is a mosaic of twigs glued to each other and to the

bricks of the chimney by their mother's .=;aliva.

Who would ever think that the dainty little ruby throated

humming bird is a near relative of the stubby billed swift ?

And yet, if we look into the hummer's nest in the Zoological

Park when the young birds are just hatched, instead of the

long needlelike bills of the parents, the nestlings will be seen

to have short, broad beaks very much like those of the swift.

There is small danger of the humming bird's nest being dis-

turbed—a tiny bunch of plant down, tied firmly with

strands of cobweb and covered with lichens, exactly like a

hundred of the stubby knots on any tree.

Five species of flycatchers are represented; the least fly-

catcher, wood pewee, phoebe, crested flycatcher and king-

bird. The first two prefer the deep woods, the third a

bridge beam, the fourth a hollow tree and a door mat of

snakeskin, the fifth an apple tree. The American crow, of

course, is found in this little world of birds, and a rare cousin

of his, a smaller copy of himself, the fish crow, also nests

here. A single pair of bluejays nest in the park, but the

English starling occupies every box which is put up. This

is a handsome bird and a fine whistler, but when we realize

how surely he is elbowing our native birds out of their rights

his beauties vanish and we perceive he is as much of a villain

as the English sparrow. Our beautiful purple grackle and

meadow lark and redwinged blackbird; the orioles, both

Baltimore and orchard, rear their young in safety here,

while the cowbird imposes on many of the smaller species.

The indigo bunting, rose breasted grosbeak, cardinal and

scarlet tanager form a quartet of beauty of which any

locality may well be proud, and among the more sombre

hued seed eaters we find the towhee, swamp, song, field, and

chipping sparrows, and, unfortunately, though as a matter

of course, passer domesticus, which only wholesale and

systematic shooting has prevented from overrunning the

w'hole park. The bank and barn swallows all through the

summer skim over field and pond and nest in the places

from which they have taken their names. And the rough-

winged swallows also make the park their home. Four

vireos hang their dainty pensile nests in the Zoological Park,

the white eyed, red eyed, warbling and yellow throated; and

of the typically American family of warblers we number the

redstart, chat, Maryland j'ellow throat, oven bird, yellow,

blue winged Lawrence and black-and-white warblers.

The house and Carolina wrens lead their numerous

progeny about the park, levying heavily on injurious insects

and "bugs." The catbirds and robbins are among the most

abundant breeders, while young chickades and white

breasted nuthatches are less often seen attended by their

parents. The bluebird haunts the hollow apple trees, and

of the last family of birds, the thrushes, the veery, or Wilson,

and the incomparable wood thrush sing while their mates

cover their treasures closely with their warm breasts.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Large palms and foliage plants arc greatly needed, for

decorative purposes, at the New York Zoological Park and

the New York Aquarium. Members of the Society and

their friends, having such plants, now grown too large for

their conservatories, are earnestly requested to present

them for use in the Park and Aquarium. The Secretary's

office will send a representative to properly arrange the ac-

ceptance of each gift and its transportation.
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Earlv in tlu- war, hoim-s wrn- providfil tlu- uilii birds

which might need them, in thi- shape of small boxes, nailed

in the trees. These were |)roni])tly occupied by starlings,

and during the summer three broods were raised. .As soon

as the last family of young birds was able to fly, the boxes

were vacated. Then the gray sr|uin-cls, .seeing sjilcndid pos-

sibilities, immediately took possession, and commenced prep-

arations for winter. But their e.xpectations were short-

lived, for they have been evicted by the red squirrels, who
are storing up ([Uantities of acorns and chestnuts, and bid

fair to remain in possession. Particular significance may
be attached to the fact, that the starling rears three broods

in one season, as it demonstrates the ])ossibility of its be-

coming a greater nuisance than the English sparrow. I.ast

year a special etTort was made to "colonize" a pair of black

squirrels in the large oak trees near the Service Building.

The animals finally established themselves about as was
desired, withstood the severe winter successfully, and have

reared an interesting family

During the year 1903, etTorts were madi- to rear terns and

skimmers, but with indilTerent results. This summer,
twenty terns and six skimmers have been hatched, and are

developing into strong birds. .Although their enclosure

is narrow and the pool small, the young skimmers already

trv their characteristic flight of sailing close to the water, a

feat which they have learned quite by instinct, as there arc

no adult birds to teach them.

* * *

A spectacle owl from South .America, has been added to

the Bird-Hf)use collections. It is snowy white, with a circle

of dark feathers around the eyes, giving the appearance of a

pair of spectacles. Specimens of this species are very rare,

and this is the first to reach the Zoological Park.

The mammal collection has been enriched by the addition

of three sloths, representing both the three-toefl antl two-

toed species. The two-toed species is represented by a

mother and her young. The little fellow is about ten inches

in length, and has a fully developed coat of hair. Both the

adult animals feed well, which is more than could be said of

the sloths we have previously exhibited. The mother and

voung are lively—for sloths—and vigorous, anrl there

seems to be no reason why they should not thrivi-.

* * *

.A jiair of cockateels which Mr. Beebe kejjt out of doors

last winter, survived the rigors of our severe climate so well

that the same experiment will be tried again. In the spring,

the birds were in much finer condition than any of thi- others

which had been carefullv sheltered.

.Although the sandhill ( rancs have long passed the nesting

-ea,son, they still defend their old nest with a vigor which
I xciles admiration. Both birds spend their time clo.se to

ihe nesting site, and probably will again select it as their

nesting place. Two eggs were produced this spring, but

proveci to be infertile. .As it was the first time these birds

l>ad mated, and the occurrence is so rare in captivity, it is to

l>e lioiK'd that voung birds will be forthcoming next year.
* * *

A rattlesnake from South America, is the latest addition

lo ihc Reptile House. The general tint of the snake is a

light gray, and the ty[>ical markings of the diamond-back
ind banded rattlers are scarcely discernible. This specimen
was found on the western slope of the .Andes.

* * *

Two hundred and seventy-three specimens of the snakes
I ommon to western New York were recently ]>resenled to

I he Park by Messrs. Morris Pearsall and .Adam Dove. The
roUection contained a number of adult banded rattlesnakes,

presenting different color phases, and also a large number
of young snakes. Some of the latter were born on the col-

lecting ground, and others in the Reptile House. For the

young ones, an enclosure has been made in the east end of

the Reptile Hou.se, where they can have an abundance of

light, and a temperature suitable to their requirements.

.Although the snakes are but a few wteks old. they are feed-

ing well, and apparentlv will thrive and grow.
' * * *

.An interesting experiment is being atteni|)led with the

plot of ground directly e.i.st of Mountain Sheep Hill. .An

irregular space bounded by the ButTalo Range, Mountain
Sheep Hill, and the Service Road, is being enclo.sed by a very

low wire fence. This space includes two small ptmds, a

spacious grass plot, and a number of clumps of small bushes.

Into it will be placed a number of turtles and tortoises with

the ho])e that they will breed. One pond will be entirely

devoted to the Florida soft-shell turtli s. and the other to the

common varieties, and terrapin. They will be liberated

this fall, in order to give them ample time to .seek winter

quarters in the earth, and in the mud at the bottom of the

jionds.
* * *

The Burrowing Rodents' Quarters are being repaired and
renovated. The old wire work has been removed and re-

placed with new material. The earth and rock sleeping

dens have been entirely removed, pending the laying of

good concrete floors with catch-basins, when they will be

rebuilt. The new arrangement will render it impossible

for the animals to hide so persistently as heretofore, rats

will be entirely eliminated, and it will be possible to open up
and in.spect the animals' sleeping dens.

* * *

The temper of the .small puma at the Lion House corre-

sponds very closely to that of the domestic cat. In fact,

.she is really affectionate. When her keepers enter the cage

in the morning she comes up to them fearlessly, rubs against

them, and demonstrates that she wishes to be friendly. The
male puma, on the contrary, is exceedingly vicious.

The greatest difficulty was ex]>erienccd this year in cap-
turing the birds in the Flying Cage, preparatory to putting

them into winter quarters. Mr. Beebe declares that at no
time since the first season that the cage was usefl have the

birds been so vigorous and active, and .so diflicult to catch

without injurv.
* * *

The largest giraffe, the male, has grown over six inches

in height since October 17, 1903, the date of the arrival

of the pair in the Park. The general condition of all the

stock in the .Antelope House is all that could be desired. A
female Baker's roan antelope has been put with the male,

and there is also a .second Markhor. Both the latter animals

have endured our humid summer exceedingly well, and con-

sidering the high altitudes in which they live, they .should

endure our winters without loss of health. K. R. S.
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notes respecting the morays living in the New
York Aquarium:

"I was very much interested in observing the attitudes

and postures of many of the fishes in the New York Aqua-
rium; most of all, those of the moray or muraenids. The
movements of members of this genus are very character-

istic—probably for the family, however, rather than the

genus.
" Lying on the ground, preferably on rocky ground or

between rocks, they assume a position conformable to their

environment. The head is more or less upraised from the

ground, and the dorsal, and often anal, fins erect from the

front Ixu kwards. Rhythmically the mouth is opened and
completely closed, and in inverse sequence, the branchial

apertures are opened and closed. With the opening of the

mouth the apertures are closed; and when the mouth is

fully opened, the skin around the apertures is sucked in, as

it were. With the closure of the mouth, the expansion of the

apertures into circular foramina coincides. In the move-
ments there is a ludicrous suggestion to some of the slow-

moving, automatic toys of children.
" Such are the movements of expiration and inspiration

most fre(|Uently manifested. Sometimes, however, the

movements are not so decided, and the lower jaw is only

slightly moved up and down; but the foramina are operated
nearly, if not quite, as much as in other cases. The mouth,
howe\er. may sometimes be left open, and the jaws not

moved for some time.
" .\ rarer posture is assumed by coiling the body around

in a snake-like manner. Mr. DeNyse has observed them,
not infreijuently, in such an attitude. The coil is a loose

one, with the head central, and from this coil the head may
be slowlv upraised while the animal leisurely looks around.

The entire action resembles that of a snake; and the fish is

a fish in the guise of a snake.

"This attitude, though rare in the typical morays, is

often assumed by the Channomura?na, and the apparent

elasticity of that tish is truly remarkable. It gives one the

impression (but a false one) that it can lengthen and
shorten itself at will. It does, however, dilate the bran-

chial region.

"Occasionally they are disposed to inflate somewhat the

branchial region, and I was told by Mr. DeNyse, that in

fighting it was always their habit to dilate it to the utmost.

On such occasions they would throw themselves around

each other, forming an inseparable pair, and the chief

efforts made were to bite each other. These attempts were

not often successful, but if one succeeded, the other would
at once retreat."

NESTING OF THE LAWRENCE WARBLER.

Man y birds in the collection of the Society have laid eggs

and reared their young, and in addition, sixty-two species

of wild birds have nested within the limits of the Zoological

Park during the last three years. The rarest of all these

nests is a little cup of oak leaves lined with stri])S of soft

cedar bark which was built on the ground in the center of a

tangle of cat-brier near one of the Park buildings.*

\\'hen I first saw the nest, it was almost concealed bv six

hungr)' mouths stretched eagerly upward, supported on six

scraggy necks. The young birds were just feathering out,

and they filled their little home to overflowing. Soon the

mother—a dainty Blue-Winged Warbler—came, and upon

seeing us uttered a sharp "chip," which sent every nest-

ling crouching to the bottom of the nest. In a moment she

Hew down and gave to one of them a large, wriggling, green

cut-worm.

This was not an unusual sight. Indeed, within a radius

of a few yards there were two or three other similar nests,

to the small occupants of which, other Blue-W'inged Warbler

mothers came frequently with food. But the father of this

brood was ditTerent from his mate. Instead of the yellow

throat, he was adorned with a shining jet-black gorget,

proclaiming him a beautiful Lawrence Warbler.

He, too, fed one of the young birds and flew away, wiping

his bill carelessly before he took wing, all unconscious of

our breathless delight. But twelve of his kind have ever

been seen by ornithologists, and what his mate, his nest and

his brood were like, heretofore no one could say.

The young birds left the nest on June i6th and four of

them were seen a week later, still accompanied by their

father, the incomparable Lawrence Warbler.

It has been thought that this black-throated, yellow-

bodied bird is a hybrid between two species, the Blue-

Winged and the Golden-Winged Warblers. In this

instance the female was certainly a typical Blue-Wing. If

not a hybrid, may it not be a species in the process of forma-

tion? Such definite, radical variations are not at all un-

common among plants, birds and the smaller animals.

The song of this Lawrence Warbler was a simple drawl-

ing trill, shree-e-e, swee-e-e-e, and the interesting point

about this is that the shree is the song of the Golden-Winged

species, while the zwee is the uterance of the Blue-Wing.

So if indeed he was a hybrid, his song perhaps reflected

equally the characteristics of both parents.

.\t any rate, he was allowed to rear his young and depart

in peace, and next year if he escapes the sparrow hawks

and shrikes of Mexico during his southern migration, he

may return and again make the Park his home. Then

perhaps we may hope for a solution of his tangled rela-

tionships.

The scientific names of the three warblers mentioned are

as follows:

Blue-Winged — Helmiiilhophiln piiius.

Lawrence — "
lnurciicci.

Golden-Winged — " clirysoptera.

C. W. B.

* The nest was first discovered by Dr. Wni. Wiegmann
a member of the Zoological Society.

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.

The fees for membership in the New York Zoological
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Founder's fee 5.000.00

Benefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for membership may be

obtained at the Service Building, at all entrances to the

Zoological Park, and at the Secretarj''s Office, No. n
Wall Street, New York City.
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OILIN'G THE SK.IN' TO rRKVKXT CRACKING WASHIXG I)(_i\VX WITH THE HOSE.

OUR FIRST ELEPHANT.

AFTER various delays and disappointments,

the Zoological Society has received, as a

gift from Col. Oliver H. Payne, a satisfactory

Indian elephant. More than a year ago an order

for elephants was placed with Mr. Hagenbeck,

calling for an African elephant of any size obtain-

able, and a male Indian elephant not less than

seven feet in height.

A baby elephant that was captured for us in

German Eastern Africa died in the wilds, and at

present there is no other in sight. The first Indian

elephant purchased by Mr. Hagenbeck's agent in

India so endeared himself to his native owner that

at the last moment the price was doubled,—and

the purchase declared off. Another elephant was

found, and its transfer agreed upon; but at the

last moment it developed a bad temper, and had to

be abandoned. Thereupon "Gunda" was pur-

chased.

"Gunda" is from Assam, in the extreme north-

eastern corner of India. He was caught wild, is

now about seven years old, and stands 6 feet 7

inches high at the shoulders. He has all the points

of a "high-caste" elephant, and weighs 3,740

pounds,—a heavy weight for an elephant of

Gunda's age.

This elephant was shipped from India in a

massive box, in charge of Kodah Bux, the laziest

and most shiftless native who ever left India's

coral strand. Kodah came to stav for three

months, and was to s|.)end his time in caring for

and training this elephant. But by no process

known in the Zoological Park could he be coaxed

or coerced into doing anything resembling duty;

so he was promptly shipped back to India.

Keeper Frank Gleason asked for "Gunda," as

his special charge, to train, handle, and care for;

and to him the elephant was assigned, within a

week after its arrival.

"Gunda" is a good elephant, and on Sunday,

August 14th, began his regular work of carrying

visitors. Keeper Gleason has trained him very suc-

cessfully, and without the slightest trouble. But

" Gunda " is as mischievous as any bad boy. When

unchained and turned loo.se in his big room in the

Antelope House, he began to amuse himself by

ascertaining what he could bend or break. Having

tusks about 16 inches long, he set to work indent-

ing his doors, springing bolts, and testing the

strength of everything within reach.

Wherever there existed a weak spot in his envi-

ronment, he promptly pointed it out; and our work-

men have spent several days in making everything

sufficiently strong to meet "Gunda's" requirements.

In captivity, male elephants are much less com-

mon than females. In the hurly-burly of travelling-

show life, male elephants are prone to resent the

worriments that are common to all. The females

are more patient and obedient under adverse cir-

cumstances, ;ind therefore more desired. In the
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quiet life i)f a zoological garden or park, a male as a female. The i)rice i)ai(l for "(iuiK

elephant has no excuse for being unruly; and as a New York, without his eciuijjment. was S2.

zoological exhibit, a tusker is worth twice as much w.
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ENTRANCE TO AQUARIUM AT HONOLULU.

NEW AQUARIUMS.

THE public aquarium is a rare institution in the

United States, and the opening of a new one

is a noteworthy event. A fine temporary aquarium

is now maintained at the St. Louis Exposition,

by the United States Fisheries Bureau. The
building was constructed especially for use as an

aquarium, and while not large, it is pronounced

one of the best architectual features of the E.xposi-

tion. Its collections are admirable. There are

thirty-five wall tanks, and a large central pool,

containing fishes from various parts of North

America. The food and game fishes are especially

well represented, and there are a number of tropical

forms, from the Bermuda Islands.

This aquarium, like others maintained by the

United States Government at previous American

expositions, is always crowded with visitors. It

would be safe to say that at each of these great

fairs, the aquarium has been the most congested

spot, requiring special attendants to keep the

crouds moving. Aquariums are expensive institu-

tions to operate, and require the most careful man-
agement to make them successful, but there has

never been any doubt regarding their great popu-

larity with the masses.

Undoubtedly, the world's best collection of tropi-

cal fishes is now to be seen in the new aquarium

at Honolulu. This institution was opened to the

public in March of the present year. Its thirty-six

exhibition tanks are devoted entirely to the bril-

liantly colored fishes of the coral reefs surrounding

Hawaii. Although Honolulu is not a large city,

the attendance of visitors averages about six thou-

sand a month, notwithstanding the admission fee

that is charged. At present the building contains

about five hundred specimens, representing over

one hundred species. A New Yorker who recently

visited this aquarium was greatly impressed vnth

the wonderful variety, both in color and form, of

the species exhibited there.

The new Detroit Aquarium is located in Belle

Isle Park, and is a great dehght to the people of the

citv. It has forty-four tanks, most of which are

already stocked.

Information has just been received to the effect

that the heirs of the late Lloyd Tevis propose to

erect a great aquarium in Golden Gate Park, San

Francisco, at a cost of $4,000,000, and that an

architect is now preparing plans. As the ideal

aquarium has not yet been built, it would seem
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that San Francisco is lu have it, provided the

Tevis fortune is available for the purpose, and care

is exercised in procuring the services of well-

trained aquarists. c. h. t.

QUARANTINE AND DISINFECTION.

NEXT to the problems connected with the pro-

curement of a suitable, wholesome and hy-

gienic food supply for the various types of wild

animals, and the necessity for providing suitable

sanitary buildings for those species which must

necessarily be confined within doors for the greater

part of the year, there are two other elements which

contribute greatly to the general health and vigor

of our animals. These are the systems of quaran-

tine and disinfection.

Our past experience has shown that in order to

successfully combat diseases, especially those of a

contagious nature, a most complete and efficient

quarantine system is absolutely necessary.

The invasion of a contagious malady is dangerous

in proportion to its capacity to elude observation,

and make good its attack. Too great faith can

not be placed in port inspection for the detection

of contagious diseases. It is practically impossible

for any inspector to detect di.sease in a latent form,

or to discover whether apparently healthy animals

have been in contact with those which were sick.

Moreover, it is a practical impossibility to obtain

even a good view of an animal which is boxed for a

long journey, and the first place in which real

inspection is possible is the quarantine quarters.

A grave form of disease may be introduced b_v

apparently mild or trivial cases. With animals

arriving daily from different parts of the globe,

great care must be e.xercised in guarding against

the introduction of a possibly diseased animal into

a collection known to be healthy. To meet this

contingency we have established a system of quar-

antine, whereby new iirrivals are isolated for a

short period, and carefully observed before be-

ing placed on exhibition. The results arc ex-

cellent.

The value of this system has been many times

demonstrated by animals which have died within a

few days of their arrival, the autopsies revealing

highly contagious disorders which would no doubt

have been very disastrous and far-reaching, if

introduced into cages of healthy animals. In

.some instances it has been found practicable to

place newly arrived animals on exhibition at once

in isolated corrals or cages, but an animal is never

placed in an enclosure or cage with healthy animals

until we are reasonably sure that the new arrival

is perfectly healthy. The fact that there has not

been a single case of contagious or communicable

disease introduced among our animals from without

during the past year speaks well for the value of a

(juarantine system.

Probably every fatal contagious or infectious

disease that affects domestic or wild animals is

caused by a specific micro-organism that in each

case has a life history of its own, and all measures

for the prevention and restriction of such diseases

must be based on the characteristics of each partic-

ular parasite. In the management of all commu-
nicable diseases among Park animals, the lines of

action follow the well-defined rules of .sanitary

science, and we have obtained the most satisfac-

tory results.

Disinfection as a preventive of disease plaj's no

insignificant part in the medical work of the Park.

In addition to powerful disinfectants and deo-

dorizers, there are several natural sanitary agents

of great importance as destroyers of virus. These

are cleanliness, ventilation, dn-ing and sunshine.
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Nearly all virus, excepting such us may live in the

soil, is killed sooner or later by drying and sun-

shine, and the importance of these factors in the

daily life of our animals can not be exaggerated.

All sanitary measures which contribute to the

healthfulness of our animal surroundings are

directly or indirectly antagonistic to disease germs,

while all carelessness in the keeping of animals

may be regarded as an ally of these destructive

organisms.

These matters regarding sanitation, ventilation

and sunlight were matters of first consideration in

the planning of all the Zoological Park buildings.

The almost total absence of disagreeable odors

which visitors to zoological collections usually

associate with monkey and lion houses is fre-

cjuently commented upon.

The frequent and thorough disinfection of build-

ings, dens and cages, whether there have been con-

tagious diseases or not, has, in my opinion, been a

great factor in keeping the Park free from anything

like an epidemic. External vigilance is the price

of the rare and valuable specimens e.xhibited in the

New York Zoological Park. w. r. b.

1 LAMlXGuLj.

YOUNG FLAMINGOES.

A NOTEWORTHY addition to the bird collections in

the Park is a flock of young American Flamingoes

{Phoeiiicoplenis ruber) about two months old. These

were brought from the rookery in the Bahama Islands and

are the first young birds ever reared in the United States in

captivity. They have the habits and actions of the old

birds, but their bills are only slightly bent. In the adults

the mandibles are curved almost at a right angle. When
Flamingoes are first hatched they are clad in a plumage of

the softest and whitest down, and their bills are perfectly

straight.

This flock of birds is now in the second plumage, a uni-

form gray throughout. On the breast and the larger wing-

feathers traces of scarlet are just beginning to appear.

The birds are well and strong, and are always hungry.

Their food consists of dried shrimps, bread and boiled rice.

These birds are all the more interesting when we con-

sider how rare they are becoming. Years ago hundreds of

them, forming great scarlet clouds, lived and bred among the

Florida Keys, but all have been killed, and there will prob-

baly never be another wild Flamingo in the I'nited States.

The rookery in the Bahamas is their last stronghold, and

even in this isolated place their days are doubtless few.

It is hoped that these hardy young birds may breed in

the Park, and become one of the most interesting exhibits

of the Society c. W. B.
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INDI.\N AL'li

THE INDIAN ADILTANT.

THIS ^rc'iit stork derives its common iKime '' from

its comical resemblance to a human figure in

a stiff dress, [xicing slowly on a parade ground."

Two lusty individuals have recently been added

to the collection, and by their size and remarkable

appearance attract a good deal of attention. Their

thick-set bodies, roofed over with the great folded

wings, might well become a vulture; but beneath,

there protrudes a pair of long legs, while an ab-

surdly emaciated neck rises from a ruff above

the wings. This bare, yellowish neck terminates in

a rather ill-shaped head, pink and whitish, which in

turn merges into an enormous beak.

The head and neck are almost bare, save for a

si)rinklinji of curly chestnut feathers, which have

lost all resemblance to ordinary jjlumage, and

cluster ill wavy ringlets like fine hair. At the

front of the neck is a small protuberance, the be-

ginning of the long pouch, which will develop

later on. Pale glassy eyes look out upon the

wiiriil with a stony gaze. Such is an Indian Ad-

jutant.

Like a \ulture or wood ibis, the Adjutant is seen

to the best advantage when on the wing, and also

like the former bird, it is a valuable scavenger in its

native country, India. Its services are thoroughly

api)rcciatc(l. and everywhere it is accorded the pro-

tection it dcser\cs, llxing familiarly into the very

streets of the native villages, where it devours all

refuse tlesh. It also feeds upon frogs and fish.

Hidden away beneath its tail are many feathers,

perhaps the softe.st and most beautiful in the

world,—the much-valued '' Marabou plumes," so

called.- a strange source for such delicate feathers.

C. W. B.

aquarium J'iotro

BY making e.xchanges of specimens with the afiuarium at

the St. Louis E.vposition, the New York .\quarium has

secured a number of interesting 6shes and turtles from the

Mississippi River. There are several species in the collec-

tion, which hitherto have not been seen in New York, alive.

It is to be regretted that the paddle-fishcs secured did not

long survive the journey. This species is specially inter-

esting on account of the remarkable paddle-like extension

of the upper jaw, which sometimes reaches a length of 16

inches. It is a delicate species, and has never lived long in

capti\-ity, even under the best circumstances, .\mong the

species in this collection, new to the .\quariuni, may be

mentioned the short-nosed gar, the quillback and buffalo-

fish, the last being one of the important food fishes of the

Mississippi basin, and often attaining a large size. Some of

the other species received were the long-nosed gar, spotted

catfish, yellow- catfish, fresh-water drum, white bass, sauger
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This photograph was taken to sho

GIRAFFE FEEDING FROM THE GROUND.

< the difficulty the animal experiences in accomplishing its object, and the awkward positi

and crappie. The fishes were transported in one of the

special cars of the United States Fisheries Bureau, without

expense to the Aquarium.

The annual summer shipments from the Bermuda
Islands have been received, and include such brilliantly

colored tropical fishes as the blue parrot-fish, green parrot-

fish, queen trigger-fish, butterfly-fish, angel-fish, four-eyed

fish, mud parrot-fish, cowfish, trunk-fish, squirrel-fish, sur-

geon-fish, blue tang, trigger-fish, coney, hogfish, spotted

moray, tiger rockfish, lady-fish, sergeant major, red hind,

striped grunt, large grouper and Bermuda lobster. There

is one young jew-fish, w-eighing about thirty pounds—the

first of its kind received. This species is the largest of

food fishes, sometimes reaching a weight of four or five

hundred pounds.

At the present time, the Aquarium contains probably a

greater number and variety of sy)ecies than at any other

time in its history, all exhibition space being fully occupied.

A considerable portion of the collection has overflowed into

the reserve tanks in the rear. So far as the present aqua-

rium building is concerned, the collection has reached its

Umit. The Director reports that he could easily fill three

buildings like the present one, without duplication of spe-

cies, and without materially increasing the cost of collecting

specimens.
* * *

Accommodation for the increasing collection of turtles at

the Aquarium has been secured by placing eight aquarium

tanks, each three feet long, on the main floor near the cen-

tral pool. This arrangement gives a better view of the

smaller species of turtles than has hitherto been practicable.

A series of ten small aquaria have been located on the stone

coping of the large central pool, to accommodate the collec-

tion of crabs and other small Crustacea.

Another exchange, just effected with the new ac:|Uarium

at Detroit, Michigan, has brought to the New York .Aqua-

rium about fifty fishes from Lake Erie. The most impor-

tant in this lot are the lake sturgeon, and the whitefish.

* * *

Five specimens of the Harbor Seal were procured from

Boothbay, Maine. C. H. T.
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THE OSTRICH HOUSE

OF zoological gardens, the world over, there are

really very few which indulge in the luxury of

a spacious building wholly devoted to the ostriches,

rheas, emeus, and cassowaries. Usually these

birds are divided between three or four very small

structures, and thereby the effect attainable by

one grand group is lost.

Really, it seems a pity for any great vivarium

not to make an opportunity to exhibit under one

roof such a collection as our new Ostrich House
will very shortly contain, or indeed such as it contains

to-day. The members of the Order Ralila:—the

Ostriches and their allies—are so grand, so pictur-

esque, and of such jironounced exliibitinn value

INTERIOR OK THE /N
'i^\ ^^"^^^
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A CAGE IN THE OSTRICH HOUSE.

that they are most desirable birds. They are not

only very odd and showy, even from afar, but they

are easy to keep, they live satisfactorily (when

properly housed and protected from visitors), and

it does not cost a small fortune to fill a building.

Considering their exhibition value, the birds of

this Order are purchasable at very reasonable

prices. Individual values range all the way from

$100 to $250, and a really fine collection can be

secured by the expenditure of about $3,000.

It is the fault of the English language that it is

necessary to call this building the Ostrich House

—

a one-sided designation for a structure half filled

with emeus and cassowaries. The only reason

for not naming it the Ratite House is that no one

vi^ould understand the meaning of the name. It

IS now a very common
thing for Enghsh-speaking

naturalists to find their lan-

guage so poverty-stricken in

adjectives and nouns that no

English names can be found

for new species of living

creatures.

Architecturally, the Os-

trich House is a couriter-

part of the Small-Mammal
House. The two are con-

nected by a spacious open

_li
pavilion, with a concrete

B lloor, and they are heated"
'' by the same furnaces. Hav-

ing no cages along its west-

ern side, either within or

without, the Ostrich House

has a more pleasing e.xterior

than the other. Within, also,

the spacious series of win-

dows looking westward ren-

der the interior more cheer-

ful and pleasant than the

interior of the Mammal
House.

The interior cages extend

along the eastern side of this

building. They have a depth

cf twelve feet, and the unit

width of each is ten feet.

In anticipation, however, of

quarrelsome individuals re-

quiring solitary confinement,

six movable partitions have

been erected in six of the standard-size cages, so that

as seen to-day the equipment consists of six large

cages and fourteen that are half size.

The cage-work is eight feet high, and in front it

consists of electrically welded netting, the meshes

of which are two by four inches. In each cage

there is a porcelain-lined drinking-basin, which is

filled and emptied by valves in the keepers' passage,

behind the guard-rail.

Like the Small-Mammal House, the entire roof

of the building is of glass, with top ventilation.

Its temperature is maintained at 65°. The in-

terior cages connect with a series of eight outside

}-ards of various shapes and sizes. The largest

vard contains 5,600 square feet, the smallest 1,600.

Five of the yards have a length of eighty feet, but
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others are nearl_y square. The ground has been

well drained, and covered with two inches of sand.

The fences surrounding the yards are eight feet

in height. The posts are of steel T-bars set in

concrete, and the wire-work is both hand-made
and home-made. It was impossible to tind any

machine-made fences of a kind suitable for our pur-

pose. The fences are (or will be when fully com-

pleted) of meshes that measure three inches square.

In the faint hope of discouraging evil-minded visitors

from killing the silly ostriches by giving them hard-

ware to swallow, the guard-wires will be set five feet

in front of the outside fences. But what can we
do with foolish birds that swallow open knives,

or with bird-killing visitors who are sly enough to

escape detection ?

The entire collection of birds to fill the Ostrich

House is the gift of Mr. Charles T. Barney, Chair-

man of the E.xecutive Committee. There are now
on exhibition the following:

2 South African Ostriches, adult, Slruthio anstralis.

2 North " " " " cameliis.

2 Common Rheas, young, Rhea americaim.
1 Great-Billed Rhea, " " macrorhyncha.

,^ Emeus, aduh, DroiiiacKs novaehoUaiidia.
I Ceram Cassowary, " Casuarius casmirius.

I Violet-Necked Cassowary, " " violicollis.

Other species of the Order Ratitce are being

sought for, with which to make the collection truly

representative, all of which when procured will be

purchased by Mr. Barney to make his gift com-

plete.

The rheas are young, and only half grown; and

the ostriches are yet in travel-scarred plumage.

Several months must elapse ere all these birds are

fully grown, and clothed with the immaculate

plumage that we presently will see.

The construction of the walks all around the two

new buildings has been a task of no small magni-

tude, and even with the utmost efforts that could

be put forth by a full force of men, winter burst

upon us one week too soon. On account of the

long-continued freezing weather of December, it

has not yet been possible to puddle and roll the

surface as conditions require. This will be accom-

plished, however, long before any considerable

crowds of spring visitors surround the new col-

lections.

VIEW OF THE SMALL-MAMMAL HOUSE.

THE SMALL-MAMMAL HOUSE

I

N every zoological park or garden there accu-

mulates a great number of medium and

small-sized mammals which do not quite fit in

any of the large houses. There are so many small

carnivores, it would be quite possible to fill an

entire building with the small members of three
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families, the Felidce (Cats), Mustelidce (Marten,

Mink, Wolverine, and U'easel), and Viverriihc (the

Civets, Palm Cats, etc.). But there are various

large tropical rodents to be considered; and trop-

ical swine, tiie marsu])ials generally, and tropical

Canidce.

It is not possible to provide a sc[)arate building

for each of the groups named without making a

vivarium a bewildering and tiresome place. Even

a zoological jiark can be overdone. We believe

there is wisdom in attaining a happy medium, and

in not offering the visitor entirely too much.

In pursuance of this idea, the Zoological Society

has provided the Small-Mammal House. It repre-

sents an effort to assemble in one building the

small cats, the small fur-bearers generally of the

Family MusklidcB; the tropical foxes, jackals, and

vi'ild dogs; such large tropical rodents as the long-

quilled porcupines, and the cajjybara; such of the

tropical swine as are desirable for exhibition; a

limited number of kangaroos and other marsu-

pials, and last but not least in interest and impor-

tance, the anteaters and other edentates.

We do not believe in having one building wholly

devoted to the small carnivora; for in spite of all

efforts, such buildings cannot be kept as wholly free

from animal odors as are our other animal build-

ings. Members of the Society are warned not

to expect it'. Many animals of the Marten Family,

such as the mink and muskrat, naturally emit a

musky od(jr, and the only way to prevent them

from doing so is to kill the animals and stutf them.

We belie\-e, however, that by the exercise of judg-

ment in the selection of species for exhibition, and

a fair understanding with the public regarding

the smaller carnivores, backed up Ijv the best

mechanical devices for the promotion of cleanli-

ness in the cages, we will be able to maintain the

small-mammal collection on a basis acceptable to

the public.

The Small-Mammal House occupies the site of

the temporary building once u.sed for a similar

purpose. Its length over all is 150 feet, its inside

width 29 feet, and its outside width, including its

out.side cages, is 54 feet. The entire roof is of

glass, and the interior is as hght as an open field.

The building extends from north to south, and for

at least four hours daily each cage will receive a

flood of sunshine.

.Altogether there are 176 cages, and they occupy

the whole of the side walls of the building, inside

and out. Those within are of three sizes, and

are placed as follows:

.\11 along the eastern wall there are eighteen

cages, seven feet wide, five feet high. In the

centre of the western wall there are seventeen cages,

four feet wide by three and one-half feet high. At

the ends of the western wall there are thirty-two

cages, three and one-third feet wide, two and one-

half feet high.

The total number of interior cages is eighty-

eight.

With but one exception, all the cages of the in-

terior are duplicated on the exterior of the build-

ing, and the two series communicate through the

walls. In other words, each animal has an out-

side and an inside cage, with a passage connecting

the two, and two sliding doors between with which

to regulate conditions. If the sun is too hot, or

the air too cold, the interior affords shade or

warmth, as may be necessary. If in midsummer
the interior of the building becomes too hot for

the comfort of a fur-bearing animal, a cage in

the open air is made available by the pulling of a

chain.

The exception to the rule of duplication between

the ins and the outs is found in the outside tier

of cages facing the east. These have been fx.-

panded into yards seven feet wide by tweh'e feet

long, floored with concrete. Each is provided at

the rear with an open-front shelter six feet deep,

roofed over against sun and rain, and floored with

wood raised a foot higher than the concrete. If

these yards fail to meet the views of the animals

for which they are intended—kangaroos, tropical

swine, and porcupines, capybaras, anteaters, and

such—then are they indeed difficult to please.

It is so gratifying to find in another zoological

establishment a feature good enough to copy, thus

saving ourselves a little of the eternal grind of

invention and experiment, we can afford to make
prominent mention of all such cases. Few indeed

are the persons who know the extent to which the

Zoological Park has been invented, and hammered

out of the raw material. It gives us pleasure to

point out that the chief mechanical principles em-

ployed in the construction of the cages along the

western wall of the Small-Mammal House were

found in operation, in 1902, in the Zoological

Garden at Frankfort, Germany. The really ad-

mirable movable front, the movable floor, and the

sliding partitions of sheet metal, here employed,

were designed and worked out by Dr. A. Seitz,

the director of the Frankfort Garden.

By means of Dr. Seitz's invention, it is possible

to remove in a few seconds the front, either side
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wall of a cage, and even the floor from a cage of

the upper series. In one minute, two, three or

four cages can be converted into one. There are

two tiers of these cages, one above another, and if

an animal requires a particularly high cage, or

one of extra length, it is easily arranged. In cleans-

ing the upper cages, all floors and partitions are

removed, and by this means they are disinfected

with far greater thoroughness and despatch than

could otherwise be accomphshed.

The floors of the lower series are necessarily

fixed, and being so they are covered with lignolitli,

and rendered jointless and impervious to moisture,

similar to the cage floors in the Primates' House.

For special reasons, the gathering of animals

for the Small-Mammal House has not been has-

tened. In order that the specimens exhibited

here should cover as wide a zoological range as may
be practicable, the species to be shown require to

be selected with much care. Already, however,

we have on hand a sufficient number to fill half the

building, and the remainder of the total exhibit

will rapidly accumulate. The component parts

(if this collection will be set forth later on.

WILD-ANIMAL PHOTOGRAPHY
THERE is no royal road to success in photo-

graphing wild animals. Every really good

negative stands for an untold amount of labor and

co-operation, and many failures. In animal pho-

tography, as in hunting with a gun,

"All hits are history,

All misses, mystery."

^ Until they try, the inexperienced believe that

the only requisites in animal photography are a

kodak, and the freedom of a zoological garden or

park. They believe that if only permitted, they

can obtain good pictures from the walks, either

through the fences or between the bars. Those

who have tried it exhaustively know that good

pictures cannot be obtained by such off-hand

methods.

To secure a good picture of a wild animal, the

creature must be made to pose! This means that

the corral or cage must be entered, bv the artist with
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('holographed

l\|il \N I.KOPARD.

1 i.i^L- csix-iially amingcd for Ihe puri)osc.

his camera, and a keeper with a club. The animal

must be compelled to halt in the right spot, face

in the right direction, and stand fast without ner-

vousness while the camera-man approaches dan-

gerously near, and secures on his ground-glass an

image thai is something more than a suggestion of

a deer, antelope, bear, wolf, or whatever the par-

ticular Risk may be. An animal portrait is of

zoological value in direct proportion to the number

of details that it portrays. The ideal picture

should show a full side view, with head erect and

properly posed; and such accessories as legs, feet,

tail, ears, antlers or horns, require adequate repre-

sentation. A muff-like ball of fur is not neces-

sarily an animal, even tht)Ugh the camera has been

brought to bear upon the vital spark.

The actual dangers of wild-animal photography

are not to be ignored; and Mr. Sanborn has been

assured that in the eyes of the Zoological Society,

a man is worth more than any camera. The
bears, wolves, and hoofed animals are amenable

to discipline by keeper and club, but in picture-

making, the lions and tigers who.>;e cages are entered

literally refuse "to stand for it." To meet their

case, the Society has been at some pains and e.\-

pense to invent and provide for Mr. Sanborn's

use certain landscape backgrounds, and an aper-

ture in front of them, by means of which good

pictures of dangerous carnivores can be secured

without risking life, limb, or lens. An example of

the re.sults thus obtained is shown herewith.

The Society's collection of wild-animal pictures

grows continuously. Of the 1500 negatives now
on hand, many represent species of great scientific

interest and rarity, and many of them are ideally

l)erfect. Of the apes and the more quiet monkeys,

good |)ictures have been secured, but the baboons

remain to be conquered.

.\ little later, the finest of the animal jjhoto-

grajjhs now l)eing accumulated will be prepared

for publication in some form acceptable, and also

valuable, to the nunilicrv "f the Societv.
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the lamcnlable killin;^ of the snow leopard. That

animal was murdered at midnight by a conjunction

of rattled men, when it might easily have been

caught if anyone present had done one thing with

good judgment.

There are some newspajiers whose accounts of

happenings with animals, even accidents, are truth-

ful, dignified, and believable. Then again, there

are some news]iapcr men who the moment they

strike the trail of a ••light" or an accident go all

to pieces, and lose their heads, completely.

Therefore is it well to make haste \ery slowly

in believing stories of fights with animals, escapes,

armed men, and screaming wonieii. w. r. n.

F.XriXCTIOX OK \VOODL.\ND BITTALO

Director Bell of the Canadian Geological Survey

in a conversation October 26th reports that the

herd of Woodlatid BulTalo back of the Salt River

whit h tails into the Great Slave River I'our or live

miles below Fort Smith, embraced four or live

hundred indixiduals, according to the rcporl of

T}Trell, some years ago.

A year ago the Indians reported to Director Bell

that the herd was reduced to about si.xty, but that

the Indians in general had scrupulously respected

the law. The one exception was the killing of a

pair of fine bulls by an Indian who stated that he

was forced to kill for meat. He was, however,

arrested and punished.

Director Bell beheves that the herd is gradually

diminishing; that the bulls are not sufficiently

numerous or strong to protect the calves from the

large packs of wolves which attack the herd in

spring.

A SOUTHERN ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN

Very few persons, we \'enture to say, are aware of

the fact that there now exists at Buenos Ayres a

well-planned and fully developed zoological garden,

which will compare favorably with many of those

in Europe and America. The capital city of Ar-

gentina has established a zoological institution of

which any city in the world might well be [iroud.

The guide-book of this Jardin Zoologico Munic-

ipal exhibits a plan and series of illustrations of

grounds and buildings, dens, cages, and aviaries of

a most interesting and ])ernianent character. But

for the letterpress, one might easily believe that the

establishment had been located and developed in

one of the oldest cities of Europe. The guide-book

itself is far in advance of tho.se of .several institu-

tions much more pretentious. It is well planned,

well written and well illustrated, and Director

Cleniente Onelli may be congratulated on his share

of the work.

The references to the plan of the garden show a

total of fifty-three features, and the illustrations

reveal an attractive ensemble. The illustrations

published in the guide-book suggest the Antwerp

Garden, with the reservation that the buildings are,

as a whole, less expensive.

Of the more substantial structures, the style of

architecture has been varied in a manner that is

both pleasing and interesting. Oriental animals

have been provided with oriental buildings. The

ostriches are quartered in a very fair imitation of

an African hut. The "habitation " of the elephants

is called a "temple," and the grand aviary suggests

the Taj Mehal. The most startling feature of all

is the great wire cage for the condors, which,

through its spreading base and lofty central turret,

immediately suggests the EilTel Tower.

A glance at the list of animals in the collection re-

veals a very creditable array of mammals and birds,

but a scarcity of reptiles. The various orders and

important families of mammals are well repre-

sented, and, as might be inferred from the demands

of zoological gardens generally, the majority of

the species have come from the Old World. In

birds South America is more adequately repre-

sented. Of reptiles only eight species are named

in the list, and these are repre.sented by a total of

only thirteen specimens. It should be remembered,

however, that the zoological garden of Buenos

A_\Tes is not the only one which pays little atten-

tion to reptiles.

The members of our Society will be interested

in the fact that this is a municipal Zoological Gar-

den, established partly by the city, and aided by in-

dividual effort. As may readily be inferred, the

Garden owes its existence to the combined interest

of the scientific men of Buenos Ayres, joined with

that of the highest officials of the city and nation.
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A MOSQUITO OBJECT-LESSON
AT THE AQUARIUM

By CHARLES H. TOWNSEND

IF anything more were needed for the indictment

of the mosquito as a criminal deserving of the

death penalty, the trial conducted by the American
Mosquito Extermination Society in New York City

on December 15th and i6th would appear to have
furnished the evidence.

The meeting was attended by medical men, ento-

mologists, and other citizens who have been prom-
inently before the public in the world-wide crusade

against the mosquito as the only known dissemi-

nator of malaria, yellow-fever, filariasis, and a uni-

versal enemy to the comfort of humanity. The
connection of the mosquito with disease, its rapid

propagation in standing water everywhere, its ex-

termination by the draining of swamps and the pro-

tection of water-tanks, and its elimination from
ornamental lakes and ponds by the introduction

of larvx-eating fishes were discussed at length.

Papers were read on the species of mosquitoes,

the work accomplished by boards of health, and
the progress made during the year in combating the

mosquito nuisance.

The interesting exhibit of mosquito larvie hatch-

ing in stagnant water, which has been maintained

at the New York Aquarium during the past sum-
mer, attracted the attention of members of the

Mosquito Extermination Society several weeks ago,

and its value as an object lesson was commented
upon in their November Bulletin.

In order that this exhibit might be seen by mem-
jjers attending the annual convention, it was ar-

ranged that the first session be held in the lecture-

room of the Aquarium.
The Director of the Aquarium had prepared

especially for the meeting a series of exhibits show-

ing the mosquito in its larval, pupie, and fully ma-
tured stages. A series of acjuarium tanks contain-

ing specimens of fresh- and brackish-water fishes

useful as destroyers of mosquito larva; were also

])ro\-ided. Three species of mosquitoes were ex-

hibited, one of which {Aedes jusciis) had not been
observed alive by many members. This is a very

small species which breeds largely in the pitchers

of the pitcher plant {Sarracenia), and which winters

in the larval stage. The .specimens of this species

were furnished by Mr. J. Turner Brakeley, of Hor-
nerstown, N. J. Dr. Kohnke, President of the New
Orleans Board of Health, furnished a large collec-

tion of mosquito larva: from Louisiana.

The mosquito-hatching e.xhibit at the Aquarium
was observed during the summer by many thousand

persons. It is instructively labelled, and has at-

tracted much attention. Its value as an object les-

son suitable for schools and museums cannot be

overestimated. There has scarcely been a moment
during the open hours at the Aquarium when
visitors were not reading the labels of the mosquito

jars, and making comments on the wrigglers and
mosquitoes which they contained. Observations

by the attendants showed that the great majority

of persons who examined the exhibit made such

remarks as "Well, that's a new one on me!" or,

"I didn't know mosquitoes grew that way." The
label of one of the jars reads as follows:

"Mosquitoes lay their eggs in clusters on the sur-

face of still water, such as is found in rain-barrels,

cisterns, ditches, stagnant ponds, undrained swamps,
and marshes.
"Each female mosquito lays from 150 to 400 eggs,

which, in about a week, hatch into larvse or 'wrig-

glers.' About a week later the 'wrigglers' become
mosquitoes. The mosquito is the only known
source of malaria and yellow-fever. If the breeding

places of mosquitoes can be obliterated, malaria and
vellow-fever can be wiped out, and annoyance from
mosquito-bites avoided."

Before leasing the exhibit, visitors were pretty

sure to express the hope that the mosquitoes in the

jars were not being turned loose.

While scientific men are thoroughly informed as

to the danger which threatens mankind through the

existence of the mosquito, the work of educating the

public at large has not made the ])rogress, in some
parts of the country, which it should have made.

Mosquitoes are found in all parts of the world.

Although all kinds of mosquitoes are not liable to

be the bearers of disease germs, there are dangerous

species in most countries. Mosquitoes of the genus

Anopheles, which are solely responsible for malaria.
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one of the nio^t \vidc-.s])rca(l diseases afflicting; lui-

manity. are abundant in our midst. Aloni; our

Gulf Coast dwells the Slci^omya mos(|uito, the only

known disseminator of the ,i;erms of yellow-fe\er.

Malaria is now believed to be res])onsible for

more sickness among the white population of the

South than any other disease, and the idea that it

can be spread by any other means than by mos(|ui-

toes is considered i)y science to be merel}' a su])er-

stition. The idea that mosquitoes can i)e ])ro|)a-

gated without water is totally without foundation.

Mosquitoes become troublesome wherever there is

stagnant water in which they can breed unmolested,

and stagnant pools of all kinds are therefore danger-

ous.

Waters inhabited by lishes and other animals

which prey upon mos<|uito larva' cannot produce

them. Troublesome ponds may be cleared of

mosquito larva; by the introduction of fishes.

The evil resulting from undrained swamps and
marshes is very great. Such areas can be relieved

of the standing water, in which mosquitoes breed,

by ditching, and small pools and water tanks which

cannot be conveniently drained or disposed of can

be made nioscjuito-])nH)f by covering the surface of

the water with oil. There is now no doui)t whatever

that many localities can find relief from the mos(|ui-

to ])lague by simple and cheap methods, while in

others the conditions are such that the work in-

voKes great e.xpense.

There are now large numbers of medical and
scientific students of the mos(|uito proljlem in this

and other countries, who belie\e that it can be i)rac-

tically exterminated in many regions. The war-

fare against it has resulted succes.sfully in instances

too numerous to mention. It is being carried on
by boards of health, real-estate companies, town
corporations, private citizens, and even railroads.

Mosquitt)-eating fishes are being introduced into

public and private ponds that have caused trouble.

Cisterns and tanks are being ])rovided with wire

screens to prevent the ingress of egg-laying mostiui-

toes, and in many other ways enlightened com-
munities are finding relief from the annoyances and
di,seases due to mosquitoes.

The writer has had very trying experiences with

mosquitoes in the .Arctic portions of Alaska. Dur-
ing the short .\rctic summer the cold, moss-grown
morasses of that region breed mos(iuitoes in vast

numbers, and life is almost unbearable if one is not

protected against them by gUnes and veils. Sleep

is scarcely |)ossil)le without the i)rotection of netting.

In Arctic lands mosquitoes prol)ably pass the win-

ter in the larval or "wriggler" stage. It would
scarcely be possible for the adult insects to go

through the winter alive, as they flo in warmer
regions. There is no malaria in the far imrlh.

either because the mosquitoes there have never been
infected, it else the disease-bearin'' kind-^ d > not

occur there. The history of malaria shows that

many mostiuilo-alllictcd localities never had the

disease until ])ersons suffering from it came there

and inoiulated the mos(|uitoes. This has been
ilemonstrated in localities to which gangs of railway

laborers were sent from malarial neighborhoods.

The instruction of the jjublic at large on the

natural history of the mosijuito, and its connection

with malaria and yelk)w-fe\er, is so desirable that

no means of acconi]>lishing that end should be
neglected. The mosquito-hatching exhibit at the

.\(|uarium, where the attendance averages five thou-

sand persons daily the year round, cannot fail to

teach an interesting and useful le.sson. It is .seen

by vi.sitors from all jiarts of the country. If .such

a simple and inexjiensive object lesson could be

given for a single week in each .school in the coun-

try, the rising generation would be well equijjjied

to deal with the mo.squito trouble.

.\ glass half full of water, containing wrigglers

from the nearest cistern, rain-barrel, or puddle,

would constitute an object lesson sufficiently strik-

ing to fi.x in the mind permanently the main fact

respecting the mosquito. Much of our effort to-da_v

should therefore be directed toward locating the

propaganda in the public schools.

The most effective enemies of the mo.squito are

fishes. The Director of the .\quarium has had
many ajiplications for informatioji respecting the

kinds of fishes most available for introduction into

small ])onds as destroyers of mostiuito larva'. There
are many kinds of fishes useful for this purpose,

but tlie top-minnows (Finidnliis and Gii»ihiisiti) are

probably the best. It has been obser\-ed that the

common goldfish will keep ponds clear of wrigglers,

while sticklebacks and killifish are always u.seful.

The young of sunfishes, shiners, perches, and
other common pond fi.shes doubtless are feeders

u])on larvic. Such fishes are found in the lakes of

Central and Prospect Parks, and would ])robably

be entirely effective for the ])ur|jose, if the shallow-

portions of some lakes did not become clogged with

jjond-weed so as to impede their movements. Top-
minnows are useful in such cases, as they can read-

ily iienetrate the weedy ]ilaces.

It has been shown by entomologists that it is not

the larger park lakes well supplied with fishes

which give trouble, but the smaller pools to which
fishes do not have access. With pro])er attention

to the lakes and pools, our parks could be kept en-

tirely free from mosquitoes.

(lood series of fresh- and brackish-water min-
nows, sticklebacks, and other si)ecies known to

feed on mosquito larva- will be kept on exhibition

at the .Aquarium hereafter, and will be so labelled

as to be satisfactory object lessons on the subject.

The princioal lesson to be taught in this connection

is that the ilU we suffer on account of the mosquito

are to an inviortant desiree unnecessarv.
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SPECTACLE OWL,

THE SPECTACLE OWL

WHEN an unknown but interesting bird arrives at the

Zoological Park, after housing it comfortably the

first thing is to find out its name, and that done to discover

what has been written of its food and of its habits. One
day the express brought a strange-looking Owl, labelled

South America. His eyes were large, round, and yellow;

his toes were two in front and two behind, as any owl's

should be; but his breast, back, and head were covered

with the most delicate, fluffy down of purest white, while

across his face, mask-wise, was a band of black from which

his yellow eyes glared and his beak snapped ominously.

His apt name was soon found,—the Spectacle Owl of

Central America, but search for an account of his habits

was continued in vain. The downy fellow was in his juve-

nile dress, and within a month single black and brown

feathers began to appear here and there, until at present

his back and wings are full-feathered, the latter brown,

crossed with a band of white spots. His breast and under

parts are changing little by little from white to a warm
buffy color, while his head and his black mask still remain

the same. When he becomes adult the beautiful white head

feathers will be lost, and replaced with others of a dark

chocolate color.

The Latin name of this bird is Puhaln'.\- perspicillata,

which tells us only what we know is true of

all owls, that they are fierce hunters and

keen of sight.

What peculiar characteristics are his yet

remain to be seen. He has thus far uttered

no sound. He seems active, even in strong

sunlight, takes a thorough bath daily and

enjoys a diet of mice and sparrows. Scores

of times each day he hears his black mask
compared to the goggles of an automobilist

by the admiring crowds which pass his

cage. C. WILLIAM BEEBE.

A NEW COLLECTION AT THE
AQUARIUM

J^jThrough the courtesy of the United States

Fisheries Bureau, the fishes which were on

exhibition at the Exposition at St. Louis have

been transferred to the New York Aquariiun.

The Fisheries Bureau has maintained an

excellent aquarium at the Exposition during

the summer, which was perhaps the most

popular exhibit on the grounds.

The collection transferred successfully to

New York numbered i8o specimens, in

which were represented thirty-seven species,

including one seal and two turtles. Although

the majority of the fishes were tropical or

southern species the transfer was made dur-

ing cold winter weather with the loss of only

thirty specimens, the success attained being uue chiefly

to the zeal and ability of Mr. Burnham, of the car

service of the Fisheries Bureau. The government fish

transportation cars, six in number, are built especially for

fish-cultural work, and have permanent crews living on

board. During transportation, fishes require attention day

and night.

Among the fishes received from St. Louis were grayling,

large lake trout, quillbacks, and short-nosed gars, from

western waters. There were red-snappers, sheepshead,

channel bass, file-fish, pilot-fish, and spade-fish from south-

ern waters, and many beautiful species from the Bermudas.

The Aquarium has not had specimens of grayling, red-snap-

per, spade-fish, and sheepshead for several years.

The Zoological Society is to be congratulated on having

such profitable and pleasant relations with United States

Fish Commissioner Bowers and his representative at St.

Louis, Mr. Ravenel. c. H. T.

Recent important additions to the collection of rare

birds are—a Little Brown Crane and two Willow Ptarmi-

gan from Alaska, north of the Arctic Circle; a Tiger

Bittern from Mexico, and a Patagonian Lapwing Plover

from the Argentine Republic.
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ERECTING THE TOTEM-POLE AND HOUSE.

September 23, 1004.

A TLINKIT TOTEM-POLE

OF all the industrial ])r()diRTs i)f our Ala>kan

Indians, there is none which e(|uals the

totem-pole. Ethnolocrfrnllv it is everything that

could be desired, and its spertacular value is very

great. We know of no other savasre carvings quite

equal in scope to the giant tree-trunks of the .Alas-

kan coast that have been fashioned into columnar

masses of bears, beavers, cetaceans, men, birds,

and other things too numerous to mention.

It is not strange that enterprising collectors of

ethnological materials cast covetous eyes upon

the totem-poles of the Haidah, Tlinkit, and other

Indians of Alaska. Some enterprising citizens of

Seattle once sequestrated a-very fine totem-pole,

and later erected it in a public square in the town

of continuous hills. And subsequently, the Indian

owners of the pole sued the city of Seattle for its

\alue. and actually recovered 82,500. thereby li.xing

the value of such carvings.

When the Harriman .Alaska E.xpedition touched

at Cape Fox. in July, iSgq, they found there an

abandoned Tlinkit Indian village, before which

stood several interesting and well-pre.served totem-

poles. Inasmuch as all the former inhabitants

had departed never to return, and the whole village

was going to decay, Mr. E. H. Harriman decided

to bring away the chief's house and the lofty totem-

pole which stood in front of it. With great labor

the huge pole was hoisted aboard the steamer

George W. Elder, and stowed away. The house

was successfully taken to pieces, and handled

with le.ss difficulty.

On the arrival of the E.xpedition at Seattle, both

these gigantic "specimens" were presented to the
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Zoological Society, and later on were delivered at

the Zoological Park at the expense of Mr. Harri-

man. For several months

the question of the best site

for this unique gift was

considered, and reconsid-

ered. At last, however, the

ideal spot was chosen,

fronting upon the Aquatic

Mammals' Pond, and close

up against the trees of the

wooded ridge on which the

Wild Turkeys' Enclosure

is located. It is absolutely

necessary that an Alaskan

Indian house and totem

-

pole should front on water,

and be backed by forest.

Beyond question, t h i -

unique exhibit is one of the

most picturesque and strik-

ing in the whole of the

Zoological Park. The pole

is forty-seven feet high
above the ground, and

three feet two inches in

diameter at its base, where

the carven bears begin.

With a true sense of pro-

portion, it tapers toward

the top, where it is sur-

mounted by a colossal fig-

ure of a thunder-bird,

possibly a gull, carved in

wood. In cross section

the pole is broadly ellipti-

cal, with one side to the

front. The front and the

edges were painted, but the

back never has been col-

ored. Through wear and

tear the original colors

—

red, green, white, and black

—had lost so much of their

freshness that it was de-

cided to restore them. This

was done with great care,

and to-day the specimen

looks precisely as it did

when it first went up on

i;. Cape Fox.

The house front is

thirt\'-nine feet wide, by seventeen feet high to the

peak of the roof; and the entire front is occupied

TOTEM-POLE AND HOUSE, AS FINISHED.

Gift of Mr. E. H. Harriman
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hv two gigantic figures of !)c;ir>, lK-a\il\' >tuilil(.'ii

with teeth and claws. The colors of these figures,

also, have been restored, and as a corollary to the

totem-pole they are very impressive. The i)uil<iing

has not been arranged to admit visitors.

The descriptive label which has been jjrovided

for this exhibit of sa\age art and industry explains

that a totem-pole is really the clan monument or

familv crest of its owner. I'lacli car\eii cir ])aiiited

animal is produced for a specific purpose, to repre-

sent either a clan, a family, or an individual, as the

case may be. Even in the days of Hiawatha,

"... they painted on the grave-posts

Each his own ancestral totem,

Each the symbol of his household;

Figures of the Bear and Reindeer,

Of the Turtle, Crane, and Beaver,

Each inverted, as a token

That the owner was departed."

OnlM,-AMM AI. EST.AliLlSHMF.XT.

rHl-, KIDINC-AMMAL KSTABLISHMKNT

SO far as developed the riding-animal establish-

ment has proven a gratifying success. The
profits for the summer nearly jxiid for the equij)-

ment. Ten thousand tickets for the ponies and

carts were sold, and twenty-five hundred for the

elephant. The total net sum realized was $1,375.

As soon as the elejjhant commenced his daily

trips, the interest in the riding increased materially.

and continued unabated until the .season closed.

The children are highly pleased with it, and the ani-

mals have behaved with dignity and decorum. As
a riding elephant, Gunda has proven to be very

reliable, and also interested in his work. But we
are yet without a camel. Of the many camels

offered and inspected, not one was large enough
or handsome enough to be acceptable.
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YOUNG ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOATS.

AT LAST THE MOUNTAIN GOAT

LIKE the mountain sheep, wolverine, and

Canada lynx, the mountain "^oat is to

every zoological park or garden a very elusive

animal. Although quite a number have been

caught, both young and adult, in at least nine cases

out of every ten they have come to grief in a short

time. Of a lot of seven kids that were caught

last spring especially for us, all died of lung and

intestinal troubles, long before they were to have

been shipped. One adult animal broke a leg and

had to be killed, and another died of malnutrition.

The isolated zoological position of the Mountain

Goat, and the fact that it is our boldest and best

chff-climber, makes it an animal of special interest

to the public. After two years of correspondence,

and one active campaign a-field, the Zoological

Society has succeeded in securing a pair of speci-

mens of a highly satisfactory character. They

were captured on June loth and nth, on White

River, a tributary of the Kootenay, about one

hundred miles south of Fort Steele, British Colum-

bia. They are of opposite se.xes and came from

two well-separated bands. They were kept at

Fort Steele until last October, and were brought on

in cool weather, arriving in fine condition. Because

of the fact that they are yet young and small, they

have been quartered in the Prong-Horned Ante-

lopes' House, near the Southwest Entrance. They
are very droll little creatures, and are keenly scru-

tinized by visitors.

At present they are feeding well, on clover hay

and crushed oats, and are in perfect health. Ex-

cepting the pair exhibited for about two years in

the Philadelphia Zoological Garden (now dead),

and two shown a few years ago in the Boston

Sportsmen's Show, these appear to be the only

living specimens of their kind ever exhibited in

the United States. In the spring they will be

transferred to their permanent home on Mountain

Sheep Hill.
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FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS AT THE AQUARIUM.
THROUGH the generosity of the City of New-

York, the Zoological Society has been able

to make steady progress in its work of rehabilitating

the equipment of the Aquarium and the improve-

ment of the l)uilding generally. Owing to the fact

that the Ai|uarium is visited daily by great numbers
of people, the work has progressed slowly. While

construction and repair work of dilTerent kinds

has necessarily kept some portions of the building

in unsightly condition, the comfort of visitors has

been but little disturbed. The exhibits in general

have been even larger than heretofore.

Certain works of improvement, commenced last

summer, were brought to a standstill for some

QUIl.l. HACK AMI tKAl'l'IK.

From a flash-light photograph.
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CONSTRUCTING PIPE GALLERIES.

time, owing to the fact that most of the salt-water

tanks require heating during the winter months.

Early in the summer it will be possible to discon-

nect the heating appliances and change to the new
salt-water system. The storage reservoir itself

was completed some time ago. During the winter

the large filters, to be used in connection with

stored sea-water, were installed and the rusty iron

pipes in the salt-water circulation were replaced

by lead-lined pipes, so that the Aquarium will soon

have its much-to-be-desired supply of pure, clear

and safe ocean-water. This means greater safety

for the present collections and the addition of many
species which could never be kept by the old

method, especially among the invertebrates.

An important piece of work carried on during

the winter was the construction of pipe galleries

under the building. The contractor, Mr. Chas.

Wille, is now renewing a large amount of worn-out

piping, which has been buried in the earth ever

since the Aquarium was established, and which,

from its situation, could never be repaired. The
newly completed pipe galleries will contain piping

for both heating and water systems, and will render

them accessible at all times.

Contracts will soon be made for the purpose of

improving the heating and ventilation, when the

building, as a whole, should be in fine condition

for years to come.

Among the improvements made from the regular

maintenance fund, may be mentioned the installa-

tion of electric hghts over the exhibition tanks.

Artificial light has always been greatly needed

here on dark days.

PHOTOGRAPH OF A LIVE FISH

Made in 1888 by C. H. Townsend.

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE AQUARIUM.

)\ yi ANY of the visitors to the Aquarium request

permission to use their cameras, not realiz-

ing that the exposure of photographic plates in

such a building must be of long duration. In order

to secure the best results in exhibiting specimens in

any aquarium the interior of the building is some-

what darkened, light being admitted as much as

possible through the exhibition tanks. The ap-

parent briUiancy of the tanks, even on the brightest

days, is misleading, and the making of instantaneous

photographs is quite impossible. Time e.xposures

on moving objects are, of course, worthless.

The photographs of fishes living in the Aqua-

rium, which have appeared from time to time in
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Fniin a l1asli-li>{lit photograph by \\ . L. Heasley.

the publications of the Soiiety, were all instan-

taneous pictures made out of doors. The method

of procedure has been to place each species in a

small narrow tank, so narrow that the fish would

be retained close to the glass and prevented from

getting out of focus. The tank, was then carried

out onto the roof and quick work was necessary, as

specimens soon became distressed and were en-

dangered if the circulation of water was long cut

off. After the fish has quieted down it is usually

possible to make a sharp focus and get a good pic-

ture. Retaining several specimens in these e.v-

tremely narrow tanks is risky, and the picture

ordinarily secured has been merel\- a portrait of a

single individual. The photographing of groups

of fishes in the tanks at the New York .\quarium

has been practicable only by flash-light. A few

years ago Mr. N. Lazarnick made flash-light photo-

graphs of some fishes in the New York Aquarium,

getting fairly good results. In the Aquarium of

the Fish Commission at Washington, which is

better lighted, Dr. R. W. Shufcldt made successful

instantaneous exposures by daylight.

15\- the method of outdoor work with small

aquaria, good fish portraits have been made by

Mr. A. R. Dugmore, for Doubleday, Page & Co.,

and by Dr. Shufeldt and a few other photographers.

Some naturalistic effects are secured by placing

rocks, fresh-water plants and bits of sea-weed in

the tanks. In most cases the fishes are shown

resting on the bottom, with most of the fins de-

pressed. The flash-light work done by Mr. E. R.

Sanborn without any disturbing or frightening of

the fishes, and with the groups displayed in many

interesting positions, represents a distinct advance

in fish photography. There is more natural his-

tory in the picture, and the suggestion of fake

would never present itself. *The accompanying

picture of the striped moray {Channomumna) by

Mr. Letkemann, in one of the large tanks, is a day-

light picture which required, of course, a time ex-

posure, with the animal lying very still. The

picture of the spotted moray (Lycodonlis), by Mr.

Beasley, was made by flash-light.

The portraits of sunfish and sea-bass, by Mr.

Spencer, are very satisfactory types of the fish

portraits made out of doors in a small tank, with

instantaneous exposures. Observe the detail in the

* It is a fact that many photographs of dead 6shcs, with

open mouths and shriveled fins, have been given natural-

istic backgrounds bv unscrupulous publishers, and are now
doing duty as live-fish photographs.
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From a flash-light photograph.

PEARL ROACH.

DayHght photograph by H. V. Letkemann.
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pictures of the horned-mullet and sea-bass. Mr.

Spencer has also made some excellent photographs

of living corals. Mr. Sanborn's pictures of the

young striped bass, crappie, and pickerel, made

in the same way, are equally satisfactor)-. The

pictures of the outdoor photographic tank contain-

ing sea-horse and sunfish were made b.\' Mr.

Beasley. As an example of instantaneous outdoor

work, with the small tank, the picture by Mr.

Letkemann, showing six specimens of the pearl

roach, is unsurpassed both in depth, distinctness,

and artistic arrangement.

^Ir. Sanborn recently un-

dertook the making of flash-

light pictures directly from

the large exhibition tanks, the

results of which are pre-

sented in this bulletin. The

greatest difficulty encoun-

tered was getting the groups

of fishes into focus, and it

seems impossible to do this

with all the fishes in sight;

usually, however, a sufficient

number are sharply outlined.

The best results were finally

secured by exploding flashes

on each side of the camera

simultaneously. It was found,

also, that better results could

be secured bv working at

night, rather than by day,

electric lights being first

turned on immediately above

the water to permit of good

focus on the fishes. In photo-

graphing the big tanks there

were usually reflections, in

the glass, of the camera or the

operator; this was finally ob-

viated by the hanging of a

dark curtain, through which

mcrt'ly tlie lens was allowed

to show.

.\ [ihotograph, made by the

writer in 1888, is presented

herewith as a matter of inter-

est in the history of live-fish

photography. At that time I

made numerous photographs

of living fishes on board the U. S. S. Albatross, in the

Pacific Ocean. The tank, constructed by myself,

had wooden ends and bottom, the front and back

being of ordinary window glass. It was about 15

inches long, 10 inches high, and 4 inches wide. All

exposures were instantaneous, made on the hurri-

cane deck, with the ship in motion. This work

was done nine years before live-fish photography

was taken up so successfully by Dr. Shufeldt, and

the present example is an average of the lot.

Further experiments with flash-Ught, by improved

nietlinds, may be exjjected to yield even better
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TANK USED FOR PHOTOGRAPHING
SMALL SPECIMENS.

Photographs by W. L. Beasley.

SEA-HORSES.

results than those already secured by Mr. San-

born.

Mr. E. F. Keller has made a number of very

satisfactory photographs of living fishes, which have

been pubhshed in previous numbers of the Bulletin.

THE RUDD OR "PEARL ROACH."

Dr. Tarleton H. Bean has reexamined specimens

of the so-called pearl roach in the Aquarium, and

has found that it does

not belong to the Ameri-

can species of the genus

Abramis as mentioned

by him in the Bulletin of

the American Museum
of Natural History in

1897, and in his cata-

logue of the Fishes of

Nevk' York, pubhshed in

Albany in 1903, under

the name Abrainis cry-

solcucas roseits.

It has a keel on the

abdomen, behind the ventrals, but saddle-shaped

scales pass over it. The teeth are hooked, crenate,

HORNED-MULLET.
Photograph by L. B. Spencer.

five in the principal row and three in the inner

row.

The pearl roach is one of the most attractive

fresh-water fishes in the Aquarium. It reaches a

larger size than the golden shiner, and hasbrilhant

vermilion fins. It is found only in lakes in Central

Park, New York City, where it is abundant.

This is evidently a species introduced from

Europe; it agrees very well with Giinther's descrip-

tion and Couch's figure of the rudd {Leiiciscus

erythrophthalmns). The

pearl roach in the Aqua-

rium was originally

called Irish roach be-

cause it was said to

have come from Ireland.

Couch states that the

rudd has usurped the

name of roach in many

parts of Ireland. The

identification with the

European rudd if veri-

fied by comparison with

specimens of undoubted

European origin will dispose of one of the most

interesting puzzles among our fishes.
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rhotograph by H. V. Letkemann.

I^LINNAT bAL.MON.

From a flash-light photograph.
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SCIENTIFIC WORK AT THE AQUARIUM.

The subject of water density and its effect on

fishes, is one in which the management of the

Aquarium is deeply interested. The Director in-

vited Dr. Francis B. Sumner, of the College of the

City of New York, to continue at the Aquarium

the experiments with killifishes, begun by him at

Woods Hole last summer. These very small salt-

water fishes are always kept in abundance as food

for the larger species on exhibition, and certain

tanks in the service gallery have been placed at

Dr. Sumner's disposal. At the present time all

fishes dying in the Aquarium are being subjected

to careful pathological examinations in the hope

that it may lead to a better understanding of their

condition in captivity.

The experiments conducted by Dr. Field in the

laboratory of the Aquarium in 1903, relative to

the infection of oysters with typhoid bacilli, pre-

sented in the Eighth Annual Report of the Society,

were interesting and valuable.

Dr. Sumner has consented to make the following

preliminary remarks respecting the character of

his studies:

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF FITNESS
IN FISHES.

It is a commonplace among zoologists, that all

animals are not equally adapted to particular con-

ditions of hfe or equally fitted to withstand un-

favorable circumstances in their environment.

Not only do species differ from one another in their

degree of adaptation to given conditions, but, within

the limits of a species, the individuals present a

wide range of variation in this respect.

If, for example, specimens of the three commoner

kinds of Fiindulus ("kilhfish") be placed together

in a pail of water, in numbers sufficient to quickly

exhaust the oxygen, we note that all three do not

succumb at the same rate, but that F. heleroditus

is much more hardy than is F. majalis or F. diaph-

anus. Similarly, if we take any one of these

species alone, we find that all individuals do not

die at once, but that some die long before others,

i. e., they vary in their power to resist asphyxiation.

In the case of two different species, we find, of

course, obvious structural differences, in addition

to those functional differences which make one

more "hardy" than another. They may differ

in shape, color, fin and scale characters, etc. Are

any such structural differences to be discovered

between the more and the less resistant lots within

the limits of a species? If present, they can only

be revealed by making accurate measurements of

particular features in great numbers of individuals.

Studies begun in the laboratory of the Bureau of

Fisheries at Woods Hole, Mass., and continued at

the New York Aquarium, have in view a deter-

mination of the measurable differences between

the more and the less ''fit" members of particular

species of fish in the presence of various conditions.

Is the "fitter" type, with respect to asphyxiation,

the same as the "fitter" type with respect to the

attacks of fungus or to sudden changes in the sur-

rounding medium ? Do the more fit and the less

fit individuals of Fundidus hctcrocUtus differ in

the same traits as do the more and the less fit of
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Fundiihis iihijiilis or F. diaphatium' These and

many cither questions have an obviously important

heariii;4 upon current discussions of variation,

natural selection, etc.

Incidentally, numerous other experiments are

being made upon several species of fish. To what

degree do they withstand sudden changes in the

density of the water? To what degree is acclimati-

zation possible ? Do the salts contained in the blood

remain in the same degree of concentration what-

ever the density of the surrounding water? To
what is death due w^hen a fish is abruptly changed

from fresh to salt water or vice versa? Under

what conditions does the fungus Saprolegnia attack

fish? It is at present impossible for me to give

satisfactory answers to any of these questions, but

it is hoped that the present experiments may aid in

their solution. Francis B. Sumner.

DR. MAYER'S BOOK.

The manuscript and illustrations for a work on

the invertebrates of the New York coast, presented

to the Zoological Society by Dr. A. G. Mayer, Di-

rector of the Marine Biological Laboratory at the

Tortugas Islands, Florida, is now in the hands of

the printer, and will be issued in the near future.

In accordance with Dr. Mayer's wishes the

profits accruing from the sale of the book will be

devoted to the improvement of the New York

Aquarium. Although this work will be accepted

as authoritative from a scientific point of view,

having been carefully prepared by a professional

zoologist of the highest standing, it is thoroughly

popular in character. Dr. Mayer's studies of the

invertebrates have been conducted both in the

field and in the laboratory. He is not only well

acquainted with the invertebrates of our own

coast, but has studied marine life in Japan and

among the islands of the South Pacific Ocean.

During the winter of i8qg-igoo he was a member

of the scientific staff of the United States Steam-

ship "Albatross," engaged in deep-sea explora-

tions in the Pacific. He is the joint author with

Professor Agassiz of a number of important sci-

entific papers on invertebrates.

The book will be placed on sale by the Zoological

Society at the Aquarium and elsewhere, and will

constitute the first volume of the New York

Aquarium Xalure Scries. It is intended chiefly as

a guide to the sea-shore life of the New York coast

and will be of value to teachers and to nature-

students generally. It presents the facts of modern

zoological investigation so clearly, and is so pleas-

antly written, that it will be attractive to the general

reader.

The illustrations are from original photographs

made bv tlie author.

.Mtendancc.—The attendance at the New. York .\qua-

rium during the year 1904 was 1,625,770, an increase of

77,879 over 1903. The daily average for the year was

4.454-

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Admission to the Park.—On all holidays and on Sunday. Tues-

day. Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, admission to the Zoological

Park is free.

On every Monday and Thursday, save when either of these days
falls on a holiday, only members of the Society, and persons holding

tickets from the Society, are admitted free. All others pay twenty-five

cents for each adult, and fifteen cents for each child under twelve years

of age. Tickets are sold only at the entrances.

Admission to the Aquarium is confined to members on Monday fore-

noons. It is open to the public from May i to October 31, 9 a.m. to

5 p. M., and from November i to April 30, 10 a. m. to 4 r. m. When a

holiday occurs on Monday, the forenoon will be available to the public.

Opening and Closing.—From May ist to November ist the en-

trance-gates will be opened at 9 a. m. and closed half an hour before

sunset. From November ist to May 1st, the gates will open at 10 a. m.

EicvCLES must be checked at the entrances (five cents). All wheels

not called for half an hour before sunset will be locked up until the fol-

lowing day.

Restaurant.— .At the Rocking Stone Restaurant meals are served

a la carte ever>- day from 10 a. m. to the closing hour. The North
Pavilion of this building has a spacious lunch counter, where all kinds

of luncheon food are ser\*ed at popular prices.

The South Pavilion is now arranged as an open air dining-room. The
service has been increased and improved. Large numbers can be

served expeditiously.
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CHAMBERED NAUTILUS.

From a radiograph by Dr. H. G. Piffard.

t'very chambered cell.

M'here its Jim dreaming life was wont to dwell.

As the frail tenatit shaped his growing shell.

Before thee lies revealed,—
Its irised ceiling rent, its sunless crfpt unsealed^

—The Chambered Nautilus. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

SOME SEA-SHELL RADIOGRAPHS.

'T'HE Zoological Society is indebted to Dr. H. G.

* Piffard, of New York, for the use of a couple

of pictures of sea-shells from the excellent series of

radiographs made by himself. The X-ray is in

practical use by the medical, and some other pro-

fessions, but has not been specially utilized by

naturalists. Director Bumpus, of the American

Museum of Natural History, secured excellent

results with the X-ray in showing the vertebrx of

batrachians. Radiographs of sea-shells and other

objects of natural history are valuable in showing

structure as well as exterior outline and general

appearance. It is quite possible that radiographs

would indicate differences between closely related

species that could not be shown in other ways. As

the nautilus grows it periodically secretes septa in

the back of the body chamber, wliich, gradually

increasing in size, form a series of air cells. These

are connected with a tube, and, when filled with air,

serve to maintain the relative weight of the growing

animal and its shell with the water. In museums

it is a common practice to split sea-shells with a

saw, in order to reveal features of structure. The

accompanying photograph of the nautilus, by Mr.
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SIXTIONAI, VIKW OK IIIK NAUTILI'S.

Photograph by L. 1!. Spencer.

Spencer, may be used in comparison with Dr. shown in more than a dozen septa. The radio-

Piffard's radiograph. The latter shows, admirably, graph shows practically all that the actual specimen

the strengthening effect of the septa, which divide shows, and something in addition. Taken to-

the air-cells, upon the shell itself. The siphuncle, gether they reveal about all there is inside of the

bv which air is conveyed to the air chambers, is object.

FASCIOI.ARIA.

From a radiograph by Pr. H. (1. I'iffard.
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From a flash-light photograph.

THE LOBSTER QUESTION.

THE artificial propagation of the lobster has

been studied and experimented upon by the

United States Fisheries Bureau ever since 1888.

The experiments were attended with greater suc-

cess from year to year, the number of lobsters

hatched annually varying during recent years, from
fifty to one hundred million fry.

The artificial hatching of lobsters on a large scale

is not difficult, but carrying them through the critical

periods of infancy is quite another matter, and
hitherto it has been necessary to liberate them at

so early an age that the artificial method has pro-

duced only very moderate results. In its three

earlier stages of development, the lobster is a free-

swimming creature, exposed to a host of natural

enemies, and on account of its helplessness its pro-

tection in the hatchery is necessary until the fourth

stage, when it is old enough to sink to the bottom.

The difficulties in the way of success were lack

of suitable food, tendency to cannibalism during

the frequent moultings of the shell, and infection

from diatom growths.

At the end of each season's work more or less

progress in lobster culture has been recorded. Dif-

ferent methods of feeding were tried until satisfac-

tory foods were discovered, the most practical being

the flesh of the menhaden. Experiments in differ-

ent regions showed that some localities yielded bet-

ter results than others ; the best being a protected bay
where water temperature was higher and its density

lower than at the original experiment stations.

Cannibalism among the )-oung fry proved so seri-

ous that it could only be prevented by the constant

agitation oj the water, and experiments in this line

by mechanical means rapidly led to better results.

The proportion of fry carried through to the fourth

or "lobsterling" stage has been greater as a result

of the recent experiments than ever before, and the

outlook is now very hopeful. The United States

Bureau of Fisheries and the Rhode Island Fish

Commission are entitled to great credit for the

recent progress in lobster culture.

Restrictions on lobster fishing have been ineffec-

tive, and the supply of lobsters has long been declin-

ing. In iS8q the catch for the year was thirty

million pounds, worth over $833,000. In 1902 the

catch was only half that amount, but was valued

at over $1,271,000.

The lobster has proved one of the most difficult

species to deal with, from the fish-culturist's point

of view. It is not only difficult to handle in infancy,

as has been stated, but is of very slow growth. It

does not reach the breeding age for four or five

years, and does not attain good marketable size

until seven or eight years old. Although the re-

sults of the last two or three season's investigations

are most encouraging, we must not expect any early

effect on a fishery so nearly exhausted, and so per-

sistently carried on, as that based on the lobster.

The methods of hatching, and of carrying the

young as far as the lobsterling stage, having been

well developed, it is now proposed to secure the

cooperation of the lobstermen in rearing the small

lobsters in enclosures or " oounds."
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r.RuoK TROUT,

l-'rom a tlash-light photo^jraph.

SPRING FISHING IN NKW YORK BAY.

THE first signs that the angler's fancy has turned

to thoughts of fishing are the inquiries at the

Aquarium for bail. The Aquarium has no bait

for sale, as all minnows and shrimps which are

obtained are used to feed the big fishes. The
angler can, however, get bait from boatmen in

numerous places about the bay, and although the

best local fishing is not to be had early in the

spring, there is some good springtime sport.

The fishes available during the spring months,

are flounders, tomcods, herring, striped bass, weak-
fish, blackfish, sea-bass, bluefish, llukc and eels.

About the loth of May weakfish and sea-bass

make their ap|)earance, followed by the blackfish

in cjuantities. Bluefish come in about the 15th of

May, when they are taken entirely by trolling; lead

and red cedar squids being used. Several hundreii,

weighing from three and a half to four pounds each,

are sometimes taken in a day by one party.

Weakfish arc more numerous from the 15th of

June to the 20th of July, when they are taken by
hook in greater numbers than at any other time.

During the months of .\pril and May large quanti-

ties of eels are taken in near-by waters by boblnng.

Sometimes during the month of May a few mackerel
are taken, Init the greater run is during the month
of June. I'lukes, or toothed tloundcrs, are also

taken in May and June by trolling with a live min-
now for bait, dragged just clear of the l)ottoni.

Occasionally they weigh from eight to ten pounds,

and it has been a common occurrence for fishing

parties to take several hundred pounds during a

day's fishing. For most of these fishes, the baits

provided by the boatmen, such as clams, worms, and
small crabs, shrimp, killifish, spearing, etc., are good.

Atlantic and Navesink highlands, Sandy Hook,
South Beach and other localities around Staten

Island, Bayonne, Gravesend Bay, and Fort Ham-
ilton, are all good localities for fisliing. Boats

cost from 50 cents to Si a day, and are necessary,

as fishing from piers does not give much variety.

The fishing steamers .\ngler and Taunis, making
daily trips from the Battery to the fishing banks

off the Jersey coast, atTord easy fishing excursions,

as tackle, bait, and luncheon can be had on board.

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.

The fees for membership in the New York Zoological

Society are as follows :

Annu-il membership $ 10.00

Life membership 200.00

Patron's fee l,o<x).oo

Founder's fee 5,000.00

Benefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for membership may be

obtained at the Service liuilding, at all entrances to the

Zoological I'ark, and at the Secretary's Office, No. II

Wall Street, New York City.
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MIAkK ( AI'IL'KED NEAR SANDY HOOK.

THE TRANSPORTATION OF LARGE SHARKS.

'\^7HILE the Aquarium has had no difiSculty

in transporting and capturing small sharks

of four or five feet in length, the handhng of large

specimens has so far been unsuccessful. During

the past summer four sharks, varying from eight

to nine feet in length, were captured in pound-nets

near Sandy Hook, and brought to the Aquarium.

The method employed was to place each animal

in a boat sufficiently large to hold it comfortably.

This boat being placed in a large steam-launch

and filled with water, was brought to the Aquarium

as rapidly as possible. Although the water was

changed constantly during each trip, only one

specimen arrived in fairly good condition. This

shark was a great attraction for about five days

as it swam about the large central pool. After

its death it was carefully examined and found to

be, like the others, considerably bruised. Big

sharks are so hea\-y, and offer such resistance dur-

ing capture, that by the time they are brought under

control, they are hable to have received injuries

which they cannot survive. It is also possible that

large sharks will not flourish in brackish water

as well as small ones. The accompanying photo-

graph of one of the specimens captured will serve

to give an idea of their size. Big sharks do so much

damage when they get into pound-nets, and are so

ugly to handle that it is almost impossible to get

the fishermen to treat them with the care necessary

for an Aquarium specimen. They are also greatly

averse to retaining them in their nets long enough

for suitable arrangements to be made for their

transportation. Other big fishes, like sturgeon

and drum, are easily handled and stand the trans-

portation so well that there is usually no difficulty

about keeping them permanently on exhibition.

The white whale is an air-breathing mammal
which can be readily transported, and has been

successfully exhibited at the Aquarium. Early*

last summer arrangements were made with the

superintendent of a white-whale fishery on the St.

Lawrence, for the capture of two specimens. The

season passed, however, without any being secured,

although acceptable prices were offered. The

capture of white whales will be attempted again

during the coming summer. It now seems possible

to secure specimens of the dolphin or harbor por-

poise. This species frequents in summer certain

inlets of the Jersey coast, and an inducement will

be offered to the local fishermen to undertake its

capture.

SEA-FISHES AT THE AQUARIUM.

The sea-fishes exhibited at the Aquarium, with

the exception of certain tropical species, are pro-

cured in local waters. They are supplied chiefly

by the collector of the Aquarium staff, a smaller

portion being purchased from New Jersey fisher-

men operating^pound-nets near Sandy^Hook, and
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YOUNt; STRIPED BASS.

from the steamer "Angler," which carries fishing

parties from the Battery to the Fishing Banks.

Nearly all the species collected have their times

of appearance and disappearance, so that the ex-

hibits are varied, according to season, to an extent

not generally understood by the public.

During the months of January, February, and

March collecting is practicaUy abandoned on ac-

count of the presence of ice along the shores. .\t

this season the collector directs his efforts to the

gathering of salt-water minnows, or killihshes,

from sloughs, where, on account of the higher

temperature of the water, due to the presence of

springs, these fishes congregate in winter. Such

localities are usually free from ice, and the fishes

are often found in abundance living in water com-

paratively fresh. In winter killitishes constitute

practically all the live food used in the .\quarium,

as shrimps are then difficult to get.

In April and May a number of cold-water fishes,

such as the muttonfish, blackfish, sturgeon, angler,

herring, tomcod, eel, sculpin, sea-raven, lumpfish,

toadfish, and sea-robin, are to be had in abundance

and are nearly always on exhibition during the

spring months. In June, July, and August other

forms are available, among which may be mentioned

porgie, weakfish, spot, sea-bass, blucfisii, drumfish.

dogfish and other small sharks.

In late suninier and early fall, wlicn the tempera-

ture of the water is high,

a number of semi-tropical

fishes appear ; such as cre-

valle, moonfish, two or three

species of filefish, raljbit-

fisli, putTer, boxfish, pipefish,

tlircadfish, shark-sucker, and

piiotfish. Shark-suckers and

pilotfish appear only when

accompanying sharks that

may wander in past Sandy

Hook. In autumn many of

the cold-water species, in-

cluding ditTerent species of

skates, which have sought

deeper water during the sum-

mer, reappear along the shore

and again become available.

Striped-bass, various species

of flounders, salt-water min-

nows, and a numlier of other

species, can be obtained at any season, when fishing

is practicable. Many of the food fishes remain in

New York Bay for long periods. The very interest-

ing little sea-horse can usually be had from spring

until fall, and is known to occur here in winter.

The majority of fishes brought to the Aquarium

are procured from the numerous pound-nets in

the region. The pound-nets located in Gravesend

Bay, when in operation, are visited almost daily by

the Aquarium collector. As the commercial fisher-

men are interested only in those species which are

salable, a good many kinds useless to them, but

interesting as specimens, are turned over to the

Aquarium's representative, who naturally helps

himself liberally. Certain fishermen in the vicinity

of Sandy Hook are supplied with lists and sketches

of desirable species, and notify the Aquarium

when such appear in the pound-nets. These speci-

mens are placed temporarily in floating fish-cars

until they can be transported. The fishermen,

of course, are compensated for services rendered

to the Aquarium. Our own collector, who resides

at Gravesend Bay, has a boat, nets, floating fish-

car, and transportation tanks, and is otherwise

equipped for carr\'ing on his work. During trans-

portation, if by wagon or train, the fish tanks are

aerated by lifting the water frequently with a dipper.

If they are transported by boat, the water is fre-

quently changed.

—

From the notes oj W. I. DeXyse.
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LONG-EARED SUNFISH.

Photograph by I,. B. Spencer.

|5otc^.

SEA-BASS.

Photograph by L. B. Spencer.

PJIcher-plant Mosqiiilo.—Mr. J. Turner Brakeley, of

Horncrstown, N. J., has very kindly supplied the Aqua-
rium laboratory with numerous larva? of mosquitoes. One
species, Wyeomya sinithii, the pitcher-plant

mosquito, winters in the larval stage, frozen

solid in the small ice masses filling the pitcher-

plants (Sarracenia). The eggs are hatched

out in the autumn-. The other species, Ciiltx

canadensis, the' woodland pool mosquitn.

hatches from the egg at favorable times dur-

ing the winter; the egg wintering in the mini

at the bottom of the pool. The accom-

panying photograph shows the actual size of

some of the pitcher-plants received from Mr.

Brakeley. That portion of the leaf forming

the pitcher is four inches long and one and a

half inches diameter at the widest part, and
may contain 75 to 100 larva:. It is a satis-

faction to be able to state that the pitcher

plant mosquito is not a biting species.

Fish Hatchery.—During the second and
third weeks of January the Aquarium fish

hatchery was supplied by the United States

Fisheries Bureau with many thousands of

eggs of brook trout, lake trout, and rainbow

trout, all of which hatched out before the

end of Fcb]'uary. White-fish eggs were also

received in January, hatching out by March
16th. Eggs of the land-locked salmon ar-

rived on March 24th.

A lot of sculpin eggs from Gravesend Ba}-,

collected on January ist, hatched in salt-

water before the end of the month, but the

young were lost, as no method could be found

for feeding them. They were hatched in McDonald jars,

like the whitefish.

The brook trout—passed along into the rearing bo.xes

—

have already absorbed the yolk sac and are beginning to

feed; the other trout are not so far advanced. .All young

I'lTCHER-l'LANT

I'hotograph by L. B. Spent

fry, when ready for transportation, will be turned over to

the New York Fish Commission for planting in State waters.

The exhibition tanks now contain yearling and two-year-old

brook trout, rainbow trout, brown trout, .At-

lantic salmon, and whitefish ; also yearling lake

trout and quinnat salmon, all from our own
hatchery. These home-raised fishes are better

for exhibition purposes than wild specimens.

* * *

Fish Trade oj New York City.—The
wholesale trade in fishery products in this

city constitutes a business of greater pro-

portions than the public is generally aware

of. Omitting the retail business entirely,

the amount of fish, oysters, clams, lobsters,

etc., brought to the city from various

sources is worth over $13,000,000 a year.

* * *

Noi'a Scotia Trout.—The fine collection

of sea-run brook trout from Nova Scotia,

recently exhibited at the Sportsmen's Show-,

is now in the New York Aquarium, having

been presented by Mr. D. G. Smith, Fishery

Commissioner for New Brunswick. Most of

the northern trouts take to salt-water at times,

when they are known as "salmon trout."

* * *

The director and staff of the Aquarium dis-

claim all responsibility for misleading articles

in the daUy press, respecting the Aquarium.

It should be stated that the fishes in the

building are not going blind, as recently re-

ported, and that there are only five cases of

blindness in the entire collection of over 2,000

fishes. Four of these are due to injuries received during

shipment, and the specimens are only temporarily blind.

When merely the surface of the eye is injured, fishes re-

cover their eyesight. This trouble is well understood at the

.\quarium.
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THE NEW BIRD HOUSE.
By C. WILLIAM HLEBE,

CL'RATOR OK BIRDS.

THE new Hird House in the Zoolo-jical Tark
will be opened to the ])ublic on July ist.

From an aesthetic and utilitarian point of view,

there is no doubt that it excels most other Ijuildings

of its kind in the world. The most necessary re-

quirements for the successful kee])inj; of birds are

fresh air, light and plenty of room, and in the plan-

ning of this building, these desiderata were never

out of mind.

The building consists of two large e.xhibition

halls, built in the shape of an L,one of which, the

parrot room, measures sixty-five feet long by fifty

THE NEW BIRD HOUSE FROM THE SOUTHEAST.
The Glass Court, soon to be constructed, will till the unoccupied an^'le
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.MAIiX IIAI.l, Oh THE NEW lilKl) HOUSE.

Showing a portion of the Elying Cage.

feet wide, and its height to the peak of the roof is

ali'out thirty-six feet. The roof itself is one of the

most novel features of the building, being entirely

tilled with glass, thus giving the impression of a

great conservatory. Indeed, it is intended that a
large number of plants and vines shall be grown
in the interior, thus happily combining a profusion

of flowers with brightly-colored song birds.

The ribbed character of the glass diffuses the

direct rays of the sun, and moderates the glare which
would inevitably result were the roof of clear glass.

Fresh air is secured by the presence of thirty-four

large windows in the walls, besides which, no less

than one hundred and sixty-four panes of roof glass,

each measuring about five feet in length, are made
to lift at one end. So much for fresh air and light.

The two e.xhibition halls are lined with spacious

cages, nine to twelve feet in height and from four

to eight feet square. Almost without exception,

the rule in the various large aviaries of zoological

gardens generally, has been to provide large num-
bers of small cages, each intended to hold some one
species. In the present building this has been
reversed, the cages being adapted for large groups,

either representing a single species or several. This
plan has proved very successful in the case of the

larger water birds, and it is a dominant factor in the

beauty of arrangement and general open air apjiear-

ance of this new Bird House.

But the largest of the side cages dwindles in com-
parison with the great central flying cage, which
measures fifteen by thirty-six feet, and is almost

twenty feet high. It is pro\ided with a large

bathing pool, fed by a fountain, the water varying

in de]:)th from four inches to one and one-half inches.

Besides the indoor cages there are nineteen out-

door enclosuFes for the hardier birds, which make
their homes in cold regions, or for those tropical

species, which easily adajjt themselves to our rigor-

ous climate. There are, altogether, eighty separate

cages.

The most striking of the many appropriate decor-

ations, to the planning of which infinite thought has

been devoted, is a continuous terra-cotta frieze of

cockatoos, extending entirely around the building.

Every alternate bird has its crest and wings raised,

while the corners of the building are marked with

figures of great horned owls. The pillars at both

the east and south entrances, are ornamented with

the heads of owls and macaws.
There are many ingenious devices which ha\e

been planned especially for this building. The
doors of the cages are all at the back, opening into

a keepers' passage which extends around the entire
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\ icw lookinj; towrinl tlu- Main Hall, showing a numln

luiililini^. 'I'liis niakfs it pii^siljlu lo kc'f|) all the

ck-aniiiL; opcralion.s uul of sif^ht. and also pcrmil.-n

the kce])crs to have access to any of the cashes, with-

out (listurbint; the visitors in front.

Each ca.^e has its separate drinking and bathing

basin, controlled by individual water pipes.

The mesh of the cage wire is another radical de-

parture from the usual aviary, lieing very large, and
wherever possible compo.sed of horizontal and ver-

tical wires. The intention is to give as unobstructed

a \ iew of the birds as is possible, without allowing

them to csiapc through the wires.

,\ dumb waiter, for carrying sand or grain, leads

down into the cellar, whence an underground tunnel

extends to the outside roadway. Hy this means a

tart can drive into the cellar itself, bringing grain

or other sup]ilies, atid cartingawavashesand refuse.

.\t the north end of the

building i.^ the olTice of the

Curator, and above this a

second large room—a glass-

roofed laboratory. .\t the

south end of the building are

the keepers' and feed rooms,

while three additional rooms
overhead are of the utmost

\alue as hosjjilals and as

breeding rooms for the more
timid species of birds.

Such is a bird's-eye view of

the building. The success of

its various new features could

not be foretold until the birds

them.selves were introduced.

Taken from the small, dark,

temjiorary cages, in which

[\\v\- had s])ent the winter,

and set at liberty in the s|)a-

cious enclosures of the new
building, the etTect was almost

magical. Birds are the very

antitheses of stoics; and their

delight in the warm tlood of

sunlight and in the running

water, room to spread their

wings and lly again, was p-a-

thelic in its excess.

Birds, which for months
had hardly uttered a chirp,

now burst into song. 'I'hcy

liatheil and bathed again,

s|)read wide their wings and

tails upon the warm sand, or

])reened their |)lumage, until

every feather was clean and

in ])lace.

Xo atteni])t has been made
to fill all the cages with the

birds procurable at short no-

tice. On the contrary, a

careful selection is being made. I'iven now many of

the cages are \acant and will remain so until young

and healthy birds can be purchased or collected.

One of the large halls has been given the name
of parrot room, but only the more beautiful and

tyjjical of this class will be exhibited; the intention

being to avoid the large series of these birds, which

not only closely resemble each other, but l)y their

screams make the average parrot house of a zoo-

logical garden a perfect Babel.

Even in the mere nucleus of a lyjiical collection

one cannot fail to marvel at the wealth anfl l)eauty

of form, so characteristic of this tropical Eamily.

Comjjare the tiny tovi parrakeet—an absurd pinch

of green feathers uttering its insect-like chir])S

—

with one of the giant macaws, thirty-six inches of

blue and \ellow and red. with a voice, which in the

.f the wall cu"
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GREAT SULrHUR-CRESTED COCKATOO.

echoing canyons of its native haunts, carries for

miles. Five hundred species the entire Family
reckons, embracing the macaws, the parrakeets,

the brilliant lories, the green-garbed Amazons and,
most beautiful of all, the cockatoos. Hardly a

fortnight had the grass parrakeets been in their

new home, the Bird House, before they began
nesting in a hollow stub. The breeding of birds

of this group will interest many; parrot's eggs being
to most of the visitors, almost as unusual a plienom-
enon as "hen's teeth!"

While it is planned to have vines covering the

walls of the parrot room, and plants and flowers

over-arching the cages, yet the propensity of these

birds to gnaw and whittle with their powerful beaks
will prevent any special decoration of their enclos-

ures. Aluch more can be done in the cages of the

other birds for which this building is intended, al-

though it will be several months before the experi-

ments which are being carried on will be completed.

The series of cages, occupying the north-east side

of the main hall, are devoted to the smaller finches

and weavers, most of which come from Africa. As
yet but few have been placed in the collection, al-

though even the most common are interesting—the

Madagascar weaver-bird in its plumage of flaming
scarlet, the cut-throat, so called from a band of

crimson feathers across its throat; the mannikins,
white-headed, black-headed and others, looking

more like little wooden images than like birds; and
the little striped zebra finches, weaving madlv for

a few minutes, and then climbing into their half-

made nest to rest.

Here is a whole flock of strawberry finches, so
named from their color and from the seed-Hke white

dots which fleck their plumage. Indeed they

scarcely e.xceed a large berry in size! Most ex-

quisite little fellows are the bib finches in liveries of

mauve and black.

A cage of beautiful "Japanese robins" fill this

side of the hall with their soft, sweet warbling.

They are one of the few fortunate creatures which
have been endowed by Nature with a plethora of

delightful characteristics—plumage, song, form, all

are admirable. The law of compensation has passed

them by.

Several cages are given up to the more common
birds of Europe, and again and again one hears

loud exclamations of delight, in many tongues, so

potent is the form or song of a bird to revive old

memories. To us, the English robin redbreast,

warbling softly from his jjerch among the green

leaves, is but a new and interesting bird with a

pleasing song: to the unknown visitor passing at

the moment it may be a tahsman, awakening half

a lifetime of memories. Similarly the chaffinch,

greenfinch, bullfinch, linnet, nightingale and thros-

tle are here at home and in song. It is pleasant to

see the wonder and interest of a crowd of people

around the cage of a roaring lion or a chattering

monkey, but it is better still to see the moist eyes

and intent delight of the same people when they

are held by the song of a little bird of the Vaterland.

An excellent place to read character, this—in front

of the redbreast's cage.

The collections are as yet far too incomplete to

foretell the ultimate disposition of the various groups

of birds. The mynahs of India are well repre-

sented—sleek of coat, liquid of voice, with as ex-

cellent possibilities for acquiring human words and

TOCO TOUCAN.
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I'AKROTS' CAGK.

iiwinj; the opc-n character i)f the mesh of the \vi

the ca<re fronts.

phrases as any parrot. The starhng-like pastors

and the active jays are housed here, as are also the

roUicking kiughini; thrushes of the Himakiya moun-
tains. Now and then the coo of a tiny ground tioxe

is heard, and sooner orkiter the deep ventnloc|uial

bass of a great crowned pigeon reverberates through

the building. Xot one person in a thousand can

trace it to its source—to those great purple and
blue birds, with their wonderful martial crests, well

deserving their title "king of the ])igeons."

.\mong other grou])s of birds, which will soon

find homes in this betiuliful iniilditig, may be men-
tioned the thrushes, warblers, titmice, bulliuls,

orioles, tanagers, buntings, grosbeaks, waxbills,

sparrows, starlings, bower-birds, crows, Javs, larks,

horiibills and loin ans, wookjicckers, cuckoos, king-

fishers, fruit pigeons and doves; the smtiller (piail

and partridges, sand-grouse, tinamous, the sand-

pipers and plover, and many others.

The middle tlying cage, with its fountain, its wide-

branching trees, its rocks, sand and growing plants,

is the most striking and beautiful e.\hil)ilion of :tll,

vying in interest with the great outdoor llying cage

of the aquatic birds—save tiiat here everything is

in miniature.

When ;i pail of minnows is lihcralcd in the pool,

a thrill of excitement pa--es thfcuigh the wliole cai^e.

.\ dozen terns—those swallows of

the sea—uttering their tremulous

cry. rise on fluttering wings and
swiftly lly through and over the

branches, now hovering over the

Mtrface of the water and dashing
diiwn for a fish, now swinging
rapidly toward the o|)])()site end of

the enclosure. These little fellows,

reared from chickhood in ca|5tivity,

are as strong and ha])py as if they

were darting over the .sand dunes
cif the Mrginia coast. The skim-

tncr, loo, witli itsstrangel)- uncouth
bill, li\('s here contentedly. Al-

thciugh one of the most specialized

cif all our native birds, yet in ca|)-

ti\ity it has learned to pick up its

food, to lly and to give the various

call notes of its kind.

The mention of these -American

1 irds brings to mind the fact that

in this country we have a splendid

and interestitig avijtiuiui, many
members of which would well re-

])ay rearing and breeditig in con-

linement; ;ind, although luiropean

and other foreign birds will alwavs
be largely represented, yet it is

Iioped that, little by little, a repre-

sentative collection of North and
South .American birds can be as-

sembled, whicii in interest, both

scientific and popular, will be unsurpa.ssed.

At present the skylarks in the central cage sing

ujion the wing as sweetly as any ])oet of Ktiglatid

ever heard tlietn; the nightingales are just coming
into song: but although etishrined and made famous
in the literature and romantic folk-lore of many
centuries, yet we can match, if not indeed surpass,

everv one of them with songsters from our own
continent. What land can ])roduce a song as full of

rollicking joy as that of the bobolink? \\'hat a

choir of pure and liquid voices we have in our

thrushes alone—the wood, the olive-backed, the

grey-cheeked, the hermit and the veeryl .\nd

thus we could run the gamut of our native choris-

ters, through the clear-toned sparrows and orioles,

the wild tiiusic of the meadow larks of the West, and
oliiers intiumerable. up to the leaders of tiieir class

—the mocking-bird and the solitaire— the jilgiicro

of the Mexicans. When, in one building, one may
listeti to the song of the varied thrush, britiging to

mind the spruces of .\laska; to the solitaire, whose
song is the embodiment of fern-scented tropical

cativons; when as to-day, we see the snowllake and
the honey creeper happy and content under a single

nil if. then the marvel of the bird-life of our con-

tiiHiU becomes more real to us than museum or

book could ever make it.

chich is used in the
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Hi icht MD l» brarl \o a duunn- ut irven] m>b«
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includes a map of api)r()xi-

mate distribution, and a por-

trait for the identitication of

the individual referred to.

Of course, the lifetime of

any painted label in a cli

male as changeable and
severe as that of New York
can harflly cxc eed two years.

Tliu-- far it has |)ro\en a

dillicull matter to find a

colorless varnish which will

not crack under the ex-

tremes of heat and cold.

Indoors, the providing of

printed labels under glass is

merely a question of labor

and e.\])en<5e; but, as in mvi-

seums, it is impossible to

provide descriptive labels for

very many of the small s|)e-

cies. ( )ur etTorts are nece.s-

sarilv confined to the species

that are of commanding im-

portance, and to the most

interesting groups.

We show herewith e\-

am])les of descri|)ti\e labels

such as have been |)rovided

for the Bear Uens, Ostrich

House and Reptile House. ^!~iT77I77~K~r^r^.
These, of course, are perma -

nent. We have attem|)ted

various things in labels for

the large hoofed animai> of ihr temperate zone,

])ermanently (piartered in the open air; but even

our speciallv designed water proof, moisture-avoid-

ing met:d frame> for ungulate laliels printed on

DIslRllll'ilON ()!• UN- roisDNOls SN.\Ms OF THK OLD WORl.l)

RKI'TII t 1 101 ^t: LABEL.

|iaper are only partiall\' successful. At preM'iit, in

our label-making problems, we can only renew our

resolves to resolve ]all our difficulties, and keep on

trying.
'

w. T. n.

.Vr;.' .1j//w.//.v. DuriM^ tin- |iasl l..iliii'^lu, a numl)(.T nf

rare animals havr arrivi'il. Friini Hucnos .\yrrs, Soulli

.\nuTi(a, ihe StraiiHT Coronda l)rouj;lit us a great ant-eater,

tun line eupybaras, a pair i)f j^uanaeos, an adult specimen

of one of the largest species of South .American deer, three

eight-banded armadillos, and two spoeinicns of .Xzara's

dog. The birds in this shipment eon.sistcd of two crested

.screamers, three blaek-neeked swans, two Iree-dueks and

three rosy-billeil ducks. Of this entire lot, all Ihe species

represented, save two, are new to tlie Zoologiial Park col-

lections.

Our collection of .Asiatic deer has been strengllu'Mi-d by

the arrival, direct from the jungles of Lower Burma, of a

fine adult pair of Burme.se brow-anllered deer, or thameng

(Ccrviiselili), characterized by antlers that describe almost

a half-circle, and po.sse.ss a very long brow-tine. This

species has long been desired, and the s])ecimcns now in

hand, and another female to arrive in July, arc a special

gift fn.ni Mr. William Rockefeller.

l-or the collection of small carnivores in the Small-

Mammal House, we have secured an adult pair of black-

footed ferrets il'iilorius iiigripcs), a species which probably

never has been exhibited in captivity out.side of Washington,

Philadelphia and New York. This animal fretiucnts the

prairie-dog towns of western Kan.sas and Nebraska, and

is often called the " prairie-dog hunter." It was disciwered

in 1851 by .\udubon, but the only skin .soon disappeared,

and the species remained lost to science until alnrnt 1S87,

when it was re-di.scovcrcd.

For the first time since the Zoological Park began we

have living specimens of Siren hicerliiia, or the miscalled

"Mud-Kel," of the South. This is the eel-like amphibian

which has only one ])air of legs, situated near its head.

The collection of poisonous .serpents has received four very

large cobra-de-capellos, a full-grown king cobra, and four-

teen rattlesnakes from the New York and >ra.ssachusctts

boundary. .X collection of desert lizards and horned " toads"

has been installed in a ca.se, in front of the Reptile House.
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IIORDER TLANTATION OF CONIFERS.

On thf southern boundary near the Southwest Kntranc

TREE-PLANTING IN THE ZOOLOCilCAL PARK.

""PO every hirge city, every park which i> tci any
i extent a natural wilderness is an asset of

priceless value. In cities of the first rank, there are

very few park areas sufficiently remote from the dust

and roar of traffic, and the sight of buildings, that

the tired city-dweller can find within them any sug-

gestion of woodland seclusion. In the possession,

in Bronx Park, of these very elements, the City of

New York is particularly fortunate.

Ever since the New York Zoological Society as-

sumed the responsibility of protecting and preserv-

ing the splendid forest area of the 261 acres now
comprising the Zoological Park grounds, it has been

conceded that extensive efforts in planting would
be imperatively necessary to shut out the chea]j

l)uiltjings of the city from overlooking and prac-

tically dominating the interior of the Park along

its .southern and western borders.

Along the southern boundarv, for a distance of

more than 2,000 feet, the buildings that will shortly

be erected (iii the hi''h irroiind of \^'est Farms Hill

will completely oxorlook the lower grounds of the

Park. Excei)ting the grove which surrounds the

Antelope House, the whole southern boundary of

the Park is mercilessly exposed. The western

boundary, which has a length of 2,750 feet, is but

little better off. Already three-story tenements

along the western side of the Southern Boulevard

begin to wall in the Park grounds, and the few fine

maples that until now have shaded portions of the

Southern Boulevard are in imminent danger of

being killed by the recent grading, regulating and

fiUing-in of that thoroughfare.

During the past three years, the forestry force of

the Zi)ological Park has each year done a consider-

able amount of planting, for the purpose of securing

what are known as '' border plantations," but, in

comparison with this year's operations, all previous

work has been on a small scale. Having fortun-

ately secured from the Board of Estimate tin ttppro-

priation sufficient to permit of the extensi\e plant-

ing oi)enitions which the Societ\' h:is long htid in
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view, the ICxeculivc C'ommittci' niailc h;i>tc lo i arry

(lUt their loni^-ihcrished i)hins.

Under tlie direition of Mr. James L. Oreenleaf.

C'diisultiiiji Landstape Arihitett, Ijorder plaiita

tions asi^rcfiatiiifi nearly 6,000 feet in total leni;tli

were laid out alonj; the southern lioun<iarv of the

Park, from the Boston Road to the Southwest l-".n

trance, up the .Soulhern i{oule\ard lo the North-

west I'jitrani e, and tiien.iL- aloni^ the i)ank of Cope
Lake to the IVlham Parkway l)rid<;e. Mr. Her-

mann W. Merkel, Chief Forester of the Zoolo.<;iial

Park, who direets all plantinii and forestry o])era-

tions, was instrueted to \isit all the nurseries in the

eastern United States which seemed likely to yield

satisfactory stock for the conteni|)lated plantin<;s.

Altogether about fifteen nurseries were visited 1)\'

him, and nearly fifty carloads of choice trees and
shrubs were selected and jyurchased for immediate
delivery. A force of nearly one luuulred picked

men was gatheri'il under the nio>i skillful foremen

gardeners that could lie secured, and |)Ul to work

prei)aring the Miil for the planting. The sjiaces to

be filled were |)lowed U|) and carefully worked over,

and great (|uantities of top soil were purchased and
distributed.

In the purchase of >tock for the present vear's

work, .special alli'iition ha> been paid to conifers,

for the reason that they are needed to shelter the

Park from the fierce winds of winter, and from the

dust ilouds of summer, quite as much a^ to >creen

the Park from outside domination.

The priiuipal evergreens .selected and [planted

lia\e been | lines and hemlocks, of various species,

to give height to the mass, ;ind spruces, tirs and
cedars, to give density and variety. Owing to the

sweep of the winds of winter from the south and
west, the unforested area of the Zoological Park
is very bleak and cold. The border plantations

now being developed, will prove of immense \aliie

in improving this undesirable condition.

-Along with the conifers, there have been intro

(luced a liberal number of deciduous trees, such as

red oak. ^wamp oak, a few white oaks, chestnuts,

black and white a>h, >il\-er, Pennsylvania, red an<l

sugar maple>, white and pa])er birches.

During the past four years, the planting opera-

tions in the interior of the Park have made steady

progress. The great object aimed at has been to

make good the los.ses to the forest that have been
cau.sed by wind storms, and by the death of trees

through old age. or from thiniie» of soil. To this

end, great numl;ers of oak>, poplars, chestnuts,

pines, hemloiks and ma|iles ha\e been scattered

through the grounds, where Nature originallv had
])lanted forest trees.

Along the unshaded walks, in the soulliern por

tion of the Park, shade-trees ut-re planted in tin-

years igooand igoi, and already are renderinggood
service. The most of these are (luick-growing

ma])les and poplars, which are destined to be cut

out later on, when the permanent oaks, tulips and
elms attain satisfactory height.

.\long the forest walk leading from the Primates'

House to the Southwest luitrance, and known as

Meaver \'alle\- Walk, some e.xcellent work has been
<lone. ( )n hillsides that originally were bare, and
where much of the forest \egetation had been trod-

den out, there have been placed under the lofty for-

est trees extensive jjlantings of three sjiecies of rho-

dodendrons, azaleas and a well-chosen assemblage
of such shrubs and ground-plantings as yellow-root,

gala.x, trailing arbutus, |)eriwinkle and rhodora.

To several spots which once were beautifully orna-

mented, ma.sses of ferns were restored. The steej)

hillside immediately below the Rocking-Slone Res-

taurant has Ijeen almost covered with mountain
laurel, and already the elTect is \ery fine. In a

com])arativel\- short time. Heaver \"alley Walk will

lie one of the most beautiful sights of the Zooloijical

Park.

The area north of Bea\er X'alley Walk, compris
ing about forty acres of beautiful woodland, con-

tains the den.sest and most heavily-shaded area in

the Zoological Park. Once this locality, familiarly

known as "The Heech Woods," was celebrated for

its wild flowers; but before these grounds were
allotted to the Zoological Societx', the tender under-

growth was seriously damaged 1)\' \isiiors. Owing
to the unfinished condition of Haird Court, and the

fad that no entrance from the northeast has been

|)ossible, this area has lain untouched and untrod-

den, fenced otT by guard-wires, and traversed only

by one or two narrow foot-paths. During this

interval, the wild flowers have come back to an
astonishing extent, and this .spring the ground has
been thickly carpeted with violets, hepaticas and
spring beauties. The ferns are reappearing in

their original number, and the dogwood's blos-

soms are unplucked.

In \iew of the ap|)roaching completion of Haird

Court, the Executive Committee of the Zoological

Societ)' has ordered the construction of walks

through this woodland area, chiefly in order that

visitors may ha\i' an ojijiortunity to enjov the

charming \erdure. .\s soon as the walks can l;e

constructed, the Northeast Kntrance will be opened
to \isitors, after which this area will constitute one
of the finest woodland attractions of the Zoological

Park. The open space on the ])latcau between the

Heaver Pond and the Northeast Kntrance will l:c

utili/.eil as a play-ground, but the beautiful vegeta-

ti<in which surrounds it will be protected by the

usual guard-wires. To children and voiing peojile,

this will undoubtedlv l:ecome a very attractive spcl.

On the completed portion of Baird Court, shade-

trees have already been ])lanted. The s|)ecies

chosen by Mr. (Ireenleaf is the pAiropean linflen,

which is expected to yield sufficient shade, without

com|iletely over-shadowing the whole of Haird

Court.
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RHODODENDRONS ON BEAVER VALLEY WALK.

In Audubon Court, which comprises the space
bounded by the Reptile House, the Antelope House,
Mountain Sheep Hill, and the Ostrich and Small
Mammal Houses, the existing grove has been
extended southward and westward, for purposes
of shelter and shade. Only native species, such
as elms, dogv^'oods and hornbeams, have been in-

troduced, and the whole area will e\-entually re-

semble a natural grove. The oval in the walk
leading from the Reptile House cUrectly to the Ante-
lope House, which already contains several fine

trees, is being filled with fancy e\-ergreens, laurel

and hybrid rhododendrons.

The cold and backward spring has been particu-

larly beneficial to the planting operations in the

Zoological Park. Because of the unusual delay in

the approacii of hot weather, it is expected that the

results of the recent planting operations will prove
very successful.

The total plantings for the present season ha\'e

been as follows:

Evergreen Trees 4,766
Deciduous Trees 5S5
Vines and Shruljs i,v45o

Perennials 5.475
Ferns :oo

Evergreen Shrubs:

Kalmia latifoha, 5 carloads 2,000 Plants.

Rhododendron maximum, 7 car-

loads 1 ,050 Plants.

Rhododendron catawbiense, i car-

load 500 Plants.

Total 28,326

w. T. H.

New ]Valks.—Under the supervision of Chief-Construc-
tor Mcrkel, 45,500 square feet of splendid Telford macad-
am walks have been made. .\11 of the old walks have
been re-constructed, and several new ones staked out for

construction in the near future, .'\udubon Court is com-
pletely transformed and, with the plantings and new paths,

is one of the brightest spots in the Park.

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The fees for membership in the New ^'ork Zoological

Societ}' are as follows :

Annual membership $ 10.00

Life membership 200.00
I'atron's fee 1,000.00

Founder's fee 5.000.00
Benefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for membership may be

obtained at the Service Building, at all entrances to the

Zoological Park, and at the Secretary's Office, No. 1

1

Wall Street, New York Citv.
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MAR INK Toad.

A New World species, i>f large size.

OIR SKRIKS Ol- 15ArkAC-||l ANS.

D\' llu' addilidii of jars containing tail])i)lcs of

'-^ tlu' \ariou> species of fro.ns, lluis illuslratini;

the transformation" of the Ecaudtila or tailless Am-
phibians, the re])resentative series of Batrachians

in the Reptile House is now very conijilctc. To
further increase the value of this collection for

study, charts of classificatit)n,

descriptive labels, and colored

maps showing distribution, arc

now in course of ])re])aration.

The collection now embraces

representatives of most of the

im])ortant families comprising

the Batrachians, among which

the series of frogs is possibly

the greatest source of ])opular

interest. The various local

species, some of which are very

striking in their coloration,

are e.xhibited in a series of

table cases. Accom]}anying

each case is a jar containing

tadpoles of the species in-

volved, and a desscriptive label

giving the life history, general

habits and distribution. Of
the Family Raiiidae, the frogs

generally, the following species

are on exhibition:

Bull-Frog (Runnrnleshituhi);

Common Frog (R. dnmilans);

Leopard Frog (A', paluslris); Salt.Marsh Frog (/?.

virescens), and the Wood-Frog (A', syhat'ua). The
Hull-Frogs are among the few noisy inmates of the

Reptile House. Their loud bellowing is a frequent

and cheerful •sound, and in alternation witii the

thunderous voices of the big Crocorlilians, Ijreaks

the monotony of silence that reigns among the five

hundred scaly inmates of the building.

The Tree-Frog Family, Ilyliiluc, is repre.sented

by four species, two of which are not generally seen

by the average visitor, owing to tiie remarkable

similarity of the Batrachians to the bark or vegeta-

tion upon which they may be resting. These are

local species, the Gray Tree-Frog {Ilyla versi-

color) and Pickering's Tree-Frog (//. pkkerhigii).

It is the latter sjiccies that heralds the first warm
days of spring with a vociferous ])iping call from

the marshes, in sounds which are cjuite out of |)ro-

portion to the diminutive cause, .\nother interest-

ing species on exhibition is the California Tree-Toad

(//. res^i/hi). a creature of most variable color and
paticni. ( )ur specimens occasionally chatter harsh-

ly, and their cries resemble the scolding of a red

S([uirrel.

Of the Toads, Family Biijonidiic, the Re|>lile

House possesses a fine colony of a giant species

known as Bujo agiia—a species of semi-tropical and
tropical latitudes of the New World. Some of the

s|)ccimens are as large as bull-frogs. Their verv

Al.IFURNlA NKW 1.

large and showy species.
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CALIKOKNIA TRKK TOAD.

A species of variable color ami pattern.

llat l)()dies anil hut^c ])art)ticl glands impart a gni-

tesque appearance. Besides these creatures, our

common toads, of which there are always several

hundred specimens on exhil)ition, ajiiiear r|uite in-

significant.

The collection of the Urodela, or tailed Batrach-

ians, in the Reptile House is of considerable interest

to the student. Among the aquatic forms e.xhibited

are the Amphiuma, or Congo "Snake," {Amphi-

iima means), of the southern United States; the

Hellljender (Cryplohranchits allegheniensis), of the

Lake Region, and tlie Japanese Giant Salamander

{CryplobraiK liii'' DiiLyiiiiits). The latter species is

as uglv in dispositicui as it is re])ulsive in appear-

ance. Adjoining the aquaria containing these spe-

cies are the newts, among which are species from

the eastern and western LTnited States, and from

FAirope. Among these the most .showy are the

large Californian Newts {Dicmyctyhis torosus),

which are cannibalistic, and necessarily occupy a

tank bv themselves. R. l. d.

THE WHITE GYRFALCON.

The beautiful white gyrfakon—the spectral

hunter of the Arctic regions—is now represented in

the collection of the New- York Zoological Park.

This bird is one of the only two living specimens of

its kind known to be in captivity.

As the falcons are the noblest of the hawks, so

the gyrfalcon is the king among falcons. The
specimen which may now be seen in the Zoological

Park was picked up at sea, 800 miles off the coast

of Newfoundland.
Where " the northern lights come down o'

nights" the gyrfalcon makes its home, never wan-

dering southward, save when driven in the teeth of

a raging storm, too terrible for even its courageous

spirit to resist. Living as it does far north of the

tree line, the gyrfalcon places its nest of sticks on a

high rocky cliff—perhaps overlooking the Norwe-

gian Sea, or facing the boisterous w-aves which roll

in tow-ard the Iceland coast. Here, too, innumer-

able specimens of water-fowl come to breed; and

many a gull, guillemot, duck or plover gives up its

life that the young gyrfalcons may grow bigger and

stronger. The Arctic hare shrieks as it is snatched

from where its shadow betrayed it—snatched hy a

winged terror, so white and so swift of flight that

it seems to have no shadow. Thus the gyrfalcon

seeks its prey—even the cubs of the snarling Arctic

fox mother not being safe from this feathered death.

In the case of the ptarmigan— it is white matched

against white, keenness of eye against cunning.

As the gyrfalcon is snow-white, that it may the

more surely rise in air, hover a moment and droj)

with unerring aim upon its prey—so the ptarmigan,

that it may the better escape the ever vigilant eye

of its archenemy, the falcon—has taken on the

white (if the surroundirg srow. c. w. w.

UVKKAl.CON.

jboaicl the S.S. Citti de Milano,

off the coast uf Xewfouml
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narrow part of the cage, and finally tied up against ihu bars.

With a pair of large forceps, Dr. HIair succeeded in pulling the

lip over the tooth. It left but a slight wound, which hi-aled

.|ui.Ulv.

* * *

The Servol's Accident.—.Animals in captivity make all the

trouble for themselves and their keepers that is po.ssible for them
to make. If there is the slightest crevice in the wire or iron-

work, through which even a mouse would not attem])! to go, the

animal will concentrate its undivided attention upon that jjoint,

even if he is as large as a buffalo, and his neighbor in the adjoin-

ing enclosure is always there ready to add to the trouble. Human
ingenuity has exhausted it.self in the efTorl to make the new Mam-
mal House as nearly perfect as such a ])lacc needs to be. \'et

the serval found a three-c|uarler-inch opening through which
he thrust his right foreleg, with the result that an ocelot on ihe

other side seized the leg and splintered the end of the radius.

The animal was captured and the leg was put into plaster

bandages so that a complete reduction of the fniclure was made
in about ten davs.

<;Ki;.\r ^i i niik-iKKsTKn cncK.vroo.

•/•/„• /»,

have arri\

haven of

voung in ;

ICvery c

everv tree

|i>0tC3.

. » •

iiKi: I .\.

Xcsliiij; Cnnir.s. -The two

sandhill cranes, which are now-

counted among the oldest inhabi-

tants of the I'ark, have again

nested, and it is ho]ied that no

disturbing elements will |)revent

the young birds from hatching.

Hoth cranes are valiantly defend-

ing the nest, and if courage can be

reckoned as a favorable factor,

this verv unusual event will soon

take i.lace.

* * *

The I'onii/thics.—The .Sociel\

has just added to the collections

of the Mammal House a fine

specimen of the .-\frican or crested

jiorcupine. Ne.\t to the beaver,

the .African porcujiine is the larg-

est of the Old World r.xlenls.

The great crest of white, coarse

hair, which it raises at will, and
the enormous length of the (|uills make this animal one of the

most interesting of the Society's exhibits. In great contrast to

this specimen are the Canada jiorcupine anil the creslless porcu-

pine exhibited near by.
* * *

. I //(»(/«Hic- The attendance at the I'ark during the month of

April exceeded the same month of the ])revious year, by a wide
margin. Owing to the inclemency of the weather, May showed a

slight decrease. The number of visitors on Decoration Day was.
in round numbers, ,V),ooo. Thus far June has gained consider

ably over all former years.

* * *

.1 Peculiar Injury.— .Aside from a few domestic outbreaks of a

comparatively mild kind, our bears live a contented and peaceful

life. In the early (lart of June, however, one of the Russian brow n

bears and the male hairy-eared bear engaged in a scuffle from
which the Russian emerged with a most peculiar injury. In some
manner the upper lip was pierced by one of the canine teeth in

such a way that the bear could not disengage it.

.A shifting cage was brought, and the injured bear (|uickly trans-

ferred to the h<is])ital yaril cages. Here he was confined in ;i

creiisc oj Birds.—All of our common birds seem to

ed at one conclusion— that the Zool<igical I'ark is a

refuge and a place in which to rest and rear their

ib.solutc peace.

lump of bushes .sends out a contribution of song, and
seems a harboring place for a different .species.

Three robins have nested in the

pavilion between the Mammal
and Ostrich Houses, so close

together that a newspaper would
cover the three nests. .Another

has built over the door of the con-

servatory, in a place so narrow-

that the female had hardly room
to hover her young, and in a jiosi-

tion .so exposed that one might
reach out and touch the binl.

Golden-winged woodpeckers,

scarlet tanagers, thrushes, and
cat-birds are frec|uently seen; and
gracklcs, blackbirds, .starlings,

song sparrows and white-throated

sparrows are really common.
Considering the enormous
amount of w-ork going on
throughout the Park, which might
naturally frighten the birds, there

has never before been so great a

variety of species, nor such an
abundance of individuals and of

bird songs. E. u. s.

TOCO Torc.\.\.
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Tlie Sen'ema.—A bird without a

common name and almost without a

classified place among his brethren,

is the seriema, and yet one with so

kindly a disposition—almost worthy

the adjective genial—that we long

for some besides the Portuguese one

which he bears.

He comes from South Africa—the

open plains of Brazil—where with his

mate he builds his home about six

feet from the ground and incubates

his two eggs. In appearance, the

seriema is an ornithological puzzle.

His legs resemble a plover's or

crane's, his body is rather similar to

that of a bustard, his digestive or-

gans exactly like those of a heron,

and his beak and bones very hawk-

like; while if we step back and take a

general survey of the bird, another

strange species, the secretary-bird of

.Africa, is brought vividly to mind.

Even his toes are unlike cadi other,

the second on each foot bel

acn I

bl-lri

halv!like claw, like that of a halvk or eagle, whicli preserves

its keen edge by growing clear of

the ground. The claws on the other

toes are flat and dull hke those

of cranes or chickens. So what

shall we call him and where shall

we classify him? The latest plan

is to give him a whole family to

himself.

His ancestry probably runs back

to some very ancient form, so that

the characteristics which have spread

out among hawks, cranes and plovers

are here combined in a curious and

lomposite way.

If the bird is given a bunch of keys

he will instantly demonstrate his

unique method of killing the small

rodents upon which he feeds. Seizing

the key-ring in his beak, he stretches

his body upward as high as possible,

and putting every muscle into the

swing, he brings the keys down with

remarkable force upon the ground,

or upon a stone if he can find one.

He once bent a key and again broke one, showing the

strength which he exerts. c. w. B.

r «f

::^n \* ^*^^'*^,
•, AFRICAN* ruKCl TINE.

JJ.V Tfts species is particularly striking on account of the large crest of coarse white hair.
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THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT
AFTER a considerable period of waiting, the

Zoological Society is at last in possession of

an elephant from Africa. On July 25th a fine

male specimen arrived from the French Congo

country, West Africa, and entered the Park as the

gift of Mr. Charles T. Barney, Chairman of the

E.xecutive Committee. It is specially distinguished

by the roundness of its ears, and their small size in

comparison with those of other .Xfrican elephants.

In the few portions of Africa yet inhabited by

wild elephants, conditions are so difficult that the

capture of even a baby elephant, its upkeep in the

jungles for four months, and its successful trans-

portation to the coast, are matters of great difficulty.

During the past four years Mr. Hagenbeck's agents

in the field have captured two small East African

elephants for us, but both died before reaching the

coast.

INDIAN F.M;I'HANT "GUNDA" and AFRICAN ELEPH.\NT "CONGO.'

The photograph shows the marked difTercnce in the contour of the head.
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AFRICAN la.KI'H \X'|- roXdo,'
Showing the small rounded cars and the downward curve of the tusks.

It was with great surprise, and also pleasure,

that last June we learned by cable that a small

male elephant, from the French Congo territory.

West Africa, had arrived for us in Mr. Hagenbeck's

great live - animal establishment at Hamburg.
Without delay it was shipped to New York, and

reached the Zoological Park in e.xcellent condition.

This animal, which has been christened "Congo,''

stands forty-three inches in shoulder height and
weighs precisely 600 pounds. Its tusks are about

four inches long, and at present show an odd ten-

dency to curve down rather than up. As nearly

as we can estimate, "Congo" is between two and
three years old, and therefore, in comparison with

the gigantic East African species, is small for his

age. But this species is said to be, when adult

much smaller than those of East and South Africa.

In the year igoc. Professor Matschie of the Berlin

Museum of Natural History, finished a special stud\'

of the African elephants, and published his con-

clusions. He recognized four species as follows:

Elephas cyclolis, Matschie. Cameroons, West
Africa.

Elephas oxyotis, Matschie. The Soudan.

Elephas knochenhaiieri, Matschie. German
East Africa.

Elephas capensis, Cuvier. South Africa.

The specimen now exhibited in our Antelope

House, next to the Indian elephant, no doubt repre-

sents the species at the head of the list, Elephas

cvdotis. w. T. H.

Sea-horses.—Sea-horses having for some reason become

difficult to procure in New York Bay, have recently been

collected with seines, in the bays back of Atlantic City.

There are now about a dozen specimens in the building.

The Bird Collectio7is.—During the last few months there

has been a remarkable increase of numbers and species in

the collection of birds. A rough calculation sho-.vs about

eleven hundred individuals as compared with 643 at the

beginning of the year. Many of these new birds are ex-

tremely interesting in appearance and in their ordinary

habits of life, and to these characteristics are daily being

added the courtships and the nest-building of a considerable

number.
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THK SOUIRRKL COLLKCTION

Vl/HKN tlie Small-Mammal House was
* ' opened, an interesting series of squirrels

occupied the upper tier of cages on the west side

of the building. A number of species have been

added since that time, and the collection of these

vivacious rodents is now very attractive, embracing

species from the eastern and western portions of

North America, as well as South America, and the

Old World.

At the present time the collection of squirrels

contains the following species:

Xorlli America.

Gray Squirrel.

Black Squirrel.

Fox Squirrel.

Red Squirrel.

Thirtcen-lined Spermojihile.

Western Chipmunk.

Eastern Chipmunk.

Exotic.

.\frican Ground Siuiirrel.

Malabar Squirrel.

Prevost's Squirrel.

Mexican Red Squirrel.

Of this scries the largest and finest species is the

Malabar squirrel, largest of all the Sciiiridcr

(Sciunis »:alaharici<s), an animal inhabiting the

southern jxirtions of Malabar, the Wynaad, the

slopes of the Xilgherries and Travancore. The
body of this squirrel is as large as that of an adult

prairie "dog. " Above is a bright, chestnut brown.

The sides and abdomen are yellow, and in vivid

contrast to the rufous tints of the back.

M.\L.\l?.\R SQIIRRFL

Quite ecHpsing the MalaJjar .s(|uirrel in bril-

liance of pattern is the Prevost's or tricolor .squirrel

(Sciiirus prezvsti), from the Malay peninsula.

This species is lustrous black above, with a wide

and vivid bar on each side of the body. In strong

contrast to this arrangement is the under surface,

which is bright cinnamon. The specie> is about the

size of the North American gray squirrel.

Another attractive species of this series is the

South American red squirrel represented by a

pair of adult specimens. The color above is a

striking, fiery red. This species possesses a fine,

bushy tail, is very l)old and active, and altogether

a highly satisfactory animal for exhibition.

One of the e.xotic squirrels is exhibited under

peculiar circumstances. This is the South African

ground squirrel, a fine, large species that is longi-

tudinally striped with dark brown, on a paler ground

color. Our specimen was captured in Cape Colony

when very young, and shortly afterward placed in
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a cage containing two very young mcerkats or

suricates, which are not only carnivorous animals,

but belong to a family whose members are notorious

for their depredations among the smaller rodents

and among snakes—in fact the Family Viverridcc,

containing the quarrelsome mongoose, to which

the suricate is closely related. In the company
with the two suricates, however, this ground squir-

rel grew and attained maturity, as was also the

case with its flesh-eating associates. However, the

three live in perfect harmony, rodent and carniv-

.ALBINO GRAY SQUIRREL.

ores. At feeding time, the keeper introduces

meat to the suricates and vegetables and nuts to

the squirrel.

On one occasion this strange combination was

broken up. The squirrel was placed in a separate

cage, but, according to the animal-man's vernacu-

lar, all three of the animals were "thrown off their

feed." The squirrel refused to eat, and the viver-

rines merely nosed over their meat and passed it

by, searching every corner and squealing uneasily.

On the following day the squirrel was again placed

in the cage with its friends, and met a hearty re-

ception, the suricates running about it in circles

and linally hcking it in cat-like fashion. All three

animals at once began feeding with their usual

appetites.

Among the North American squirrels on exhibi-

tion in the Zoological Park, the black squirrels

(Sciurus carolinensis)—black phase—are specially

attractive. In general conformation they are much
like the gray squirrel {Sciurus carolinensis) . Both

of these animals are to occupy cages of the burrow-

ing rodents' series during the summer months.

Perhaps the most interesting of all our scjuirrels

is a very perfect and pure-white albino gray squirrel,

from western Kansas, the gift of Mr. G. O. Shields,

editor of Shields' Magazine. For nearly three

years 'Tnkey," as this beautiful creature is called,

lived in the editorial sanctum of its donor, enjoying

the freedom of the entire suite of offices, and its

escape from death by accident was really remark-

able. Once, indeed, it fell down a stair shaft and
was much injured, but eventually recovered.

In outside enclosures will be quartered the large

fox squirrel (Sciurus ludovicianus), and the com-

mon red squirrel (Sciurus hudsonius), a species

common in the Zoological Park. Following the

cages of the larger squirrels, in the series of burrow-

ing rodents' enclosures, are the colonies of chip-

munks, representing the western and eastern species

and the dainty thirteen-lined spermophile (Sper-

mophilus tridecemlineatus), a very showy species

inhabiting the dry prairies of the Central and

Western States. r. l. d.

THE INLAND WHITE BEAR

A LTHOUGH we have not yet secured any
•'^ living specimens of the new inland white

bear (Ursus kermodei), collectors are on the look-

out for them, and we hope to secure some ere long.

Mr. Francis Kermode, Curator of the Victoria

Museum, visited the habitat of the species last

April, but was too early to find bears afoot. The
Indians said they had not yet left their winter

dens. Regarding the local reputation of the species

Mr. Kermode writes as follows:

"These white bears are well known to the Indians

and traders, and they all seem to agree that most

of them are killed on Gribble Island, Princess

Royal Island, and most of the other large islands

in that coast district; also on the mainland side

from Kiyimaat to Rivers Inlet; but they seem con-

fident that most of them are killed on the islands.

The reason of this is that the Indians when

they hunt Ijear never leave their canoes until they

see the bears come out on the bare patches in the

mountains, and as there are no white goats on these

islands (they being quite common on the mountains

on the mainland), anything white attracts their

eye.

"Mr. George Robinson, a store-keeper at Kitimaal

and a trader, tells me that he has been them every

year for about twenty years, but that the Indians

get most of them on the islands. Mr. Clayton,

from Bella Coola, tells me the same, and both these

gentlemen have promised to endeavor to get the

Indians to get me some good specimens. I called

a short time ago to see Mr. Findlay, of Vancouver,
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who is manager of a mine on Princess Royal Island.

He has one of these white hear skins, and it was

killed close to the mine. It is exactly the same

throughout as the type specimen, but has not nearly

such a fine coat, as it was killed in the month of

June.

"Dr. Newcomb, of this city, wlio is out here for

the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago, collecting

Indian relics, has al.so made inquiries from the

Indians and others along the coast, and also finds

that the bear is well known to the Indians and

traders along the coast. Rev. Mr. CoUison, who
was at Inverness Cannary this season, told Dr.

Newcomb that he also has one of the white bear

skins at his home. Mr. Ashdown Green, of the

Indian Department, also says the Indians know
this bear well." w. t. h.

THF. RCFF OR FUIHTING SNIPE

A QUARTET of the most interesting sand-

'* pipers in the world are now living happily

and well in the new Bird House. They are known

as rutTs, or in scientific ]iarlance Pavoucdla piiguax,

which being interpreted means, a Utile fighting

peacock. Many of the snipe and sandpipers are

known to do battle with one another for the pos-

session of their little gray mates, but in no other

species does the male gird on a shield for pro-

tection in these encounters.

During the winter these ruft's would attract no

more attention than any large sandpiper; but at

the approach of spring new feathers appear on

certain parts of the head and neck and grow to a

remarkable length, forming for the ears, and in fact

for the entire body, a perfect feather shield. At the

same time the feathers of the face fall out, leaving

the skin bare, on the surface of which tiny, thick-

ened warls form. Strangest of all, the ])attern of

this battle cloak is not the same in any two birds.

If we could see fifty standing side by side, some

would be seen to be pure white, others gra}', black,

orange, butT or chestnut; while the waving ear-

plumes are also independent in color. They may
vary from white to black, purple, green or blue.

Then there is a type of barred ruffs, another with a

pattern of spotted feathers, and so on in endless

variation, this condition of atTairs being wholly at

variance with the generally uniform pattern of

coloring of other wild creatures. We can compare

these little Joseph-coated birds only with the endless

variation of domestic poultry and ]iigeons.

But whatever the color, these rufTs or shields

are evidently of great .service to the bird in its

encounters. The four individuals in the collection

are all males, and their battle colors are a plain gray,

dotted gray, a rich, golden rufous, and chestnut

barred with black.

Though no females are present, yet the fighting

instinct of the four ruffs often crops out, and a pair

of them will dart and side-step about each other,

bills held low and far advanced, rufl's spread out

from the breast and trailing low, hiding almost the

whole body. Now and then one of the fencers will

make a vicious dash, sending his bill clear through

the feather-shield of his opponent. But the force

of his blow spends itself on the inch of space be-

tween the shield and the feathers of the bird's

breast. Occasionally one bird will try to turn his

adversary's guard by leajjing suddenly over his

head, but the other bird as quickly darts from

beneath, and in an instant is on guard again. A
spirited encounter is an e.xciting sight to behold,

and all the more pleasing from the fact that with

the exception of losing a feather or so, the birds never

seem any the worse for their battle. If there were

a lady in the case the results might be of more
serious a nature.

These birds seem to realize the aesthetic value

of their decorative rufi', and often indulge in a

RIFF OR FIGHTING SNIPE.

dance before a Reeve (as the

is called), springing up into

round several times, ending

to the ground, spreading the

thus posing motionless for tw

Very rarely after a severe

these sturdv birds are to be

female of this species

the air and turning

by pointing the beak

ruff to its widest, and

o or three minutes,

gale, one or more of

found on our coast.
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but their regular haunts are in the Eastern Hemi-

sphere. They breed in Northern Europe and Si-

beria, and in winter migrate southward to Africa,

India, and China.

As in the case of other sandpipers, four eggs,

spotted and blotched with brown, are laid on the

ground, within a dense tuft of grass. To his shame

be it said that after all his elaborate fencing and

dancing, the male takes no part in incubating the

eggs or in caring for the young

—

vivere sat vincere.

In August and September the encounters between

the rival birds grow less and less energetic, and in a

few weeks the last frayed-out feather has fallen

from the ruff. With it also disappears all pugnac-

ity, and the birds live together most amicably until

spring. c. w. b.

SULEIM,'\N MARKHOR.

Zoological Park

King Vultures.—A pair of young king vultures, not yet

in full adult plumage, form a striking exhibit and with the

CaUfornia and South American condors, the black, Turkey,

and griffon vultures well represent this Suborder.

Cassowaries.—A rare Bennett cassowary and another

unidentified species of the Ceram type are now in the

Ostrich House, the yards of which are all filled; some,

however, with birds which will eventually be settled in the

Pheasants' Aviary.

Wading Birds.—The nucleus of a collection of the

waders, especially the game birds of the world, has been

formed—dowitchers, rails, ruffs, and lapwings being already

represented. Covies of six or eight species of the smaller

quail, as well as francolins, tinamous,and partridges share

the in-door flying-cage of the new Bird House.

jSfew Parrots.—Five Bahama Amazon parrots, the gift

of Mr. Thomas Barbour, are valuable, as representing a

species which has an extremely limited habitat and which

will become extinct within a few years. Many other parrots

have been added to the collections, including the rare

Ganga cockatoos and tiny azure-backed parrotlets.

Tlie Hawks.—The ha\\'k collection is larger than ever

before. Besides full-plumaged red-tailed and red-shoulder-

ed "chicken" hawks, theie are Harris and Sennett white-

tailed hawks from the West, marsh and sparrow hawks,

osprey, gyrfalcon, kestral, and no less than eight caracaras,

whose ludicrous performances are as unhawk-like as they

are amusing.

The Weaver Birds.—The weaver birds now occupy all

of the northeast cages of the main hall, in the new Bird

House. These dainty little birds are a great attraction

—the brilliant hues of the Napoleons, bishops and pin-

tailed nonpareils, the long trailing tails of the whydah-

finches and the untiring nest-weaving-energies of the masked

weavers providing unfailing interest for the visitors.

A merican Flamingoes.—The rearing of two young Ameri-

can flamingoes has been attended with complete success,

and it is hoped that with the recent discovery of a diet which

seems perfectly adapted to their needs, there will be no

difficulty in ultimately rearing a good-sized flock of these

birds, which from the standpoint of interest and exhibition

are sine qud non to a zoological park.

Skimmers and Terns.—\ second flock of young black

skimmers and common terns are being reared. These

birds, so preeminently flyers, swing round and round their

in-door cage, and their plumage proves them in perfect

health. These are a few of the hundreds of birds which

are being kept in health and happiness in the Zoological

Park—the first attested bv their appetites and plumage,

the latter by their songs and nest-building.

Oul-door Flying-Cage.—The birds in the out-door flying-

cage are in perfect condition, and a dozen more American

egrets have recently been added to their numbers, together

vrith many herons and ducks. The snowy egrets and the

white ibises nested close together this year and the latter

hatched a young bird. When only a few days old it tum-

bled from the nest and landed uninjured on the ground.

One of the parents without hesitation flew down, picked

up the young bird and carried it back to the nest—a per-

formance which in my experience is unique.

Aquatic Birds.—The duck collection nowincludes canvas-

backs, the gift of Mr. Ernest Thompson Seton, and the

rare New Zealand gray ducks. Bar-headed, spur-winged,

and barnacle geese are recent arrivals and it is with special

satisfaction, we announce, that with the arrival of a pair

of Bewick swans the collection of these birds is complete,

embracing all seven existing species—the trumpeter, whis-
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tier, whooper, mute, Bewick, black, and black-ncckcd

swans, all of which arc now living on the ponds of the

Zoological Park.

Dm'es and Pigeons.—The dove and pigeon collection is

rapidly increasing in numbers and nesting has begun in

several instances. There are Senegal and Chinese turtle

doves, green-winged, ground, mauge, plumed, and white-

winged doves, as well as many others. Bleeding-heart,

band-tailed, and white-crowned pigeons are also on exhibi-

tion. The latter, with the Bahama ground doves and a

cageful of honey creepers and grass(|uits, show us some of

the more abundant birds of the Bahama Islands, .\lthough

these islands are so near our Florida coast, yet their native

birds seldom fly across the sixty miles of inler\'ening water.

Yellow-headed blackbirds, from the Western States, make
a brilliant spot of color in one of the side cages. I'uU of

life they are and worthy of comparison with our red-wings.

European Birds.—Three large wall-cages have been

thrown into one, making a flying-cage on a miniature scale,

and here have been gathered a collection of the commoner
birds of Kurope. Bullfinches, chafllnches, robin redbreasts,

blackbirds, thrushes, skylarks, nightingales, ro.sy finches,

green- and goldfinches and black larks live here together

contentedly; while ne.xt to them in two more living-cages

measuring five by fifteen feet, are the familiar birds of our

own country—robins, thrushes, flickers, brown thrashers,

catbirds, mockingbirds, Baltimore and orchard orioles, tan-

agers, grosbeaks, Te.xas cardinals, cowbirds, and others,

a representative group of fine healthy birds. It is most

interesting to listen to the warble of our robins and mock-

ingbirds and then to hear the strains of the nightingales and

skvlarks. c. w. b.

Aquariuvi

Attendance.—The attendance at the Aquarium during the

first seven months of 1905 amounted to 971,911, an in.

crease of 41,259 over the corresponding months of 1904.

Excliavges.—During the spring and summer two collec-

tions of fishes from the (Jreat Lakes were received from the

Detroit .\quarium in exchange for local salt-water fi.shes.

The species received were : Muskallunge, pike-perch, pike,

sunfish (two species), burbot, channel catfish, and mud-
puppy.

Bermuda Fislifs.—The collection of tropical fishes has

received the usual summer addition from Bermuda, and

then,' is now a fine series of these brilliantly colored fishes

in the .\quarium. .Xnnual additions to this collection have

always been necessary as some of the delicate species do not

sur\ive through the winter. AVhen the new salt-water sys-

tem for the .\quarium, still under construction, becomes

ready for use, the k)ss of tropical fishes in winter can be

avoided.

Bint k-spolled Trout.—The .\quarium has just received,

through the United Stales Fisheries Bureau, 50,000 eggs

of the black-spotted trout (Salmo mykis Icwisi) from the

Wllowstone region. These eggs are now hatching rapidly

and the fish will be ready for distribution some time in the

fall. This is the first season that the Aquarium hatchery

has been operated in midsummer, as the species handled

heretofore have been such as depr)sited spawn in the winter

and spring months. The black-spotted trout inhabiting

the very cold waters of the Rocky Mountain region is a

late spawner. The young fish now beginning to hatch are

rapidly filling all the hatching troughs.

Large Aqualic Animals.—Among the larger aquatic ani-

mals recently received at the .'\quarium may be men-

tioned the harp seal (Phoca groenlandica) , four harbor seals

from Maine, and a 313-pound green turtle. A dolphin was

received on .\ugust 4th, but lived only four days, having

been injured in capturing. It was taken in a pound-net at

Long Branch and shipped to Fulton Market, where, un-

fortunately, it lay for many hours without attention. The
specimen was seven feet long and proved a wonderful

attraction as it went swinging about the large central pool,

rising at intervals to blow in true whale and porpoise fashion

The large sturgeons secured over a year ago have been re-

moved to the central pool, where they are doing well.

Fish Hatchery.—The Aquarium fish hatchery has been

in constant operation since the first of the year; over two

million food-fishes having already been hatched and turned

over to the New York Fish Commission for distribution in

State waters. The species hatched were brook trout, lake

trout, rainbow trout, steelhead trout, landlocked salmon,

white fish, pike perch, and yellow perch. .'\s usual the

eggs were generously furnished from Government fish

hatcheries in dilTerent parts of the countn-. Several hundred

white fish fry were retained at the .Aquarium for further

experiments in rearing, as this is one of our most difficult

food-fishes to raise in captivity. The young fish arc now
being fed very successfully on the larva; of the mosquito.

Phis food is obtained in abundance by the .Aquarium col-

lector from various stagnant ponds and pools in the vicinity

of Gravesend Bay, being taken with a gauze dip net. It

may now be announced to fish culturists that mosquito

larva; is a very .satisfactory food for white fish during the

summer months. Early in the season, immediately after

the absorption of the yolk sac, they feed on herring roc.
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use this weapon. It belongs in the same class as

the outlawed "punt-gun" for waterfowl, and the

dynamite cartridge for fish. The "pump-gun" of

to-day is certainly bad enough; and between it

and the automatic machine-gun the line must

resolutely be drawn. The sole reason for the

existence of the new gun is tliat it is more deadly

than any other on the market. If that is not the

reason, then why is it made?

It is now time for every man who siioots with

a shot-gun to decide where he will stand. Will

he take a place beside the market-shooter and

poacher, who despises all game laws and hates all

game wardens, and slaughters all that he dares,

in season and out; occasionally including the game
wardens; as it recently occurred in Florida where

an authorized agent of the Audubon Societies was

deliberately murdered? Or will he stand with the

conscientious sportsman, who believes in giving the

wild creatures a fair show for continued e.xistence ?

The New York Zoological Society is unalterably

opposed to the manufacture, sale, and use of the

machine-gun. The war against the new e.xler-

minator of birds is now on, and it will be necessary

for every self-respecting sportsman to do all that

lies in his power to limit its sale and use.

THE DOG NUISANCE
During the spring of the present year, the street

which forms the southern boundary of our exhilji-

tion grounds (i82d Street) was graded and regu-

lated. Throughout about two-thirds of its length,

and close against our boundary fence, was erected

a wall of loose stones to a height of from three to

ten feet. In places our fence was practically de-

stroyed and for a month our grounds were inade-

quately protected.

On July 24th the imjirovcment of iS2d Street

was accepted by the city, and our force imme-

diately began the erection of a very substantial wire

fence, on steel posts, set U])on the boundary wall

of "dry rubble" masonry. The work was pushed

with all possible vigor, and completed on August

loth—just fifteen working days. It could not have

been erected earlier or more rapidly than it was.

On July 31st a mania for deer-killing broke out

among the dogs that swarm around the Zoo-

logical Park. On the nights of July 31st and

August ist two successful attacks were made.

Three axis deer does and two ho? deer were killed.

A s])ecial night guard of two men was put on duty.

On .Vugust 2d a prong-horned antelope and an

Indian black-buck female were so frightened by

dogs outside their corrals that they injured them-

selves so seriously it was necessary to chloroform

them. After that six extra men were put on patrol

duty at night, until our fences could be finished,

and no further fatalities occurred.

Until the outbreak described above, the waters

of Lake Agassiz had served as a barrier against the

invasions of dogs from the north. But simulta-

neous with the attacks of dogs from \\'est Farms

those of Bron.xdale and Fordham began a series of

attacks. It was immediately apparent that nothing

short of a dog-proof fence around the area north

of Lake Agassiz could possibly prevent incessant

attacks upon our hoofed animals. A large force of

men was at once detailed to erect the fence re-

quired, and it was completed in September.

If there are any complaints from the public

regarding the fencing of the area north of Lake

Agassiz, our reply will be that the swarms of

vicious, unlicensed, unmuzzled dogs running at

large in Bronx Borough in complete defiance of

tlie laws of this city have left us no alternative.

The outbreak of the " sheep-kilUng-dog " pro-

pensity in the Zoological Park was wholly unex-

pected, particularly determined, and vicious beyond

precedent.

The wire fences surrounding our grounds and

our deer ranges, and our exit turnstiles, are now
as nearly dog-proof as it is possible for them to be

made. Eventually we must be protected by stone

walls and wrought iron. Meanwhile we are en-

deavoring to see what can be accomplished in the

enforcement of the laws which prohibit unmuzzled

dogs to run at large in this city.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals has been called upon to perform its duty

to the city and to take action to abate the dog

nuisance in northern New York Citv. w. t. h.

(Jn September 2d, the Society received by cable the

HOWS that a Gorilla was to be had in Europe, and a deal

was instantly closed by which this most interesting of all

the great .\pes was consigned via steamship Graaj Waldersee
to the New York Zoological Society. Up to this time
but one specimen has ever been exhibited in this countn,'

and it lived but five days. The Society's specimen was
ijbtained through Dr. Cecil French and will arrive in Xew
York the latter part of September.

L.vter: At the moment oj f;oi>!g to press, the editor re-

grets to announce that the Gorilla died aboard ship, en route.
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GREAT ANT-EATER.

SOME VERY ODD MAMMALS
CROM an educational standpoint, the Small-

•^ Mammal House is one of the most impor-

tant installations in the Zoological Park. In this

building are grouped representative species of a

greater number of the orders of mammals than are

to be in any other building. At the present time,

this collection contains species representing six

different orders—the Ferae or Carnivora, Glires or

Rodentia, Ungidata, MarsiipiaUa, Edentata, and

Monotremata.

It is among the lower orders of animals that we
find the species that are most interesting for a

small-mammal house. With the Marsupials is

included the group of kangaroos, which, when the

development of the front and hind limbs is com-

pared, appear like two-legged creatures. The
order of Edentates comprises the practically tooth-

less species, some of which have slender tongues of

nearly half the length of the body, which are em-

ployed in dragging ants from their burrows. The
lowest order of mammals—Ihe Monotremata—is

possibly the most remarkable, for the three species

composing it lay eggs, and hatch them like birds.

Anatomically, however, these creatures actually

appear to be more closely allied to the reptiles than

to the class which succeeds the mammals in regular

order—the birds. Two vigorous examples of this

interesting order are on exhibition in the Small-

Mammal House. The collection of Edentates is

also strong in species. As these creatures are among
the most peculiar of the inmates of the Small-

Mammal House, their habits, as we have observed

them, are well worthy of note.

The great ant-eater or ant-'' bear" (Myrinc-

cophaga jiibata) is the most interesting species of

the Edentata. The specimen at the Park, al-

though but two-thirds grown, is in perfect pelage

and is a very showy creature.

Like many of those forms of animal life that

evolution has manipulated into grotesque form,

this is a deUcate species in captivity. With all

delicate animals the change from a wild state to
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captivity is like the seizure of a human Ijeing with

an acute malady. There is a crisis, or turning-

point, when the constitution rallies from the shock

and enervation, or life ebbs away. Many freshly

captured animals that are known to the animal-

man as "poor feeders" undergo just such a con-

dition. The creature is stupefied by the change of

life, its energies are suspended, and it has no desire

for food, nor the power to digest it.

It was in such a condition as this that our ant-

eater arrived. Everything was done to stimulate

its dormant energies. The first of these measures

was a bath in tepid water, when it was placed in a

warm, dry cage and se\eral

hours later offered food in

the shape of a beaten raw egg.

This it partially consumed,

and retiring to the darkest

corner of the cage curled itself

up to sleep. Its persistence

in hiding and sleeping was

not to our liking. Continued

sluggishness on the part of an\

animal either indicates <ir

brings about indisposition ami

loss of appetite.

To liven up the specimen, it

was taken out and turned

loose in a grove near the Pri-

mates' House, where the

ground was honeycombed in

small areas by the runways of

black ants. The move was a

hajipy one, lor the animal im-

mediately assumed such a

spirit of vivacity that it ap-

peared as if hypodermically

injected with some [)owerful

excitant. It at once employed

its long, front claws to root

into the ant burrows, starting

a swarm of the angry creatures

to the surface. When the

ant-eater's snout was i)ressed

lightly against the mouth of a

burrow, the movements of the

throat muscles demonstrated

that the long tongue was in

vigorous action. This attitude

was continued until the mouth

appeared to be full of ants,

when there was a crude at-

tempt at mastication, and the

scraping of a few fiercely biting !insects from the

snout with the feet. After half a dozen such

mouthfuls the animal seemed satisfied, and wan-

dered about in casual fashion, returning for more

ants after an hour or so.

The ant-eater weathered the crisis of a newly

arrived animal, and is now in flourishing condition.

It has been on e.xhibition for five months' time.

In the morning it eats a mi.xture of eggs beaten in

milk and mixed with scraped meat, after which it

is placed in an out-door cage and remains there dur-

ing the day, on bare earth, searching for ants. At

night it is brought in again, and given another meal

hit. 11 l-HANDKIi AkMAlilLH
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THE ECHIDNA OR SPINY ANT-EATEI

of eggs, milk, and scraped meat. This animal is

perfectly docile, and is carried about by his keeper

like a verv lazv pug-dog.

Another interesting Edentate exhibited in the

Small-Mammal House is the prehensile-tailed ant-

eater, or tamandua (Tamandiia tetradactyla). This

is an arboreal species, and possesses a round, hair-

less and prehensile tail in place of the blanket-like

appendage of the former species. The two species

were placed in the same cage, but engaged in what

resembled a sparring match. Owing to the dan-

gerous character of their very long front claws it

was thought best to separate them. The food of the

tamandua is precisely like that of the larger species.

Among our representatives of the Edentata are

two species of armadillos. These are hardy and

hungry little animals protected by a hard, bon\'

covering laid over the entire upper surface in armor-

like formation, and divided on the back into a

greater or lesser number (according to the species)

of hinges or "bands." This hinge-like formation

permits the creature to roll itself into a ball in time

of danger, completely protecting the soft portions of

its under surface. Armadillos have voracious appe-

tites. Captive specimens thrive best on boiled meat

and various kinds of vegetables, and the mixture

so craved by most of the capti\"e Edentates—milk

and eggs mixed with chopped meat. Of these rep-

tile-Uke creatures the nine-banded armadillo (Tatii

novemcinctum) and an eight-banded species, from

Argentina, are on exhibition at the present time.

Of all the animals in the Small-Mammal House,

the echidnas are the most interesting. These

animals inhabit Australia

and New Guinea. To the

popular eye their structure

is bewildering. They are

small animals—about twice

the size of the European

hedgehog. They possess

short hut very thick spines,

n long tongue like an ant-

cater, feet like a tortoise,

and a long, slender snout

quite unlike that of any

other animal save the great

ant-eater. Generally speak-

ing, they are ant-eaters, and

in a wild state live in bur-

rows, in which the female

lays one or two eggs, which

are hatched in the same

fashion as those of a bird.

Our echidnas are restless little fellows, with an

amazing degree of strength, and if among the rock-

work of their cage are dislodged with the greatest

difficulty. The food of these animals is exactly

like that of the ant-eaters. They feed readily and

appear to be fairly hardy. R. L. D.

THE ECHIDNA.
Showing the curious structure of the feet and under side.
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C R KS TK 1) SCRKAM ERS

'X'WO closely related species of crested scream-

* ers inhabit, one the northern, and the other

the southern portion of South America. They are

birds of the open, level pampas or prairies, rather

than of wooded or mountainous regions, and for

several reasons they are remarkably interesting:!.

Like a number of other Neotropical species they

hold an extremely isolated position, their nearest

of kin now living being the geese. Though
screamers have large goose-like bodies and a

waddling gait, their feet are not webbed, and taking

all their characters into consideration we may
aptly term them geese which have been sf)ecialized

for a terrestrial and aerial life. A\'hen occasion

calls for it they can swim readily enough, though

not rapidly, and in their breeding habits they

exhibit traits hinting of more aquatic ancestors.

The nest it placed among reeds and water-lilies

and sometimes even floats intact upon the surface

of the water.

During the early settlement of the country the

birds were unmolested by the Spaniards and Por-

tuguese; but now that emigrants from other Euro-

pean countries are rapidly increasing in numbers,

these great birds are doomed to an early extinction.

Though their wings are armed with four long,

sharp spurs, yet they are very gentle in disposition

and even when (locks of hundreds are gathered

together, they seldom show any animosity toward

one another. This is to be exjilained by the fact

that sociable though they are, they pair for life and

until one of the pair dies they remain together year

after year.

Their antithetical characteristics of gentleness

and ability to deal telling blows with their armored

wings is taken advantage of by the natives. The
bird is caught and readily tamed and assumes

charge of the poultry, feeding and living amicably

with them and yet putting to rout all hawks and

other enemies which threaten fowls.
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Two remarkable traits which would never be

suspected in this goose-like bird are a magnificent

power of flight and a complicated song. We are

told by Hudson, that being a heavy bird, it rises

laboriously like a swan and with a loud beating of

wings. "Nevertheless, it loves soaring, and will

rise in an immense spiral until it wholly disappears

from sight in the zenith, even in the brightest

weather; and considering its great bulk and dark

color, the height it ultimately attains must be very

great. On sunny, windless days, especially in winter

and spring, they often spend hours at a time in these

sublime aerial exercises, slowly floating round and

round in vast circles and singing at intervals. How
so heavy and comparatively short-winged a bird

can sustain itself for such long periods in the thin

upper air to which it rises has not yet been ex-

plained." Its large feet and legs have a pecuhar

swollen appearance, which is due to a subdermal

layer of air-cells continued over all the surface of the

body. Possibly these somewhat aid the remarkable

power of flight.

No less strange is the loud voice from which the

bird takes its expressive name. "When dis-

turbed, or when the nest is approached, both birds

utter at intervals a loud alarm-cry, resembling in

sound the anger-cry of the peacock, but twice as

loud. At other times its voice is exercised in a

kind of singing performance, in which male and

female join, and which produces the effect of har-

mony. The male begins, the female takes up her

part, and then with marvellous strength and spirit

they pour forth a torrent of strangely contrasted

sounds—some bassoon-like in their depth and

volume, some like drum-beats, -and others long,

clear, and ringing. It is the loudest animal sound

of the pampas, and its jubilant martial character

strongly affects the mind in that silent, melancholy

wilderness.

" The screamers sing the year round, at all hours,

both on the ground and when soaring; when in

pairs the two birds invariably sing together, and

when in flocks they sing in concert. At night they

are heard about nine o'clock in the evening, and

again just before dawn. It is not unusual, however,

to hear them singing at other hours." c. w. b.

Ketcnt airribalB

Mammals.—Gi/ts and Purchases.— i African Round-

eared Elephant ; 2 Macaque Monkeys; i Marmoset; i

Gray Squirrel; i European Squirrel; i Flying Squirrel;

7 Angora Guinea-pigs; i South American Tapir; i Persian

Wild Ass; 3 Black Apes; 3 Bonnet Monkeys; S Pig-tailed

Monkeys; 2 Civet Cats; 2 Azara's Wild Dogs; 2 Black-

footed Ferrets; i Bridled Ferret; 2 Minks; i Canada Lynx;

I Crab-eating Raccoon; 4 Skunks; i Sun Bear; i Bintu-

rong; 2 Guanacos; i South American Swamp Deer; pair

of Eld's Deer, or Thameng; 13 Sea Lions; i Malabar

Squirrel; 2 Capybaras; S Kangaroo Rats; 4 Hutias; i

Golden Agouti; i Viscacha; 4 Egyptian Jerboas; 3 Canada

Porcupines; 3 Eight-banded Armadillos
; 4 Nine-banded

Armadillos; i Great Ant-eater; i Prehensile-tailed Ant-

eater; 2 Vulpine Phalangers; 3 Wallabys; 2 Echidnas.

Reptiles.—Cijts and Purchases.—45 Painted Turtles; 8

Muhlenberg's Turtles; 2 Wood Turtles; 17 Musk Turtles;

1 Spotted Turtle; 4 Snapping Turtles; S Bo.x Turtles; 2

Pine Snakes; 6 Water Snakes; i Black Snake; 6 Garter

Snakes; 100 Spotted Turtles; i Tree Boa; i Sicilian Tor-

toise; I Albino Wood Turtle; 2 Alligators; i large Alligator

Skull; 2 Horned Toads; i Swift (with two tails); 7 Iguaans;

2 Florida Chameleons; i Green Snake; i Texas Hog-

nosed Snake; i Pacific Rattlesnake; i Western Diamond-

backed Rattlesnake; i Boyle's King Snake; 3 Timber

Rattlesnakes; i Spotted Salamander; i Opake Salamander;

Collection of Newts; i Gila Desert Tortoise; 34 Horned

"Toads"; i Chuckawalla; i Gila Monster; 8 Collared Liz-

ards; 6 South American Iguanas; i Rough-eyed Caiman;

15 Banded Rattlesnakes; i Desert Rattlesnake; i Common

Boa; I Bahama Boa; 12 Fox Snakes; 25 Banded Water

Snakes; 9 Pilot Water Snakes; 8 Red-bellied Water Snakes;

3 Hog-nosed Snakes; i Blue Racer; 3 Sirens; 4 Mud
Puppies; 4 Axalotls.

Mammals.—Births.— i Green Monkey; i Black Lemur;

2 Mongoose Lemurs; 4 Lions; i Tiger; 15 Timber Wolves;

5 Mearns' Coyotes; 5 Prairie Coyotes; 8 Black Coyotes;

5 Buffaloes; i Elk; 2 Fallow Deer; 2 Barasinga Deer; 2

A.xis Deer; i Nylghai; 2 Sika Deer; i Malay Sambar Deer;

I Altai Wapiti; i Grant's Zebra; 5 Franklin's Spermo-

philes; 6 Coypu Rats; 40 Prairie Dogs; i Russian Bear;

I Raccoon.

Replies.—Births.—About 400 Garter Snakes; about 40

Banded or Timber Rattlesnakes; 5 broods of Water Snakes.

The returning "Ziegler Relief Expedition" has pre-

sented to the Park three Polar Bears, two Esquimau Dogs,

an Arctic Fox and eight Ivory Sea-GuUs. The Gulls are

rare, and have never been exhibited in this country. The

collection left London via steamship Mitnietonka, arriving

at New York, September 12th, and were ([uartered in the

Zoological Park.

As the present issue of the Bulletin goes to press the

new Pheasants' Aviary nears completion, and will shortly

be opened to the public view.

A great number of new birds have already been pur-

chased, including Himalayan Monoul, Manchurian

Eared, Peacock Pheasant, Vulturine Guinea-Fowl, Soem-

merings Pheasants, Elliot Pheasant, Siamese Firebacks,

Lineated Pheasant, Anderson Kaleege, Melanotus Kaleege,

Satyra Tragopan, and a number of other rare varieties,

comprising twenty-two species.
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THI', CAP^BAKAS

/~\F :ill living rodents, the capybara is the queer-
^-^ est, and the most unlike a gnawing animal.

It is as large as a half-grown hog; it is shaped and

clad like a hog, and its food habits also are very

swinish. Instead of being ])roperly clothed with

hair, it is covered with a thatch of course, gray

bristles that grow in "blocks of five" an eighth of

an inch apart. There is no tail, but if there is as

much in evolution as some people claim for it, life

in the lly-hclt nf the North should presently develop

one.

The capybara is the largest of all living rodents.

In weight it is about twice the size of a beaver.

Its home is the reedy banks of the sluggish tropical

rivers of South .\merica, where they flow through

the level forests near the coast. The delta of the

Orinoco is well stocked with this species, and its

flesh is a most welcome addition to the scanty bill

of fare of the few \'enezuelans who dwell in that

region. About ten miles below Sacupana they

were (in 1876) very numerous. Two or three

small, wiry dogs are put ashore to run along the

Ijank and drive the animals into the water, to

which they always tlee for refuge. The capybara

dives well, and at first can swim under water fully

two hundred feet. The capybara hunter chases

the animal in a canoe, and w-henever it rises to

breathe immediately forces it to dive again. Pres-

ently the animal becomes so e.xhausted it can dive

no longer, and is finally .speared and captured.

The capybara feeds wholly upon vegetable foods,

and once fairly started is not at all difficult to keep

in captivity. The swine-like appearance of the

animal is also reflected in its temper and disposition.

The two fine specimens in the Small-Mammal
House are not only tame, but even affectionate,

and fond of being ])ctted. While .seeking attention,

or lieing handled, they utter a queer, clicking sound,

indicative of good-will. Their outside cage is

supplied with a tank of water in which they bathe

frccjuently. The largest specimen is si.xteen inches in

height at the shoulders, twenty-eight inches in girth,

twenty-nine inches long, from end of nose to where

a tail might be, and weighs about seventy pounds.
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FEEDING THE .SEA-LIONS.

A week-day throng in the Zoological Park, watching the feeding of the sea-lions in the pool on Baird Court. The

])ool, recently completed, is q2 feet long, 57 feet wide and 8 feet in depth. It holds 150,000 gallons.

TUE J.\GL".\R "SEXUR LOPEZ."
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THE PHEASANT AVIARY AND ITS' INMATES

"THE completion and filling of the Pheasant

Aviary in the New York Zoological Park,

makes the sixth great installment of birds thrown

open to the public,—the others being, in the order

of their completion,—the Aquatic Birds' House,

Ducks' Aviary, Fixing Cage, Ostrich House and

large Bird House.

The Pheasants' Aviary is a long building, cor-

ridor-like in structure, extending north and south,

with twenty-two endosures'for birds opening into

runways measuring 8 x 24 feet, all facing the east.

At each end of the building is a large room healed

by a stove and aflfording room for thirty-two

additional inside cages, all of which connect with

outside wire-covered runways. This aviary is in a

sense a double one, having a roomy dove-cote above

each of the pheasant enclosures, for a collection of

birds of aerial, perching habits, interfering in no

way with the more terrestrial pheasants. The
onlire Ijin'lding and all the copings dividing the

THE I'HE.\SANTS- AVIARY.
Located on the western side of the .\quatic Mammals' Tond.
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runways are of cement, thus doing a\va_y with that

greatest scourge of pheasant keeping—rats and

other similar vermin.

The great Order of birds known as Gallincc,

comprises about four hundred species. It is in

this group that we find the birds, which of all their

Class are most useful to man—domestic poultry;

and perhaps also the most gorgeously plumaged, as

the Peacock and Impeyan Pheasants; while the

common name of game-birds, given to the entire

Order, shows that it is in a dietetic sense, and from

the sportsman's standpoint, that mankind most

often regard them.

In size these birds range from the Wild Turkey,

which, with a ma.ximum weight of twenty-five

pounds or more, is one of the largest of the keel-

breasted birds, to the tiny Chinese Painted Quail,

less than five inches in total length. As comprising

the principal minor groups of the Order may be

mentioned the Mound-builders and Brush-turkeys,

the Curassows and Guans, Partridges, Quail,

Grouse, Turkeys, Pheasants and Peacocks.

In the collection of the Society there are at present

nearly forty species of Gallincc, many of which are

quartered in the spacious runways of the Pheasants'

Aviary.

The Subfamily Phasianina: includes the pheas-

ant-like game-birds. Passing over the Turkeys,

Guinea-fowl and Jungle-fowl, the true Pheasants

form an imposing array of proud carriage and

splendid plumage. Many of these birds when

captured, readily submit to a state of semi-domesti-

cation, laying fertile eggs and often rearing their

young; yet it is a remarkable fact that a number of

the most common species are natives of such isolated

or inaccessible localities that but little, or nothing,

is known of their habits in a state of nature.

Sharing the first large runway, at the northern

end of the Aviary, and worthy of being classed with

the Argus as among the most exquisite of Pheasants,

are two pairs of Moonal Impeyan Pheasants. It is

idle to attempt to describe these birds, and a

photograph shows them to be apparently of only

varying dark shades, with thick-set body and a

racket-tipped crest. But when walking about in

the full glare of the sunlight, the male Impeyan

seems to be feathered with molten metal. From

every plume a myriad tiny prisms dissolve the light

into every hue of the rainbow. In a technical

description of the species, we read such terms as

this,—metallic-green shot with purplish-blue, red-

dish copper-color, shading into golden-green and

bronze-crimson, etc. The female, as is the case with

many of the pheasants, is clad in sombre hues of

black and buff.

Many of the pheasants and their allies are natives

of India, and the wild fastnesses of the Himalaya

Mountains are the centres of their distribution.

Among the lower ranges the Jungle-fowl makes its

home; midway to the greatest heights are found the

Eared and the Blood Pheasants, while the Impeyans

feed higher and higher, until, far beyond the limit

of tree growth, they approach the zone of perpetual

snow, perhaps sixteen thousand feet,—over three

miles above the le\'el of the sea ! One observer says

of these birds, " There are few sights more striking,

where birds are concerned, than that of a grand old

cock shooting out horizontally from the hillside

just below one, glittering and flashing in the golden

sunlight, a gigantic rainbow-tinted gem, and then

dropping stone-like, with closed wings, into the

abyss below."

It is seldom that a pair of these birds is seen

together. There seems to be but little affection

shown, and the female hatches the eggs and rears

the young without any assistance on the part of the

male. Four to six eggs are laid in a slight hollow

in the ground. The call-note is a loud, plaintive

whistle. Thousands of the skins of the male birds

are annually imported into London to decorate, or

rather to deface, the hats of women.

The Horned Tragopans are a splendid group of

five species, of which three are represented in the

collection. In color they are entirely unlike the Im-

peyans, the general tone being reddish and orange

buff. The name (from the Greek, meaning the

goat of Pan) is taken from the satjT-like, fleshy

horns on the head. These birds are inhabitants of

dense jungles and one must indeed be an enthusi-

astic sportsman to bring down a Tragopan. After

tramping through water, filling one's clothing and

flesh full of spear-grass and submitting to the blood-

letting of myriads of jungle leeches, a long wait is

necessary, during which the bird is drawn within

gun-shot by imitating its cry. Then a momentary

glimpse of its beautiful head and neck, is often all

that is vouchsafed—so keen of sight and sense are

they.

The Siamese Fire-backed Pheasant is not un-

common in collections, but absolutely nothing is
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THE MANCI1U;IAN I \kl|i llil \--\\

A very large pheasant with sombre plumage.

known of its habits. Its home is in Siam and

Cochin China, and natives bring specimens and

skins into Bangkok.

High up among the wooded mountains of China

and Thibet the great Manchurian Eared Pheasant

makes its home. Unhke most of its aUies it soon

becomes tame in captivity, and, at the sudden

intrusion of a keeper, instead of the only too

frequent custom of whirring against the wires, this

bird will often dispute the man's right to the run-

way.

The name Eared is an apt one; for the white ear

coverts are long and brushed back of the head in a

most characteristic way. Unlike the majority of

pheasants the plumage is alike in both sexes. The

Chinamen know the bird as Hoke, and for years

have killed it in great numbers for food. This fact,

together with the destruction of the forests which it

inhabits, bids fair to result in its total extermination

within a short time.

There is a genus of pheasants called Gennaeus,

which contains some sixteen species, of which five

are on exhibition in the new Aviary. These are

the Black-backed, Anderson, Lineated, Swinhoe

and Silver. The latter is the one most commonly

seen in captivity and it is also the most striking in

color,—on the upper parts pure white, pencilled with

the finest of black lines, while the crest and all the

feathers beneath the body are merged into a mono-

chrome of inky blackness.

This is another pheasant which is becoming very

rare m a state of nature and as yet no one has dis-

covered its feral habits of life. In the spring of the

year the male Silver Pheasants have a habit of

standing upright and vibrating the wings rapidly for

fifteen or twenty seconds at a time, producing a

loud, singing or whirring sound. The wings

describe an arc of about seventy degrees, from a

line parallel to that of the back, down almost to the

feathers of the sides. It is interesting to compare

this with the recently pictured drumming of the

Ruffed Grouse ("Country Calendar," November,

1905). The males of this species are strong and

pugnacious and wiU occasionaUy kill other pheasants

which chance to be confined with them.

The bird which we know as the English, or

Common, Pheasant, is found in a wild state only

in Turkey and Greece and parts of the surrounding

region, but it has been introduced into most

countries in Europe. In England, however, pure
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THE GOLDEN PHEASANT.
One of the varieties most comnionlv seen in collections.

English Pheasants are rare, most of the individuals

beinfi; crossed with the Chinese Ring-necked species,

and showing more or less traces of a necklace of

white feathers. The male birds fight fiercely for

the hens, but after the complement of eggs is

deposited, the females are deserted by their mates

and left to hatch and rear the chicks alone.

Both English and Ring-necked Pheasants have

been introduced with success into various portions

of the United States. On Gardiner's Island, at

the e.xtreme eastern end of Long Island, one may
flush twenty or thirty pheasants from a single

meadow; and when a hen bursts from the grass,

careful search will often reveal six or eight tiny

brown chicks crouching close to the ground.

There are about twenty species of true pheasants

belonging to the genus Phasianus, all of which

inhabit Asia. Several of these are on e.\hibition.

The Versicolor, or Japanese Pheasant, and the

Soemmering are different in color from the

English, but all are built along the same lines, the

males having a long, graceful tail. ^lost magnifi-

cent of all is the Reeves, clad in black, white and

old gold, arranged in harmonious patterns. The

tail sometimes reaches a length of five feet.

These birds are very difficult to hunt in the

high mountain fastnesses in which they live, and

even where they are reared artificially on game

preserves, their great power of running and their

strong flight render them safe, e.xcept from an

experienced sportsman. It is said they will .some-

times travel thirty miles without a break,—

a

remarkable performance for game-birds, whose

short rounded wings and hea\'y bodies usually

preclude all long distance flights. Wlien twenty or

thirty of these great brilliant birds burst with a

roar of wings from the undergrowth, the sight must

indeed be a magnificent one.

The Golden and Lady .Amherst Pheasants are

alike in general contour of body, and both have

conspicuous ruffs or capes, although their colors

are very different. In the former the mantle is

brilliant orange and steel blue, while in the .Amherst

birri the orange is replaced with white. These

birds live in the mountains of western China and

eastern Thibet, but almost nothing is known of

their habits in a wild state. They breed readily in

captivity, and are very common in collections of

live birds.

The peacocks and the pheasants are to a certain

extent connected by the Peacock Pheasants, a small

group of small birds. Those in the collection are

brownish in general color, with most of the feathers

of the body, tail and wings tipped with metallic

green eye-like spots. A peculiarity of this bird is

the number of spurs on the legs,—two, three or
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even four, and seldom

the same number on

each leg. When the

young are hatched, the\',

like most pheasants, run

about at once, and fol-

low close behind their

mother, finding ample

protection under her

long, arched tail. At her

call they will run out,

seize what bit of food

she has found for them,

and then hurry back to

shelter. WTien the chicks

are hatched under ban-

tams, or other domestic

fowls, this instinct is

often harmful, for so closely do they group them-

selves behind their foster mother, that they are in

constant danger of being struck and killed by her

feet as she scratches in the ground.

There are, in the collection, two interesting

species of Grouse, possessing unusual interest. The

far-famed Capercaille is a splendid game-bird of the

pine forests of Europe. The male is dark feathered

,

with a dignified mien, and when excited the feathers

of the head and neck are expanded, making the bird

look even larger than it is. A cock will sometimes

weigh twelve pounds, but unlike most game-birds,

its swift flight is almost noiseless.

THE I,.-\DV AMHEliST I'llE.VSANT

In April the male

selects some high pine

and here he utters his

"spel" or love-song. It

consists of three notes,

each repeated several

times, and to such a

pitch of excitement does

he work himself, during

the latter part of the

utterance, that it often

proves to be his un-

doing. His ecstasy is

such that he apparently

becomes blind and deaf,

and, knowing this, the

wily pot - hunter creeps

quietly up just at this

moment and easily kills the performer. Many
cocks may thus be traced and shot within a

short time.

Another magnificent game-bird of the pine and

birch forests of Europe, is the Black Cock, or Black

Grouse. The males have a bare open space on the

ground where, in turn, they strut with drooping

wings and curious antics before the hens. All

their strutting and fighting is forgotten when the

hens begin sitting, the males then going un-

concernedly off by themselves, leaving to their

patient mates all the labor of incubation and rearing

of the young. c. w. B.

THE CALIFORNIA CONDOR
"T^HREE species of vultures are found in the United

States, the turkey, black, and California

Vulture. The two former are well known, at

least in the southern states, where we can seldom

glance at the sky without seeing one or more black

silhouettes against the clouds, as magnificent in

their flight as they are repulsive in feeding habits.

Recognized everywhere as valuable scavengers,

they are protected by general sentiment as well as

by law and if not actually increasing in numbers,

are everywhere at least holding their own.

Not so the California Vulture, or Condor as it is

also called (Gynitwgyps calijornianits). Its doom

is near: within a few \fars at most, the last indi-

vidual will have perished. Formerly of much wider

range, it is now confined to a mere dot on the map
near the Pacific in southwestern California, al-

though a very few individuals still exist in the pe-

ninsula of Lower California. Here, among the wild

mountain gorges of the Sierra Nevada, the pitiful

remaining handful of these splendid birds, cling to

life. On the wing, the California Condor is the

largest and most graceful bird which inhabits our

country. The bald eagle with wings spreading six

or seven feet is dwarfed in comparison with this

great bird, whose pinions span from nine and one-

half to nearly eleven feet.

Tiu-re are se\cral causes for the rapid contracting
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of the range of the

California C o n cl o r

.

When the hot

droughts of the sum-

mer dry up the fertile

valleys, ranchmen

are compelled to take

their herds to the

higher pastures, deep

among the mountain

ranges. Here they

encounter grizzly

bears and panthers in

numbers, and havoc

is wrought among the

cattle and sheep. In

return, the half-eaten

carcasses are poi-

soned and many of

these predatory
mammals are slain.

But not a tithe com-

pared to the number of innocent Condors, hun

dreds of which have perished while carrying out

their habits of life in feeding upon the carrion

left by the bears and cougars.

In Lower California where this cause has not

depleted their numbers, another as equally fatal,

has all but exterminated them. Gold seekers, both

Indian and Mexican, lacking facilities to carry the

gold dust, have found an e.xcellent device in the

great hollow quills of the flight feathers of the giant

vulture. So valuable are these that an o])])ortunity

to kill one of these birds is never lost.

High u]), in the recesses of some inaccessible cliff,

a great greenish-white egg is laid and brooded, and

here is hatched the ill-fated young Condor, clad at

first in the whitest of down.

For four years the Zoological Society had en-

deavored to secure a s|)ecimen of tliis vanishing

bird and at last succeeded by a lucky purchase

of a young one which had been taken from the nest

by a boy. It arrived at the Zoological Park on

March 14, 1905, and has now moulted into the

full adult plumage. This in general is blackish,

with the lining of the wings white; this conspicuous

color, showing only when the bird lifts its wings.

The bare skin of the head is dull reddish. It is

tame and even affectionate with the keepers and the

IIIK lAI.IFOkMA CONDOR.

bloom on its feathers, and its bright clear eyes show

it to be in perfect health. C. W. B.

.•\s a result of the second day's drive of the herd

of wild elk which for years have made their feeding

grounds on the Miller & Lu.x ranch at Button-

willow, thirty miles .south of Bakersfield, Cal.,

twenty-three perfect specimens were captured with

the lariat, and of these, twenty lived to be transferred

to the Government reserve at Sequoia Park. At

least 17s animals are still at large. The task of

transferring the herd is to be abandoned for the

present.—Chicago Post.

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.

The fees for membership in ll\e New York Zoological

Society are as follows :

Annual membership $ 10.00

Life membership 200.00

Patron's fee i .000.00

l-oiinder's fee 5.000.00

Benefactor's fee 35.000.00

Information and blank forms for membership may be

obtained at the Service Huilding, at all entrances to the

Zoological I'ark, and at the Secretary's Otiice, No. 11

Wall .Street, New York City.
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will result^in a "ew bison herd, under national

ownership, which in a comparatively few years

will number several hundred head.

THE STATUS OF BIRD LIFE.

In iSgS the Zoological Society published certain

facts and figures relating to the general volume

of bird life in the United States, and its increa.se

or decrease during the previous fifteen years. The

figures showing the decrease were rather startling.

Quite recently, Mr. E. H. Forbush has made

for the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture,

a similar bird census, covering that state and the

results have been published. It is of interest to

compare his results with ours. Based on the re-

ports of eleven observers, we estimated the decrease

in the volume of bird life in Massachusetts at

twenty-seven per cent. Out of 176 persons re-

porting to Mr. Forbush, seventy-one estimate the

decrease in the state referred to at figures ranging

from twenty-five to ninety per cent, and twenty

others report "game birds decreasing, but song

birds are increasing or holding their own." We are

very well satisfied with our estimate of twenty-seven

per cent, for the whole bird population.

Up to the time of the Zoological Society's in-

vestigation, the general warfare for the better pro-

tection of song birds had been by no means strenu-

ous. But in iSgpand iqoo, things took a decided

turn for the better.

The League of .American Sportsmen was founded

.

Audubon Societies were organized in many states,

and the Audubon movement became a force of

great and far-reaching power. The A. O. U., in

1900, appointed a Committee on Bird Protection.

The passage of the Lacey Bird Law in igoo—chiefly

through the etTorts of the League of American

Sportsmen and its President—gave power to the

Biological Survey and to Dr. T. S. Palmer, which

has resulted in enormous benefit to the whole cause

of bird protection.

The work of all these forces is at last apparent.

The good that the bird protectors have accom-

plished begins to be visible to the naked eye. Al-

though the game birds still are steadily diminishing

—thanks to the fact that about Si,000,000 worth of

low-priced shot guns are annually sold in this coun-

try—the song and insectivorous birds are faring

better than they were in iSq;. Eight years ago.

very few observers were able to report birds as

either holding their own, or increasing. Now the

ditTerence in the bird ranks is perceptible, and the

total is, in some localities, breeding up and slowly

increasing. It is a great satisfaction to be able to

make this statement.

The bird lovers can at last take courage. The
fight is being won, by slow, but sure progress. But

let no man or woman think of resting, or laying

aside a weapon. The facts stated above are set

forth in order to show that the struggle is not hope-

less, and that the elTort is worth while. Pretty

soon, the makers of the deadly automatic gun will

discover that the bird lovers "have not yet begun

to fight!" The slaughter machine must be i)ro-

hibited by law, even though the machinery to make

it did cost $50,000. And with it shall go the

"pump gun," now in use, but far too deadly to

stay. \v. T. H.

THE GIRAFFES.

Our pair of Giraffes arrived at the Zoological Park on

November 9, 1903. Ever since that date, their health has

been perfect, and they have furnished very little cause for

an.\iety. The male has never missed a meal, the female

has missed only one or two. In their compartment in the

Antelope House, which is 19 -t 24 feet, during daylight

hours, they are almost constantly on the move. In summer,

their outdoor yard is utilized to the utmost, and the most

astonishing sight in the Park is to .see those vingainly

creatures, vast of neck and leg, playfully gambolling up
and down their corral. When the Hon. Edward M. Grout

visited the Park last summer, the male GiralTc "showed

off" by leaping fully three feet in the air, with all feet off

the ground simultaneously.

The growth of these animals has been watched with

much interest. .Since their arrival, the female has pained

one foot and eleven inches, and now stands exactly twelve

feet high. The male has grown two feet ten inches, and

now stands thirteen feet six inches. There are good

reasons for our expectation that the male will attain a height

of at least sixteen feet, with a possibility of seventeen feet.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Admission to the Park.—On all holidays and on Sunday, Tues-

day. Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, admission to the Zoological

Park is free.

On every Monday and Thursday, save when cither of these days
falls on a holiday, only members of the Society, and persons holding

tickets from the Society, are admitted free. All others pay twenty-five

cents for each adult, and fifteen cents for each child under twelve years

of age. Tickets arc sold only at the entrances.

Admission to the Aquarium is confined to members on Monday fore-

noons. It is open to the public from May i to October 31, 9 a. m. to

5 p. M., and from November i to April 30, 10 a. m. to 4 P. m. When a

holiday occurs on Monday, the forenoon wilt be available to the public.

Opening and Closing.—From May ist to November ist the en-

trance-gates will be opened at 9 a. m. and closed half an hour before

sunset. From November ist to May 1st, the gates will open at 10 a. m.
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AN INDIAN LEOPARD CUI

THE SMALLER CATS

A MONG the smaller cat animals we find many
, species of brilliant coloration and interesting

form. As the collection for the Small Mammal
House was brought together, it became necessary

to assemble a representative series of the small cats.

However, few of these animals are to be found in

the market, and purchases were at considerable

periods apart. A constant search for the species

most desired has at last produced a fine and repre-

sentative series. Among those from the Eastern

Hemisphere, are a fine pair of Clouded Leopards

(Felis nehiilosa), the Serval {Felis scn^al), and the

Jungle Cat or Leopard Cat {Felis hcngalensis).

The most interesting among the New-World species

are the Yaguarundi Cat (Felis yagiianmdi) , the

Ocelot {Felis pardalis), the Canada Lynx {Lynx

canadensis) , the Bay Lynx {Lynx rujus), and the

Texas or Spotted Lynx {Lynx rujus maculatus).

The most important of these animals are the two

Clouded Leopards, which were purchased from

Capt. Richard Craven, of the steamship Indramayo.

Captain Craven procured the animals at Singapore.

They represent the darker of the two phases of this

cat—the other being a very tawny, reddish phase.

The Park specimens are distinctly olive, with dull

black markings arranged in broad bands on the

neck, and assuming a reticulate pattern on the body.

The general effect is precisely like the coloration

of the big Indian python {Python molurus). As

the Clouded Leopard is essentially a tree animal,

and the python is likewise (partially) arboreal, this

"mimicry" is significant. Whether or not there is

an intention in Nature's plan for the pattern of the

mammal to suggest that of the snake, is problem-

atical. In such cases it is altogether unwise to

resort to theory.

In proportion to the size of the animal, the

dentition of the Clouded Leopard is remarkable.

The canines are enormously developed, and taper

to a long point. As the animal opens its mouth

and rolls back its lips to snarl at an intruder, the

vicious aspect of the long, glistening teeth is

striking, and at once recalls the fossil skulls and

restorations of the saber-toothed tiger.
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THE OCELOT.

The climbinji power of this species is surjjrisinj;.

It can walk at some speed along a horizontal liar

not over an inch in diameter, or traverse the same

bar with body lianqini^, sloth-like, the latter opera-

tion being accomplished with

the assistance of a sharp, in-

ward contraction of the feel.

On the ground it is not espe-

cially graceful, as it ap[)ears

more like the cub of some

large species than a mature

animal. The feet are large,

and in walking the gait is

clumsy and waddling rather

than lithe and stately like the

tread of most cats.

A large specimen of the

Clouded Leopard measures

from 36 to 40 inches in length

of head and body, the tail

about 30 inches in length.

The species is alleged to attain

a larger size. It inhabits In

dia, from the southeastern

Himalayas throughout Bur

ma, and the Malay Peninsula,

toSuniatra, lava. and Horneo.

.\ iiandsume s|)ecinien of

the Jungle Cat or Leopard

Cat (Felis beiigalcnsis), has

been in the Small Mammal
House for some weeks. This

is one of the large number of

.s|)otted cats found in southern

.\sia and the larger islands of

tlie Malayan Archi])elago. It

is a graceful animal, not un-

like a domestic cat in general

appearance, though the tail is

shorter. The ground-color is

tawny, thickly sprinkled with

solid brown blotches and the

neck is banded. The beauty

of this animal induced its

former owner to try to tame it.

He was unsuccessful. After

e.\])erimcnting for several

months—even j)ermitting the

animal to wander from its

cage— it remained as cross

and nervous as when he received it. This experi-

ment has often been tried, and almost invariably

with the same result. The beauty of the creature

and its simllaritv in jiroportions to a house-cat are

1 111, i;a\ i,v.\.\ ok wild (,.\t.
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rilE LEOPARD CAT.

misleading characters. Mature individuals keep

their corners, snarl and spit viciously^except at

the sight of food, and the instant it is received the

giver is greeted with a malignant, green-eyed stare

and a guttural expostulation for daring to longer

intrude his presence. Very young specimens may

be tamed and remain docile and affectionate for a

time, but the wild blood of the parent asserts itself

with maturity, and the sight of food at once

destroys all docility.

The Serval (Felis serval), is an important figure

among the small cats of our collection. In structure

it stands midway between the common leopard and

the cheetah. To one who has observed the cheetah,

the Serval is at once interesting. The first im-

pression of the former species is a lasting one.

Long-legged, built like a greyhound in the body

but with a typical, rounded, cat-like head, this

remarkable creature, in moving about its cage,

produces a clattering on the wooden floor with its

dog-like feet and claws; but a moment later may

roll back its lips and hiss, in true, cat-like fashion.

To the novice it is a nondescript. On several

occasions the writer has heard careless visitors, who

had not taken the trouble to look at the label,

pronounce the cheetah a "dog-cat," and advance

the theory that it was the result of freak breeding

at the Park.

The relationship

of the Serval to the

cheetah is at once

apparent by the

structure of the long,

thin limbs. The
claws of the front

feet are retractile

and in strict accord

with those of the

average cat. The
hind feet, however,

are rather dog-like,

and the claws are

permanently ex-

posed.

In the Park's col-

lection, the North
American cats are

very well represent-

ed, even though the

Margay Cat and the

last Canada Lynx died last summer. A fine pair

of Pumas or "Mountain Lions" (Felis concolor),

are exhibited outside of the Small Mammal House,

together with one species and one sub-species of

lynx. The Canada Lynx {Lynx canadensis), is a

fine species and is usually represented in the Park

collection. It is rather a larger and stouter animal

than the Bay Lynx {Lynx rujus), and may be

recognized by its proportionately much larger feet,

and the well-developed tuft of hair, or "pencil,"

on the tip of the ear. The species is rapidly

becoming scarce, and, unfortunately, is not a hardy

species in captivity. The Bay Lynx or Wild Cat

{Lynx riifus), is a hardy and continually irritable

species. Several specimens are exhibited, together

with the spotted phase—the Spotted Lynx or Te.xas

Lynx {Lynx rujus maculatus).

Several months ago, the Society was fortunate in

securing an exceptionally fine specimen of the

southern Yaguarundi Cat {Felis yaguarundi).

The specimen was captured near Brownsville,

Texas. This animal represents a delicate species;

but a careful study of its diet brought the creature

through the fretful, worrying stage of the newly

arrived specimen, and it is now thriving. Over

its original size, on arrival, it has increased sub-

stantially, and has developed a beautiful coat of

hair. Seen from a distance, this long-bodied
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feline might readily be mistaken for an otter or a

marten. Its habit of running or "galloping" about

the cage, with its back sharply arched, is any-

thing hut cat-like. The Yaguarundi Cat inhabits

southern Texas, Mexico, and Central America.

Experiments in the breeding of the smaller cat

animals are now being conducted in the Small

Mammal House. Two litters of Ocelots {Felis

pardalis), ha\e been successfully bred and reared

in the building. More examples of all the species

are needed to pursue this work, and the markets

are constantly watched for good specimens.

The feeding of the small cat animals is more

complex than the care of their larger allies, in the

Lion House. If raw beef or horse meat were fed as

constantly to the small species as to the lions, tigers,

leopards and other inmates of the Lion House, an

epidemic of fits would soon develop. The small

cats do best on "dipped " meat—meat that has been

quickly steamed or placed in boiling water for a few

minutes. .\nd this diet must be frequently varied

with fowls, rabbits, and rats. From the latter,

freshly killed, the cats obtain bone-food nourish-

ment. It is also important that they consume a

certain amount of feathers or fur, as these sub-

stances produce a beneficial effect upon the in-

testines.

It is not from the collection of small cats alone

that the Small Mammal House is of importance.

The greater numbers of the Orders of the smaller

mammalia are represented in that building. In

passing through it the teacher and the class may
acquire a bird's-eye view of at least six or seven

Orders.

With the cats, and a rich collection of viverrines,

there are small bears, foxes, squirrels of many kinds,

tropical wild swine, ant-eaters, armadillos, and

marsupials, living under one roof. The amount of

food that goes to this building, and the varied

nature of that food, may readily be imagined. It

is only by the most painstaking care, and ceaseless

industry and vigilance, that this difficult collection is

kept clean and in good health; and Keepers Mercer

and Cominsky are entitled to much credit for their

successful work.

R. L. D.

GAME PROTECTION
A LTHOUGH song-birds are not legitimate game
^^ for a real sportsman, so long as misguided

natives and ignorant aliens attempt to shoot robins,

thrushes, and jay-birds for food, just so long may
we properly classify our efforts in behalf of song-

birds under the general head of "game protection."

During the past half year, Mr. G. O. Shields, the

Society's Special Agent for Game Protection, has

been active in several directions. All the Italian

newspapers of New York were requested to an-

nounce the enactment of the new law against the

carrying of firearms by unnaturalized aliens, and

this request was very generally and courteously

complied with. Mr. Shields sent out about three

thousand cloth posters, both in Italian and English,

stating the terms of the law, and warning all

persons not to violate it.

In September and October, the birds of the

nortliern portion of New \''ork City were assaulted

in force, every Sunday, by Italians who sought them

for food The police authorities paid no attention

to the shooting that was done, until called upon for

officers to take charge of persons arrestee! by the

men of the Zoological Society. Assisted by Messrs.

Merkel, Bell, and Rose, of the Zoological Park

force, Mr. Shields made several Sunday raids on

the bird killers, from first to last caught about

fifteen persons, and took them to court for punish-

ment. On one man, jorty-three song-birds were

found, and the whole lot of innocents was preserved

in formalin to do duty in court as Exhibit A. All

these offenders have been held under bonds pending

trial.

Two of the members of the Zoological Park force,

Messrs. Rudolph Bell and John J. Rose, have been

commissioned by State Game Commissioner

Wliipple as Deputy Game Wardens, and they will

do much toward making bird-life secure in the

Borough of the Bronx.

The automatic gun needs only to be mentioned

to the press and to real sportsmen in order to hear it

condemned. Thus far about seventy newspapers

have denounced it. During the early days of

December, resolutions condemning that weapon,
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and calling for laws prohibiting its use in liuni-

ing, were adopted by the New York Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game, The New
York State League for the Protection of Forests,

Fish and Game (composed of about forty local

clubs), and by the Lewis and Clark Club, of Pitts-

l)urg.

And out of all this chorus of condemnation, there

have been heard only three voices in defense of

"the most murderous shot-gun ever invented.''

The real struggle will come in the State legislatures,

where the protectors of wild life will meet a well-

paid automatic-gun lobby, prepared to fight to the

last gasp for the right to make a deadly machine for

bird slaughter. The gun-lobby should be met by

a nature-lovers' lobby, equally strong, and equally

able to camp on the field and stay to the finish.

Such a warfare requires war funds. w. t. h.

SUNFISH.

From a photograph made at the New ^'ork Aquarium.

MOSQUITO LARViE AS FOOD FOR WHITEFISH FRY

T^HE young whitefish, referred to in the last

number of the Bulletin as having been fed on

the larvae of mosquitoes, have now reached the

fingerling stage and make such a beautiful show-

ing in the exhibition tanks, that a full account of

their rearing will be interesting to fish culturists.

Whitefish are not easily raised in captivity, and

the custom at government and state hatcheries

has been to deposit them as soon as hatched.

The eggs were received, like nearly all the fish

eggs used in maintaining the fish-hatching exhibit

at the Aquarium, from the United States Fisheries

Bureau. Eight thousand eggs which were main-

tained in the hatching jars at an average tempera-

ture of 40 degrees, hatched out between March loth

and i6th. They were transferred to glass aquaria,

and after the absorption of the yolk sac, were fed

on herring roe for about a month, after which this

food was mixed with finely pulverized liver.

On May 12th, seven thousand fry were delivered

to the New York Fish Commission for planting in

state waters. The loss up to this time was com-

paratively slight amounting to about four hundred

and fifty fry. One thousand were retained at the
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Aquarium. From this time until July ist tiicrc

was consiflerable loss, due ap])arentiy to the al .seiuc

of minute live food.

.•\i)out July ist they were sii|)|ilic-(l u iiii (juaiititics

of moscjuito larv;e, but the lishes were scarcely large

enough to devour them.

It was observed that a few of the larger in-

dividuals promptly seized the larv;e and soon suc-

ceeded in swallowing them. .\ week or two after-

wards, most of them were feeding freely and as time

passed \ery few dead fishes were to be found in the

tanks. This food was continued until October ist,

with more or less herring roe and li\er.

Refrigerated water was used, and the fishes were

kept at the average temperature of 57 degrees.

About the first of October they were feeding so

freely on liver that the larva' were discontinued.

There are now about two hundred specimens in

one of the large exhibition tanks, in tine condition

and growing rapidly, the largest averaging from

two and one-half to five and one-half inches.

The rearing of the young whitefish was attempted

in the .\quarium two years ago, and it was found

that they fed \ery well on herring roe until late in

May. No attempt was made at that time to

procure live food, and the specimens dropped off

until less than a dozen remained. Most of these

were gone before the winter passed, three specimens

only living until the following summer. One of

these, a fine fi.sh about twelve inches long, remains

at the end of two years.

There can be no doubt that herring roe is a

satisfactory food for whitefish fry for a couple

of months after hatching, and that with mosc|uito

larv.T a very large proportion can be carried through

the summer in good condition.

The larva" were obtained by means of a gauze dip

net from pools and ponds in the vicinity of Graves-

end Bay. From different locations different sized

larva? were procured, and it is quite jxissible that a

search in other localities would have yielded a

smaller species of lar\;e which would ha\e made it

practicable to furnish the whitefish fry with smaller

live food at an earlier date.

It is quite possible that larv;e could be made

available for young whitefish at an earlier stage by

crushing or cutting into finer morsels.

It has been the custom each year since the fish-

hatching exhibit was started at the .\(|uarium to

retain small quantities of fry of different species

lor exhibition luirpiises. The fingerlings from this

year's hatching consist of brook trout, lake trout,

rainbow trout, steelhead trout, black spotted trout,

and land-locked salmon. These were all fed, to

some extent, during the fry stage, on mosquito

larva' and at no time since the hatchery was started

has the .\(iuarium contained such tjirifty specimens

of the above-named s])ecies.

The jjlacing of small quantities of rock salt in the

hatching troughs two or three times a week has

been found helpful in preventing fungus growths,

not only on whitefish, init on trout and other fry.

C. H. T.

The most important additions since October ist

have been of American birds. These include many
sj^ecies which have never been successfully kept

in captivity, such as barn swallows, water thrushes,

vireos, shrikes, kingbirds, and cuckoos.

Five rough-legged hawks now in the collection

are just coming into the adult ]jlumage, showing

the characteristic broad band of black across the

lower breast.

The collection of Cuban birds has become im-

jwrtant enough to warrant the giving up of three

or four cages exclusively to them. Never have

individuals of the Cuban orioles, rufous-shouldered

blackbirds, solitaires, trogons, mocking thrushes

{Mimockhla), sugar birds, banana-birds, grass-

quits, bullfinches (Mclophyrra), gallinules, bob-

whites, and sparrow hawks been exhibited together.

Almost all are peculiar to this island, which, lying

so near our own coast, is of particular interest.

Both light and dark phases of the sparrow hawks

are represented. The solitaires are now (mid-

December) just uttering the first notes of their

wonderful song. The bob-whites, compared with

our northern birds, are remarkably small and dark-

colored.

A woodcock, a splendid northern ra\en from

Alaska, and a gannet in immature plumage are

other important additions.

A fine male South .\frican ostrich has been added

to the collection of Struthious birds.

With the remarkably varied collection in the

Hying cage of the new Bird Hou.se, a beautiful

horned grebe in winter plumage has taken up its

quarters—sole rejjresentative of the Order Fygo-

podes in the Zoological Park.



GIVING THE OSTRICHES A SHOWER-BATH.
During the excessively hot weather in July, the Struthious birds were daily sprayed with the hose. The passive atti-

tudes of the ostriches shown in ttie photograph indicate how thoroughly they enjoyed this luxury.

The year just closed has given us an unusually

fine and prolonged working season, and therefore

the list of things accomplished is long and satis-

factory. In order not to anticipate the annual

report for the year, this notice will be very brief,

and categorical. A few items will be mentioned,

about in the order of their importance.

The new Bird House was completed and opened

to the public.

The new Pheasants' Aviary was completed,

stocked and opened.

Extensive border plantations were planted along

the southern and western boundaries of the Park,

and much planting done elsewhere.

A new Camel House was erected near the south-

west entrance.

The Sea-Lion Pool in Baird Court was completed

and stocked.

The Tortoise Yards, at the east end of Reptile

House, were made.

A new walk, of plank and macadam, was con-

structed from the Beaver Pond to the northeast

entrance.

Two Public Comfort Buildings were erected in

the eastern side of the Park.

A new Fallow Deer Range was constructed.

Lake Agassiz was excavated to an additional

depth of three and one-half feet.

New fences were erected along the northern and
southern boundaries of the Park.

Two new walks were laid out and constructed,

from the West Farms entrance to the Antelope

House and Buffalo House.

A new entrance, at West Farms, was begun, and

one-third completed.

New granite steps were erected south of the

Bear Dens.

New fences were erected around the old ranges

for hoofed animals.

A contract ($67,000) was let for the western and
northern faces of Baird Court, and the work was
one-fourth performed.

A contract was let for a Small-Deer House.

A contract was let for a large Public Comfort

Building near West Farms.

A contract was let for electric cables and electric

fi.xtures in five buildings.

A contract was let for a Boat House near West

Farms.

A contract was let for an Entrance Pavilion at

the new southeast entrance.
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SOME BIG SEA TURILES.

THE Aquarium has on exhibition two green

turtles and two loggerheads of large size.

The green turtles weigh 360 pounds and 313

pounds respective!)', while the loggerheads each

weigh 275 pounds. Larger examples than those in

the Aquarium are not often seen, although both

species have been known to exceed 1,000 pounds

in weight.

The accompanying photograph, taken in the

Aquarium, gives a good idea of the size of the 313-

pound specimen. One of the loggerheads has

lived in the Aquarium six years. Both species are

common along our South Atlantic and Gulf Coasts,

and thrive admirably in captivity.

Other kinds of sea turtles to be seen in the

building are the hawksbill and the Pacific green

turtle. The latter has been in the Aquarium nine

years. They increase in size slowly.

A GIANT GREEN TURTLE.

From a specimen in the Aquarium, weighing 313 pounds.
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THE SOCIABLE DOLPHIN OF PELORUS SOUND, NEW ZEALAND.

A CELEBRATED DOLPHIN.

MR. L. F. AYSON, Inspector of Fisheries of

New Zealand, who visited the Aquarium in

January, presented the photograph published here-

with, showing a dolphin dashing about the bow of a

vessel, and made the following statement relating to

it:

"This animal has for 3'ears frequented the en-

trance to Pelorus Sound, New Zealand, regularly

meeting passing vessels and accompanying them for

several miles on the course to and from French Pass.

Its appearance is a regular feature of the trip from

Cook Straits and Marlborough Sound to the town

of Nelson.

"Mr. Ayson has long been acquainted with the

habits of this dolphin, known to local sailors as

'Pelorus Jack,' and has many times observed it

carefully. He says that the object of its persistent

familiarity is plainly to scratch itself against the

vessels. Its method is to dash across the bow,

each time vigorously rubbing some part of its body.

" This is done repeatedly until all parts of its

back, sides, and belly have been scratched against

the ship's bow.

" Usually joining the vessel astern, it goes rapidly

forward, often bounding out of the water, until it

begins its customary performance at the bow.
" This solitary dolphin, which is about twelve feet

in length and has been identified as Risso's Dolphir*

(Grampus griseus), has inhabited the entrance to

Pelorus Sound for nearly twenty years.

" It is an object of such interest to the public that

government regulations as well as popular senti-

ment now protect it against pistol shots from mis-

guided marksmen."

FEES FOR MEMBERSHIP.
The fees for membershi]! in the New York Zoological

Societ)' are as follows :

Annual membership $ 10.00
Life membership 200.00
Patron's fee 1,000.00
Founder's fee 5,000.00
Benefactor's fee 25,000.00

Information and blank forms for membership may be
obtained at the Service Building, at all entrances to the
Zoological Park, and at the .Secretary's Office, No. 11

Wall Street, New York City.
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ARK FISHES KILLED BY FREEZING?

THIS is a question which comes up occasionally

in spite of the fact that it has often been

answered in the negative.

Mr. W. E. Meehan, Commissioner of Fisheries of

Pennsylvania, recently called at the Acjuarium and

gave the following account of his e.xperiments in

freezing and thawing live fishes. He has kindly

allowed it to he published here in advance of the

account included in his annual State report.

Six three-year-old trout were j)laced in a tub of

water, six two-year-old trout in another tub of

water and six yearlings in a bucket of water. All

three vessels were placed out of doors in very cold

weather and the water allowed to freeze solid.

The freezing in the last-named vessel was so

thorough that the staves of the bucket were burst

apart. The eighteen fishes were allowed to remain

encased in ice for two weeks, when they were

thawed out by allowing spring water to flow steadily

on the ice. The thawing required about twenty-

four hours.

Of the eighteen fishes the two- and three-year-

olds were all dead and two of the yearlings—the

latter bore evidences of having been dead only a

short time.

The two- and three-year-olds liad cvideiuly died

soon after being frozen in. The four yearling

fishes which survived were none the worse for the

experiment.

The experiments were made at the State hatch-

eries located at Wayne, Bellefont, and Corry,

Penn.
Subsequently there was a natural freezing in a

shallow artificial pond near one of the hatcheries

which contained about 2.000 yearling California

trout. Through some accident the water supply

was cut off and the water in the pond froze solid

and remained so for several days. Tlie water was
only about a foot deep. When the thaw came not

one fish was found dead.

Mr. Meehan undertook these three experiments

to refute statements in circulation that the cold

winter had destroyed a large number of trout in the

streams. As a matter of fact there was better trout

fishing in Pennsylvania the following season (1905)
than there had been for many years.

In the above prearranged freezings the tests

were very severe. Under natural conditions it is

not likely that fishes are often frozen in winter.

Their tendency is to seek the deeper water of pools

and channels as cold weather comes on, where they

can keep below the ice. Fishes are not very active

in winter, although they can be taken in fishing

through the ice.

Even at the Aquarium where the water has tlowed

a long distance in underground pipes, protected

from the winter cold, the fresh-water fishes go into

a semi-torpid condition, many of them lying quietly

at the bottom of the tanks and refusing food for

months. Fishes of the pike family eat little,

although remaining poised in mid-tank. Trout
and salmon continue active in winter, feeding

freely.

In regard to the actual freezing of fishes, Mr. W.
I. DeNyse, of the Aquarium staff, makes the follow-

ing statement, based on his personal experience:

"Eels speared in winter through holes cut in the

ice and thrown out on the ice soon freeze hard and
stiff and may remain in that condition the rest of

the day. When taken home and thawed in a warm
room so that they can be skinned easily, they are

always found to be alive and squirming except in

the case of those badly mutilated by the spear or

killed outright."

Members of the New York Zoological Society are entitled

to the Annual Reports and Quarterly Bulletins and to

free entrance on closed days to the Zoological Park and

.\(iuarium. Dues for annual members, Sio. Life mem-
bers, S200. Information and application forms may be

obtained at the Aquarium, at the ofiice of the Society, n
Wall Street, and the New York Zoological Park, New
York City. Publications may be oljtained at any of the

above-mentioned places.

PriHJCATlOXS.

First .Annual Kipurt Paper, $ .40

Second Paper, S . 75 Cloth, i .00

Thinl " .40
" .60

Fourth ' .40
" .60

Fifth " .75
"

1. 00
Si.xth " .75

" 1.00

Seventh " 1.00 "
1.25

Eighth " 1 .00
"

1.25
Ninth " 1.25

"
1.50

Notes on Mountain Sheep of North .\nierica.

(Hornaday) Paper, .40

Destruction of Our Birds and Mammals.
(Hornaday) " .15

The Caribou. (Grant) " .40
Cloth, .60

The Origin and Relationship of the Large
Mammals of North .America. (Orant).. " i.oo

The Rocky Mountain Goat (Grant) " 1.00
Sea-Shore Life. (Mayer) " 1.20-

Guide Book: New York Zoological Park.

(Hornaday) " .25
Bulletins No. 5 to No. 20 S .15, four numbers .50
Bulletin No. 6 out of print

Book of Views, 20 pages, S .x 7 inches. 24 Illustra-

tions 25
Book of \'iews, 24 pages, 7J X9 inches. 50 Illustra-

tions 50-

Book of Views (New) 50 pages, g x 11 inches. 50
Illustrations i.oo

Postal Cards, Black and White... 5 for $ .10 13 for .25
' ' Bromide Black and

White 3 " .10 S " .25
" " Colored 3 " .10 8 " .25
" " New Color Process . 3 " .10 8 " .25
" " (.Aquarium) In sets same as above
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LARGE-MOUTHED BLACK BASS,

DO FISHES SLEEP?

ANY years ago, while at the Government

biological laboratory as Woods Hole,

Mass., Professor Verrill, of Yale University,

made some observations of the nocturnal habits

of fishes and came to the conclusion that they

often sleep.

He examined the aquaria after midnight, with the

gas turned very low. He found that the fishes took

unusual positions and were quickly awakened by the

turning up of the light. Their colors when asleep

were darker and different from their daytime colors.

When awakened they took on at once a brighter

coloration.

It is possible that fishes sleep in the da}'time also.

It is no uncommon thing in the New York Aquarium

to see the file-fishes (Monacanthus hispidus), black-

fish {Tatitoga on!tis),tiLUtog{Taiitogolabrus adsper-

siis), hinds {Epinephelus guUatus), and groupers

{Epinephelus morio), lying quietly in a corner.

Sometimes the hinds assume a vertical position

in the rockwork. The trigger-fishes {Balisles

carolinensis) often lean against the walls or lie flat

on one side. Their colors at such times vary from

those exhibited when active.

In these positions, which may be maintained for

hours, the fishes are supported by the rocks so that

fin movements are unnecessary and they seem to be

perfectly at rest.

In the black-fish at rest upon the bottom, motion

may cease entirely, except for

the rhythmic movements of

the tips of the gill covers and

an occasional slight turn of

the eyeball. With some fishes

in this position "dozing"

seems certain, as the leaning

body may settle over farther

and farther until the fish re-

covers itself with a start and

assumes the original upright

position.

A lazy black-fish may roll

over on its side and lie quietly

until disturbed by its fellows.

There is generally enough

movement of some kind in

an Aquarium tank to keep

the fish somewhat wakeful,

the eyeballs occasionally rolling from mere habit

of alertness. Inside the half-open mouth of the

black-fish at rest a rhythmic tongue motion is

visible. The pectoral fins in a resting fish are

thrown out as props against adjacent objects,

either a stone or another fish at rest.

A fish resting partly on its side may use the

under pectoral as a prop, the upper one being folded

flat.

A red grouper stowed comfortably in a narrow

crevice in the rocks comes about as near to a con-

dition of actual rest as it is possible for a breathing

fish to effect. It may remain practically without

mo^'ement for a long time except for the slow action

of the tips of the gill covers. The body appears to

cling closely to the rocks.

A red hind at rest turns very pale, the red color

disappearing almost entirely; body and fins are

pressed closely to the rockwork, the pectoral fins

being thrown out at any angle as a prop.

The coney {Bodiannus juhnts), in a resting posi-

tion has the dorsal fins lowered and the ra3's of the

tail fin slightly folded together. The pectoral fins,

as in some other fishes at rest, are sometimes used

as a prop against the tank, the fish bemg without

motion except the tip of the gill cover.

A vertical position is often assumed by the red

hinds. The color of the fish at rest is nearly

always different from that when in motion. The
fish may stand in the corner of the tank resting

directly on the tail, the tip of which is sharply bent.
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Very often the movement of

the jaws and eyes almost

ceases.

In the puffer [Splieroidcs

mactilalus) at rest, the fins

are closely folded, and the

fleshy folds above and below

the eye, which have almost

the form of eyelids, cause the

eyes to appear closed, or

nearly so. In the respiration

of the fish there is practically

no movement of the jaws,

which are carried about half

open. The body shows a slight

breathing movement in unison

with the slow and almost im-

perceptible movements of the

tips of the gill covers.

There seems to be little doubt that many of these

resting positions indicate sleep.

DO FISHES HEAR?

DURING recent years experiments have been

made which make it possible to answer this

question in the affirmative, for some kinds of fishes

at least.

Fishes are well known to be sensitive to dis-

turbances of the water, but are usually not affected

by noi.ses made above the water except when it

amounts to a heavy concussion.

It has been found that fishes, reported to ap-

proach their keeper at the ringing of a bell, will also

do .so without the bell being used, while the ringing

of the bell will not bring them if the keeper remains

out of sight.

Sounds produced under water and scarcely dis-

tinguishable in the air may be heard distinctly by

placing the head under water, while sounds pro-

duced in the air are scarcely heard when the head is

immersed.

According to Professor Parker of Harvard, who

made repeated experiments with a view to testing

the hearing powers of fishes, "the plain separating

air and water, is under ordinary circumstances, an

almost impenetrable one for most sounds whether

they are generated on one side or the other of it."

Experiments made in transmitting sounds under the

YELLOW-UN GROUPKR.

water have lead Professor Parker to state that there

are fishes which do hear.

Bigelow's experiments with the goldfish lead him

to the conclusion that it possesses the sense of

hearing.

Although fishes have no external ears, they possess

the internal organs of hearing in some form. There

can be little doubt that the sounds made under

water by many kinds of fishes are audil)le to others

of their own species.

H.WE FISHES MEMORY?

IX
view of the well known facts that fishes can be

frightened and become wild, that their confidence

can be gained to the extent of making them tame so

that some of them will permit handling, that they

learn to come at certain times to certain places to be

fed, that habits learned in the Aquarium are some-

times resumed after the fish has been liberated for

months in a pond and then returned to the Aquarium,

and that some fishes which have been injured by the

hook, and escape, are afterward difficult to capture,

it is natural to conclude that they have some power

of memory.

The seasonal movements of fishes, certain actions

in the Aquarium which resemble play, and the

sounds which they make, also indicate that they

remember in a measure what thev have done before.
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In a lengthy paper on this subject, published in

1 899, after considerable experiment Edinger arrived

at the conclusion, that impressions once received

by the fish can be retained, and he does not hesitate

to state that vertebrates as low as fishes possess a

kind of memory. It is a simple process, however,

and there are no facts to show that it is accom-

panied by the mental process of associating ideas.

FOUR STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMON FROG.

AMERICAN FISHES IN NEW ZEALAND
AND SOUTH AMERICA.

THE Inspector of Fisheries of New Zealand,

Mr. L. F. Ayson, was in this country recently,

on his second trip, for the purpose of securing

additional American fishes to be introduced into

New Zealand.

The method of transportation practised by the

modern fish culturist is to ship the eggs rather than

the fish. Artificially fertilized and half-hatched

eggs are placed in damp moss in a series of small

compartments in the shipping case, the latter being

protected with an outer casing supplied with ice.

The resulting low temperature arrests develop-

ment without injury to the eggs. In this condition,

partially hatched eggs of fishes are regularly shipped

about the United States from one hatchery to

another, the incubating process being completed at

the hatchery nearest the waters to be stocked with

young fry.

Large quantities of fish eggs have been carried

successfully by employees of the United States

Fisheries Bureau across the tropics to New Zealand

and South America. Millions of eggs of California

salmon, trout, white-fish, etc., have reached New
Zealand with less than five per cent loss, after an

ocean trip of twenty-six days from San Francisco.

When Mr. Ayson visited the New York Aquarium

he said there was good sport-fishing for American

fishes in several lakes and streams of New Zea-

land.

The eggs of American salmon, trout, and white-

fish, over a million in number, sent to the Argentine

Republic, were transported a greater distance than

has heretofore been recorded in the history of fish-

culture. After the sea voyage they were hauled by

wagon over 200 miles in warm weather to a hatchery

in the mountains, where they were finally hatched

with a loss of less than ten per cent.

Messrs. Titcomb and Tulian of the United States

Fisheries Bureau, after carrying this splendid work

to its successful conclusion, both visited the

Aquarium on their return and gave an interesting

account of their building of the first fish hatchery

in South America.
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BOOKS USEFUL TU THE A(JUAR1ST.

THE following list of books relative to aquaria

is limited to such as happen to be contained

in the library of the New York Aquarium, and is

presented here as a matter of interest to members

of the New York Zoological Society, school teachers,

and other persons, in response to many inquiries

respecting books on the care of home aquaria.

The l)ibliography of this subject is extensive, and

the works here mentioned are not claimed to be the

only desirable ones of their class, although they will

all be found useful. Those issued by New York

publishers are for sale by booksellers generally.

Some of them can be imported to order, while the

older works are out of print and must be sought for

among the shelves of dealers in second-hand

scientific books.

The titles of two works on the smaller forms of

life found in ponds and streams and along the sea-

shore are included, as they deal with the natural

history of species usually suitable for marine and

fresh-water aquaria. One of these is "Sea-Shore

Life," which has just been issued as the first volume

of the New York Aquarium Nature Series.

C. H. T.

The Home Aquarium, and How to Care jor II.^

A guide to its fishes, other animals, and plants; with

many illustrations. By Eugene Smith. Duttons,

New York, 1902.

The Amateur Aquarist.—How to c(iui]i and

maintain a self-sustaining aquarium. Illustrated.

By Mark Samuel. Baker & Taylor Co., New
Y''ork, 1894.

The Goldfish, and its Systematic Culture.—.\

thorough guide for goldfish keeping and goldfish

breeding in the house and out of doors. The con-

struction and care of the parlor aquarium and

pontls for breeding. Illustrated. By Hugo Mulertt,

New York, 1902.

The Book of Aquaria.—Being a practical guide to

the construction, arrangement, and management of

fresh-water and marine aquaria. Illustrated. By
the Rev. Gregorv C. Bateman, A.K.C., and
Reginald A. R. Bennett, M.A. Part I—Fresh-

water .\quaria. Part II—Marine Aquaria. Scrib-

ner's. New York, 1902.

The Aquarium.—Its inhabitants, structure, and
management. Illustrated. By J. E. Taylor, Ph.D.

New Edition. Grant, Edinburgh, 1901.

The Vivarium.—Being a practical guide to the

construction, arrangement, and management of

vivaria. Illustrated. By the Rev. Gregory C.

Bateman, A.K.C. Gill, London, 1897.

The Aquarian Xaturalist.—A manual for the sea-

side, with a chapter on aquaria. Colored plates.

By Thomas Rymer Jones, F.R.S. Van Voorst,

London, 1858.

The Aquarium.—.\n unveiling of the wonders of

the deep sea, with colored plates. By Philip Henry
Gosse, A.L.S. Van Voorst, London, 1854.

The Fresh and Salt Water Aquarium. With

colored plates. By Rev. J. G. Wood, M..\.F.L.S.

Routledge& Sons, London, 1868.

Ocean Gardens.—The History of the Marine

Aquarium, antl the best methods now adopted for

its establishment and preservation. With colored

plates. By H. Noel Humphreys. Sampson Low,

Son & Co., London, 1857.

Popular History of the Aquarium oj Marine and

Fresh-Water Animals and P/a«/5.—With colored

plates. By Sowerby, F.L.S. Reeve, London, 1857.

Ocean Wonders.—A companion for the seaside.

With a chajHcr on marine and fresh-water aquaria.

Illustrated. By William E. Damon. Applelon's,

New York, 1S96.

Lije in Ponds and Streams.—With a chapter on

aquaria. Colored plates. By W. Furneau.x,

F.R.G.S. Longmans, Green & Co., New York,

1896.

Sea-Shore Lije.—The invertebrates of the New
York coast. (\'olume I of the New York .\quarium

Nature Series.) Illustrated. By .\lfred G. Mayer.

For sale at the .\quarium, and by .\. S. Barnes &
Co., New York, 1905.

"SEA-SHORE LIFE."

THIS book on the invertebrates of the New York

coast and the adjacent coast region was

published last fall as the first volume of the New
York Aquarium Nature Series.

It is a book of 181 pages and 119 illustrations,

nearly all from original photographs by the author.

Dr. A. G. Mayer, Director of the Marine Biological

Laboratory at Dry Tortugas, Fla.

It is a popular account of the moUusks, crusta-

ceans, star-fishes, jelly-fishes, sea anemones, and

many other invertebrates common along the North

Atlantic coast, but is, at the same time, thoroughly

reliable from a scientific point of view.

It has been a good seller ever since it was placed

on sale at the .-Vquarium, and the Zoological Society

is to be congratulated on having so valuable a work

to head the list of publications emanating from the

New York .\quarium.
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THE GIANT SALAMANDER.

This specimen is 30 inches long, and has been in captivity six years.

GIANT SALAMANDER.

THE Giant Salamander (Cryplobranchus japon-

iciis), in the Aquarium has been growing

slowly and is now thirty inches long. It was

received at the Zoological Park just six years ago,

and was transferred to the Aquarium three years

later.

This species inhabits mountain streams of China

and Japan and has been found 4,500 feet above sea-

level.

A specimen taken to Europe in 1829 by Th. von

Siebold, who discovered it, lived fifty-two years in

•captivity.

The largest specimen known measured a trifle

over five feet in length. This species is very closely

related to the American hellbender {Cryptohranchiis

allegheniensis), which is kept in the same tank,

iDUt differs from it in having no gill openings what-

ever. During the larval stage it possesses external

gills. It has bred in captivity in the Amsterdam

Zoological Gardens.

SOUNDS MADE BY FISHES.

AMONG the fishes usually to be seen at the

Aquarium are several kinds which make
•croaking or drumming sounds. These are grunts,

croakers, drums, sea robins, weakfish, kingfish,

etc. They are nearly all sea fishes, more or less

abundant in New York waters, although the fresh-

water drum of the Great Lakes and Mississippi

Valley is equally famous for the sounds it makes.

The sounds are made in different ways, some fishes

alwa3'S producing them when taken from the water.

At night, when on board a schooner anchored in

certain shallow bays in Central America, I have

heard the continuous croaking of hundreds of fishes

underneath the vessel.

At the Woods Hole marine laboratory of the

United States Fisheries Bureau, the drumming

mechanism of fishes has been studied and ex-

perimented upon by Prof. W. R. Tower of the

American Museum of Natural History, who kindly

furnished the Bulletin with the following notes on

the subject:

THE VOICES OF FISHES.

By Prof. R. W. Tower.

Although many fishes make distinct and charac-

teristic noises, described as drumming, grunting,

grating, snoring, or singing, these sounds are in no

way related to the voice of man.

The grating noise made by the common bull-

head, the three-spined stickleback, and certain

trigger-fishes is produced by the rubbing of one

bone upon another, which in manv instances

are specially modified for this purpose. Among
such bones may be mentioned the vertebra;, certain

bones of the head, and bones in fins. The rubbing

of one hard part of the body upon another so as to

produce a sound is known as striduhition. It can
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be artit'ically produced on a deail fish l^y manipulat-

ing the parts concerned. Striduhition is not con-

fined to one species of fish but has been heard in

animals of widely separated families. The harsh

noise produced by the rubbing together of the

pharyngeal teeth in one species of mackerel and by

the grating of the "incisor" teeth of the putTcr or

swell-tish might also be classified under slridu-

lation.

In certain fishes whose air-bladder opens by a

duct into the digestive tract (stomach or oesophagus)

a noise is made by the forcing of gas from the air-

bladder through the air-duct {ductus piieumaticus)

and mouth. Noises are produced in this manner

by the eels, the carp, and certain loaches and are

frequently spoken of as breathing sounds, although

in no way connected with the phenomenon of

respiration.

The drumming noises made Ifv many of the Sci-

anidcc, such as the drum, the weakfish (Squeteague),

and the croaker, are produced by a unique, special-

ized muscle which undoubtedly has been developed

for the purpose of producing sound. This muscle

with its tendons forms a closed cavity in which is

contained the air-bladder and remaining abdominal

organs. By the contraction of this muscle all of the

abdominal organs are made to vibrate, especially

the air-bladder. The vibrations are of such a

character as to make a low sound which under the

rapid contraction of the drumming muscle produces

the effect of a roll on a drum. In most of these

fishes it is only the male that possesses the special

muscle and consequently only the males make the

noise. The drumming can be readily observed in a

male squeteague placed in a small aquarium and

under the proper conditions. The drumming of a

weiikfish can be distinctly heard many feet away,

and if removed from the water the noise can be

easily recognized thirty or more feet distant. It is

undoubtedly a call of one fish to its mates.

.\ noise which is best described as a grunt is

produced by many fishes of the family Triglida,

the most common examples being the red-winged

sea robin and the toad-fish. These animals pos-

sess a more or less two-lobed air-bladder which

is equipped with two muscles, one on each lobe.

These muscles apparently form part of the wall of

the air-bladder, and by their contraction the wall

is made to vibrate in such a way as to produce a

single distinct grunt. Often when a toad-fish is

taken from the water in a net, the grunt made by

this animal will be heard some distance away.

The same noise can be jjroduced artificially by

stimulating the muscle with an electric current soon

after the death of the animal.

Among the Siluridte or catfishes is found still

another apparatus which some consider to be a

mechanism for the production of sound. The
transverse processes of the fourth vertebra are

extended backward, ending in bony plates cm-

bedded in the front part of the air-bladder. These

processes, which thus form elastic springs, are con-

nected with the head region by two powerful

muscles. By the contraction and relaxation of these

muscles the air-bladder is set into vibration, which

produces a sound.

That certain fishes do produce characteristic

sounds which undoubtedly serve a distinct purpose

to the animal is a fact which has been pro\-ed by

observation and experiment and can be verified

with comparative ease. Much, however, remains

to be learned about this verv interesting subject.

THE SUNAPEE TROUT.

THE Aquarium recently received several s[)eci-

mens of the beautiful golden trout of Sunapee

Lake.

This species, known at Sahcliuus aureolus, is

found only in Sunapee Lake, N. H., Flood Pond,

Me., and other lakes in that region. Since it was

described as a new species a few years ago, it has

been introduced into other lakes.

It is a trout of large size, known to have reached

a weight of eight pounds. The Aquarium specimens

are about eighteen inches in length. It remains

habitually at considerable depths, where the water

has a temperature below fifty degrees, and is taken

chiefly with live bait.

The specimens in the Aquarium, which appear to

have lost color since their arrival, are of a pale

brownish color above, the head being lighter, and

the sides have faint orange spots. The entire

under surface, including the tins, is of a pale orange

color. The front edges of the fins are broadly

margined with white.

The species is so closely related to the European

char that it may have been introduced into this

country. It was not known to anglers until about

twentv-five vears ago.
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So far the fish culturists have not found it difficult

to propagate artificially. It has been introduced

into Lake George and other New York waters.

This fish should not be confused with the recently

described golden trout of the high Sierras of

California.

HOW FISHES CHANGE COLOR.

OF the sixty or more different kinds of tropical

fishes which may be seen in the Aquarium

from time to time, there are a large number which

have power to change their colors very quickly.

Among these maybe mentioned the different hinds,

groupers {Epinephclus) and the coney (Bodianiis

julvus).

The changes are often very marked. A grouper

of a pale coloration, showing very few markings and

swimming near the surface of the tank, may settle

to the bottom and in a moment reveal all its

characteristic dark bands very sharply. A coney,

appearing chiefly red, may in a few moments put

off the red color entirely, turning uniformly pale;

a little later the lower half of the body may become

almost white, the upper half at the same time being

very dark.

A tropical fish swimming actively about its tank

has usually a different coloration than that assumed

when at rest. Settling down upon the white gravel

or hiding among the dark rockwork, it is quite

likely to adapt its color accordingly. Fishes reflect

their surroundings very readily. While the colors

of some fishes are developed chiefly during the

season of courtship, with most species they are

connected with the need of protection and in many

cases may be developed almost instantly.

The frightening of tropical fishes which change

color readily, almost always results in a change of

some character. When fishes change color the

change corresponds of course with the color-

changing ability of each particular species.

The color cells of fishes, known as chromatophores,

lie in the deeper layer of skin ; and the tints, whatever

they may be, are brought about by the contraction

and expansion of the cells as they assume a flat,

globular, or other form.

It is the spasmodic action of the cells which gives

to the dolphin its celebrated color-changes during

its death convulsions. The cells may contain blue,

j'ellow, red, or other pigment, some colors being

produced by the combined action of different col-

ored cells.

The iridescence of fishes is produced in another

way. It is due to the presence of rejecting tissue

and depends upon the way in which the light is

reflected from it.

FOUR YE.\RS OF CHANGE IN THE
AXOLOTL.

THE axolotl, as at present understood, is the

larval or gilled form of a salamander, eight

or nine inches in length, known as Amblystoma

tigrinnm.

It inhabits certain waters of the LTnited States,

extending southward as far as Central Mexico.

.'\lthough long supposed to be a species with

permanent gills, it was discovered, from specimens

kept in captivity, that the gills were gradually

absorbed and the animal became the land-living

Amblystoma.

It was also discovered that the animal sometimes

bred in its larval stage, without waiting for the final

stage supposed to be necessary for sexual maturity.

A specimen which has long been undergoing

transformation in its tank at the Aquarium was

recently photographed in order that its appearance

might be compared with its appearance as recorded

by a photograph taken four years ago. The two

pictures shown on page 281 indicate more or less

clearly the changes which took place.

When the first picture was made there were

four a.xolotls in the tank, all about the same size and

with gills alike.

The second picture shows one of the animals with

its branching gills reduced by slow absorption to

mere useless stubs. As a breathing apparatus the

gills gradually failed until the axolotl had to go to

the surface of the water when in need of air. All

these specimens were of the white or flesh-colored

variety.

A letter has just been received from Dr. S. E.

Meek, of the Chicago Museum, in reference to the

metamorphosis of the specimens in the Aquarium.

He expresses the opinion that in the literature

of the subject generally two species have been

confused and that the original "axolotl," Ambly-

stoma mexicamim, inhabiting lakes near the city of

Mexico, is an entirely distinct species, as was be-

lieved by Professor Cope.
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SPECIMENS OK THE AXOLOTL, NEW YORK AQIARIUM.

Dr. ^leek, like Professor Cope, studied l)oth

forms in their native localities. He says the

Mexican axolotl and the larva; of .1. tigrinum of the

same size do not look alike and believes that the

former has not yet been demonstrated to have

passed the stage of external gills.

He is of the opinion that all so-called axolotls,

studied in aquariums in Europe and elsewhere and

observed to lose their gills and to breed in the

larval stage, have been .1. //^r/«)(w. It is certain

that all specimens in the New York Aquarium

and the New York Zoological Park belong to

that species.

Dr. Meek collected many specimens of Ambly-

stoma tigrinum, in both larval and adult stages, in

a locality about forty miles west of the city of

Chihuahua. He then got "a.xolotls" from Patz-

cuaro Lake and other lakes near the city of Mexico.

It is possible that the axolotls from lakes in the

arid region about the city of Mexico do not pass the

larva! stage.

\n etl'ort will be made to procure specimens from

the latter region for the purpose of determining

whether Amblystoma mexicantim really passes

through the stages already demonstrated to occur in

.1 mhlystoma tigrinum.

THE AXOLOTL.

One of the above specimens photographed four years later, in 1905.
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SHIPPING BERMUDA KISH.

Showing the style of tank used in cam'ing trop:

Fish Hatchery.-—During the winter the fish

hatchery at the Aquarium has been constantly in

operation.

The first eggs received were those of the Pacific

Coast humpback salmon ; these

were followed by eggs of the

lake trout, rainbow trout, and

white-fish.

In the January number of

the Bulletin attention was

called to the successful feeding

of young white-fish on mos-

q u i t o larva?. This food

proved entirely satisfactory in

carrying the fry through the

most critical period of in-

fancy. These fishes are now

nearly one year old and have

required no live food since

last fall.

The exhibition tanks now

contain fry, yearlings, two-

year-olds, and three-year-olds

of various kinds of trout, sal-

mon, and white-fish, all raised

in the building from eggs, and

the surplus of young fish from

the hatchery (over two mil-

lions) was turned over to the

New York Fish Commission

during the past year.

Bermuda Fishes.—In thi&

number will be found five ex-

.cellent pictures of Bermuda

fishes; the yellow - finned

grouper, yellow tail, red hind,

])arrot fish, and hog fish.

None of these species have

hitherto been so successfully

photographed at the Aqua-

rium. They are all members

of the gorgeous tropical col-

lection which adds so much

color to the exhibits. The
accompanying photograph

shows the style of tank in

which they are shipped from Bermuda to New
York.

"

Large Specimens at the Aquarium.—In addition

to the big sea turtles mentioned elsewhere, the

Aquarium has sturgeons seven feet long, an alligator

jl fish.

GREEN PARROT FISH.

iA
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VEARUXG RAIXBOW TROL"

Hatched in ihc Ac|uarium.

ele\cn feet lout;, an American crocndile nine feet

long, several drum-fish, each weighing over fifty

pounds, and two green morays, six feet and seven

feet long respectively. The seven-foot dolphin, on

exhibition last summer, was injured in capture and

lived only a week. The sturgeons have lived in the

building two years, the alligator four years, and one

of the green morays four years.

* * *

Blitid Fishes from Mammoth Cave.—Nearly a

year ago the Aquarium re-

ceived a couple of blind fishes

from Mammoth Cave, Ken-

tucky {Typhlichthys sitbkr-

raneus and Chologaster agas-

sizii), which have been living

comfortably in a small glas^

aquarium ever since.

The former is of a pak-

brown color and the latter a

pale pink, about as colorless

as the average albino fish, and

their rudimentary eyes are so

small as to be scarcely notice-

able, and appear to be quite

useless.

Both specimens feed freely

and have increased slightly in

size. They have been fed

exclusivelv on Gammarus, a

small marine crustacean,

usually obtainaljle from the

bunches of sea-weed brought

in l)y the .Aquarium "col-

lector."

The Typhlichthys is about

two and one-half inches long.

The other is smaller. Both

were presented by Mr. B. F.

lunliigher.

. I Ibiiio Lake Trout.—Some
lime ago the Aquarium re-

ceived from the New York.

State Fish Hatchery at Sara-

nac Inn a number of speci-

mens of albino lake trout>

They were hatched in Feb-

ruary, 1Q05, from eggs taken

at Lake Clear, Franklin Co.,

N. v., in ( )tti)l)er, 1904. About fifty albinos were

found among the fry produced from 120,000 eggs.

The specimens are all of a pale golden color and

with pink eyes.
* * *

Bluefish in Captivity.—One of the tanks at the

Aquarium contains a couple of bluefish (Pomatomus

saltatri.y) which have been in the building over a

year and a half. This is a good record for this-

wild oceanic fish in cai>tivitv, specimens exhibited

A I- AkI. I,kll W 111 I I I I>H.

has livtii four years in the .\(|uarium.
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BERMUDA HOG FISH.

previously at the Aquarium seldom li\ing longer

than a year.

When they arrived on September 6, IQ04, they

were four inches and six inches in length respec-

tively. The larger specimen is now twenty inches

long and the other nearly as large. They are both

handsome specimens, in fine condition, and are

very active.

The wall tanks at the Aquarium afford very little

swimming space for active fishes. They would

probably do better in one of the large floor pools

where there is more room.

The brackish nature of the

water is also injurious to ocean

fishes. These specimens have

been fed on minnows, herring,

and shrimps.

* * *

The Grunts.—The blue- and

yellow-striped grunts at the

Aquarium often engage in a

performance which may be

described as "sparring."

A couple of these fishes

advance toward each other

until the tips of both the

upper and lower jaws touch

those of the opposing fish,

then follow something like

wrestling movements as thev

endeavor to push each other

backward.

During the play, if it be

such, the mouth of each fish

is opened to the fullest stretch

so that the vermilion interior

is revealed as a bright spot of

color in the amusing picture.

The grunts have rather

plain hues except for their

numerous blue and yellow

bands, and the sudden open-

ing of the mouth displays an

unexpected color which is al-

most startling.

This sparring among the

grunts can often be started

by attracting the fishes to the

glass front of the tank by

touching the glass with the

The fishes press forward as

they gather together at feeding time, and, finding

nothing to eat, one or more pairs may attempt to

crowd each other away, threatening or sparring

with the open mouth in the manner described.

On approaching the glass, against which the

fingers may be placed, the grunts frequently open

the mouth. The tips of the wide-opened jaws will

be pressed against the glass following the move-

ments of the finger on the other side. The sparring

is more frequent if the fish are hungry.

uuts[)read fingers.

BERMUDA YELLOW TAIL.
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\W\L NLW RHINOCEROS

THE only sijecimen of the now rare two-horned,

black African Rhinoceros which has come
to America in the last eight years, with one

exception, has been |Hirchase(l by the Society and
is now one of the valued possessions of the Zoo-

loijical Park.

Learning of the arrival in Europe, from the

Kilimanjaro District, German East Africa, of a

rhinoceros, we cabled an otTer and promptly secured

the animal. The transpiirtalion was etTected with-

out trouble of an\' kin<l. the rliiii(nert)s reac hing the

park on June ist and was safely quartered in the

Antelope House, where she has been on \iew ever

since. The anterior horn is already quite promi-
nent and the ]K)Sterior one just appearing. The
color of the skin on the back is very light, darkening
on the under jjarts. It is perfectly projjortioned,

bright and energetic, and is entirely satisfactory as

an e.xhibit.

It is a young animal, possibly two years of age,

weighs about three hundred pounds, is thirt\-one

inches high, I'lfty-six inches long from snout to base

From a pliotograph of a young specimen now in the Zoological Park.
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of tail, and is apparently in perfect physical condi-

tion. Considering the rarity, the price paid was not

excessive, yet it can be safely mentioned that no
other animal in the collections either exceeds or

nearly equals the cost of this specimen. The Ger-
man keeper who accompanied her, en route, still

has her in charge until the park keepers become
familiar with her habits and diet. e. r. s.

M.LIGATORS IN TMEIR .SL'\[MER

Since theSea-lioii Tool in BairJ Court was completed, the alligators have been tr

House, formerly used by the Sea-lions.

HOME.
nsferred to the pool near the Reptile

THE COLLECTION OF CROCODILIANS.

EXCEPT for the distinct difference in the outline

of the snout, the various crocodilians look

ver\' much alike to the popular observer.

.\mong all there is the rough, plated armor of the

back, the dull, monotonous coloration and always

the semi-aciuatic habits. From the standpoint of

habits, however, we may draw some sharp defini-

tions. Over forty specimens, representing four

species of crocodilians, are now living in the Reptile

House. The species exhibited are the Salt Marsh
Crocodile, Crocodiliis porosits—known as the Man-
eating Crocodile, of Malaysia; the Florida Croco-

dile, C. americanus foridanus ; the American
Alligator, Alligator mississippiensis and the Spec-

tacled Caiman, Caiman sclerops, of Central and
South America. One more species is needed to

make the collection thoroughly representative.

This is the Indian Gavial, having a snout so elon-

gated and slender as to look like a tooth-studded

beak. Gavials are common enough in the Ganges

and other rivers of northern India, and the various

zoological institutions are always on the lookout

for specimens—without avail. Here lies the chance

for some enterprising person returning from the'^East

to readily dispose of, among the zoological institu-

tions of both Europe and America, a number of ani-

mals hardy in shipment. Incidentally it might be

explained that the Indian Gavial reaches the greatest

size of any of the crocodilians—a length of thirty feet.

The second largest of living crocodilians, the

Salt Marsh Crocodile, is represented in the Park

by a thriving young specimen nine feet long. In

spite of the fact that this species is a bold reptile

and a notorious menace to human life, our example

at the present time has a lamb-like disposition,

living in comparative harmony with the big colony

of alligators. For several weeks it valiantly tried

to hold its own against the aggressive actions of our

big Florida crocodiles, but was so vigorously mauled
that it lost all its fighting spirit, retreated to the

sand-bank, and would not go into the water for

food. Hence its transfer to the big alligator colony
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in ihc old scu-lion pool. The distribution ol

Crocodiliis porosiis is the most extensive of any
member of its family. It inhabits the coast swamps
of India, Malaysia, and northern Australia, even

occurring on small isolated islands in vast expanses

of the eastern oceans. This may be accounted for

by the bold swimming habits of the species.

Specimens are often sighted by vessels when several

hundred miles from land.

It is only in the extreme southern portion of the

Florida peninsula that a crocodile occurs in any
portion of the United States. It represents a
species abundant in Mexico and Central America.

This freak occurrence was probabl}' caused b\- the

species crossing the Gulf of Mexico, possibly from
Yucatan, to the Florida Keys. Certain it is that

this species is often seen afloat in the Gulf. It

literally infests some of the coast swamps of eastern

Central America.

Situated as they are in a barred-otT portion of the

inside pool, our Florida crocodiles illustrate well,

when compared with the three giant alligators in

the adjoining enclosure, two imjwrtant characters—
the exceedingly narrow, shari)-i)ointcd snout of the

American Crocodile, as compared with the blunted

and rounded snout of the alligator, and the dis-

tinctly olivaceous hue of a crocodile, which is quite

ditTercnt from the dull black of an alligator, while

in their movements the crocodiles arc far more
supple and active. They are also so irritable that it

is impossible for the keeper to enter their emhoure,
though the men walk all about the large alligators,

even ste])])ing over the creatures' backs. The two
tine examples in the Reptile House were the gift of

Mr. A. W. Dimock.
Our series of alligators varies from a twelve-foot

giant whose roar shakes the building, to tiny eight-

inch s|)ecimens brought north by tourists as Florida

souvenirs. Midway between these two extremes

are a number of specimens of all sizes. The most
valuable ones are the li\e that were hatched in the

Reptile House in igoi. At the time of hatching

they were six inches long and weighed one and
threeHiuarters ounces. They are now nearly six

feet long and each weighs seventy pounds. The
observations on the growth of these specimens are

steadily disproving old theories. Another interest-

ing alligator, an example of partial albinism, is

seven feet in length.

A single representative of the Central and South
American genus. Caiman, is living in the outside

pool. This is a nearly mature specimen of the

Spectacled Caiman, (C sclerops), so called because
the eyelids are so rough and protruding that they

suggest the frame of a pair of spectacles. The
Caimans have rather a sharp snout, like the croc-

odiles, but from a structural point of view, the\-

are more nearly related to the alligator, as the

long teeth, the fourth on each side of the lower

jaw—the ])air of canine teeth—fit into a /)il in the
upper jaw and are thus concealed when the ja\vs

are closed. r. l. p.

nil; AITOMATIC-GUN CAMPAIGN

EARLY in the present year it was decided to

raise a special fund for use in the Zoologi-

cal Society's campaign to establish the prin-

ciple that the deadliness of firearms aimed against
wild life must henceforth be limited, \\ilh the

consent of the Executive Committee a circular call

was prepared, and as funds were needed it was sent
out to annual members of the Society.

If any additional proof had been needed to show
the keen interest of the members of this Societv in

our efforts to protect wild life, that call for funds
turnished it. The responses were quick, generous,

and willing. The letters of encouragement that

accompanied many of the checks were most grati-

fying and hel[)ful. With but few exceptions, the

remittances were for sums from §5.00 up to S25.00.

From 140 i)ersons we received a total of $1,003.00,
every cent of which was immediately acknowledged,
and turned over to the Society's Treasurer, Mr.
Percy R. Pyne. Ivxpenditures were made very

economically, and the fund lasted to tlie end of the

winter and spring campaign. Mr. Shields, the

Society's special agent for game protection, devoted

nearly his entire time to work in the legislatures

in which our bills were pending. The galkint work
he did will yet bear fruit. A portion of his report

of it is reproduced herewith.

For the generous and prompt support and en-

couragement which we have received in this special

campaign fund, we are deeply grateful. There is

not the slightest question regarding the sentiments

of the 1,700 members of this Zoological Society

regarding the protection of wild life in .America.

\v. r. H.

HUNTING SONG BIRDS STOPPED

E\'ERY Sunday since April ist a tour has been

made to some part of Westchester County,

north of New York City, in search of Sun-

day bird-hunters, and during that time not a man
with a gun has been seen nor have the sounds of

fire-arms been heard.

Inquiries were made of many people along the

way if they had seen hunters or heard of any shoot-

ing, and not a single otTcnce has been reported.

This is the direct result of the vigorous crusade

which the Zoological Society's game-wardens, John
Rose and Rudolph Bell, made on the bird-hunters

last summer and fall. For years past, hundreds of

Italians have hunted every Sunday all over West-

chester County, but when this organized raid was
made on them the practice was stojjped in short

order.
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THE VENEZUELAN BOA.

A NEW BOA FROM VENEZUELA.

THROUGH the courtesy of Mr. R. R. Mole,

of Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, the collection of

serpents has been enriched by the largest

and finest specimen of Boa constrictor ever exhibited

in the Reptile House. The big fellow is eleven

feet and seven inches long, but looks much larger

owing to the proportionately very heavy body and
large head. The body is five inches in diameter

at the thickest part. These proportions are con-

siderably in e.xcess of the average boa, for the

present species—the scientific name of which has

been popularly applied to great serpents generally

—

is not one of the giants of the family Boidic.

The new boa has an interesting history. It

suddenly began a series of depredations about the

town of Amacaro, Venezuela, stealing chickens,

turkeys, pet dogs and occasionally a favorite cat.

The visits of the reptile were invariably nocturnal

and so irregular that it repeatedly avoided capture.

At length its name became a terror to the house-

wives, and a regular watch was kept for the snake.

This finally brought success, for it was discovered

while on one of its anticipated marauding expedi-

tions and a noose was worked over its head, then

pulled tight. The noose cutting into its neck,

making a wide scar which can yet be seen. In

vain the powerful reptile threshed about, striking

in all directions and hissing vigorously, but to no
purpose, as it was finally dragged into a box.

Hearing of the capture, Mr. Mole hurried from
Port-of-Spain to the Venezuelan coast, secured

the snake and placed it in a comfortable crate,

lined and padded this to keep out a cold draught,

and shipped the reptile to New York.

The Trinidad steamer arri\'ed in New York
during one of our eccentric "cold waves" of the

early spring, and when the boa reached the Park
the crate was hurriedly opened, revealing, to all

appearances, a dead snake. A bath-tub was
quickly filled with water heated to about ioo°

Fahrenheit. Into this the snake was placed, and
energetically rubbed and massaged. For over half

an hour it showed absolutely no signs of life, when
the tail moved slightly. This was a good sign,

showing the creature to be actually alive, though by
no means in a sure condition to recover, for with

large snakes thus thoroughly chilled tlie lungs

entirely collapse, in which condition the reptile may
remain unharmed for some hours. However, if

the dormant condition continues, the lung tissue

becomes so congested that the first inhalation,

coming with a return of necessary warmth, tears

the delicate membranes, when there is an immediate

hemorrhage and the reptile dies. It was this con-

dition we feared, and the effect of the snake's first

indrawn breath was watched with anxietv. Mas-
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saging brought the desired results. The snake

was seen to take a Ijig breath and soon exhale it.

Regular breathing followed, showing the creature

to be in good condition. Before the reptile became
vigorous it was accurately measured, an altogether

unsatisfactory task with a large constricting snake

in lively condition, owing to the writhing and the

varied contortions assumed by the body. It re-

quired a period of nearly ten days for the snake to

regain normal vigor. Then it struck viciously at

whoever approached, evincing every symptom of a

heartv interest in life. .\ few da\s later the snake

began feeding and it is now in a thriving condition.

This boa is unusually dark for its kind, being

almost black, and having but obscure traces of the

brilliant yellow saddles to be seen on the backs of

most sjjecimens. Its peculiar coloration may lie

due to great age, or a life in an e.\ce|)tionally

thick and humid portion of the ecjuatorial forest.

.\long the body are numerous dee]3 scars, telling a

mute story of battles with peccaries and agoutis

that have finally succumbed to the snake's con-

stricting ])owcrs. R. I.. D.

The greater number of the phoIogra|ili- of fishes

and aquatic animals jiublishcd in the .\pril number
of the BiLLETi.N" were made by Mr. Sanborn, of the

Zoological Park, and Mr. Spencer, of the .-Vcjuarium.

These fish pictures are unusually satisfactory ex-

amples of this most difficult kind of photography.

It has been a custom for manv vears to procure

certain fresh-water fishes for the Acjuarium from
the lakes in the various parks of New York C'itv.

-Among the fishes obtained from the large lake in

Central Park is the European Rudd (.Scurdiiiiiis

vrythroplhabntts), or Pearl Roach, as it is locallv

known. The history of its introduction is unknown
and it occurs nowhere else in this countrv. The
lake has long been overstocked with this and other

species, with the result that the fishes, in general,

have l)ecome somewhat dwarfed in size.

With a view to giving the Pearl Roach a chance to

develop, and also to insure the safety of the race

in the event of the Central Park lake being drained
at any time, the Aquarium collectors transferred

fifty specimens to the large lake in Prosiiect Park
in iQoi. Some of these have just been brought to

the Aquarium, where their large size and handsome
appearance at once attracted attention. Thev are

more than twice as large as any received heretofore,

while the vermilion color of the fins is brighter.

From a length of about fi\e inches thev have grown
to an average of twelve inches and are decidedlv

heavier in proportion. The improvement is doubt-
less due to superior conditions prevailing in the

Prospect Park lake. C. H. T.

.\ collection of sea-horses has just been received

from Atlantic City, N. J. They were captured with
seines in the lagoons just back of that city.

The .\(|uariuni fish-hatchery has delivered to the

Xew York lM.--h Commission nearly t,ooo,ooo

fish-fry since January ist. About 100,000 vellow-

])erch fry were placed in Cope Lakein the Zoological

Park, where they will be available later on as food

for sea-birds. The United States Fisheries Bureau
has, as heretofore, sup])lied the A(|uarium with fish

eggs from government hatcheries.

\A'hile the California Sea Lion, which was trans-

ferred from the Zoological Park to the Aquarium in

January, is lhri\ ing, as was half-ex])ectcd its habit

of loud barking proved anncjying incloors and it was
threatened with banishment. It barked almost
continuously and could be silenced only by feeding.

Instructions were accordingly given to feed it,

whenever it was necessary, to keep it silent. Under
this treatment it ra|)idly grew fat, and instead of

sitting on the ])lalform and barking, it took to the

water and learned to amuse itself swimming. It

now swims all day long, ap])arently enjoying the

exercise, while the hahii of i)arking has been prac-

tically abandoned.
Seals kept indoors do not live long unless they

arc actixc. The slee])y, lazy kind become tender,

and die after a few months of pneumonia or fatty

degeneration of the heart, while active seals will live

for years. A West-Indian seal lived in the .Aquarium
{i\e and a half years and a harbor seal eight and a
half years, both individuals being of the energetic

sort, swimming for hours each day, and it would be
fair to say that they sjjent more than half the time

in active e.xercise.

The new sea lion gives promises of being of the

athletic, long-lived class, a comfort to his keeper

and a source of pleasure to the public.

Master Edward Redfield, oi Cloister, X. J., has

presented five sjsecimens of Muhlenberg's turtle.

This species ranges from southern New York to

eastern Pennsylvania, but is never common in the

vicinity of New York City. It is of small size and
easily identified by the brilliant orange spots on
each side of the head.

The .\quarium is indebted to this young collector

for annual donations of salamanders and turtles

from the neighborhood of Cloister, and does not

often get the Muhlenberg turtle elsewhere.

The members of the Society and their friends,

will have an exceptional opportunity to furchase
specimens of the various species of deer in the

Zoological Park this autumn. Our herds having
increased to such an extent that the surplus will,

in all probability, be sold at auction. c. n. T.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOX SNAKE. (CGIAMiKK

Specimen immediately after birth.

BREEDING^CAPTIVE SNAKES.

ASIDE from the fact that the Reptile House is

a place for the instruction and interest of its

many visitors, the work of obtaining for

exhibition, labelling and caring for the collection is

but a portion of the routine of the Reptile Depart-

ment. Scientific observations are at all times being

noted in detail. Investigations regarding the most
suitable food, the breeding of reptiles, their growth,

the toxic powers of certain snakes and the diseases

to which the inmates of the collection are susceptible

constitute part of the Curator's labors, for the

gradual rated accumulation of such researches will

furnish valuable material for our future lectures

and publications. One of the most interesting

phases of this scientific work is the breeding of

captive reptiles. A few preliminary remarks in the

Bulletin upon this subject may not be amiss. As
among all captive reptiles, the serpents breed most
readily, a brief resume of the investigations thus far

conducted may appropriately be confined to the

Ophidia. The results up to date have exploded

numerous theoretical assertions and cleared a

number of problems, previously without an answer
of any kind.

As an example of what has been done in the

Reptile Department it might be explained that

among poisonous snakes giving birth to living young,

numerous broods of six species of rattlesnakes have
been born in the building, while among the other

Pit Vipers young have been born from the Fer-de-

Lance {Lachesis alrox), the Copperhead Snake
{Ancistrodon contortrix) and the Water Moccasin
(.4 . piscivorus) ; of the latter species, three genera-

tions are living in the Reptile House, the original

pair—now eleven years in captivity—being a part

of the writer's private collection that was installed

in the Park shortly before the opening to visitors

in 1899. Incidentally this record indicates the

longevity of the Moccasin, the most hardy and the

most deadly of North American snakes. To-
gether with notes concerning the Pit Vipers {Cro-

talincE), it is possible to make the remarkable state-

ment, through the courtesy of !Mr. R. R. Mole, of

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, that the terrible Surocucu,

or Bushmaster {Lachesis iniilus)—the largest of all

viperine snakes—belies the term of a true viper, as

it actually deposits tough-shelled eggs, which ap-

]3arently take a considerable time to hatch. As far

as we know, the species is thus unique among all

the members of the Viperidcc.

The largest brood from any of our rattlesnakes

consisted of twelve young. As a rule the North
x\merican rattlesnakes have a smaller number of

young, seven to nine. This same rule applies to

the North American Copperhead and Water
]Moccasin, although one brood of fourteen young
from the latter species was noted. The South
American Lance-Head Vipers {Lachesis laiiceolatus,

L. atrox, and L. pictus) have uniformly given birth

to larger litters, twent\' to twenty-four. With the

exception of the rattlesnakes, the young of all the

serpents mentioned have the tip of the tail tinged

with vivid sulphur-yellow. At times they wiggle

this member convulsively, when it looks much like

a lively maggot. My friend Mr. Mole suggests

that as the body-colors of the little reptiles harmo-
nize most admirably with their surroundings, while

the yellow tail is in striking contrast, the young
reptiles employ this as a bait to attract frogs and
small lizards, their principal food. During the

latter part of their first year the rapidly growing

snakes lose the decorative caudal hue except,

peculiar to state, with a phase of the Copperhead
Snake inhabiting Te.xas; with this wide-banded

form the character is invariably persistent; further

investigation may warrant the definition of a

subspecies.

.Among the Colubrine poisonous snakes, while

observations have been restricted as to species, they

have been of more decided importance. It has

lieen demonstrated, despite the general assertion

to the contrary, that the Indian Cobra {Naja
tripiidians) is an egg-la}'ing

—

oviparous—snake.

Not only have our cobras bred and deposited their

eggs, but we have also succeeded in incubating the

eggs b\- placing them in a medium composed of
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damp sphagnum* mi)». A
fine cobra from the southern

portion of the Indian penin-

sula deposited twenty perfectly

smooth, tough-shelled, cream-

white eggs. These were one

and one-quarter inches long

and seven-eighths of an inch

in diameter. They were at

once taken from the cage,

placed on a layer of damj)

sphagnum moss in a large

tray, then covered with a layer

of the same material four

inches in depth. The tray was
hung in a room where the

temperature averaged qo°

Fahrenheit. Each day the in-

cubating medium was moistened and the eggs

examined, .\bout fifty per cent of them proved

fertile and, as they absorbed the moisture, grew

slowly in size, assuming more spherical outlines.

Those eggs that showed infertility were removed,

owing to the danger of infectious mould. At the

e.xpiration of si.x weeks the tray was suspended

within a gauze bag and the arrival of the young
snakes awaited. In about eight weeks the young
snakes attained their |)erfecl (levelo])ment, and
were then ten inches long.

.\nother interesting record is the hatcliing nt

Coral Snakes in the Reptile House. Our south-

eastern species (Elaps jiilviNs) belongs to the same
subfamily as the Cobra, but knowledge of its breed-

ing habits is exceedingly meagre. Until last year

etTorts to procure the eggs of this species were quite

without success. A small specimen finally de-

posited eleven eggs, which were placed in finely

ground wood-pulp. Though these eggs were kept

moist and warm, they required the lengthy period

of thirteen weeks for incubation. The young were

marked like the parent, but the scarlet, yellow and
black rings were more brilliant. Comjxired with

the latter, their brilliant, lustrous colors made them
appear as if freshly squeezed from a paint tube. In

form they were considerably more slender than the

adult specimen, and dug like earthworms into the

hatching medium.
Many species of the non-venomous snakes have

bred in the Reptile House. Among these serpents

have been both the oviparous—egg-laying—and the

viviparous, those producing living young. Of
the former, a Rainbow Snake (Abaslor erythro-

grammiis) deposited forty-four eggs, and of this

lot all but one were hatched. The eggs of this

little known species are proportionately small when
deposited, but as they absorb moisture during in-

cubation, they rapidly increase in size. Imme-
diately before hatching, some of them were two
and a half times their original size.

ilMINI 111- I HI-. lu\ >.\AKi;, (( Ol.l liKK

.\ freshly laid egg and one ready to hatch.

VL 1.1'IMS).

Among the harmless viviparous snakes large

broods of young are the rule. One Striped Snake
{Eutcntia sirlalis) gave birth to fifty-seven young.

During last fall alone, several thousand striped

snakes were born in the building. With so many
young snakes, we are always looking for freak

s]jecimens, and it is not unusual to find a perfect

albino or, more rarely, a specimen with two heads

and necks on one body. Five of the latter were
l)orn in 1905. Such examples seldom feed, and live

oniv a few davs. r. l. d.

Two hawk>bill turtles, which are much larger

and handsomer than any that have been received

heretofore, were jjresented to the .\quarium by
William Curry's Sons, of Key West, Fla. The
larger one weighs sixty pounds, and its carapace

(upper shell) measures twenty-six inches in length;

and the other weighs fifty pounds, its carapace

measuring twenty-four inches.

These turtles are seven or eight years old, and
with several others of the same species were raised

in ca])tivity in a small salt-water pond into which
the tide ebbed and flowed. They were placed in

the pond when quite small—weighing ]>crhaps three

jwunds—and fed on sea-weed, garden i)lants, clams,

conchs, crabs, and chopped fish. This is interest-

ing as showing how well the hawksbill lives in cap-

tivity, at least in its own climate.

The hawksbill, so named on account of the shape

of its beak, and also known as "tortoise-shell

turtle," furnishes the valuable "tortoise-shell" of

commerce. .\ few years ago the yield of "tortoise-

shell " in southern Florida was valued at $1,500 to

$1,700 per annum, but the amount now annually

taken is small.

The hawksljill inhabits the tropical .Atlantic, and
is common as far north as Florida and the Ber-

mudas. .\ similar species is found in the tropical

Pacific. c. H. T.
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Xaturc had t)ecn strangely lavish in providing so

"horrible" a creature with such striking hues. Of
queries there were innumerable ones, relating to all

sorts of sensational habits attributed to reptiles.

These conditions have been decidedly reversed,

and we may credit the awakened desire for facts

about the cold-blooded creatures to our methods

of exhibiting the collection. A great number of

school-children visit the Reptile House in classes

with their teachers, and from the visiting public

we note the greater number of questions to be

prompted by a sym|)athetic interest. Everything

possible has been done to assist the classes. Skele-

ton heads of harmless and poisonous snakes and a

series of dissections have been prepared, which

greatly help the teacher. Rut the most surprising

part of this class work consists of what would have

been considered, a few years ago, as quite a dreadful

performance. This consists of the actual handling

of varitms harmless snakes by the young students.

We have classes coming to the Park in which young
girls of fourteen or fifteen years think lut little of

passing from one to another a six-foot King Snake,

and minutely examining the creature's glittering

scales, the symmetrical arrangement of the head

plates, the playing of the forked tongue and other

serpentine characteristics. Imagine such a per-

formance before the Reptile House was a reality!

It would have started a newspaper story completely

acR>ss the continent.

This is merely an example of how the aversion

for snakes gives way with a real knt)wledge of the

creature. Many times has the writer made a con-

vert, and within five minutes. A little reasoning

is necessary to e.xplain away, the time-worn fallacies

about reptiles being slimy and clammy to the touch,

that the tongue is not a "sting," nor is the snake

naturally antagonistic to man. It is surprising to

note the effect of this httle knowledge, together with

a subsequent demonstration as to a ser])ent"s really

docile actions when handled. To the astonishment

of one who but a few moments before declared a

snake the personification of all that is loathsome,

comes a sudden fascinated interest, a realization

that the creature is actually in wonderful contrast

to every idea previously imagined. Thus the value

of persistent eft'orts to enlighten u])on a «ncglected

subject.

A matter of considerable importance in the e.x-

hibition of living reptiles for educational purposes

is the provision made in the cages of certain con-

ditions calculated to induce the specimens to

exhibit their respective normal habits. Take, for

instance, some desert vipers, tree boas, tropical

whip snakes and water snakes, and place all of the

specimens in similar cages, with gravel and the

almost proverbial awkward tree-trunk. Considered

theoretically, all of the snakes have been suitably

provided for, yet the conditions may be altogether

wrong to encourage the peculiar hal>ils of each

s])ecies. Place the vipers on an extremely fine

sand to imitate that of their native deserts, and note

how (juickly they flatten their sides, shovelling the

sand t)ver the body until nothing Init the flat head

is exposed to view. Provide the tree boas with

long, horizontal boughs, and each is soon coiled

in an iridescent ball in one of the smaller crutches.

Give the whiji snakes a few brushy branches, and
how wonderfully they interlace liieir slender bodies

among tjie boughs, displaying remarkable feats of

balancing. And as to the water snakes, a large

tank effects an immediate transformation, for the

slow-crawling serpents are at once changed to

aquatic creatures of striking suppleness with an

agility that makes them a terror to fishes. Such

arrangements appeal just as strongly to the lizards

and chelonians. Install many of the lizards in

sandy yards and they display a s])eed in running

that is amazing, while many oj them run on their

poverjid hind lc(;s. In an ordinary cage, similar

actions would never be e.xhibitcd.

So to this, one of the many important considera-

tions in the exhibition of reptiles, we have devoted

considerable study. The result not alone excites

sympathetic observation in the reptiles, but adds to

the general attractive a])pearancc of the building.

Of one thing we must be careful, however, and that

is to ])reveiit the burrowing snakes and lizards

altogether disapj tearing from view, yet furnishing

them with conditions in a measure favoring the life

to which they are adapted. The proposition is one

of our puzzles, though we have managed to keep

the delicate and beautiful coral snakes of the tropics

on a thin laver of wood-pul]i, dug from the heart of

a decaying tree. Over the soft, damp medium the

snake crawls about and a|)i)ears fairly contented,

while the greater part of its brilliantly ringed body

is constantly in view.

.\s far as possible we have endeavored to group

our sjiecimens in a manner apjiealing to pojiular

divisions. Thus, in immediate proximity arc the

various species of rattlesnakes—a well-known group

of deadly North American serpents—and the ditTer-

ent species of cobras, the most dangerous serpents

of the Old World. Here one may note the dift'cr-

cnce between the characteristic thick-bodied, flat-

headed Crotaline snakes and the venomous mem-
bers of the Coluhrid,\ a family embracing the

greater number of the harmless serpents and some of

the most deadly kno-un s/iecies. like the cobras and

their allies, which differ from their harmless rela-

tions only by the possession of a jiair of very short,

t'lxed. j)oison-conducting fangs in the forward por-

tion of the upper jaw. In their general outlines, un-

less the "hood" is spread the cobras look exactly

like the slender-bodied, harmless serpents. The
significance of this arrangement may be appreciated

when it is cx])lained that the most frequent r|uery of
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our visitors concerns tlie difference in confij<uration

between the venomous and harmless snakes. It

seems there is a persistent idea that the dangerous

reptile always may be distinguished from the in-

nocuous one by the stout body of the former. Our
Elapine representatives (the cobras) are a surpris-

ing contrast to this common proverb.

A feature of particular interest is the grouping of

the local reptiles. This installation is provided

with large printed labels, containing liberal details.

Of the fourteen species of serpents—two venomous
—found in the vicinity of New York, each is on
e.xhibition. The school-children take particular

interest in this collection. It is a surprise to many
to discover the fact that a beautifully colored and
very dangerous serpent, the Copperhead Snake,

may be encountered within a mile and a half of the

residential section Of upper Manhattan Island.

And there are many little snakes found hereabouts

that appear to be quite unknown to the greater

portion of our visitors. Some of these are ver\'

secretive and, naturally, are seldom seen when wild.

Among the local species e.xhibited are the Ribbon
Snake, Garter Snake, Water Snake, Black Snake
and others, illustrating how rich is the reptilian

fauna of this vicinity.

Following this scheme of grouping the local

reptiles, we have arranged a series of the batrach-

ians, provided with the same type of descriptive

labels. Here may be found the extremes in size

among the frogs and toads, from huge bull-frogs,

each weighing about a pound, to specimens of

Pickering's Tree Toad, a mature example of which

is barely larger than the nail of a man's forefinger.

Combined with the frog exhibit is a series of jars

containing the tadpoles of the respective species.

All of these are from eggs that have been collected

by the keepers of the Reptile Department during

the early spring.

Among other reptiles exhibited collectively are

the members of the Boid<c—the family of great

constrictors, and dwarf ones as well. Here may
be found the great Ular Sawa, or Regal Python,

represented by specimens twenty feet long and each

weighing over two hundred pounds; the Black-

Tailed Python and the African Python, as well as

such New World species as the Anaconda, the

Boicuacu, {Boa constrictor) and the Mexican Boa,

these representing the largest of the Boidrc. But
in adjoining cages are creatures showing how

' wrong is the prevailing idea that members of the

boa and python family are necessarily gigantic.

We find the slender Tree Boa, characterized by
the heart-shaped head; the beautifully tinted

species of Ungalia, no thicker than one's little

finger, and finally, half buried in the sand, some
diminutive, stumpy little snakes known as Sand
Boas—all of these included among the Boid(C.

\\'q believe that in our arrangement of the col-

lection in the Reptile House, the preparation of

descriptive labels and the like, we have been met
with a hearty interest on the part of an appreciative

and intelligent public, and that a subject which
has been little known, yet unjustly maligned, may
now be regarded in actuality. For our labors we
feel generously rewarded by the interest of teachers

and in the increasing number of classes which
visit the collection. Certain it is that this instal-

lation is second to no other in the Park in point

of popularity, and we now feel convinced that our
many visitors come to see reptiles as they really

are, and not prompted by a morbid curiosity in-

spired by weird "snake stories." R. L. D.

THE POSITION OF THE NE\\' YORK
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Ix Referen'ce to the Auto\i.\tic Shotgun

One of the objects of the incorporation of the

Zoological Society was the protection of animal life;

a large number of our members are earnestly in-

terested in the preservation of both the mammals
and the birds of North America; we have received

some funds to be especially devoted to this purpose.

The Executive Committee have no option, therefore,

but to endea\'or in every legitimate way by co-

operation with other societies and through legisla-

tive influence to promote the cause of game preser-

vation.

During the past year we have done our best to

secure the passage of laws prohibiting the use of the

automatic shotgun. This is not done tlirough any
ill-will toward the manufacturers, but from convic-

tion that this gun is unsportsmanlike, that it is a

most deadl\' and destructive weapon, that in the

hands of market hunters especially it is certain to

lead to the rapid destruction and elimination of

manv kinds of birds. We have been credibly in-

formed that the sale of this gun has been particular-

ly among hunters for the market. We have the

authority of sportsmen who have experimented with

it that it is a particularly destructive weapon. In

our opinion it is to be classed with such means of

destruction as the seining and dynamiting of

streams, that it is a weapon which should not be

used by any true sportsman, and that since it is com-
mercially v^aluable to those who are hunting for

purel}' mone_\-making purposes regardless of the

real interests of the country, strong legislative

measures must be taken against it.

In January, igo6, bills were introduced through

the agency of the Society in the legislatures of the

States of New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Mississippi,

and Rhode Island, and in the Congress of the

United States, to prohibit the use of the automatic

gun. The manufacturers of this gun were fullv in-
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fornicil lit" ihcM' l)ill>, iiiul ha\e naliirally (.'xcrU'd

every elTort Id ])revL'nt their passage. The bills

were regularly referred to the proper committees in

the various legislative bodies and the manufacturers

concentrated their princi])al elTorts on the members
of these committees, ^\'e do not know what argu-

ments or methods were used, but the work was done

so effectively that all the committees to whom these

bills were referred refused to rejiort them. When
the Societv learned what had been done, the com-

mittees were requested to report the bills even if

unfavorable in order that the measure might be

fought out on its merits in the various legislative

bodies.

The manufacturers complain that we are at-

tacking a legitimate industry, in which they have

invested 850,000. The Society cannot consider this

a legitimate in\e>tment, and we shall continue to

use every legitimate means in our power to i)revenl

the further sale and distribution of this weapon.

It is alleged that the reason the manufacturers are

so much interested in the gun is not only the sale of

the gun itself, but in the large amount of ammuni-
tion which it re(|uires.

The New York Zoological Society, League of

American Sportsmen, Audubon societies, and na-

ture lovers outside of all these organizations will

continue the agitation against this gun. It is simply

a matter of thoroughly informing the people of the

I'nited States and through them bringing sufficient

pressure to bear upon their representatives in the

various legislatures and in Congress. The people

of the United States do not desire the bird life de-

stroyed; they stand for fair sport, and the argu-

ments which are prompted by purely commercial

motives and which have behind them solely pecu-

niary considerations have no weight with them. The
preservation of our birds and mammals is like the

preservation of the Yellowstone Park, the Falls of

Niagara, and of the forests of the East and West.

It is ])art of a contest between the interests of the

few who consider nothing but their own pecuniary

benetit, and the interests of the many who desire to

continue to enjoy and to have their children enjoy

thes? wonderful jiroducts of nature.

THE LIZ.\R1> AND TORTOISE NARDS.

AS explained on the editorial page of the current

number of the Bi'i.i.etix, some rejjtiles, es-

l)eci-.dly lizards, display little of their normal

habits if contined in indoor cages. Thus we have

made a great improvement in the Re[)tile Dejiart-

ment in constructing a series of large outside

yards for the lizards and tortoises. These yards

are situated at the east end of the Reptile House.

Each connects with an inside pen for use in cold

or stormv weather. Each vard is covered with

several inche> of coarse sand and contains a large

concrete ba>in.

The largest of the yards is about twenty-five feet

square and well ex[)osed to the sun. It has been

])lante(l with cactus and bayonets, while in the cen-

tre a large dead cedar has been .set up, this gen-

erously furnished with horizontal branches. This
corral has been stocked with five species of iguanas:

the Hahaman Iguana, (Cycliira bulloplia); Turk's

Island Iguana, {Cydura airiitnla): Rhinoceros

Iguana, (Cydura cormeta); Sjjine-Tailed Iguana,

{Cteiioxaiira licmiloplia); Common Iguana, (7^-

iia)ia tubcrculdia), and the variet)' rliiiioloplia, of

the latter species. Besides these showy creatures

are Mastigures from the Sahara Desert, three

species of Monitor, and several large South Amer-
ican Tegus.

Most of the lizards mentioned have for a year

or more been exhibited in the Reptile House. It

was estimated that a sheet-iron overhang on the

fence, which is a yard high, would keep the larger

lizards from jum])ing—but in the exhibiting of the

big iguanas out of doors, we have acquired consider-

able knowledge of habits. Eor the first week or

two the lizards ab.sorbed the undiluted sunshine,

showed sym]jtoms of appetites quite out of pro-

portion to their indoor feeding, and grew stronger.

Then they began evincing habits peculiar to them
in a wild condition. The Siiine-Tailed Iguanas

sur|)riscd us by running about on their hind legs,

and we find this practice to be common among
many lizards. Most astonishing, however, were

the leaping ] towers suddenly developed by the

liahaman and Rhinoceros Iguanas. These brute>

desired further freedom. They began hurdling the

fence, clearing the overhang without trouble.

Luckily, when they were once outside they made
no attemi)t to get away, but sprawled out for a

sun bath on the grass. Whether the iguanas con-

sidered such gymnastics as mere diversions is hard
to say, though certain it is we did not lose a single

specimen. We discussed plans of constructing a

higher overhang, a condition which would greatly

detract from the attractive appearance of the yards.

In the midst of such consultation, the lizards ceased

their annoying man<euvres of jumping the fence,

though they ran about the yard as lively as ever.

It is our hope that their awakened ap]>etites may
cause them to grow fat enough to refrain from

their former exhibitions, and pending a trial as to

their good behavior the fence is to stand as it is.

In the series of yards are two that are ten feet

wide and fifteen feet deep. These are occupied

by miscellaneous sjjecies of the smaller tortoises.

In the larger yard on the other end of the series are

the Giant Tortoises from the Galapagos and the

Aldabra islands, as well as a number of fine tor-

toises brought from Abyssinia by the Sociey's rep-

re.sentative. R. L. D.
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SPECIMENS

THE COLLECTION OF AFRICAN
REPTILES.

While the Reptile House has contained a good
representative collection of the four orders of

reptiles during the past six 3'ears, it is only recently

that a characteristic series of African reptiles has

been exhibited. It is next to impossible to procure

the smaller and more interesting of the African

lizards and snakes from the dealers, as the extensive

journey in\-ariably proves fatal. About the only

African reptiles to be bought nowadays are speci-

mens of the Rock Python, {Python scbrc), imported

by all the larger dealers for the shows. This species

is always on exhibition in the Reptile House. Thus,

under the conditions described, the building was
utterly lacking in specimens from the Dark Con-

tinent, until the New York Zoological Society's

representative. Dr. Cecil French, journeyed into

Abyssinia and secured for the Society a fine lot of

tortoises, lizards and snakes. These filled a series

of cages and happily are quite representative,

among them being the typical stout-bodied vipers,

the slender cobra, geckos with adhesive digits,

desert lizards that dig with a shovel-like snout,

and the swift-running species of arid places, while

the tortoises were valuable additions to the colony

occupying the new Tortoise Yards and Corrals.

Among the African tortoises we tind the largest

species of Testudo outside the grou]) of giant

chelonians inhabiting the Galapagos and the

Aldabra Islands. Many of the African reptiles

are strikingly marked. Some are grotesque in the

high, dome-like development of the shell or the

rough shields, which rise in a series of concentric,

step-like processes.

The most remarkable of our African chelonians

is the Hinge-Backed Tortoise, {Cinixys erosa), a
species of rather small size. Here we find in the

hinged formation of the shell, a development similar

to the American Box Tortoises, (Cisliiilo), with the

curious difference that Nature's handiwork is ex-

actly reversed. Instead of the plastron being hinged,

as is the case with Cistiido, the African reptile has

the posterior half of the upper shell connected by a

cartilaginous hinge. Beneath the bony covering

are muscles of wonderful power. In time of danger

this attachment is pulled downward tightly against

the plastron and held with such strength that a

strong man's unaided hands cannot budge it.

Compared with other African tortoises the present

species is altogether unique. The shell is rather

flattened, while the marginal shields present a

decidedly serrated border and flare sharply upward.

Our specimens are very timid and seldom show
more than the snout and eyes when in the presence

of an observer. If handled they close down the

hinged part of the carapace, draw in the head, then

fold the bony-plated forearms closely together.

Nor do they recover from the fright for several
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hours' time. \\ lic-n ulitaininj; his photngraph of

the s])ocies, Mr. .Sanl)orn was cautioned not to

touch or even step heavily near his very sensitive

sul)jects, as a half-day's wait would be the inevitable

result.

In direct contrast to the former species is the

Leopard Tortoise, (Tesliido pardalis), a dozen fine

examples of which were procured by Dr. French

in Abyssinia. It grows to a weight of seventy-tive

pounds. The shell is exceedingly high—tlome-like

—while the sides are nearly vertical; in fact the

actual shape of this creature's shell is like the

cranial portion of a high-built human .skull. The
]jo])ular name is not only signitlcant. but decidedly

ai)pro])riate, as the upper shell is straw color, thickly

and vividly blotched with black, imparting an

immediate suggestion of the leopard's pelt. The
largest specimen on e.xhibition compares favorably

in size with a 100-pound example of Tesludo

iiigrild—one of the giant tortoises from the Gala-

pagos Islands.

(Jwing to the fact that we have received a number
of specimens of Tcsliido pardalis from Abyssinia,

the writer is able to greatly enlarge the limits of the

Jitibiltit. As heretofore known, Boulenger gives

the distribution as ".\frica, south of the equator,"

recording the species from East Central Africa,

Algoa Bay and South Africa. From such regions

our records are far removed. Doubtless, the sjie-

cies is generally distributed, at least as far north

as Abyssinia. Dr. French informed me that he

found it generally common in rather dry, farming

country. He several times observed large indi-

viduals stalking across the fields. One exam|)le

brought to him was so large it required four men
to readily carry it.

Another of the African tortoises exhibited is the

Iberian Tortoise, (Tesludo ibcra), a small species

inhabiting the northwest portion of the continent,

as well as Syria, Asia Minor, Transcaucasia and
Persia. Its olive shell, blotched on the margins of

the shields with black, causes it to closely resemble

the nearly allied Euro[)ean Tortoise, (Tesludo

^ruca), also represented in the collection. In a

temperature of about go° F., the latter two species

are so active they may be justly described as fairly

running over the ground in search of food or in

amorous play. Many tortoises are just as active,

and the assertion that such chelonians are natur-

ally .sluggish, even "studied" in their movements,
conies from observation made with reptiles in a

far lower temperature than that to which thev are

accustomed.

The spacious Tortoise Yards are now completed
and the numerous specimens revel on the dry,

sun-warmed sand. These quarters are shared with
the large tropical lizards, and the consequent ex-

hibit is one of the most interesting phases of the

reptile collection, .\mong the African lizards that

will >hare the>e new yards are a number of large

Mastigures, or Si)ine-Tailed Lizards, (L'roinasli.v

spiiiipcs). They are the largest of their kind that

have ever been exhibited in the Re|)tile House, and
their structure is quite remarkable, the tails having
the a[)i)earance of the most cruelly devised war-
clubs. This, and several allied species, inhabit the

deserts of northern .\frica and .Arabia.

The S|)ine-Tailed Lizards run with considerable

activity, but their gait is tardy in comjiarison with
many of the desert forms, just why they should
be ])rovided with the extraordinary bristly tail,

with stout spines arranged in regular, ringed
formation, is a pn/./Av. Possibly the tail is useful

in blocking the burrow of this creature, for no
enemy could ]xiss the formidable organ with im-
punity; besides the lizard has the power to rotate

its entire bod\- when attacked, or deal powerful
blows with the tail.

Of all lizards, Mastigures are the most difficult

to maintain in good health. They have the most
capricious appetites. It appears that they are

chietly herbivorous, yet it is impossible to satisfy

them with lettuce leaves, celer)', clover and other

succulent greens. .As the food is thrown to them,
sexeral individuals will rush for it, take a single

mouthful, swallow the same, then deliberately walk
away. Occasional examjjles will eat mealworms.
When the pan of insect food is placed near the

lizards, there is the same rush of several interested

members. A few of the mealworms are eaten ; then

the lizards stalk otT after having eaten enough t(j

nourish a creature but onctenlh their size. From
all a|)])earances they are continually hunting for

food native of their deserts, that we are neither able

to produce nor imitate, and in the meantime they

are starving. Ivverything that has ever been eaten

by a lizard in the Reptile House has been offered

these strange brutes. They present a curious prob-
lem, but we ho])c to solve it.

Of the other .\frican lizards, the Geckos attract

the immediate interest of visitors. To the aston-

ishment of the observer, one of these thick-bodied,

warty-looking lizards, weighing as much as a half-

grown rat, will suddenly rush up the smooth wall

of the King (Cobra's cage—in which they live with-

out molestation—then, so unexjjectedly as to make
the onlooker gasp with amazement, the reptile

jumps to the ceiling and runs across it like a gigantic

fly. Such actions of heavy-bodied lizards appear
quite mysterious until one understands that the

geckos have a disc-like sucki^r on each toe. At
night, when these reptiles are particularly active,

they run all over the big glass front of the cage.

The species exhibited is known as Tarenlala an-

nularis. It is a native of .Abyssinia, Egypt and
Arabia, and characterized by four cottony-white

spots on the shoulders. The food consists of other

species of small lizards, as well as insects.
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THE AFRICAN GECKO, (TARENTAI.A ANNULARIS).

Showing the disk-like suckers on the toes, with which it clings to flat surfaces

As a remarkable instance of adaptation to a life

on fine, desert sands, we may select an African
Skink, (Scinciis officinalis), several specimens of

which are on exhibition. The snout is flattened

laterally to such a degree that it forms an excellent

scoop, while the toes are so wide and thin they look
almost like feathers. Thus these animals can walk
over fine sand without the feet sinking, or, if they

wish to burrow, they employ the scoop-like snout.

In addition to them the collection possesses a closely

allied, thin, snake-like species, provided with four

limbs; but the latter are ludicrouslv small. As
the creature progresses it folds the limbs against

the side of the body and glides like a serpent. When
annoyed it literally swims into the sand, the wedge-
shaped snout greatly assist-

ing in the process. Other
African lizards on exhibition

represent the famihar Lacer-

lidic and Agamidcc. Man\-
of our specimens are mem-
bers of the desert fauna and
consequently of a pale red-

dish-brown or yellowish hue.

It is among our African

serpents that we may possibly

fmd the most interesting spe-

cimens. With these the Rep-
tile House e.xhibits two snakes
of historical renown—the

Egyptian Cobra, {Naja haja)

and the Horned Viper, (1'/-

pera cerastes). It has long

been a much-discussed ques-

tion as to which of these two
deadly creatures was the fa-

mous "Asp" figuring in the

romantic history of Cleopatra.

In some paintings depicting

that historic event the Egypt-
ian queen is shown with the

Cobra, its spread hood caus-

ing the reptile to form an ad-

mirable accessory to the

painter's inspiration; but in

other works of art the \'iper

is figured as the means of

destruction. Certain it is that

either of the species is suffi-

ciently venomous to cause

speedy death. If Cleopatra

had known the respective ac-

tions of the venoms of these

snakes, she would have se-

lected the Cobra, as the bite

of that species usually pro-

duces a state of coma, during

which the vital forces grad-

ually diminish.

The Egyptian Cobra differs from its spectacular

Indian relative, the Spectacled Cobra, by an
absence of markings on the "hood." It is a dull,

brown snake, sometimes dotted with yellow. Of
the several dozen examples obser\'ed by the writer,

all were uniformly vicious and marvellously quick

in their motions. In striking, they utter a sharp

hiss, like a sneeze, and after a frenzied display of

rage a snake will actually fling its body into a dark

corner of the cage, there to lie partially coiled, hiss-

ing sonorously with each exhalation of the breath.

After years in captivity they are just as wild as

when captured. It is a singular fact that they are

among the most hardy of serpents in captivity if

kept in a steady temperature, while they are unable

THER VIEW OF THE AFRICAN GECKO,
(TARENTALA ANNULARIS).
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.0 Stand even a slight degree

of cold. In several shijjnients

of African reptiles received

during the winter, all of the

cobras, in every instance,

were found to be dead, while

the vipers and other snakes

that live on the hot sands of

the deserts were in good con-

dition, though necessarily a

little benumbed from expo-

sure. Yet the vipers that so

readily survive shipment into

this country during the win-

ter months are very delicate

as captives. They feed well

enough for a few months,

then die of various ailments

—enteritis, diseases of the

lungs or su|)purative disorders of the iiiouth parts.

The Horned N'iper, {Vipera cenislcs) i> repre-

sented in the collection iiy eight adult >pecimens.

These re])tiles will not feed unless kept very warm.
They continually lie on the perforated copper

sheathing covering the heating pipes in the front

of their cages. Like all of the desert vi])ers they

are always seeking to throw sand over their backs,

thus hiding their bodies. In shovelling sand the

reptile tlattens the body to such an e.xlent that the

lower edge acts as a scoop, then, by a remarkable

series of wave-like motions travelling the length of

the body on either side, the snake sinks into the

sand or works it over the back. To ]>rovide for

semi-burrowing life the eyes are placed near the

top of the head, as with some water snakes: but this

character is more pronounced with the Common
Sand Viper, {Vipera vipera), of northern .Africa.

.\ flourishing colony is living in the Park. The
members alternately endeavor to shovel sand or

move ra|)idly about the cage in a bewildering -eries

(NII'KKA 1 Kk.\sri;>). .\M)
(\iri;K.\ \iri;K.\).

SAMi \ Il'l K

of l()o]>s, the snake not ai tuallv crawling, l)Ut throw-

ing out lateral loops one after another, in a fashion

that imparts a rapid, 'uuilkiiif; motion. The arrival

of these vipers was attended with a great sur|)rise

to the writer, who momentarily imagined he had
discovered a ''new species."

When the vipers arrived at the Park specimens

of the Horned species, (Vipera cerastes) were in-

cluded among a greater number of the commoner
snake (\'ipera vipera). All of the horned speci-

mens were placed in a cage by themselves. The
examples of Vipera vipera were put into an ad-

joining cage. Upon looking over the former lot

the writer was surprised to discover specimens with

horns back of the eye, instead of directly over the

organ, while the entire scalation of these specimens

was suspiciously like that of the common sand

vii)er. k closer inspection showed a remarkable

condition. The clever Arab "fakirs" had forced

two ciuills of the desert hedgehog (Eriiiaceus

aiiritiis) thnnmh the roof nf the mouth and out

HINUEU-U.'VCK TORTOISE, (CINIXVS EROS.\).

Showing the carapace (upper shell), and the plastron (lower shell).
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MASTIGL'RE, OR SPINE-TAILED LIZARD, (UROMASTIX SI'IXIPES).

of the top of the head. When the snakes were
closely examined it was not surprising to find their

mouths in a state of great inflammation. The false

horns were withdrawn, the reptiles' mouths washed
with an antiseptic solution, and they were soon

none the worse for their protracted torture.

Also exhibited in the Reptile House are the

following African snakes: Zamenis foriilcnta, Z.

diadema, Psammophis sibilans, Eryx jaculus and
Python sebiC. The two latter species are repre-

sentatives of the BoidiC. Eryx jaculus is a small

species that burrows in sandy places. Its tail is

very blunt and from this characteristic it is some-
times called the "two-headed" snake r. l. d.

Members of the New York Zoological Society are entitled
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AN AFRICAN PIGMY

Ox Sei)teinber 9, a genuine African pig-

my, belonging to the sub-race com-
monly miscalled "'tlie dwarfs," was

employed in the Zoological Park. His name
is Ota Iknga, and he was brought to Amer-
ica by Mr. Samuel P. \erner. an .Vmerican

explorer and collector. His height is four

feet eleven inches, he is about twenty-three

years old, weighs 103 pounds, and has been
married twice. His first wife was stolen by a

tribe of hostile savages, and his second wife

died from the bite of a poisonous snake.

Ota Benga is a well-developed little man,
with a good head, bright e\es and a pleasing

ciiuntenance. He is not liair\'. and is mit cii\-

ered by the "downy fell" described by some
explorers. His skin is as free from hair as

that of a typical European. He has much
manual skill, and is quite expert in the mak-
ing of hammocks and nets. He is happiest

when at work, making something with his

hands.

In 1904 he was found by Mr. N'erner on
one of the southern tributaries of the Congo,
a captive in the hands of a tribe of cannibal-

istic savages known as the Baschilde. The ex-

act locality was the confluence of the Kasai
and Sankmir Rivers. Upper Congo. Know-
ing that this tribe sometimes sacrifices their

sla\es, and sumctinies eats them. .Mr. X'crner.
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prompted solely by the instincts of humanity,
ransomed Ota Benga, and attempted to convey
him back to his own country. Mr. Verner
was specially interested in the pigmies, hav-

ing recently returned to their homes on the

Kasai River the half dozen men and women
of that race who were brought to this country

by him for exhibition in the Department of

Anthropology at the St. Louis exposition.

The attempt to return Ota Benga to his

home failed, because of insurmountable ob-

stacles. The pigmy then begged to accom-
panv Mr. Verner to America, and even threat-

ened to drown himself otherwise. Finally, the

explorer decided to give him the desired op-

portunity.

The tribe to which this little man belongs

is known as the Bachichi, a word which means
"bushmen." The Bachichi .-ire true pigmies.

but they are not dwarfs. They are the ban-

tams of the African race. They are found in

scattered communities in many portions of the

great equatorial forest, and have been met and
described, under various names, by Du Chaillu,

Stanley, Schweinfurth, Welle, and other ex-

plorers.

Ota Benga is black—though not what is

known as "coal black"—beardless, and very

well formed. He knows about loo English
words, but it is not Mr. Verner's purpose to

educate him beyond the necessities of his own
sphere. In a short time he will be back again

with his own people. Just how long he will

remain at the Zoological Park, no one can say.

He is accompanied by a fine young chimpan-
zee which Mr. Verner has temporarily de-

posited in the ape collection at the Primates'

House \v. T. H.

GOULDS MONITOR.
Representing two of the larger species of li:

RHINOCEROS IGUANA,
the collection.

THE COLLECTION OF LIZARDS

LOOKED at collectively, the series of liz-

ards in and about the Reptile House is

quite representative and elaborate.

Species of the following families are now rep-

resented in the collection : The Iguanidae,
AgamidaCj Anguidae, Scincidae, Varanidae,

Teiidae, Laccrtidae and Chameleontidae.
Among the members of eight families of liz-

ards the variability in form and habits is great.

Thus the specimens are exhibited under vari-

ous conditions, and many, the writer is sorry

to say, are not always to be seen by visitors,

owing: to their secretive habits.

It was with the completion of the east end of

the Reptile House, which forms a glass court,

that suitable quarters were furnished the

diurnal lacertilians. Here there is an abun-
dance of diffused sunlight, a number of per-

fectly dry, sanded paddocks and connecting

yards outside that are bathed in sunshine for

the greater part of the day.

Our success in maintaining the collection of

this installation has indeed been most grati-

fying. And it must also be remarked that the

outside lizard and tortoise yards, judging from
the interest displayed by visitors, are to be

rated among the favorite features of the Park.

It is in these vards that we have been able to
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make a number of important observations. \\"e

find tiiat tbc curious baliit of running e)n the

hind legs, previously described as existing with

but one or two Old World lizards, is actually

a common habit among the members of the

New World I_i^iiaiiidac and the Old World
.igainichw as well. It is a habit almost in-

variably confined to strictly terrestrial lizards,

with elongated, powerful hind legs, like the

Mexican Basiliscs, (Basiliscus), the Ground
Iguanas, {Ctciwsaiira), or the familiar Col-

lared Lizard, (Crotapliyhn), of the western

Uriited States. This kangaroo-like i)osition is

always assumed by such species when running
very fast. The reason for this habit remaining
in obscurity so long may doubtless be ex-

plained by the lack of proper facilities of many
students for the study of their living speci-

mens. Kept in the proverbial small cage, or

tcrrarium, these lizards give not a hint of their

singular gait. It seems reasonable to suppose

that this is an ancestral trait passed down from
the gigantic lacertilians of the past, many of

which stalked about on enormously developed

hind legs while browsing from overhead
branches.

Kept in suitable quarters, where they may
exercise and develop a normal appetite, our
various species of iguanas have displayed feed-

ing habits quite different in contrast to the pre-

vailing idea that they are wholly herbivorous.

We find, in fact, that the larger, terrestrial

species, such as the Rhinoceros Iguana, (Cy-
chira cornuta), and the I'>ahania Iguana. (

C".

bacloplia). are largely carnivorous, rushing

upon small mammals with the same ferocity as

the strictly carnivorous Monitors, (J^arainis).

Besides, these iguanas will eat birds, eggs and
the larger grubs of insects. Even the persis-

tently arboreal iguanas are flesh-eaters to a

considerable extent.

In our collection of lizards, the student may
note the enormous variability of form among
lacertilians. In this order, as among many
others of both cold and warm-blooded crea-

tures, one phase of evolution has been the

marked degeneration of species that have
gradually adopted secretive or burrowing
habits. We find among our lizards species that

are entirely- devoid of external limbs, that pro-

gress by lateral undulations, like a snake. .An

example of this kind is the .\merican ''Glass

Snake," a member of the .liij:;iil(hu\ The
make-up is exactly like a serpent, but the pres-

ence of eye-lids and ear-openings should de-

note lacertine relationship even to the novice.

Compare this snake-like creature with one of

the big monitors—a giant among lizards

—

and note the great difference in structure and
bulk. ICigiit feet long, with powerful limbs
and claws as long as those of a leo|)artl, the

monitor is fleet, strong and audacious enough
to leap upon a fawn and tear at its throat until

the victim is overpowered. And between
these extremes, we have on exhibition the

great series of intermediate forms, some so

grotesque as to ap])ear like much overdrawn
caricatures of disordered dreams, others so

exquisitely beautiful in form and coloration,

that correct delineation by an artist might be
viewed with derision as quite impossible pro-
ducts of Nature.
One of the most remarkable of our lizards

is the Mexican Basilisc, (Basilisciis zittatus),

a wonderfully fleet creature with a high, stiflf

comb on the rear part of the head, and a
greatly elongated tail and hind legs almost as

much developed as those of a frog. In some
works of Natural History, this species has
been described as altogether arboreal. Its

habits are actually quite the reverse. Mr.
Gustav Sabille, who captured fourteen speci-

mens near the East Coast of Mexico, informs
the writer that he found these lizards in quite

dry, sandy jjlaces. darting about at bewilder-

ing speed in company with a large species of

.linciva. Mr. Sabille explains that all of the

specimens of the Basilisc observed by him ran
on their hind legs when pursued. They were
so fleet of foot as to appear like a mere streak

when running. They appeared as if con-

vinced of their ability to easily evade capture,

for instead of darting straight away, the

course of most specimens was in a semi-circle,

and during the heat of mid-day, the collector

found it impossible to catch them owing to

this dodging. Late in the afternoon they

could be cliased into thickets, thence cau-

tiously stalked with some success. The antics

of these lizards after arrival in the Park w'ere

quite in accordance with Mr. Sabille's de-

scri[)tion. They are mostly insectivorous,

l)ut small flowers are also sometimes eaten.

Owing to the needlelike development of the

claws, we are compelled to keep them indoors,

as several specimens ran up the brickwork on

the side of the Reiitile House, hurled them-

selves backward, and escaped over the walls

of the corral.

The large yard devoted to the Iguanas has

taken on quite a tropical aspect since stocking

with a fine series of the large species. .\

bright sunshine brings all of the specimens

from indoors. Sprawled about the yard in

odd positions, may be seen the big Rhinoceros

and the Bahama Iguanas, of dingv brown
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hues, the skin coarsely wrinkled on the sides,

the head massive, with powerful jaws ; one
species with three horn-like protuberances on
the snout, the other with fiery red eye-balls.

If these reptiles were eight or ten times larg-

er, we would have veritable reproductions of

the hideous-looking lizards of by-gone ages,

Scattered about the corral are iguanas of other

species, among them the Ring-tailed Iguana,

{Cyclura carinata), a little known species

from Turk's Island, and the burly Mexican
Iguana, or Spine-tailed Iguana, {Cteiiosaura

heiiulopha). In the center of the corral

stands a big cedar trunk, generously supplied

with outstretched, horizontal boughs. On this

may be seen a thriving colony of an arboreal

species, the South American Iguana,
( Iguana

tiiberculata). a lizard that is regarded in most
portions of its habitat as excellent food, and
sold in large numbers in the market.

From a drawing by Henry J. RIakc.

A NEW SPECIES OF SEA-HORSE.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES
OF SEA-HORSE FROM BERMUDA

By C. H. TowNSEND AND Thomas Barbour

IN
July, 1906, there was published at the

Field Columbian Museum, a catalogue of the

fishes of Bermuda, by Dr. Tarleton Bean. In

this paper are enumerated 261 species, twelve

of which are described as new to science.

A 400 I'OUND JEVVFISH.

Professor Trevor Kincaid of the University

of Washington, who visited the Bermudas in

July, has left with us for examination, a few
fishes obtained by himself and others taken

by persons connected with the , Bermuda Bio-

logical Station. One of these fishes proves to

be a new species of sea-horse, another,

{Anchenoptcrus fajardo), is new to tlie fauna

of Bermuda. This specimen was taken within
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a concretion dredj^cd on tl'.e Challenger Hanks
by Mr. (Jwen Bryant. The latter has hitherto

been known from a single specimen taken at

Fajardo, Porto Rico, in 1899. Another addi-

tion to the fauna of Bermuda is shown in the

accompanying photograph, made by Mr.
Walter I,. l!easley, in Bernuula, May. 1905.

l)icturing a 400-pound specimen of the Black

Jewfish, {Garrupa iiii^rita). It is one of the

largest of the food-fishes. The sea-horse may
be described as follows

:

HIPPOCAMPUS KIKCAIDI. Sp. lun:

Length of head equal to body ; eye two and
one-half in snout and six in head; height of

supraorbital spines equal to eye, with filaments

slightly longer ; height of coronet equal to

eye, with filaments twice as long, anterior

part with one filament, posterior two. Dorsal
filaments on first, third, fifth and eighth body-
rings, and third, sixth, ninth, twelfth and fif-

teenth tail-rings. Spines bearing filaments

more prominent than those on other rings.

Length of dorsal filaments about two-thirds of

snout. Short filaments on lower surface of

snout and on anterior joints of four rings of

body above anal fin. D. 19, P. 15, A. 4.

Dorsal on 3 -"-
i rings. Rings 12 + 31 ? Rings

of upi)er body somewhat confused. Color in

alcohol : Lusterless white with a slight dusky
suflfusion. Specimen one and one-half inches

long. Bermudas, July, 1906. Type in collec-

tion. Museum Comparative Zoology, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Named for Profes.sor Trevor
Kincaid, who has made most interesting col-

lections at Bermuda, in many branches of zo-

ology.

Soon after the summer closing of the New
York Hippodrome in June, Captain J. G.
Woodward deposited at the Aquarium, tem-
porarily, two of his trained California sea-

lions. These remarkably intelligent animals,

which have attracted so nfiich attention at the

Hippodrome, are very welcome guests at the

Aquarium. These animal stars will be greatly

missed at the Aquarium when the time comes
for them to go before the foot-lights again.

To the general public they are, perhaps, the

most interesting objects in the building.

C. H. T.

The Aquarium has at the present time A
four-hundred-pound Loggerhead turtle, taken
on June 20 in a pound net at P.elford, X. J..

in New York Ray. Its length from beak to

tip of tail is five feet and nine inches. The
top shell is three feet and ten inches long.

C. H. T.

HOW SEALS ARE TRALNED
Bv C. H. TOWNSEND

(This article is based on an interview with Capt.

J. (i. Woodward.)

AMC)\(i the attractions offered to the

public at the New York Hippodrome
during the past season none proved of

more general interest than the trained seals.

Their performances were as charming as they
were wonderful. The animals exhibited were
of two kinds : the rather small spotted or har-

bor seals and the decidedly larger California

sea-lions. The former have short hair-cov-

ered flippers and are not capable of much ac-

tivity on land, while the latter have long,

naked flippers on which they can readily stand,

and are among the most active of the seal

tribe when out of water. All sea-lions are

seals, although all seals are not sea-lions. The
seal family is a large one, including the huge
walrus of the Arctic, the elephant seal, the sea-

lion, the fur-seal and many other kinds which
are just seals.

L'nder the direction of their trainer. Captain
Woodward, seals and sea-lions perform diffi-

cult and interesting feats. Among their ac-

com]ilishments are the balancing of large air-

filled rubber balls, silk hats, billiard-cues,

lighted torches and other objects on their

noses. They readily pass balanced objects

from one to another without dropping them.
They can produce sounds in concert on vari-

ous musical instruments, such as horns, ban-
jos, drums and cymbals. Half a dozen
clown-caps tossed in rapid succession are

deftly caught by one animal on its nose, each

|)ointed cap-crown being the peg on which to

catch the next, until all are caught and
stacked on the sharp nose of a single sea-lion.

Misses seldom occur.

The animals a])pear on the stage in more or

less orderly procession, considering the fact

that they are out of their natural element, and
occu])y the jiositions assigned them fiirectly in

the glare of the foot-lights. They bark in

chorus or keep silent as directed, and remain
on their pedestals until called forward. In

view of the fact that seals are aquatic

animals, without real legs to stand upon,

their performances as a whole may be con-

sidered a triumph of the art of training

animals.

When the season at the Hippodrome closed

and the troupe of seals went on the road, two
of tlie seven sea-lion stars were left at the

.Aquarium for safe keeping.
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SEA-LIONS PASSING HATS FROM ONE TO THE OTHER.

When Captain Woodward called at the di-

rector's office he was good enough to explain

the methods by which he secured his remark-
able results in seal-training.

Seals have plenty of brain capacity, and
Captain Woodward is of the opinion that they

can be still more highly trained.

When questioned as to his methods of con-

trol he said that good results could be secured
only through a constant appeal to the appetite

of the animal. Each success it scores in per-

forming is at once rewarded with a piece of

fish. In teaching, for instance, the balancing

and bouncing of the large air-filled ball, the

latter is first thrown at the seal's head with the

idea of inducing it to toss it up with the nose.

This is tried repeatedly until the animal hap-
pens by accident to do what the trainer wishes,

when it is promptly fed. The efforts to make
the creature understand what is wanted are

continued patiently until the ideas of ball-play

and food are associated in its mind. After

that progress is more rapid. Presently it

dawns on the animal that it can get food bv

tossing the ball in the air. It gets constant

encouragement from the trainer in the way of

assistance in placing the ball and an encourag-
ing tone of voice is maintained.

While seals can be restrained or made to

keep their places by judicious scolding or a

little threatening with the switch, an appeal

to the appetite of the animal is the main re-

liance in the teaching of tricks.

It requires about three months' steady train-

ing to make seals comprehaid what is wanted
of them, and a year's training is necessary be-

fore the tricks can be performed in the best

manner. The period of training varies ac-

cording to the ability of the individual, some
animals being much brighter than others.

Thorough familiarity with their parts is nec-

essary before the animals can do good stage-

work. There are usually two or three seal

"understudies" that accompany the troupe out

upon the stage and seat themselves on pedes-

tals with which they are familiar. After a

time these mere onlookers become restless and
evince a desire to do something. They are
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brouglil forward occasionally as capacity to

perform is developed. (July the simplest

tricks are taught at first. The seals are

trained, however, without being entirely

tamed, as the trainer desires that they shall

remain active and spirited ; the best results

can not be secured with an animal that has

been made timid or bad-tempered. The tem-

per of even a well-trained seal may continue

a trifle uncertain, and even the trainer him-

self is liable to be bitten if he gets too close.

Its instinct to defend itself by biting remains

strong. While trained seals go through their

work in a happy style, clearly entering into the

spirit of it, all performers must be stimulated

by frequent feeding. The piece of fish in the

trainer's hand thus becomes the idea behind

it all.

Sea-lions have a lively curiosity. On the

stage and in their quarters they are full of

fun and mischief. When allowed liberty the)

pry about the premises, overturning various

articles, playing with the rubber hose and en-

gaging in general romping after the fashion

of dogs.

Private rehearsals are not necessary with

trained seals when performances are being

given daily in public.

The appetite of the seal is enormous. Cap-
tain Woodward supplies his nine animals with

about one hundred and fifty pounds of fish

dail\', which is cleaned and dressed before

being given to them. One light meal is, of

course, served on the stage as a stimulus to

gooil work.
When questioned as to the eflfect of train-

ing on the life of the animals. Captain Wood-
ward maintained that trained animals live de-

cidedly longer in captivity than those kept

without training. One of his sea-lions has
been on duty for nine years, and. judging
from its size when captured, it is now thirteen

years old. Several of them have been at work
for six or seven years. The small harbor-

seals when trained, live apparently as long as

the sea-lions. This argument is entirely rea-

sonable. The necessity for activity in captive

seals is fully appreciated at the .\quarium,
where several naturally lively individuals lived

many years, whic the lazy, sleepy kinds did

not last long.

The mental capacity of the harbor-seal is

apparently as good as that of the sea-lion, but
its limited activity out of water naturally re-

stricts its accomplishments imder the hand of

the trainer.

There are at the present time onlv four

or five bands of trained seals and sea-lions in

existence, several of these having been edu-
cated by Captain Woodward and afterward
sold to other exhibitors.

Captain Woodward's headi[uarters arc at

die entrance of Shoreham Harbor, near
r.righton, England, where there is a large
fenced enclosure which is flooded each day
by the tide. The animals are provided with
a resting place, and a shed which they use at

night. Their surroundings at Shoreham Har-
bor are made as natural and comfortable for

them as possible.

\\'ith a view to testing the memories of his

troupe. Captain Woodward has occasionally

allowed sea-lions a three months' rest in the

freedom of their enclosure, and then given a

satisfactory public performance without a re-

hearsal.

It has just been announced that he has sold

his last troupe of seals and will abandon his

profession of animal training to undertake
the work of an evangelist in London, a work
in which he feels it his dutv to engage.

On July 31 the Aquarium received an un-

usually large specimen of the Manatee or Sea-

cow, [Maiuiliis latirostris).

It was presented by Mr. A. W. Dimock, of

Marco. Fla.. and was transported free of

charge by the Florida East Coast Railway
Company and the Clyde Steamship Company,
through the courtesy of (ieneral Traftic Man-
ager Beckwith, of St. Augustine, and (jeneral

Manager Egcr, of New York.
The animal had unfortunately been injured,

])robably previous to capture, and died eight

days after it arrived at the .Xeiuarium. It was
turned over to the American Museum of Na-
tural History in Mr. Dimock's name.
An autopsy showed that its death was due

to general septicemia. There were three large

]nis-cavities in the body. Otherwise the animal
was in good condition except for abrasions

of the skin received during transportation.

The animal was apparently of considerable

age. It weighed nine hundred anil ten pounds
and was ten feet four inches long. It was not

observed to take food at any time while in the

.\quarium. Mr. Dimock then presented an-

other manatee, six feet long, which at the pres-

ent time is doing well.

Since the last issue of the BrLLExix the

.\quarium received its usual summer collec-

tion of fishes from the Bermuda Islands, in-

cluding many of the brilliantly colored species

peculiar to these tropical waters. The collec-

tion contained two large speciTiiens of the

green nioray. c. H. t.
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THE SUCCESS OF THE NEW BIRD
HOUSE

One hundred and fifty thousand dollars is

a good deal to risk in an experiment and yet

that was what was done in building the new
Bird House—an experiment, however, backed
up by so much experience and judgment and
careful planning on the part of the Director

that every favorable prophecy has come true.'*'

As is ever the case with innovations, there

were people both here and abroad who pre-

dicted doleful failure. One Englishman
called the house a "grotesque New York ex-

periment." After a year of occupancy, when
every novel detail had been tried out and none
found wanting, the writer made answer to

these doubts and vague prophecies of evil in

the "Avicultural Magazine," of England. So
many of the questions are of interest to the

members of the Zoological Society that a

brief outline of some of them is well worthy
of record.

*See Z. S. Bulletin No. i8, July. 1905.

Uur English critic spoke truer than he
knew when he abused the New York climate.

The fluctuations are beyond all belief, and,
theoretically, all alien birds should promptly
succumb to its severity. At present there are
not far from one thousand healthy, happy
birds sheltered by the "grotesque experi-
ment"—from a flock of tiny grassquits to

great concave-casqued hornbills, and all

have positively refused to be influenced by
the critic's logic. The storms of winter have
howled outside and found the building in-

vincible, guarded night and day by the auto-
matic thermostats, regulating the temperature
to a degree ; the heat of summer has beat
down and only encouraged the birds to

greater activity and song. This latter objec-
tion was considered long before the building

was completed, and it was never the expecta-
tion that the roof should remain as it was
throughout the summer. When the direction

and force of the rays of the summer sun was
gauged, a thin skim of white was laid on
over certain panes of glass roof, thus allow-

ing the tenants of each cage to enjoy .sunshine

or subdued shadow as they preferreil. Even
this painting of the roof will not bi> neces-

sary when the plants have had sever; 1 years

to grow : for, the critic notwithstandii^^, the

flora of the Bird House is a decided su<^cess.

The mice wrought havoc at first, bu{\we
pitted brains of the genus Homo against th5)se

of the genus Mns, and Homo has woi\!

The mice gnawed the roots of the palms;\

so we protected them with wire ; they made\
nests in the heart of the frond stems, so we \

bound a mouse's-reach of the trunk with im-
\

passable smooth metal. The vermin destroyed

the vines until the boxes were isolated on
brackets and the bricks were varnished

smooth. Defeated here, they held on for a

time in the cages themselves, unt'l now a sys-

tematic relay of traps, terrier dogs and spar-

row hawks have reduced their number to a

mere remnant of what they once were. The
fox terriers were long since introduced to all

the birds, and create hardly a ripple of ex-

citement when lifted into a cage and told to

"dig 'em out." The tropical sparrow hawks
learned at once that there was good hunting

by moonlight, and when moved to a vacant

cage next to a flock of weavers, thev feasted

high on the mice running thrnu8:h the cage.

Of late their supply has dwindled almost to

nothing. All holes leading to the cellar were
stopped up and—thus ended the mouse war

!

Among the plants now flourishing in the

building are sago palms, illawarra and areca
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palms, cinnamon, lemon and orange trees

(the latter in full blossom), Norfolk Island

pine, creeping fig, shingle plant, bougainvillea,

Chinese yam, alamanda, Boston ferns,

clereodendron. and other vines. Cabbage
palms stretch wide their feathery frunds, and
the wide-spreading bamboo stalks have tlour-

ished so that they now touch the roof. Fre-
quent judicious and scientific spraying has
completely overcome the dust objection ; so

instead of a few "hanging-baskets and hard\-

evergreen bushes." which must be replaced

"once a week or every fortnight." we have
foliage growing so rapidly and well that it

has been necessary to cut away more than one
leafy branch to clear the front of a cage.

So closely did we gauge the groups which
would here find housing, that every group
quoted in my paper in the July, 1905, Bul-
letin, is now represented by from one to one
hundred and fifty individuals, with the sol:

exception of the bower-birds and sand-

grouse, of which we have not as yet been able

to secure specimens.

Ten partitions have been removed from
cages in various parts of the building, their

removal throwing two or three cages together.

and further attesting the value of flight cages
of moderate size. In fact, these have proved
successful in every way. With all the con-
stant moving about of birds, and the frequent
disturbances incident upon the first year in a

new building, a number of birds have nested
and raised young—doves, pigeons, parrakeets
and finches.

The critic can hardly have seen parrots i;i

a wild state if he says they seldom fly for the

pure love of flying. My lasting impression
of macaws, parrots and parrakeets in Mexico,
is of birds constantly on the wing, making
high, overhead, direct flights, or swinging in

large flocks around and across a barranca for

an hour or more.
The complete success of our great outdror

flying cage for waders and swimmers, meas-
uring 73 feet by 150 feet by 35 feet in Jieiffht,

prepared us for a similar result in large

aviaries, protected by a roof of glass, which i<

provided with such generous ventilation that

in summer the tenants have all the advan-
tages of an out-of-door home.

.-\s regards the difficulty of identificatinn.

I have found that most of the .\nicrican pub-

lic possess a large share of tli-'t curiosity

W'hich is so pronounced a ch-Tactc-istic of

many of our more humble brethren of the

earth. T have often seen people pass rapidly

by several cages, each of which contained a

single species, giving but a glance at the label.

P.ut in the case of the great central cage of

the new llird House, wnere some 130 birds

live hai)i)ily together, running in and out of

the miniature millet fields, and flying around
the Norfolk and cabbage palms and cinnamon
trees, the task of identifying some interesting

member of the fifty-odd species offers itself

as a fascinating game. I'.very s])ecies is care-

fully delineated in oils upon an individutii ilc-

scriptive label, so that the task is not difficult;

and the result is, that considerable knowledge
of several species of birds is gained. Seldom
is a keeper appealed to for this information,

and this objection to large aviaries seems nil.

c. w. B.

THK WHITE PEACOCKS

Three snow-white birds have recently been
added to the collection of pea-fowl in the

Zoological Park. Except in the Arctic reg-

ions, and among sea-birds, white birds and
animals are very umisual, and it is among the
herons and their allies that the majority is

found.

When albinism crops out in a creature of
the forest or field, it is an immense disad-
vantage, the white feathers or fur being a
brilliant target for the eye of every passing
hawk or fox. So when we see such a bird

as a snow-white peacock, beautifu.ly perfect

and immaculate as its plumage is, we may
be almost certain that it is only an albinistic

variety, brought about by artificial selection.

Among all domestic creatures, white is a

common color, as in pigeons, fowls, horses
and dogs, there being in these cases no danger
of instant elimination of the abnormally
colored.

Of all, however, it is most striking in a pea-

cock, not only on account of its comparative
rarity, but because we usually associate with

the plumage of these birds all the colors of

the spectrum, and when one of these birds

spreads wide its train of purest white, the

feeling comes that it is some shadow-bird

—

a spirit peacock—which is strutting before

us. c. w. B.

The attendance at the .\(|uarium (hiring the

month of .\ugust. was ])henomenally large,

aggregating 369.347. with daily average of

1 1.021. On Sunday, .\ugust 19th, 27,000

jiersons were recorded, and during the other

Sundays of the same month, the attendance

did not fall below 20,000.
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AMERICAN RAVEN.

HOW BIRDS GET THEIR FOOD
By C. William Beebe

Curator of Bmns

IF
we should tie a man's hands and arms

tightly behind his back, stand him on his

feet, and tell him that he must hereafter

find and prepare his food, build his house, de-

fend himself from his enemies and perform

all the business of life in such a position,

what a pitiable object he would present! Yet

this is not unlike what birds have to do.

Almost every form of vegetable and animal

life is used as food by one or another of the

species ; birds have most intricately-built

homes, and their methods of defense are to

be numbered by the score ; the care of their

delicate plumage alone would seem to neces-

sitate many and varied instruments
;

yet all

this is made possible, and chiefly executed, by

one small portion of the bird—its bill or beak.

If one will spend an afternoon at the New
York Zoological Park (or with any good col-

lection of live birds), watching the ways in

which the bills of various species are used,

one will not boast of his own accomplish-

ments, when it is realized how much more,

comparatively, the bird is able to achieve

with the aid of two projecting pieces of horn.

More than a single volume could be filled

with interesting facts about the bills of birds

and the uses to which they are put—hardly

any two species using their beaks in a similar

manner. Our language is too often lacking in

phrases expressing delicate shades of mean-

ing, and thus we are compelled to identify

structures among the creatures which rank

below us, with portions of our own anatomy

corresponding only in relative position or a

eeneral vague likeness of function. We arc

accustomed to speak of the iiiouth of a star-

fish, the arms of a sea-anemone, the foot of

a snail : in these respective cases, structures

specialized for receiving food or for progres-

sion being understood. But no one would
think of alluding to a bird's lips or nose ; both

are included in the terms beak, or bill, and
nostrils.

The finding and securing of food being the

most important problem which birds have to

solve for themselves, it is for these purposes,

and especially the last-mentioned, that we find

bills most adapted. This is so universally the

case that we may often judge accurately of

the kind of food of a certain bird from a

glance at its bill.

As is the case with so many other avian

structures, the horny, toothless beak or bill

is duplicated elsewhere in Nature only in a

group of reptiles, the turtles and tortoises,

whose mandibles furnish a splendid example
of parallel evolution.

In certain of those long-e,xtinct Dinosaurs,

such as Triceratops, an interesting transi-

tional condition is found. The front of the

mouth was beak-like and horny, while farther

back were the masticatory teeth.

Starting with the generalized beak of the

Archeoptcryx, which was furnished with

teeth, we are almost at a loss in which di-

rection to turn, so many and so varied are

the beaks of modern birds. No trace of

teeth, however, is to be found in the adults of

any of them. The bill of a crow or raven,

and, to a lesser extent, that of his near rela-

tives, the jay and the blackbird, is perhaps in

shape most like that of the "bird of old," and

is suited to the many purposes which the

varied life of these intelligent birds re-

quires.

SNAKEBIRD.
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CORMORANT.

The crow or raven is an excellent example
of a modern bird with a remarkably general-

ized diet, in striking contrast to those birds

whose bills show them to be fitted for feed-

ing only on some strictly defined food. With
his strong, ample beak the crow can dig up
recently planted corn, or crack the hard shells

of acorns ; he enjoys stealing the eggs and
the young birds of thrushes, orioles, spar-

rows, warblers, and quail, and I have seen

a crow chase, capture, and carry off a half-

dozen wild mallard ducklings in one morning!
These birds are. in addition, able to capture

insects of all kinds, besides picking berries,

and ducking their heads under water in quest

of the shrimps which live in tide-pools. In

short, their bill serves them well in procuring

many kinds of food, from earth, water, or

tree ; as well as in carrying great quantities

of sticks, which they use in the construction

of their nests. These birds are so skilful with

their beaks that a new trick is learned in a

very short time. In captivity a crow, when
i: tliinks no one is watching, will often take a

morsel of food, thrust it beneath a piece of

sod, and cover it up with grass, almost with

one motion of the beak.

Functional or adaptive radiation is beau-

tifully illustrated by the beak of a gannet,

cormorant, snakebird. and pelican—birds

which are closely related to one another struc-

turally, also having in common a fish diet,

swallowing their prey whole. The gannet's

beak is thick and very strong, and along the

inner edge is a series of fine serrations point-

ing backward. The bird dives, from a great

height, into the water and seizes a fish in a

grip of steel. The upper mandible of the

cormorant is furnished with a large, sharp

hook, with which the bird gafifs its prey, pur-

suinsr it under water. The snakebird. or

darter, has a bill like a needle, with which it

spears the fish, impaling it through and
through ; while the pelican, because of its

great pouch least vicious of all in its methods,

sinijjly engfulfs the fish, the water in which
't is swimming and all. then, straining out the

liiiuid, tosses the unfortunate into the air and
swallows him head first. The rami of the un-

der mandible of this bird are long and pliable

and so arranged that they can bend far apart,

thus making of the great bag of skin beneath

the bill and throat an admirable fish-trap.

This is one of the many instances where
several closely related species, with needs so

similar that there is danger of fatal compe-
tition, are able to exist in great numbers and

to avoid all undue struggle for existence by

having each an individual method—a niche

into which it fits perfectly in the great scheme
of Earth's hungry creatures. The snakebird's

prev is in the water of dense swamps and

bavous : cormorants and pelicans amicably

share inland lakes and tidal waters ; while the

haunt of the gannet is the high seas.

Even more closely related to each other

are terns and black skimmers. Except in

their bills these birds are almost identical in

structure, but the bill makes a vast difference

in the ajipearance of a bird, as is very ap-

parent when these two species are seen llying

about together on their breeding-grounds—

•

low. sandv islands along our coast. The

N
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small, delicately pointed beak of the tern

finishes ofif its neat appearance, and the entire

bird is the personification of grace, as it

dashes through the air, or plunges headlong
into the sea—to rise almost immediately with

a small fish in its beak.

The beak of the skimmer lends a heavy
aspect to the whole bird. It is long and higli,

and the lower mandible extends a full inch

beyond the upper. Both are as thin and as

pliable as paper-knives. A unique method
of obtaining food is the secret of this ap-

parent deformity : the strong wings of the

bird enable it to fly very close to the sur-

face of the water, so close in fact that the

lower mandible dips below the surface, thus

ploughing a zigzag furrow and catching up
any organisms, shrimps or fish, which chance

to be floating on the water.

Among ducks, we find those which feed

on fish, and those which sift their food from
the mud at the bottom of ponds, and these

differ radically in respect to their beaks. The
fish-eating merganser has perhaps, of all liv-

ing birds, the nearest resemblance to a toothed

beak. The deep serrations, however, are but

indentations in the substance of the strong,

narrow bill of the bird. When once in this

saw-like grasp, the most slippery fish is help-

less. The beak of the shoveller duck shows
how well Nature has provided for its wants.

The beak is arched and spatulate, while the

sensitive epidermis is prolonged at the edges

into a series of comb-like teeth—analogous

to the whalebone in the mouth of a whale.

Through this sieve the water is drained out,

leaving entangled the edible worms and in-

sects.

If we should elevate our shoveller duck,

placing him on long, slender legs and pro-

viding him with a correspondingly long neck.

he would indeed be in a predicament, since

only the tip of his beak could be brought
to bear in feeding. Now a flamingo is really

a long-legged duck, which feeds in much the
same way as the shoveller, and the difficulty

mentioned is overcome in a most ingenious
way. The mandibles are bent downward, al-

most at right angles, so that, when the head
reaches the ground, not the tip but the whole
iliverted bill is in a position to sift out food.

To meet the reversed condition, the lower
mandible is deeply arched, instead of the up-
per, as in the shoveller duck.

We are able to follow the probable evolu-

tion of such remarkable beaks as those of the

flamingo and skimmer by observing the growth
of this organ in any individual from the time
when the bird hatches from the egg until it is

full-grown. In the very young flamingo chick

there is no sign of the subsequent deflection,

the mandible being short, perfectly straight,

and rather slender. As the bird at first feeds

upon regurgitated food, taking it drop by drop
from the bill of the old bird, it, of course,

has no need of the curved beak of its parents.

Later, when its bill has increased in length and
has begun to be marked by the ultimately

sharp angle, the birds begin to sift from the

coral mud the small mollusks of which their

food consists.

Until its wings are full-feathered the young
skimmer is compelled to limit its wanderings
to the sand-dunes along the shore near its nest.

Thus, although at birth the lower mandible is

a trifle longer than the upper, yet even when
the birds are half-grown the disparity in length

between the two mandibles is but slight. Later,

when the young bird is able to join its parents

in their skimming of the seas, the lower mandi-
ble quickly attains its full development. The
friction oi the water upon the bill must be con-

r.LAC K SKIMMER
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siderable, as in a skimmer which 1 have had
for years in captivity, in the Zoological Park,

the lower mandible grew remarkably fast,

measuring six and three-fourths inches from
base to tip when the bird was eighteen months
eld.

Herons and ibises, through all the years,

sought their food in mucli the same places as

have ducks ; the straight-billed herons seizing

their living ])rey with a single lightning dart,

as it swims past them ; the spoonbills spattering

in the shallows ; and the curved-beaked ibises

probing every crevice along shore. The spoon-
bills swing their necks and heads from side to

side, as they walk slowly through the water,

gleaning their food w-ith the motion of a

nuivver wielding his scythe. Two of the herons
are interesting enough to hold our attention

for a moment. The common black-crowned
night lieron is abundant throughout most of

North America, and he fishes in legitimate

heron fashion : but his near relative, tlie boat-

billed heron, is a more tropical species. In

voice, appearance, and structure there is little

to choose between the two birds—except that

the latter has a broad, scoop-like beak—a peli-

can's fish-trap in miniature, which seems to

answer every requirement of this strange-look-

ing bird. From the muddiness of the water in

the tropical swamps from which I have flushed

these birds, it seems probable that much of

their food may be lesser fry than fish.

Pebbles and shells, which shelter so many
toothsome morsels along the shallows of our
seashore, offer sumptuous feasts to birds fur-

nished with beaks ailapled to prying and prob-
ing, and we find all sorts of sizes and shapes.

A collection of bills of various wading-birds
would look like a complete set of surgical tools

!

There is the stilt, whose bill is almost straight

;

the ibis, with mandibles curved downward to

probe the crevices between the ])ebbles on
which he stands : the avocct has a pair of re-

curved pliers, which search out the worm or

snail in the deepest fissures ahead of him. At
the slightest touch of such a beak, the oysters

and other large bivalves close with a snap, de-

fying these birds to jienetrate their living

armor. Indeed, more than one gull or

wader has rashly pecked at the sweet flesh,

when the two tight-fitting doors have suddenly

closed, pinning the bird helpless and holding

it captive despite its struggles, until the rising

tide has ended its life.

But along comes a bird, well named oyster-

catcher, and woe to the mollusks now. It al-

lows them to close tightly upon its bill, the

mandibles of which are like thin blades, many
vears antedating man's oyster-knives. The
mollusk is wrenched free by the sturdy bird,

carried from the water still gri])ping the bird's

bill, and is then pried open and eaten. The bill

of this bird show's the wear and tear of forc-

ing apart the shells, and it is sometimes slightly

bent to one side. The short-billed gulls are

denied the power of opening these oysters and

mussels, but thev sometimes get an unlawful

feast by following up and robbing the oyster-

catchers of the shells which the latter have

opened.
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The bill of the shell-ibis of India may be

likened to an ordinary lemon-squeezer, having
a cavity in which the half-lemon rests before
it is compressed. When the mandibles of this

bird are closely opposed the central portion of

the beak gapes slightly. In this cavity the bird

firmly holds the shells of the land-snails upon
which it feeds, until it can bring the pressure

of both mandibles to bear and so crush the

shell of the moUusk.
The asymmetry of the bill, as seen in the

oyster-catcher, is not accidental, but constant,

in the crooked-billed plover of New Zealand.

In this bird the bill is permanently bent to the

right, a beautiful adaptation to help the bird in

its search for insects, which, in the dry country
that it inhabits, are found almost entirely

under stones.

As a rule, beaks are rather immovable
throughout their length, but in the woodcock,
and to a less extent in the dowitcher snipe, the

extremity of the upper mandible can be raised

some distance, as the cut shows. This extreme
sensitiveness is especially necessary, as the

eves of the woodcock are placed very far back
on the top of its head, and are of little or no
use in seeking food.

What an interesting study the various beaks

of land birds would oiifer, were we able to de-

vote to them the space which they deserve

!

They defy classification and refuse to be ar-

ranged in any linear sequence. The majority

of those birds which have their beaks armed
with a strong hook feed upon living prey

—

from the great mandible of the golden eagle

to the tiny vireo, which snaps up the dancing
gnats.

The owls and the parrots, which, by the way,
are much more closely related than most of

our classifications would indicate, have bills

very much alike, and afford a striking example

of two large related groups of birds whose diet

has become radically unlike, although even in

this case "blood will tell" and the kea parrot

slips back into carnivorous habits with ease.

Owls tear their prey apart with their beaks,

or swallow it entire, but parrots gnaw and
gnaw upon their nuts and seeds, reducing their

food to powder. This grinding and rasping is

aided by several file-like ridges which many
parrots have within their beaks. The hinging
of the upper mandible with the skull is more
evident in a parrot than in any other bird.

This arrangement allows much freedom of

motion.

It vs not clearly known what use the immense
beaks of toucans may serve, although there

seems little excuse for this ignorance in those

who know the birds in their native haunts. The
delicate, spongy texture makes the clumsy-
looking appendages exceedingly light, and they
are usually banded or splashed with brilliant

hues—blue, yellow, red, brown, green or black.

But light as the beaks are in these birds, in the

unrelated but similarly monstrous-beaked
hornbills the weight must be considerable, for

the first two vertebrae of the neck in these lat-

ter birds are fused together, to yield a firmer

support for the muscles of the neck.

Chimney swifts and hummingbirds both feed

upon insects and are rather closely related to

each other, but here again the most decided

difference is to be fourd in their bills. The
broad, flattened mandibles of the swifts open
wide, as the birds dash through the air, engulf-

ing gnats and flies with wonderful skill : while

the hummingbirds, as we all know, probe the

deepest calyxes. Could two bills more unlike

be imagined ? In very young hummingbirds
the bill is short and broad, very like the swift

type, but later its long and slender shape is

acquired rapidly : there are many resemblances
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between luimmiiigbirds

and insects, due entirely

to the similar'ty in their

feeding habits-. Certain

flowers are especially

adapted in structure to

attract certain bees or

moths, which in return

unconsciously cross-fer-

tilize the blossoms ; and

certain of the various

bills of hummingbirds
reflect the exact contour

of the corollas in which
the birds seek their food.

Among hummingbirds
the various shapes of

bills of otiicr groups are

reproduced again. Hum-
ming through the air

about us in the tropics

speed miniature avocets.

ibises, stilts, mergansers,

and we realize, as never before, the

never-ending devices of Nature, providing

for the needs of all, from the greatest to the

least : endless patterns paralleling each other.

but never identical. Indeed, in the great family

of South -Vmerican birds known as wood-
hewers the diversity in shape, size, and direc-

tion of bills is so great that it seems as if not a

niche, or crack, or hollow in the bark of any

tree in the forest where these birds abound
would afford a safe retreat to an insect!

It remains to mention the woodpecker's bill,

which is used chisel-like for excavating his

home as well as in boring for grubs. With his

beak the nuthatch hammers his acorns, and the

tailor-bird sews his nest. The thick conical

beaks of all sparrows and finches are for

cracking seeds : while the weaker, more slender

beaks of warblers, thrushes, and wrens retlecl

a diet of insects. Among the finches is a group
of several species which, by a thrust of the bill,

have at their command a new source of food,

one which there are none to dispute with them.
Roth mandil)lcs of the crossbill are curved into

sharp hooks which cross one another, either to

right or left, thus forming a unique pair of

pliers, with which the bird pries out the seeds

shut tight behind the over-lapping scales of

pine-cones.

The beak of a bird is always growing, and in

captivity from lack of proper use, the mandi-
bles sometimes grow to a great length, and,

unless trimmed, will often interfere with the

bird's feeding.

Perhaps the most re-

markably adapted beaks

in the world are those

of the male and female

Huia birds—natives of

.\ew Zealand—in which
not only is the bill of the

species designed for a

special method of pro-

curing food, but the bills

( >f the two sexes are very

different in form and
use, and complement
each other's methods.
Concerning the peculiar

use of the bill in the

Huia birds, Professor
.Newton writes: "Its fav-

orite food is the grub
of a timber-boring bee-
tle, and the male bird

with his short stout bill

attacks the more deca\ed
portions of the wood, and chisels oui his prey,
while tile female with her long slender bill

probes the holes in the sounder part, the hard-
ness of which resists his weapon; or when he,

having removed the decayed i)ortion, is unable
to reach the grul), the female coma's to his aid

and accomplishes what he has failed to d >."

The bill of a bird, besides serving in so many
other ways, is invaluable in jireening the plum-
age, arranging disordered feathers, dr\ing
them, and, most imjiortant of all, in pressing
out the oil from the gland on the lower back,

and with it carefully dressing all the feiithers.

giving to them that hriglitness and gl'iss and
also the water-proof quality—so surely a sign

of perfect health in a bird. When, after the

bath of a caged bird, you see the drops roll

from its feathers, literally like "water off a

duck's back,'' then the good health of the bird

is certain.

The all-important use of the bill as a needle,

shuttle, pick and shovel, auger and trowel in

nest-building does not concern us here, nor

does its function in expressing emotion, or in

taking the place of the voice or of the foot. All

this is expressive rather of the mental than the

physical life of the bird.

Within a period of five minutes I have ob-

served the following uses of the beak of a par-

rot perching in my study : With its mandibles

it picked up a sunflower seed and comminuted
it : it then hooked the upper mandible into a

wire and swung itself along: gnawed at a hole

it had begun to excavate : nibbled gently at my
fincrer. showinsr affection : bit fiercciv in anger
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ONE OF THE LARGEST OF OUR TORTOISES
The growth of this specimen has been so great, as to oppose the theory of the gr

which these reptiles are supposed to attain.

and fear at a dead snake which I presented
;

preened several feathers of one wing, smooth-
ing out all the dislodged barbs ; rattled its beak
ruong the wires to make a sound to attract my
attention ; and finally seized its water-pan and
turned it over in pure playfulness.

The Aquarium has, for two months, had

a good-sized specimen of the Tarpon {Tar-

pon Atlanticus), the first of the species ever

exhibited there and probably the only one ever

kept in captivity.

This tarpon, which is nearly five feet long,

was taken on July 27, in a pound net at Bel-

ford, N. J., in the southern part of New York
Bay. As soon as discovered in the net the

Aquarium was notified and arrangements were
at once made with the fishermen to have it

brought to the Aquarium without delay. For
more than a week it refused food, but at the

end of the second week was feeding freely on
several kinds of small, live fishes, and is now
in good condition.

Another specimen of the tarpon, about six

inches longer, was taken in the same locality

and in the same way, on the following day.

This specimen did not recover from injuries

received during capture and died five days

after being placed in the tank. It weighed
just sixty pounds and was five feet and five

inches in length.

The occurrence of the tarpon in New York
Bay is noteworth}-, as there appear to be only

two or three other records of its appearance

there. A specimen was taken at Gravesend

Beach, New York Bay, in the summer of 1901.

The species occurs as a straggler nearly every

year along the south shore of Long Island and
the south coast of Massachusetts. There does

not appear to be any record of its capture on

the New Jersey coast.

The tarpon may be considered as the king

of game fishes. It is common in the Gulf of

Mexico and is habitually taken by anglers at

various points from Florida to \'era Cruz.

Mexico. c. II. T.
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